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FOREWORD

The Fort Knox Field Unit of the Army Research Institute for the
Behavioral and Social Sciences (ARI) carries out research and exploratory
development in the area of Armor training. An objective of this work is
to develop through analytic and field research, tank crew and individual
training methods that are effective and efficient.

The project of which this report is a part was conducted by personnel
of the Human Resources Research Organization (HumRRO) under Contract No.
MDA903-79-C-0582 and monitored by Donald F. Haggard, Chief of ARI Field
Unit at Fort Knox. The research was done under ARI FY 78 Work Program,
Army Project 2Q762722A777, Individual Training Technology, Task D: Tech-
nology for Front-End Analysis of Armor Systems, Work Unit 3: Simulation
Characteristics of Armor Systems. The work is responsive to requirements
of the US Army Armor School at Fort Knox and the Army Training and Doctrine
Command.
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SUMMARY

The material in this training TSP for the XMI 45E TOM-T was
developcl for use during OT II, to answer three of the operational
issues asked in the IEP for the TOM-T namely:

Issue 2.2.2 Is the TOM-T training effective in teaching
MOS 45E turret mechanics organizational
maintenance level troubleshooting, repair,
and replacement when used in the context of
the program of instruction?

Issue 2.2.3 What is the training transfer of the TOM-T?
Issue 2.2.4 What are the training resource requirements

used to conduct the M1 TOM-T program of
instruction?

The experimental training for the TOM-T comprises 16 modules.
Training and test plans were developed for eight of the modules.
[The development of training and test plans for the other modules
was beyond the purview of the project; materials for these modules
are available in the Army as a standard part of instruction for
45E turret mechanics.] The eight modules for which materials were
developed are:

Module A 19E Operator Requirements
Module B Turret Assembly
Module C NBC System
Module D Armament System
Module E Hydraulic System
Module F STE/XM1 Test Set
Modle G Turret Electrical System
Module H Fire Control System

Each module comprises several components, which in turn comprise tasks.
The module, 19E Operator Requirements, for example, comprises the
components Prepare Gunner's Station for Operation, Perform Pre-Operation
Checks, and others. The component, Perform Pre-Operations Checks, in
turn, comprises two tasks: Perform Computer Self-test and Perform Bore-
sight Check.

An otit ine was prepitred for ech componnrt and contains na section
ent~tled "rleasurement", which specifies time and accuracy measures to
be obtained during and after training. The time measures are in all
cases the time between the end of the initiating stimuli to which the soldier is

4 expected to respond, and the completion of the desired response.
Accuracy standards are given usually in terms of the extent of cor-,
respondence between the task steps performed and the steps in a perfect
performance.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the maintenance training program,K data forms were prepared to collect data in three areas:

1. End of training qualification testing (Issue 2.2.2)
2. Job performance evaluation (Issue 2.2.3)
3. Training resource requirements (Issue 2.2.4)
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INTRODUCTION

Recognizing both the potential benefits and the potential risks

associated with the use of training devices and simulators as adjuncts

and substitutes for operational equipment, the Army has evolved a multi-

tiered assessment policy, in which plans and devices are evaluated at

successive phases of development, from concept evaluation to operational

testing. Certain parts of the Army's device-evaluation policy, namely

the parts that deal with the design of baseline and experimental courses

of instruction to address operational issues defined in the Independent

Evaluation Plan (IEP), and the design and preparation of specifications

for elements of the training Test Support Package (TSP) are interrelated

to the extent that one part (the TSP) is "required" by the other part

(the IEP).

The material presented in this training TSP for the X1 45E turret

organizational maintenance trainer (TOH-T) was developed for use during

OT II, to answer three of the operational issues asked in the IEP for

the TOM-T, 1 namely:

Issue 2.2.2 Is the TOH-T training effective in
teaching OS 45E turret mechanics
organizational maintenance level

troubleshooting, repair, and replace-
ment when used in the context of the
program of Instruction?

Itsua 2.2.3 WItt is the training tranuer of the
TOM-T?

Issue 2.2.4 What are the training resource
requirements used to conduct the XHl
TOM-T program of instruction?

IAuthor. Final Independent Evaluation Plan for XMI Turret Organizational
Maintenance Trainer (TOM-T). 20 March 1980.



ORGANIZATION

The training materials and data requirements are organized as

follows:

Chapter 1 Training Concept for TOM-T TSP

Chapter 2 Data Requirements

Appendix A 19 Operator Requiements

Appendix B Turret Assembly

Appendix C NBC System

Appendix D Armament System

Appendix E Hydraulic System

Appendix F STE/XIl Test Set

Appendix G Turret Electrical System

Appendix H Fire Control System

Appendix I Performance-Oriented Instruction

Appendix J Test Development

Appendix K Training Resource Requirement Forms
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CHAPTER I

TRAINING CONCEPTS FOR TOM-T TSP

Overview

The experimental training for soldiers using the TOM4T comprises 16

modules, whose titles are shown in Figure 1. The seven asterisked modules

are ones for which the development of training plans was outside our

purview; training modules for the asterisked items are available in the

Army as a standard part of instruction for 45E Turret Mechanics. The

existing modules can, with editing, be used in the current program. No

material for the module on troubleshooting the XMI with STE/XM1 test set

(enclosed in the rectangle-with-broken lines) is available, nor has any

been developed here. That material must be developed by the Army prior

to OT II.

The remaining eight modules (without asterisks in Figure 1) are the

ones for which we have developed training and test plans. Each of these

modules comprises several components, which in turn comprise tasks. The

module, 19E Operator Requirements, for example, comprises the components

Prepare Gunner's Station for Operation, Perform Pre-operation Checks, and

others. The component, Perform Pre-operations Checks, in turn, comprises

two tasks: Perform Computer Self-test, and Perform Boresight Check.

The recommended sequence of instruction is from top to bottom in

Figure 1. Among the assumptions that were made in the design of the train-

!A.g plans were that:

1. The soldiers to be trained will be naive with
respect to the content of the modules, but will
have completed BCT.

I
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2. Two instructors will be available for every 30
trainees. Training is to be conducted, not as
two parallel programs of 15 soldiers each, but
as one 30-soldier program with the instructors
sharing teaching and testing responsibilities.

3. One device and one XM1 tank (at a minimum)
will be available for each 30-student session.

4. Tasks which can be taught using the TO-T will
be. The XM1 will be used only for:

A. Teaching tasks that cannot be taught
using the device.

B. End-of-course evaluation testing.

The modules contain measurement specifications, but not tests. Tests

should be developed to go with the training using the guidance in

Appendix J, Test Development.

Each component outline contains a section entitled "Measurement,"

which specifies time and accuracy measures to be obtained during and

after training. The time measures are in all cases the time between the

end of the initiating stimuli (e.g., oral instructions to the mechanic)

to which he is expected to respond, and the completion of the desired

response. Accuracy standards are given in the component outlines, usually

in terms of the extent of correspondence between the task steps performed

by the examinee, and the steps in a perfect performance. Each examinee must

be remediated during training until he meets the accuracy standard for each

component. Examinees are tested, remediated, and retested, so by the end

of training, all examinces will have achieved final accuracy scores of 100

percent for each component. This test-remediation-retest procedure is to

4 be used during training only. After training is complete, examinees will

receive end-of-course tests for the record, during which no prompting or

remediation is to take place. (See Chapter 2, Data Requirements)

5



Test Participants and Dates
i

The test participants during OT II, and the dates of participation

are as follows:

Position Grade MOS Number Inclusive Dates Source

Instructors E5/E6 45N/1.9E 2 1 Dec 80-17 Apr 81 Weapons Department

Mechanics 2  E2/E3 45E 4 12 Jan 81-17 Apr 81 USAARMS

Tasks for Training

The tasks selected for training are presented here. They are listed

under the module and component corresponding to their assignment in the

training concept outline. The numbers associated with each module,

component, and task for:

* Turret Assembly

. NBC System

. Armament System

. Hydraulic S17stem

. Turret Electrical System

* Fire Control System

correspond to the numbering system used in Task and Skill Analysis Report,

Final, for the [XMI] Tank, Combat, Full Tracked 105-MM Gun. 3

I

4 Author. Outl:ine Test Pian, XMl Turret Organizational Maintenance Trainer
TOM-T. 23 Jaiiuary 1979.

2 The position "niechanics" is used throughout to refer to the soldiers to
be trained during OT I.

3Chrysler Corporation. Task and Skill Analysis Report for the [XM] Tank,
Combat, Full Tracked 105-MM Gun. Author, 1979.



The format for the task list is as follows:

NUMBER

(MODULE) TURRET ASSEMBLY 2.15
(COMPONENT) TURRET LOCK ASSEMBLY 2.15.2

(TASKS) Inspect turret lock assembly 2.15.2.1

Replace turret lock assembly handle 2.15.2.5
and spring

Tasks marked with an asterisk symbol (*) can be performed on the TOM-T

Turret Mock-Up. Those marked with a number symbol (#) can be done on

the TOM-T Programmable Maintenance Trainer. Tasks with both an asterisk

and a number symbol (*/#) are those which can be performed partially on

the turret mock-up and partially on the programmable trainer. Tasks not

marked are done on the XMI.

Tasks were selected for training such that each component in the

XMl is represented by at least one task. Components having only one

task are represented by that task. Most of the tasks are remove/replace

tasks; other tasks (bleed, adjust, service, inspect, purge, test, align)

were selected whenever they were available. The task coverage provides

practice in using manuals and following procedures. At the same time,

the tasks serve as prerequisites to troubleshooting. With the exception

of setting-up, testing, and shutting-down the STE/XMI test set, and

troubleshooting the auxiliary hydraulic pump fault sympton, no trouble-

shooting is included in the program. At the time these materials were

prepared, no other troubleshooting documentation was available.



NUMBER

19E OPERATOR REQUIREMENTS

Gunner Tasks

PREPARE GUNNER' S STATION FOR OPERATION A

Enter Gunner's Station lA

Perform before-operations maintenance checks and
services on Gunner's Station 4A

PERFORM PRE-OPERATION CHECKS C

Perform computer self-test 3C

Perform boresight check 8C

OPERATE POWER CONTROL HANDLES F

Traverse turret using power control handles 1F

Elevate/depress main gun using power control handles 2F

MANUALLY INPUT FIRE CONTROL DATA INTO BALLISTIC COMPUTER G

Manually input fire control data for manual parameters
into ballistic computer. 1G

Manually input fire control data for auto parameters
into ballistic computer. 2G

OPERATE COAXIAL MACHINEGUN J

Remove coaxial machinegun 1i

Install coaxial machinegun 2J

I

0ORESIGIIT MAIN GUN K

Boresight Gunnerls primary sight 1K

Boresight muzzle reference sensor 2K

Tank Commander Tasks

PREPARE COMMANDER'S STATION FOR OPERATION A

Operate Commanders hatch 1A

Adjust TC Seat and Platform 2A

Perlorm before-operations maintenance checks and services
on Commander's Station. 4A

8



NUMBER

POWER UP COMMANDER'S STATION B
Operate Commander's power control handle 2B

OPERATE COMMANDER'S MACHINEGUN C

Clear Commander's Hachinegun IC
.:Driver Task

START ENGINE C
Start Engine-Normal Start iC

9



NUMBER

TURRET ASSEMBLY 2*15

TURRET CORDS 2.15.1

Replace cord assembly 2.15.1.1I
TURRET LOCK ASSEMBLY 2.15.2

*Inspect turret lock assembly 2.15.2.1

Replace turret lock assembly handle and spring 2.15.2.5

COMMANDER'S SEAT ASSEMBLY 2.15.3

Replace Commander's seat back recess pad 2.15.3.5

Replace Commander's seat lower platform 2.15.3.9

GUNNER'S SEAT ASSEMBLY 2.15.4

Replace Gunner's seat assembly 2.15.4.2

Replace Gunner's seat back cushion 2.15.4.3

LOADER'S SEAT ASSEMBLY 2.15.5

Replace Loader's platform height adjustment locking pin 2.15.5.16

TOADER'S HATCH ASSEMBLY 2.15.6

Inspect Loader's hatch 2.15.6.1

COMMANDER'S WEAPON STATION HATCH MECHANISM ASSEMBLY 2.15.7

Replace Commander's hatch latching mechanism 2.15.7.2

RvpLv,(, ,: ommnndvr'. unity periscopo soal 2.15.7.13

ATM T'TrON flOOR ARSENBT.Y 2.19.8

Adj,'.t. ready ammo door limit switch 2.15.8.4

aIjust roti.er assemblies 2.15.8.7

Adjust stowage door spring plungers 2.15.8.10

A7!nTO FPEOF.NCv AMPLTPTER MOIUNTTN(- BRACEET 1 15.9

krplare P,,,o *rectiency amplifier mounting hivackpt.

1OI



14UMBER

MAINTAIN SAFETY GUARDS AND PADS 2.15.10

Replace spent ammo screen guard magnet 2.15.10.8

TURRET P19MUNITION RACKS 2.15.11

Replace ammo tack plunger 2.15.11.1

Replace ammo tube and hinge 2.15.11.6

TURRET BLOW-OUT PANEL ASSEMBLY 2.15.12

I Replace side blow-out panel and frae 2.15.12.1

RAHIO ANTENNA MOUNT 2.15.13

Replace receiver/transmitter antenna mount 2.15.13.1

INTERNAL GUN TRAVEL LOCK 2.15.14

*Replace gun elevation lock quick release pin 2.15.14.1

T11RRIU" PL.ATFORM 2.15.15
*Replace hull-turret slipring cover 2.15.15.1

*Repfarp turret harness channel cover 2.15.15.2

;rpFJ.Af ST,1WAGE IROXES 2.15.16

Replace left exterior stowage box assembly 2.15.16.1

I

I
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NUMBER

NUCLEAR, BIOLOGICAL, CHEMICAL (NBC) SYSTEK 2.*12

ORIFICE AND HOSE ASSEMBLY 2.12.1

Replace NBC orifice assembly 2.12.1.1

* .HEATER UNIT 2.*12.*2

Replace NBC heater units 2.12.2.1

HOSE AND TUBE ASSEMBLY 2.12.3

*Replace NBC slipring tube assemblies 2.12.3.1

NBC FILTER ASSEMBLIES 2.12.4

*Replace NBC gas filters 2.12.4.1

12
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NUMBER

ARMAMENT SYSTEM 2.18

105 mm GUN MOUNT ASSEMBLY 2.18.1

*Replace 105 mm gun replenisher 2.18.1.3

Align MRS to GPS daylight sight 2.18.1.9

GRENADE LAUNCHER 2.18.2

Replace grenade launcher electrical harness covers 2.18.2.1

LOADER'S WEAPON STATION 2.18.3

*Replace Loader's machine gun mount h-lder assembly 2.18.3.2

COAXIAL MOUNT 2.18.4

Replace coaxial machinegun solenoid 2.18.4.11

Adjust coaxial machinegun firing solenoid 2.18.4.12

COMMANDER'S WEAPON MOUNT ASSEMBLY 2.18.5

Replace Commander's weapon mount equilibrator 2.18.5.3

13



NUMBER

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM 2.7

HYDRAULIC LINES AND FITTINGS 2.7.3
*Replace gun elevation control hydraulic hose assemblies 2.7.3.1

*Replace hydraulic pressure gage hoses and fittings 2.7.3.2

Replace slipring hydraulic lines, hoses, and fittings 2.7.3.3

*Replace hydraulic pressure gage and adapter 2.7.3.8

AZIMUTH SERVO ASSEMBLY 2.7.4

*Replace azimuth servo filter 2.7.4.1

*/#Replace azimuth servo assembly 2.7.4.2

Bleed air from azimuth hydraulic system 2.7.4.3

Check and adjust drift 2.7.4.4

ELEVATION SERVO ASSEMBLY 2.7.5

*Replace elevation servo 2.7.5.1

*Replace elevation servo filter 2.7.5.2

ELEVATION ACCUMULATOR ASSEMBLY 2.7.6

*Replace manual elevation accumulator assembly 2.7.6.1

MANUAL ELEVATION HANDLE PUMP ASSEMBLY 2.7.7
*Replace elevation hand pump handle assembly 2.7.7.1

Bleed air from manual elevation hydraulic system 2.7.7.5
4

ELEVATION MECtIANISM 2.7.8

Replace elevation mechanism struts 2.7.8.1

TRAVERSE GEARBOX ASSEMBLY 2.7.9

Adjust backlash setting 2.7o9.1

TRAVERSE MECHANISM 2.7.10
Service traverse mechanism 2.7.10.2

14



NUMBER

HYDRAULIC RESERVOIR 2.7.11

Inspect hydraulic reservoir 2.7.11.2

Replace reservoir sight gage 2.7.11.4

ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN HYDRAULIC PUMP 2.7.12

Troubleshoot auxiliary hydraulic pump fault symptom 2.7.12.3

FILTER MANIFOLD ASSEMBLY 2.7.13

Replace hydraulic filter manifold and fittings 2.7.13.1

RELIEF VALVE AND TUBE ASSEMBLY 2.7.14

Replace hydraulic relief valve and tube assembly 2.7.14.1

MAIN ACCUMULATOR 2.7.15

*Replace main accumulator 2.7.15.1

*Service main accumulator 2.7.15.2

*Replace main accumulator charging valve 2.7.15.4

HYDRAULIC POWER DISTRIBUTION VALVE 2.7.17

*Replace hydraulic power distribution valve 2.7.17.1

AMMUNITION DOOR HYDRAULIC ACTUATOR 2.7.18

*Replace ammunition door hydraulic actuator 2.7.18.1

15



NUMBER

STE/XMI TEST SET

OPERATION, INSTALLATION, AND REFERENCE DATA

#Set-Up STE/XNI Test Set 1

#Conduct Self-Test 2

#Conduct Adapter Test 3

#Shut-Down STE/XKI Test Set 4

16
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NUMBER

TURRET ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 2.16

COMMANDER'S CONTROL PANEL 2.16.1

*Replace Commander's control panel indicator lamps

or lenses 2.16.1.3

LOADER'S PANEL 2.16.2

*Replace Loader's panel indicator lamps or lenses 2.16.2.3

q TURRET NETWORMZ BOX 2.16.3

*Replace turret networks box 2.16.3.7

HULL-TURRET SLIPRING UNIT ASSEMBLY 2.16.4

*/#Replace hull-turret slipring 2.16.4.1

BLASTING MACHINE ASSEMBLY 2.16.5

/Test blasting machine 2.16.5.2
*Replace blasting machine 2.16.5.5

TURRET VENTILATION BLOWER ASSE11BLY 2.16.6
*Replace turret vent blower inlet screen 2.16.6.3

CWS AZIMUTH DRTVE ASSEMBLY 2.16.7

*Adjust CWS azimuth drive assembly 2.16.7.1

COMMANI)I{'S POWER CONTROI, UNIT ASSEIiLY 2.16.8

•16 lh'p,1m , c,,.m, ,r power control unit 2.16.8.1

L.LECTRICAL HARNES3 2.16.9

fReplace electrical harnesses (general instructions) 2.16.9.1

Replace electrical harness IWIO1 2.16.9.3

Replace electrical harness IW204 2.16.9.22

Replace electrical harness IW3(0) 2.16.9.34

Replace electrical harness 1W314 2.16.9.43

17



NUMBER

SWITCH ASSEMBLIES 2.16 .10

*Replace zero elevation switch assembly 2.16.10.1

TURRET DOMELIGHT 2.16.11

*Replace domelight. rheostat knob 2.16.11.1

18



NUMBER

FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM 2.14

GUNNER'S PRIMARY SIGHT ASSEMBLY 2.14.1
*Purge and charge GPS 2.14.1.17

Replace GPS filter/clear/shutter switch 2.14.1.18

Adjust GPS day sight counter rotation scaling 2.14.1.19

*Replace GPS 2.14.1.20

COMMANDER'S GPS EXTENSION ASSFIBLY 2.14.2

*Replace Commander's GPS extension 2.14.2.4

ELECTRONICS RACK ASSEMBLY 2.14.3

*Replace electronics rack jumper assembly (computer
electronics units, thermal electronics units, LOS
electronics box) 2414.3.1

*Replace electronics rack shock mounts (floor) 2.14.3.4

LOS ELECTRONICS UNIT 2.14.4

*Replace LOS electronics unit 2.14.4.1

BALLISTIC COVER, HANDLE, AND LINKAGE 2.14.7

Replace GPS ballistic cover door 2.14.7.1

GUNNER'S AUXILIARY SIGHT ASSEMBLY 2.14.8
*Purge and charge GAS 2.14.8.3

* *Replace GAS panel reticle power switch 2.14.8.7

COMANDER'S WEAPON STATION SIGHT ASSE1BLY 2.14.9

*Purge and chay ,7 sight 2.14.9.3

COMPUTER ELECTRONICS UNIT ASSFMBLY 2.14.10
*/OReplace computer electronics unit (CEU) 2.14.10.1

.(MPUTER CONTROL PANi. 2.14.11
*Replace computer :ontrol panel (CCP) 2.14.11.3
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NUMBER

GUN TURRET DRIVE ELECTRONICS UNIT 2.14.12
*Replace gun turret drive electronics unit 2.14.12.2

CROSSWIND SENSOR 2.14.13

*Replace crosswind sensor 2.14.13.3

CANT ASSEMBLY 2.14.14

*Replace cant unit 2.14.14.2

U
RATE GYROSCOPE ASSEMBLIES 2.14.15

Replace hull gyroscope 2.14.15.1

GUNNER'S HANDLE ASSEMBLY 2.14.16

*Replace Gunner's control handle assembly 2.14.16.1

LASER RANGEFINDER 2.14.17

*Purge and charge laser rangefinder 2.14.17.3

THERMAL IMAGING SYSTEM 2.14.18

Clean TIS image control unit optical surface 2.14.18.6

REMOTE THERMOMETER 2.14.19

Replace remote thermometer 2.14.19.1

0 LOADER'S UNITY PERISCOPE 2,14.20

RepI.hice Loitder'" perlscoIe tirror mount assembly 2.14.20.1

COMMANDER'S CONTROL HANDLE 2.14.22

* "/#Replac Commander's conttnl handle assembly 2.14.22.1

CWS MANUAL ELEVATION DRIVE 2.14.24

Replace CWS cable assembly and lever 2.14.24.2
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Training Materials

The training materials for each module are presented in Appendixes A
through H as:

Appendix A 19E Operator Requirements( Appendix B Turret Assembly
Appendix C NBC System
Appendix D Armament System
Appendix E Hydraulic System
Appendix F STE/XKl Test Set
Appendix G Turret Electrical System
Appendix H Fire Control System

The materials for each module are organized into three main parts:

Part 1 Lesson Plan Outline
Part 2 Component Outline
Part 3 Task Analysis Outline

Lesson Plan Outline.1 The lesson plan outline is written for the entire
module and includes the following sections:

A. Training Objective for the module to include
the task, conditions, and standard.

B. Intermediate Training Objective (ITO) for the
module. This is currently described as (None)
but some ITO may be included by the developer
when the entire training program is completed.

C. Administrative Instructions for conducting the
training. The information for each heading to
be provided by the developer.

D. Sequence for conducting the training and testing.
2

E. Safety Instructions for the module. This is
currently not described, but any specific, non-
traditional safety requirements should be described.

F. Additional Comments and Information specific to
each module.

A sample Lesson Plan flutlire for tle Turret Assemb)y module is at Figure 2.

Component Outline' The component outLine includes the:

A. Moduie of which the component is a part.

B. Component as described in Task and Skill Analysis
Report, Final XMIJ f,,r the Tank, Combat ,Full
Trackod 105-MM Gun.

'Basic principles of and guidance for performance-oriented instruction
are at Appendix 1.

2A discussion on test development and some performance test examples are
at Appendix J.
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LESSON PLAN OUTLINE

TURRET ASSEMBLY

A. TRAINING OBJECTIVE

TASK: Each mechanic will meet the MEASUREMENT criteria for
during training and end of training for the 24 tasks
in the Turret Assembly module.

CONDITIONS: As described in the PRELIMINARY and FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES.

STANDARD: See MEASUREMENT for each task.

B. INTERMEDIATE TRAINING OBJECTIVE

(None)

C. ADMINISTRATIVE INSTRUCTIONS

1. When training will be given:

2. Training location:

3. Who will be trained:

4. Principal and assistant instructors:

5. Equipment and materials: As described for each task.

D. SEQUENCE

1. State training objective and reason for learning the tasks.

2. Demonstrate or have assistant(s) demonstrate each task.
U

3. Conduct walk-through/practice session.by having mechanics
demonstrate each task. Circulate among the mechanic and

critique their performance.

4. Test mechanics individually. If a mechanic cannot perform a
* step of a task, you may show him how to perform the step, and

continue the test or have the mechanic go practice or study.
Before the mechanic can be signed off on a task, he must perform
the test with no prompting.

E. SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

Figure 2. Sample lesson plan outline for the
turret assembly module.
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F. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS AND I1FORMATION

The MEASUREMENT requirements for tasks in each component are pre-
sented on the cover sheet for the component (Component Outline)
rather than as part of the task.

The Measurement part for each task identifies the start and stop
points for measuring time and describes how to assess the accuracy
of performance. Measurement specifications are presented for
two stages of learning. During the first stage, training, time
is the principal concern. The mechanic should perform the task
faster during successive performances, until at the second stage,
the end of training, the performance time meets the on-the-job
time requirement. The accuracy requirement during training is
simply that the mechanic perform the task exactly as described
under Mechanic Will. Measurement at the end of training, will
focus on products of successful task performance whenever such a
focus is practical. A thorough discussion of the measurement

*issue is in Analyzing Tank Gunnery Engagements for Simulator-
Based Process Measurement.'

The procedures described under MECHANIC WILL for each task are
derived from Task and Skill Analysis Report, Final, [XMI] for the
Tank, Combat, Full Tracked 105-MM Gun. Chrysler Corporation,
1979. There is a possibility that the procedures have changed with
design changes in the XMl. The procedures should be updated for
the XM1 based on current TMs and actual hands-on verification
during the instructor training phase for the OT. Then, during DT,
the procedures for each task should be tried out on the training
device and the discrepancies in XMI procedures and device proced-
ures noted. Any changes in the described procedures may require a
change in the MEASUREMENT requirement for the task.

Figure 2 (Cont'd.). Sample lesson plan outline for the
turret assembly module.

* 1Boldovici, J.A. Analyzing Tank Gioncry Engagements for 5imulator-Based
Process Measurement. Fort Knox, Kentucky: Human Resources Research
Organization (HumRRO), Final Report 78-4, 1978.
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C. Performance Outcomes listing the task(s) to be
trained in the component and the end of training
performance time. (No times are given for the
tasks in the 19E Operator Requirements module as
the times have not yet been established.)

D. Measurement specifications for each task. (These
are presented in the Task Analysis Outline for
the 19E Operator Requirements Module).

A sample component outline for the traverse gearbox assembly is at
Figure 3.

Task Analysis Outline. The task analysis outline for each task in

the program' includes:

A. Task number and title.

B. Parts (new/replacement) to do the task.

C. Tools to do the task.

D. Expendables required on hand to do the task.

E. Preliminary Procedures to assist the developer/
trainer/instructional personnel in identifying
conditions for performing the task. These are
not considered part of the task and parts, tools,
expendables, and time does not pertain to them.

F. Mechanic Will describes the responses to be
measured, and includes, as Notes, any information
that will enhance task performance.

G. Follow On Procedures to be performed after the
last step in "Mechanic Will." During training
these should not be done.

H. References indicates the documents and pages where
the task description was found by the developers
of Tn.,k and Skill Anlynji Report, FInn Ijq.
S.f ( v T1 11 c (b i I l T rn (i 'riu'l d 1 05-MM GUll.

'The discussion regarding ,-hv ta:k analysis outline applies to the tasks for
components in Appendixes B, C. D, E, G ard H. The formats in Appendixes A
and F are different. The format for Appendix A includes four parts, as
follows:

1. Conditions/Stimulus
2. Action
3. Measurement
4. References

The format in Appendix F is merely the task description provided in
TM 9-4910-572-14&p.
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I. Time is for performing the activities under
"Mechanic Will" and represents an initial time
estimate taken from either maintainability
analysis reports whenever possible or the
experience of TASA developers. The times
should be verified during the instructor
training phase for the OT.

A sample task analysis outline for adjust backlash setting is at Figure 4.

Publications

A list of the publications required to conduct the training is

UI presented in Table 1.

2
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XlMI 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Hydraulic System (2.7)

COMPONENT:

Traverse Gearbox Assembly (2.7.9)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

q 2.7.9.1 Adjust backlash setting. (6 minutes)

MEASUREIMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
During Training: tion of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by-mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
tion of task, not to exceed job-time require-

End of Training: ments.
Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.7.9.1 a. Adjusting screw tightened six or seven
turns beyond contact point. (See NOTE A
on task sheet).

6

Figure 3. Sample component outline for the
traverse gearbox assembly.

4

6€
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TASK 2.7.9.1 ADJUST BACKLASH SETTING

PARTS: None

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 9/16 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive
Extension, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 3 inch

EXPENDABLES: None

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

None

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Remove cover from traverse gearbox by hand.

2. Loosen adjusting screw to the left using socket, extension,
and handle.

NOTE A: The contact point is when the anti-backlash
pinion contacts the turret drive ring. Con-
tact point will be indicated when adjusting

screw suddenly gets harder to turn.

3. Turn adjusting screw right to contact point using socket,
extension, and handle.

4. Tighten adjusting screw six or seven more turns after

Lcontact point is reached.

5. Put cover on traverse gearbox.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

None

PEFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-34-2-2-1; p. 2-54.

6 Minutes

Figure 4. Sample task analysis outline for
adjust backlash setting.

4 
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CHAPTER 2

DATA REQUIREMENTS

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of this maintenance training

program, data will be needed in three areas:

• Training resource requirements (Issue 2.2.4)

. End of training qualification testing
(Training effectiveness) (Issue 2.2.2)

. Job performance evaluation (Training transfer)
(Issue 2.2.3)

Training Resource Requirements

This information will be used to estimate the cost of developing

and implementing the training program. The forms provided in Appendix

K should be used to report the information. Explanations of the entries

for each are as follows.

Personnel Requirements. This form should be completed for each

person who is involved in setting up or running any part of the main-

tenance training program. They may have been involved in administrative

details and logistics of the program (Planning), in the writing and

review of written materials to be used in running the program (Develop-

ment), in the actual running of the program as instructor, assistant,

or tetit adminIstrator (ConducL), or in the evilduation phase of the end

of course testing, conducted on the XMI for tasks trained on the TOM-T

(Evaluation). (This evaluation phase is explained in greater detail

below.) For each of these four functions in which the person worked,

indicate whether he filled a primary role, directing or responsible for

major areas of work, or whether he was in a support position, assisting

or under the supervision of someone in the primary role. The number of

hours the person spent on each function should also be noted.
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Equipment Use. This form contains a list of all expendable items

projected to be required for conduct of the maintenance training pro-

gram. For each item, the instructor should use the form to record the

quantity expended. If other item are required, they should be added

to the list, and the module and task for which they are required should

be noted.

Training Report. This form will be used to record the instructor

and mechanic time required for training each task. The date and time

when the instructor demonstrates the task to the mechanics should be

recorded. After the demonstration, the instructor will conduct a walk-

through of the task and supervise practice of the task for each mechanic

(see Appendix I). When the mechanic and the instructor feel that the

mechanic is able to perform the task, he should be tested. (Tests of

tasks trained on the TOM-T Turret Mock-Up and the XMI tank should be

constructed according to principles in Appendix J. Tests of tasks trained

on the TOM-T Programmable Maintenance Trainer will be conducted using the

device Test Mode.) If the mechanic does not perform the task to the

training standard, the instructor should remediate the mechanic (on the

TOM-T Programmable Maintenance Trainer, switch to Practice Mode) and then

conduct the test again. When the mechanic performs the task to the

training standard, the instructor should note the date, time, and number

of test attempts on the Training Report. (For tasks trained on the

TOM-T Programmable Maintenance Trainer, a printout of the mechanic's test

trials should be obtained and kept for record; number of attempts may be

read from the printout.)
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End of Training Qualification Testing (Training Effectiveness)

In order to determine whether mechanics are qualified at the end of

training, and in order to measure the effectiveness of the training, end

of training tests will be administered to all mechanics. The end of

training tests for tasks trained on the TOM-T Turret Mock-Up and XMI

tank will be selected from among the tests developed for during training

testing. For task trained on the TOM-T Programmable Maintenance Trainer,

the device Test Mode will be used. The following guidelines should be

q followed in selecting the tests to be used:

1. A minimum of forty (40) tests should be selected.

2. Ten (10) of the tests should be for tasks that were
trained and are to be tested solely on the TOM-T
Programmable Maintenance Trainer. (Note: No more
than three malfunctions should be induced for any
task, and the malfunctions should be noted for
use in Job Performance Evaluation testing.)

3. Ten (10) of the tests should be for tasks that were
trained and are to be tested solely on the TOM-T
Turret Mock-Up.

4. Ten (10) of the tests should be for tasks that
require the use of both of the TOM-T devices. If
there are not sufficient such tasks, chese tests
should be selected from among those that require
either of the two devices (paragraphs 2 and 3).

5. Ten (10) of the tests should be for tasks that
were trained and are t, ne tested solely on the
XM[ tank.

6. At I:l s ! :hr'o IV"31i A Hhould be iielvcrt:d from (,rich
ou the '-h t 11;' I -11ce modules and th trouble-
shoot ill- TPOJII

7. The 1_- :; :' houd n- varicd frm class to
class; at least (0 tests for acii class should
not hive been used for qualification of the
previous class.

8. If you or someotie c, e wints to test any -dditional
tnsks, you ma, do sr The criteria in pvragraphs 1-7
are minimum selection criteria.
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9. The mechanics should not be informed of which
tests are to be used for end of training quali-
fication.

As with the during training tests, when a mechanic cannot perform

a step of the task, the instructor should coach him in correct performance.

Again, the mechanic makes as many attempts as needed to perform the test

to the standard without coaching. The instructor should use the End of

Training Report Form to record number of attempts. He should also make

a note of any steps for which the mechanic required coaching, on any and

all attempts of the test.

For tasks trained on the TOM-T Programmable Maintenance Trainer, the

test is again administered in the device Test Mode. The instructor should

switch the device to Program Mode when the mechanic requires coaching.

A printout of the mechanics test trials should be obtained and kept for

record; number of attempts and steps requiring coaching may be read from

the printout.

Job Performance Evaluation (Training Transfer)

The purpose of the evaluation phase of the training program is to

determine the extent to which learning on the TOM-T devices is associated

with performance on the XMI tank itself. In order to measure the degree

of transfer, the job performance evaluation will consist of tests admin-

istered on the XMI. The tests to be used are the ones selected for

qualification testing for those tasks trained solely on the TOM-T devices

(paragraphs 2, 3, and 4 of the preceding section; minimum of 30 tests).

The evaluation testing is similar to both the during training and

the end of training testing. Again, the same test conditions and

scoresheets are used. Mechanics are allowed only one attempt, but may be

coached on any performance measure. If coaching is necessary, the per-

for;ance measure Is marked with a "C" in the Fail column of the scoresheet.
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At the conclusion of the test, the instructor or test administrator

should mark on the End of Training Report in the XM1 column a GO

( for the test if the mechanic performed the test to the end of training

standard. If the mechanic fails any performance measures, the test

administrator should note which performance steps required coaching or

were failed but not coached. Note that these results are-not used for

qualification purposes. The graded scoresheets, marked "XM1" at the

top, should be attached to the End of Training Report.

3

I

I
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LESSON PLAN OUTLINE

19E OPERATOR REQUIREMENTS

A. TRAINING OBJECTIVE

TASK: Each mechanic will meet the MEASUREMENT criteria for
during training and end of training for the 18 tasks

in the 19E Operator Requirements module.

CONDITIONS: See CONDITIONS/STIIULUS for each task.

STANDARD: See MEASUREMERT for each task.

B. INTERMEDIATE TRAINING OBJECTIVE

(None)

* C. ADMINISTRATIVE INSTRUCTIONS

1. When training will be given:

2. Training location:

3. Who will be trained:

4. Principal and assistant instructors:

5. Equipment and materials: As described for each task.

D. SEQUENCE

1. State training objective and reason for learning the tasks.

2. Demonstrate or have assistant(s) demonstrate each task.

3. Conduct walk-through practice session by having mechanics demonstrate

e-ch tasV. Circulate among the students and critique their performance.

4. Test mechanics individually. If P mechanic cannot perform a step
of a task, you may show him how to perform the step, and continue

0 the test or have the mechanic go practice or study. Before the
mechanic can be signed off on a task, he must perform the test
with no prompting.

E. SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

* A-2



F. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS AND INFORMATION

The tasks in this module are tank operator tasks whic are pre-

requisite for doing the maintenance tasks that follow'. As such,
it is mandatory that each mechanic be proficient on these tasks.

T7 7 asuremcnL part for each task identifies the start and stop
point for measuring time and describes how to assess the accuracy
of performance. Measurement specifications are presented for
two stages of learning. During the first stage, training, time
is the principal concern. The mechanic should perform the task
faster during successive performances, until at the second stage,
the end of training, the performance time meets the on-the-job
time requirement. The accuracy requirement during training is

sinily that the mechanic perform the task exactly as described
under Action. Measurement at the end of training, will
focus on products of successful task performance whenever such a
focus; is practical. A thorough discussion of the measurement
issue is in Analyzing Tank Gunnery Engagements for Simulator-
Based Process Measurement.'

The tasks in this module are numbered according to the numbering2
system used in Development of Training Objectives for XMI UCOFT.2

The task analysis outline for each task in this module is taken
directly from the referenced work.

I

4Boldovici, J,A., Analyzing Tank Gunnery Engagements for Simulator-Based
Process Measuiement. Fort Knox, Kentucky: Human Resourc.es Research
Organization (HumRRO), Final Report 78-4, 1978.
2Harris, J.H., Campbell, C.H., Kraemer, R.E., and Bessemer, D.W.
Development of Training Objectives for XMI UCOFT. Fort Knox, Kentucky:
Human Resources Research Orvg'n;ation (HumRRO), WorfnT; Fnper, 1980.

-
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XM1 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

IT. MODULE:

19E Operator Requirements

COMPONENT:

Prepare Gunner's Station for Operation

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

1A Enter Gunner's station.

4A Perform before operations maintenance checks and services on
Gunner's station.

MEASUREMENT:

As described for each task on Task Analysis Outline.

A4

U
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.. TASK lA: ENTER GUNNER'S STATION

CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System States Table A, Column 1A; and, hatches closed and secure#
and keys for hatch padlocks.

Gunner Location: Outside tank.
Initiating Stimuli: TC tells Gunner to prepare station for operation.

ACTION

Gunner will: 1. Mount tank using step on left forward skirt
panel and handhold.

2. Unlock padlock on Loader's hatch.
3. Grab handle on hatch and move hatch to full

open position.
4. Move hatch toward closed position to check

that hatch-open lock is hooked.
5. Enter tank through Loader's hatch, stepping

on Loader's seat, then down to turret floor.
6a. Turn VEHICLE MASTER POWER switch on Commander's

control panel ON by pulling switch out and
raising to ON position.

6b. Turn TURRET POWER switch on Commander's control
panel ON.

7. Chock that VEHICLE MASTER POWER light and TURRET-
POWER light on Coimmander's control panel come
on.

8. Verify that VEHICLE MASTER POWER light on
Driver's master panel comes ON.

9. Release VEHICLE MASTER POWER switch.

NOTE A: Switch returns to center position.

10. Turn domelight lever to white light (for day
operations) by moving lever away from red
mark on domelight housing; or, to red light
(for night operations) by moving lever
toward red mark on domelight housing.

11. Turn domelight knob clockwise to increase
light or counterclockwise to decrease or
shut off light.

NOTE B: Perform Steps 12, 13, 14, 15 if rest
of crew is in the tank.

12. Step up on Loader's seat.
13. Grasp hatch-closed latch handle.
14. Pull hatch-open lock handle forward and pull

hatch closed while stepping down from seat.
15. Turn hatch-closed latch handle to LOCKED

1 ponition.

A
A- 5
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4

MEAS UREMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
n Tcompletion of Step 11 (or Step 15 if( During Training: rest of crew is in tank).

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and steps performed by
Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
End of Training: completion of Step 11 (or Step 15 if

rest of crew is in tank).
Accuracy - As indicated by:

* VEHICLE MASTER POWER lights ON.

* Domelight ON.
* Turret domelight lever on whitelight

for day operations or red light
for night operations.

* Loader's hatch-closed latch handle
LOCKED (if rest of crew is in tank).

4
REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 2-111# p. 2-63.
DEP 9-2350-255-10-2; pp. 2-27 to 2-29.

4
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TASK 4A: PERFORM BEFORE-OP'ERAT.ONS MAINTENANCE CHECKS
AND SERVICES ON GUNNER'S STATION

CONDITIONS/STIULUS

System State: Table A, Column 4A; and, an operational radio
intercommunications system, Gunner and TC
CVC helmets, a predetermined frequency set
on the radio, gas mask M25A1, TH 9-2350-
255-10-1, and DA Form 2404.

Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.
Initiating Stimuli: Task 3A is completed.

ACTION

Gunner will: 1. Adjust Gunner's seat, browpads, and chest-
rest (see Task 2A).

2. Check seat cushion for rips and tears.
3. Operate intercommunications equipment (see

Task 3A).
4. Check Manual Gun/Turret Controls as follows:

a. Tell Loader to unlock turret traverse lock.
b. Unlock main gun elevation travel lock as

follows:
l.. Press button on end of lock pin.
2. Remove lock pin from lock pin holes

on main gun breech.
-3. Swing elevation strut to turret roof.
4. Lock elevation strut to turret roof

with lock pin.

NOTE A: GUN TURRET DRIVE switch must be in
IIANUAL before unlocking or locking
elevation travel lock.

c. Turn AUX HYDR POWE0R switch to ON and check
that hydraulic pressure gage stays
between 1550 and 1650 psi.

d., Elevate and depress main gun with manual
elevation crank h'andle as follows:

1. Look into GPS %yopic ce.
2. Turn FLTR/C1,ENR/SIiTR switch to MLTR

or CLEAR.
3. Crasp and squeezc_ nnnual elevation

crank handli, deprcssing palm switch.
4. ?,otatc manual c!cvaticn crank handle

clotckiisc to elevate gun; counter-
clor:kwise to uepress gun.

e. Traverau turret LighL. and left with manual
.traverse crankhandla as follows:

* 1. Look into GPS .vcp .?c".
2. Granp and squ :- . -an,,3. traverse crank

handle cloc,,wi c v, traverse turret
to right; iouterc.lnckwIFe to traverse
turret to I -Jt.

A- k
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NOTE B: Maiial traversc crank handle wheels when
palm lever is releaned.

f. Check all visible hydraulic lines for leaks.'
g. Check azimuth and elevation cervo mechanisms

filter pop-up buttons (only if popped
out) as follows:

1. Push pop-up buttons.
2. Traverse turret and elevate main gun

(see Task 4A, Steps 4d and 4e).
3. Notify Tank Commander if either button

pops out again.
h. Lock main gun elevation lock as follows:

1. Move main gun breech until elevation
lock aligns with locking pin holes
on breech. F

2. Push button on lock pin and push lock
pin through breech and strut holes.

i. Tell Loader to lock turret traverse lock.
J. Turn AUX IrYDR POWER switch to OFF.

5. Check Gunner's Gas Particle Filter Equipment
as follows:

4a. Take breakaway socket of air hose from
mount by Gunner's seat.

b. Connect hose to canister of protective
mask, 125A1.

NOTE C: GAS PARTICLE FILTER switch on Driver's
master panel must be ON.

c. Turn air heater ON.

NOTE D: Air heater light should come on.

d. Regulate air temperature with air heater
control knob until comfortable air

e temperature is roached.
e. !Task and check operation of filter, hose,

and connector.

f Check microphone operation (see Task 3A).
g. Unmask and turn air heater OFF.
h. Disconnect hose from mask and aonnect

breakaway sockct to mount.
i. Stow protective masL.

6, I.!st any uncorrected detficienciea on DA Form 2404,

ti me - 7etac. ,.i cc:. '" .;- ti :; tiaiuii and

completion of , 5 (or 6 if uncor-,
During Iraining: "'- . , - ',c c .ar fo'ind).

Acct ,,-', - As r!nd'-ated 'Cy mat. between steps
fiven above and ateps performed by

A-9



Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
completion of Step 5 (or 6 if uncor-

End of Training: rected deficiencies are found).
Accuracy - As indicated by:

"• Deficiencies corrected or listed on
operator portion of DA Form 2404.

1%,EREN CES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; pp. 2-47 to 2-49, p. 2-141, p. 2-148, p. 2-149,
p. 2-167, p. 2-88.

Job Data Work Sheet No. PB127159.
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XMl 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

19E Operator Requirements

COMPONENT:

Perform Pre-Operation Checks

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

q 3C Perform computer self test.

8C Perform boresight check.

MEASUREMENT:

As described for each task on Task Analysis Outline.

A-i



TASK 3C; PERFORM COMPUTER SELF TEST

CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System State: Table A, Column 3C.
Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.

Initiating Stimuli: Task 2C completed.

ACTION

Gunner wills 1. Insure hydraulic pressure gage reads 1550 to
1650 psi.

2. Insure turret traverse lock is unlocked.
3. Insure main gun elevation travel lock is

unlocked.
4. Have Loader insure GUN/TURRET DRIVE switch

is set to POWERED (light is lit).
5. Insure FIRE CONTROL MODE switch is set to

NORMAL (light is lit).
6. Insure stabilization drift is nulled out

(see Task 2B, Steps 8 & 9).
7. Insure computer power switch is set to ON

(PWR light is lit).

NOTE A: Computer power must be on for 90
seconds before starting computer
self test.

8. Squeeze and hold power control handle palm
switch throughout self test.

NOTE B: Do not move Gunner's or TCts control
handles during self test.

9. Push and release TEST button on computer panel.

NOTE C: TEST button will light and remain lit
throughout self test. If computer
will not perform self test (TEST light
does not light), continue with Step 10.

NOTE D: Self test will stop if palm switch is
relenned. After releasing palm switch,
self test may not be continued. but
may be startp , .':A (Strj 8).

NOT; 1 1- TFIT light o lit ,m,,, 1Ydri r1ay

panel roads PAp, tl] t-st Is -M-
pIleed wlth no fallurp- encountered.

NOTE F: If a failure is :ncountered during
the 6.if LUL, tLku 1O GO light (red)
wil lighL, and the display panel will
read FAIL (flashing) for 4 seconds.
Then a failure n,,mner will appear in
Lhe display for ..0 Ge-onds. The belf
test will stop.

A'2
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If an AUTO INPUT key (CROSSWIND, CANT, LEAD,
or RANGE) is lit and flashing, continue with
Step 11.

( If no keys are flashing, continue with Step 13.

10. If computer will not perform self test, take
corrective action as follows:

a. Perform checks in Steps 5, 7, and 8 again.
b. If computer display panel shows numbers,

press ENTER key.
c. Insure turret cables are connected.
d. Insure circuit breaker on panel in turret

networks box is set to ON.

NOTE C: After taking corrective action,
begin self test again (Step 8). If
self test still does not run, notify
organizational maintenance.

11. To bypass failed AUTO INPUT component and con-
tinue self test:

a. Push and release flashing AUTO INPUT key.

NOTE H: Key will remain lit, not flashing.
Display value will be 0 (zero) for cant,

crosswind, or lead failures; display
will show battle range value for range
failure.

b. Press ENTER key.

NOTE I: Input to computer from failed component
is cancelled, and self test continues.
After self test is completed, take
corrective action (Step 12). To return
to automatic input for component, press
lighted AUTO INPUT key.

12. For AUTO INPUT failures, discontinue self test
and take corrective action as follows:

a. Failure 2 - Cant sensor.
1) Insure tank is on level ground.
2) Insure cant sensor cables are connected.

b. Failure 3 - Cro:;swind sensor.
1) Inm!;re cromv;wlnd riennor cables are

confnected.

3i Cwer r,-ewrwind senss- riurlv' reqr if
4 nc A .musting.

r. Vailure 4 - Lend (AziTMlt.h r,.-

1) Insure hydraulic prcss~,re gage reads

2) In-rQre turret t-rave:se lock is unlocked.
3) Insure stabilization driAt (azimuth) is

nulled out.
14 'I11ULC UPunnp- S Ceha'e

w-'re not mov r , ; .. 0 ' -. at,.
' Insurc GUN/TF1RRT DFIV7 P3WFRLD I gat is

lit.
6) Insiue FIRE lXONTROL MODE NORMAL light is

A-i



d. Failure 8 - Range (laser rangefinder).
1) Insure LRF RANGE switch is set to SAFE.
2) Insure LRF buttons on gunner's and TC's

control handles were not pressed
during self test.

3) With LRF RANGE switch set to SAFE, turn
TURRET POWER switch to OFF and back to
ON to reset laser.

NOTE J: After taking corrective actions, begin
self test again (Step 8). If failure
still appears, notify organizational
maintenance. Input data manually as
required (see Task 2G).

13. For computer failures (other than AUTO INPUT)
take corrective action as follows:

a. Failure 1 - Computer.
1) Enter AMMO TEMP (see Task IG) and repeat

self test.
2) If failure 1 occurs again, enter all

manual inputs (Task 1G) and recharge
computer battery by leaving TURRET
POWER switch set to ON for one hour.

b. Failure 5 - Sight stabilization (elevation
rate).

1) Insure main gun elevation travel lock is
unlocked.

2) Insure stabilization drift (elevation)
is nulled out.

3) Insure gunner's and TC's control handles
were not moved during self test.

4) Insure GUN/TURRET DRIVE POWERED light is
lit.

5) Insure FIRE CONTROL MODE NORMAL light is
lit.

c. Failure 6 - GPS re~icle servo.
1) Inform TC of failure.

d. Failure 7 - Data link (sight-gun link).
1) Insure main gun is at least 3 degrees

away from maximum depression/elevation.
2) Insure palm switches were released after

proV oill 1W1I If t'it.
3) Tnutire turrv't ,-:,v,. r' I R - 1r', elevat[o i

4) insure- GN/TURRET D;&L9.E FO;..RE l.ght Is
lit.

JZusire -i.i *'ARO NiODL iGR'iL light .'

lit.
6) With FIRE CONTIO[ T MODE set to ER, if

stabilization drift occurs (see Task 2B,
Step 8), notify organizational maintenanril.

NO./ X After taking cr r ve....... action(s) run
self teet. (S.ep, 8). Tf same
failure still oni.ra, , tLfy ,)rganiza-
tional mn nl'qvinct

A-14
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MEASURDIENT Time - Between end of initiating stimulus and
completion of Step 9 (after corrective

During Training: "action(s) taken as required).
Accuracy -As indicated by match between steps given

above and steps performed by Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimulus and
completion of Step 9 (after corrective

End of Training: actiono taken as required).
Accuracy -As indicated by:

Le .Before self test is started (Step 8):
- Hydraulic pressure gage reads 1550-1650 psi.
- Turret traverse and main gun elevation

locks are unlocked.
- GUN/TURRET DRIVE POWERED light is lit.
- FIRE CONTROL MODE NORMAL light is lit.

I - Stabilization drift (azimuth and ele-
vation) is nulled out.

- Computer PWR light is lit for 90 seconds.
Self test ends with no failures encountered,

or : After corrective actions are taken, com-
ponents still failing self test are
reported to organizational maintenance.-

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; pp. 2-123 to 2-125, p. 3-18t pp. 3-20 to 3-22.

4

I

I

I
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TASK 8C: PERFORM BORESIGHT OIECK

CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System State: Table A, Column 8C; and, a boresight target at a
range near 1200 meters, and a muzzle borescope
inserted in main gun muzzle so that top and bottom
witness marks on gun muzzle are aligned with marks
on borescope, and eyepiece is on right of gun tube.

Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.
Initiating Stimuli: Task 7C is completed.

ACTION

Gunner will: 1. Turn GUN SELECT switch to MAIN.
2. Turn FIRE CONTROL MODE switch to EMER.
3a. Insert 1200 meters range into computer manually

(see Task 2G).
or 3b. Insert 1200 meters range by lasing on target

(see Task ).
4. Press BORESIGHT key on computer control panel.
5. Turn FLTR/CLEAR/SHTR switch to FLTR or CLEAR.
6. View through GPS eyepiece and lay borescope reticle

dot on clearly defined point on target by
laying gun from low to high and from left to
right.

NOTE A: Do not overshoot and return.

7. Verify that GPS and borescope reticles are +
0.3 mils.

NOTE B: Complete GPS boresight procedure
(see Task 1K) and boresight muzzle
reference sensor (see Task 2K) if GPS
and borescope reticles are not +
0.3 mils.

8. Turn GUN SELECT switch to TRIGGER SAFE.
* 9. ;urn FIRE CONTROL MODE switch to NORMAL.

VEASUREMLNT

rime - Between end of fnftiatinr qtimuli and
* DirLng Trai.iw: completion of St.v-) ;.

Accuracy - As indicatod bv miatch h, tw,on steps
c Lven above and steps performed by,
Giinner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
* End of Training& completion .)f S " .

Accuracy Aa indicated by C' and bov'eacope reticls
+ 0.3 mi,',.

- - -



REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 2-130, pp. 2-158 to 2-159.
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XMI 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

NODULE:

19E Operator Requirements

COMPONENT:

Operate Power Control Handles

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

IF Traverse turret using power control handles.

2F Elevate and depress main gun using power control handles.

MEASUREMENT:

As described for each task on Task Analysis Outline.

A

I
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TASK iF: TRAVERSE TURRET USING POWER CONTROL HANDLES

CONDITIONS /STIMULUS

System State) Table A, Column IF.
Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.

Initiating Stimuli: Tank Commander tells Gunner to traverse turret 90Z
in either direction and in opposite direction
until gun tube is centered over front deck, using
power control handles.

ACTION

Gunner will: 1. Grasp power control handles and squeeze
either or both power control handle palm
switches.

2. With palm switches squeezed, turn power control
handles to traverse turret.

NOTE A: Turret traverses clockwise while
handles are turned clockwise of center
position; turret traverses counter-
clockwise while handles are turned
counterclockwise of center position.

NOTE B: Traversing speed increases as handles
are turned further and slows as
handles are turned toward center posi-
tion.

NOTE C: Releasing palm switches causes turret
to stop moving. When power control
handles are released, handles return
to center position.

MASUREMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
* return of gun tube to center position

During Training; ove:r front de,,k.
Accuracy - An .11cab'd by MatcI betw'e'n etep gLven

above and ncLio:; perfornved hy Gunner.

- Bemw , _,nd of initiating SL-1i ,* and
* rettirn of gun tube to (caLer position

End of Trainlng: over front perk.
Accuracy - As indicated by:

. Turret is trvcz :cd ar least 90%
either direction.

. Turret is traversed oppoelte direc-
Stion until gun ia .enr;ered over

front deck,

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350--255-10-1; pp. 2-14k to 2-143.
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TASK 2F: ELEVATE AND DEPRESS MAIN GUN USING POWER CONTROL HANDLES

CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System State: Table A, Column 2F.
Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.

Initiating Stimulit Tank Commander tells Gunner to elevate main gun
10 above zero elevation, depress main gun 10
below zero elevation, and return main gun to
zero elevation, using power control handles.

ACTION

Gunner will: 1. Grasp power control handles and squeeze either
or both power control handle palm switches.

2. With palm switches squeezed, rotate power control
handles to elevate or depress main gun.

NOTE A: Main gun is elevated while power control
handles are rotated toward gunner; main

* gun is depressed while handles are rota-
ted away from gunner.

NOTE B: Rate of movement of main gun increases as
handles are rotated further and slows as
handles are rotated toward center posi-
tion.

NOTE C: Releasing palm switches causes main gun
to stop moving. When power control han-
dles are released, handles return to
center position.

MEASUREMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training: return of gun tube to zero elevation.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
* given above and actions performed by

Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
End of Training: return of gun tube to zero elevation.

Accuracy - As indicated by:
0 • Gun is elevated a minimum of 10 above

zero elevation.
. Gun is depressed a minimum of 10 below

zero elevation.
* Gun is returned to zero elevation.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; pp. 2-141 to 2-143.
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XM1 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

19E Operator Requirements

COMPONENT:

Manually Input Fire Control Data Into Ballistic Computer

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

IG Manually input fire control data for manual parameters into
ballistic computer.

2G Manually input fire control data for auto parameters into

ballistic computer

MEASUREMENT:

As described for each task on Task Analysis Outline.

A-21



TASK IG: MANUALLY INPUT FIRE CONTROL DATA FOR MANUAL
PARAMETERS INTO BALLISTIC COMPUTER

CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System State: Table A, Column 1G; and, Task 3C
completed, and information for manual inputs
provided.

Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.
Initiating Stimuli: TC provides new information for manual input to

ballistic computer.

ACTION

Gunner will: 1. Turn GUN SELECT switch to MAIN or COAX, as required.
2. Turn AMMUNITION SELECT switch to appropriate ammuni-

tion type, if GUN SELECT switch is set to MAIN.
3. Press MANUAL INPUT key for appropriate

parameter.
AMMO TEMP
DARO PRESS
AIR TEMP
AMMO SUBDES
BR ADJUST
TUBE WEAR

NOTE A: MANUAL INPUT key will light and
previously entered valve for the
parameter will display on computer
control panel..

4. Enter new value for the parameter on the
numeric keys.

NOTE B: The new value must be within the
limits shown on inside of computer
panel door.

5a. If new value (displayed on computer control
panel) is not within limits, the MANUAL INPUT
key will flash; if that happens, press CLEAR
key and repeat Step 3.

or 5b. If new value (displayed on computer panel) is
correct, press ENTER key.

NOTE C: Lighted MANUAL INPUT key and display
4 will go out.

6. Repeat procedure for each position of A10XNI-
TION SELECT switch for AINO SUBDES and BR ADXJST.

NOTE D: Input for AMMO SUBDES for each ammuni-
tion type is given in chart on computer
control panel door.

A-22
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MEASUREMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
completion of Step 5 for the final
position of the AMMUNITION SELECT

During Training: switch.
Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps

given above and steps performed by
Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
completion of Step 5 for the final
position of the AMMUNITION SELECT

End of Training: switch.
Accuracy - As indicated by:

Correct manual input information forqeach parameter appears on computer
control panel when recalled.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; pp. 2-143 to 2-144.
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TASK 2G: MANUALLY INPUT FIRE CONTROL DATA FOR AUTO
PARAMETERS INTO BALLISTIC COMPUTER

CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System State: Table A, Column 2G; and, Task 3C
completed, and information for manual entry into
AUTO parameters.

Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.
Initiating Stimuli: TC provides manual data for entry into AUTO

parameters.

ACTION

q Gunner vill: 1. Press AUTO INPUT key for appropriate parameter.
CROSSWIND

CANT
LEAD
RANGE

NOTE A: AUTO INPUT key will light and previous
automatic data input value for the
parameter will display on computer
panel display.

2. Enter new value for parameter on the numeric
keys.

NOTE B: The new value must be within the
limits shown on inside of computer
panel door.

3a. If new value (displayed on computer control panel)
is not within limits, the AUTO INPUT key willt
flash; if that happens, press CLEAR key and
repeat Step 2.

or 3b. If new value entered (displayed on computer control
panel) is correct, press ENTER key.

NOTE C: If new value is within parameter limits,
display panel will go out. Auto input

key will fitay lit, Indicating that the
computer is not receiving automatic
!;cnsor data for the paran:ter, and is
operating on the iast manual input data.

4. Repeat procedure for eacb AUTO INPUT key.

NOTE D: To return to automatic inpuL for para-

meter, press lighted AUTO INPUT key.

A- .4
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MEASURDIENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
completion of Step 4 for final AUTO

During Training: INPUT key.
Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps given

above and steps performed by Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
completion of Step 4 for final AUTO

End of Training: INPUT key.
Accuracy - Correct manual input information for

each AUTO INPUT parameter appears on
computer control panel before ENTER
button is pressed.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; pp. 2-143 to 2-145.

4

4
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XMl 451H TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

19E Operator Requirements

COMPONENT:

Operate Coaxial Machinegun

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

iJ Remove coaxial machinegun.

2J Install coaxial machinegun.

MEASUREMENT:

As described for each task on Task Analysis Outline.
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TASK 1J: REMOVE COAXIAL MACHINEGUN

CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System State: Table A, Column 1J; and, coaxial machinegun cleared.
Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.

Initiating Stimuli: TC tells Gunner to remove coaxial machinegun.

ACTION

Gunner will: 1. Insure TURRET POWER switch is OFF.
2. Insure coax safety switch is on S.
3. Wear asbestos gloves if coax has been fired

I within past hour.
4. Insure GUN/TURRET DRIVE is in MANUAL.
5. Unlock main gun elevation travel lock (see

Task 1E).
6. Elevate main gun using manual controls

(approximately 5 degrees above zero) so
hole in main gun mount for coax front
quick release pin is just above hydraulic
pressure gage.

7. Pull quick release pin from mount.
8. Open smoke box doors.

(. 9. Slide receiver to rear and lift carefully.

NOTE A: Rear adapters will come out of
mounting grooves, and barrel will
come out of smoke enclosure tube.

MEASUREMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training: completion of Step 9.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and steps performed by

6 Gunner.

Time - Betwcei, end of inItiating stimuli and
End of TtaiinA: completion of Step 9.

A'rcorncy - As indicatcd by;
TURRET POWER switch is OFF.

4 Cos ra removed undamaged.

REFERENCE5

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p, 2-157.

4,
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TASK 2J: INSTALL COAXIAL MACHINEGUN

CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System State: Table A, Column 2J; and, coaxial machinegun removed
and cleared.

Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.
Initiating Stimuli: TC tells Gunner to install coaxial machinegun.

ACTION

Gunner will: 1. Insure TURRET POWER switch is OFF.
2. Insure coax safety switch is on S.
3. Wear asbestos mittens if gun is hot.
4. Insert barrel muzzle into smoke enclosure

tube.
5. Push receiver forward into mount.
6. Slide rear adapters into groove of mount.
7. Push machinegun forward until forward

mounting hole is aligned with receiver
holes, and machinegun trigger is engaged
with roller on operating lever, with no

pressure on trigger.
8. Insure main gun is elevated (approximately

5 degrees above zero) so hole in main gun
( mount for coax front quick release pin

is just above hydraulic pressure gage.
9. Push front quick release pin through holes

in mount and gun until pin locks in hole.
10. Close smoke box doors.

MEASUREMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training: completion of Step 10.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and steps performed by
Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
End of Tralning, completion of Step 10.

A VcAracy - As Indicated by:
. TURRET POWER switch Is OFF
a Coax is installed undamaged.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 2-151.
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XM1 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

19E Operator Requirements

COMPONENT:

Boresight Main Gun

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

|I Mechanic will:

1K Boresight Gunner's primary sight.

2K Boresight muzzle reference sensor.

MEASUREMENT:

As described for each task on Task Analysis Outline.
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TASK 1K: BORESIGHT GUNNER'S PRIMARY SIGHT

CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System State: Table A, Column 1K; and, tank positioned on level
ground, a boresight target at a range near 1200
meters, a muzzle borescope inserted in main gun
muzzle so that top and bottom witness marks on
gun muzzle are aligned with marks on borescope,
and eyepiece is on right of gun tube.

Gunner Location: In Gunner's Station.
Initiating Stimuli: TC tells Gunner to boresight main gun.

ACTION

Gunner will: 1. Turn GUN SELECT switch to MAIN.
2. Turn FIRE CONTROL MODE switch to EMER.
3. Move MAGNIFICATION lever on GPS lower panel

to lox.
4a. Insert 1200 meters range into computer

(see Task 2G).
or 4b. Insert 1200 meters range by lasing on target

(see Task 3F).

NOTE A: Lasing on target establishes range for
boresighting more accurately.

5. Press BORESIGHT key on computer control panel.

NOTE B: Display will show last boresight

6. View through GPS eyepiece and lay borescope
reticle dot on clearly defined point on
boresight target by using manual traverse
and elevation controls and laying gun smoothly
on target from low to high and from left to
right. (See Task 4A, Step 4 and.Task 31).

NOTE C: Do not overshoot and return.

7. Remove hands from power control handlea.
8. View llwtnwih ('S s.yt-pLc. muid move RETICLE

ADJUST toggle switch a ; needed to lay GPS
reticle dot on same point as muzzle
borescope is on (see Step 6).

NOTE D: Activation of RETICLE ADJUST toggle
will set MRS to zero. MRS bore-
sighting must be done after GPS
boresighting.

9. Record boresight values from computer display
in equipment maintenance folder on DA Form
2408-10.

10. Press ENTER key on computer control panel to
store GPS boresight data in computer.
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MEASUREMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training: completion of Step 10.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and steps performed by
Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
End of Training: completion of Step 10.

Accuracy - As indicated by:
. GPS reticle converges on same aim

point as main gun.
. GPS boresight data is stored in the

computer,
. GPS boresight data is logged into the

equipment maintenance folder on
DA Form 2408-10.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; pp. 2-158 to 2-160.
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TASK 2K: BORESIGHT MUZZLE REFERENCE SENSOR

CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System State: Table A, Column 2K; and, (see system state for
Task 1K).

Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.
Initiating Stimuli: Task IK is completed. This task should be done

immediately after boresighting the GPS. Previous
MRS boresight data was lost from computer during
GPS boresighting.

ACTION

Gunner will: 1. Turn FIRE CONTROL MODE switch to NORMAL.
2. Press MRS key on computer control panel.

NOTE A: CAUTION - Do not press range buttons
on power control handles. MRS reticle
will be damaged if LRF is fired
while MRS key is lit.

3. Press BORESIGHT key on computer control
panel.

4. Squeeze palm switches on power control
handles and hold for about 5 seconds while
main gun goes to zero elevation.

5. Release power control handles.
6. View through GPS eyepiece and move RETICLE

ADJUST toggle switch as needed to align
red GPS reticle with black MRS reticle.

NOTE B: When reticles are correctly
aligned, they will appear as in
Figure 1.

MRS Reticle

IQ

L >GPS Reticle

Figure 1. Red GPS reticle correctly aligne
with black MRS reticle.

7. Record azimuth and elevation of MRS boresight
displayed in mils in computer in equipment
maintenance folder on DA Form 2408-10.

8. Press ENTER key on computer control panel to
store MRS boresight data in computer
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MEASUREMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training: completion of.Step 8.

C Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and steps performed by
Gunner.

Time -Between end of initiating stimuli and
End of Training: completion of Step 8.

Accuracy - As indicated by:
. MRS reticle converges on same aim

point as GPS reticle and main gun.
. MRS boresight data is stored in the

computer.
. MS boresight data is logged into the

equipment maintenance folder on
DA Form 2408-10.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; pp. 2-160 to 2-161.

A
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XM1 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

19E Operator Requirements

COMPONENTS:

Prepare Commander's Station for Operation

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

q 1A Operate Commander's hatch.

2A Adjust TC seat and platforms.

4A Perform before-operations maintenance checks and
services on Commander's Station.

MEASUREMENT:

As described for each task on Task Analysis Outline.
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TASK UA: OPERATE COMANDER'S HATCH

CONDITIONS/STDIULUS

System State: Table B, Column 1A
TC Location: In Commander's station.

Initiating Stimuli: Platoon leader tells TC to prepare station for
operation.

ACTION

TC will: NOTE A: The Commander's hatch must be in one
of three positions when tank is in
motion. The three positions are
CLOSED, PROTECTED OPEN, and FULL OPEN.

NOTE B: The Commander's hatch can only be
operated from inside the turret.

NOTE C: All location references to the TC left
or right are determined from the TC
weapon sight.

1. Raise hatch from CLOSED to PROTECTED OPEN
position.

a. Squeeze release on top of operating handle.
b. Turn handle counterclockwise to unlock

hatch.
c. Push up on hatch until locking lever is in

protected open position.
d. Push up on rear of hatch to make sure that

T-handle is locked.
2. Raise hatch from PROTECTED OPEN to FULL OPEN

position.
a. Place right hand in center of hatch.
b. Grasp locking lever and push up while

pushing up on hatch.

NOTE D: Hatch will pivot to vertical locked

position.

c. Pull hatch at top edge to make sure hatch
is locked in po;ition.

3. Lower hatch to PROTECTED OPEN position.
a. Grasp operating handle with one hand and

locking lever with the othor hand.
b. Push u.p on locking lever to releasp lock.
C. Pull hatch down slowly with tiand on operating

handle while guiding hatch over opening.

NOTE E: Hatch will lock in protected open.

d. Push up and down on operating handle to make

sure hatch is locked in position.
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TABLE B

POSITION OF CONTROLS FOR TANK COMMANDER TASKS
CWHEN TASK PERFORMANCE BEGINS

POSITION OF CONTROLS

CONTROLS TASKS

1A 2A 4A 2B IC

VEHICLE MASTER POWER switch ON ON ON ON ON

TURRET POWER switch ON ON ON ON ON

Commander's hatch CLOSED PROTECTED FULL OPEN FULL OPEN FULL OPEN
OPEN

POWER/MANUAL lever MANUAL POWER

Elevation travel lock UNLOCKED

Turret traverse lock UNLOCKED

Elevation crank trigger
safety switch SAFE

A
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4. Close hatch.
a. Grasp T-bar locking pin to right of TC with

one hand and push up on locking lever
with other hand to release lock.

b. Release hand from locking lever and grasp
operating handle.

c. Pull down on T-bar locking pin and operating
handle to lower hatch below protected
open position.

d. Pull T-bar locking pin toward TC and pull
down on hatch.

e. Squeeze operating handle to depress release

on top of handle.
f. Turn handle clockwise to lock hatch closed.

?iEASUREMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training: completion of Step 4f.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
* given above and steps performed by TC.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
End of Training: completion of Step 4f.

Accuracy - As indicated by hatch being raised from
closed to.protected open; protected
open to full open; and, lowered from
full open to protected open, protected
open to closed.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; pp. 2-93 to 2-94.

A
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TASK 2A: ADJUST TC SEAT AND PLATFORM4S

CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System State: Table B, Column 2A.
TC Location: In Commander's station.

Initiating Stimuli: Task IA is completed.

ACTION

TC will: 1. While sitting in TC seat, pull up on height
adjustment knob to release seat.

2. Adjust seat height to align eyes level with
commander's weapon sight by using body

q weight to lower seat or removing body
weight to raise seat.

3. Move head to check view in GPS extension and
unity periscope.

NOTE A: Caliber .50 machinegun front and rear
4 sights should be seen.

4. Check for maximum viewing over caliber .50
machinegun by pushing down on seat pan and
seat back and standing on folded-down seat
back.

5. Readjust seat as necessary to permit use of
commander's weapon sight, GPS extension,
and unity periscope with least amount of
head movement, and to permit maximum viewing
over caliber .50 machinegun.

NOTE B: Both platforms are adjusted for height
at the same time with one control knob.
When TC steps to main platform, seat
pan will flip up 90 degrees.

NOTE C: Commander's hatch must be in protected
open position before adjusting plat-

forms.
6. Stand on turret floor and pull platform height

control knob to the up position.

NOTE D. Knob is located above right edge of
main platform on post.

7. Position bottom platform by hand and let knob go.
8. Stand on bottom platform and look through opening

between hatch and unity periscope.
9. Readjust bottom platform as necessary so that

TC is at eye level with sights of caliber .50
machinegun and has 360 degree field of vision.
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10. Open Commander's hatch to full open position (See
Task 1A, Step 2).

11. Press intermediate platform down with toe of boot
so that when standing on the platform the
TC is "name tag high" to top opening of hatch
and power control handles are within reach.

MEASUREMEN

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training: completion of Step 11.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps given
above and stepq performed by TC.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
End of Training: completion of Step 11.

Accuracy As indicated by:

* TC seat adjusted to permit use of
commander's weapon sight, GPS exten-
stion, and unit periscope with least
amount of head movement, and to per-
mit maximum viewing over caliber .50
machinegun.

" Bottom platform adjusted so that TC is
at eye level with sights of caliber
.50 machinegun and has 360 degree
field of vision.

" Intermediate platform adjusted so that
when standing on the platform, the TC
is "name tag high" to top opening
of hatch and power control handles
are within reach.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; pp. 2-94 to 2-95.
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TASK 4A: PERFOILM BEFORE-OPERATIONS MAINTENANCE QiECKS AND SERVICES ON
COMMANDER' S STATION

CONDITIONS/STIDULUS:

System State: Table 9, Column 4A; and, an operational radio
intercommunications system, Gunner and TC
CVC helmets, a predetermined frequency set
on the radio, gas mask M25A1, T2 9-2350-255-
10-1, and DA Form 2404.

TC Location: In Commander's station.
Initiating Stimuli: Task 3A is completed.

ACTION

TC will: 1. Verify that fire bottle pressure is above
minimum for the ambient temperature (see
chart on bottles).

2. Verify that fire bottles are secure in mounts.
3. Clean all sensor lenses in Commander's station.
4. Operate Commander's hatch through all positions

(See Task A).
5. Adjust Commander's seat and platforms (See

Task 2A).
6. Check seat cushions for rips and tears.
7. 1love Commander's knee guard from stowed posi-

tion by lifting guard up and pivoting forward.
8. Check condition of Commander's knee guard.
9. Stow Commander's knee guard by pivoting guard to

rear into stowed position.

NOTE A: Commander's knee guard should be moved
from stowed position before main gun
firing.

10. Check Commander's panel for operation of switches
and panel light operation (See Task 1B).

11. Operate intercommunications equipment (See Task 3A).
12. Clean finned area of KY-57 Power Control Unit so

that air can flow around unit.
13. Check Comiandcr's gas particle filter equipment

as follows:
a. Take breakaway socket of air hose from

mount at right of Commander's seat.
b. Connect hose to cannister of protective mask.

NOTE B: GAS PARTICLE FILTER switch on Driver's
master panel must be ON.

c. Tell Loader to remove spring clip from air
intake.

d. Turn air heater ON.
e. Regulate air temperature with air heater

control knob until comfortable air temp-
erature is reached.
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f. Mask and check operation of filter, hose,
and connector.

g. Check microphone operation (See Task 3A).
h. 'Unmask and turn air heater OFF.
i. Disconnect hose from mask and connect break-

away socket to mount.
J. Stow protective mask.
k. Tell Loader to replace spring clip over air

intake opening.
14. List any uncorrected deficiencies on DA Form

2404.

MFASUREMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli andq completion of Step 13 (or Step 14
if uncorrected deficiencies are

During Training: noted).
Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps given

above and .steps performed by TC.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
completion of Step 13 (or Step 14
if uncorrected deficiencies are

End of Training: noted).
Accuracy - As indicated by:

Deficiencies corrected or listed on
Operator portion of DA Form 2404.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; pp. 2-45 to 2-47; pp. 2-109 to 2-110.
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XMl 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

19E Operator Requirements

COMPONENT:

Power Up Commander's Station

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

2B Operate Commander's power control handles.

MEASUREMENT:

As described for each task on Task Analysis Outline.

V
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TASK 2B: OPERATE COMMANDER'S POWER CONTROL HANDLES

CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System State: Table B, Column 2B
TC Location: In Commander's Station

Initiating Stimuli: Task 1B is completed.

ACTION

TC will: NOTE A: Commander's power control handle
takes control away from Gunner's
handles when Commander's handle
palm switch is depressed.

1. Grasp Commander's power control handle and
squeeze palm switch.

2. With palm switch squeezed, traverse turret
right and left by moving handle to the
right then to the left.

* NOTE B: Traversing speed increases as handle
is turned further and slows as
handle is turned toward center posi-
tion.

3. With palm switch squeezed, elevate gun by
(pulling back on handle and then depress

gun by pushing forward on handle.

NOTE C: Rate of movement of main gun increases
as handle is pulled/pushed further
and slows as handle is pulled/pushed
toward center position.

NOTE D: Releasing palm switch causes turret
and main gun to stop moving. When
power control handle is released,
handle returns to center position.

I

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training: completion of Step 3.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
4 piven above and steps performed by
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Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
End of Training: complction of Step 3.

Accuracy - As indicated by:
. Turret is traversed both right and

left.
. Main gun is elevated.
. Main gun is depressed.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-I; p. 2-99.
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XMI 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:
19E Operator Requirements

COMPONENT:

Operate Commander's Machinegun

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

I IC Clear Commander's machinegun.

MEASUREMENT:

As described for each task on Task Analysis Outline.
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TASK iC: CLEAR COMMANDER'S MACHINEGUN

IC CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System State: Table B, Column IC; Commander's machinegun loaded.
Commander Location: In Commander's station.
Initiating Stimuli: Completion of firing, or requirement to boresight,

or remove Commander's machinegun.

ACTION

Commander will: 1. Insure machinegun is cooled before clearing.
2. Set machinegun safety switch to SAFE.
3. Raise cover.
4. Lift extractor from ammunition belt.
5. Remove belt from receiver.
6. Stow belt in container.
7. Set machinegun safety switch to FIRE.
8. Pull charger handle to rear and hold it there,
9. Insure that there is no round in chamber or

T-slot of bolt.
10. Allow charger handle to go forward.
11. Close cover.
12. Press butterfly trigger.
13. Set machinegun safety switch to SAFE.

MEASUREMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training: completion of Step 13.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and steps performed by
Commander.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
End of fraining: completion of Step 13.

4 Accuracy - As indicated by:
. Belt is removed from receiver.
. No round is in chamber or T-slot of

bolt.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 2-104.

-
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XM1 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

19E Operator Requirements

COMPONENT:

Driver Start Engine

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

q Mechanic will:

1C Start tank engine-normal start.

MEASUREMENT:

Ll As described on Task Analysis Outline.
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TASK 1C: START ENGINE - NORMAL START

CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System State: Table C, Column IC; and, Power Up Hull Systems

procedures completed.

Driver Location: In Driver's station.
Initiating Stimuli: TC tells Driver to start engine.

ACTION

Driveri-willi 1. Make sure Driver's seat is in open-hatch
position.

2. Press in START button (located on Driver's
instrument panel) for about a second..

NOTE A: The STARTED light (located above START.
button) should come on within 25 to 60
seconds after START button is pressed
and will stay on for about 10 seconds.

MEASUREMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and 25
During Training: to 60 seconds after completion of Step 2.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps given
above and steps performed by Driver.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and

25 to 60 seconds after completion of

End of Training : Step 2.
Accuracy - As indicated by:.

.STARTED light coming on for about 10
seoonds.

REFERENCES

DEV 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 2-73.
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TABLE C

POSITION OF CONTROLS FOR DRIVER TASK WHEN TASK
PERFORMANCE BEGINS

POSITION OF CONTROLS

CONTROLS TASK

_C

TURRET POWER switch OFF

VEHICLE MASTER POWER switch ON

I TRANSMISSION SHIFT control N

Parking Brake ENGAGED

Driver's Hatch handles OPEN

Intercommunication Monitor switch INT ONLY

Domelight ON

LIGHT switch OFF

Drain Valve handles CLOSED

GAS PARTICLE FILTER switch OFF

Air Heater Control OFF

NIGHT PERISCOPE OFF

BILGE PUMP OFF

SMOKE GENERATOR OFF

I

I
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4

LESSON PLAN OUTLINE

( TURRET ASSEMBLY

A. TRAINING OBJECTIVE

TASK: Each mechanic will meet the MEASUREMENT criteria for
during training and end of training for the 24 tasks
in the Turret Assembly module.

CONDITIONS: As described in the PRELIMINARY and FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES.

STANDARD: See MEASUREMENT for each task.I
B. INTERMEDIATE TRAINING OBJECTIVE

(None)

4

C. ADMINISTRATIVE INSTRUCTIONS

1. When training will be given:

2. Training location:

3. Who will be trained:

4. Principal and assistant instructors:

5. Equipment and materials: As described for each task.

D. SEQUENCE

1. State training objective and reason for learning the tasks.

2. Demonstrate or have assistant(s) demonstrate each task.

3. Conduct walk-through/practice session by having mechanics
demonstrate each task. Circulate among the mechanic and
critique their performance.

4. Test mechanics Individually. If a mechanic cannot perform a

step of a task, you may show him how to perform the step, and
continue the test or have the mechanic go practice or study.
Before the mechanic can be signed off on a task, he must perform
the test with no prompting.

E. SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
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F. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS AND I1FORMATION

C The MEASUREMENT requirements for tasks in each component are pre-

p- [sented on the cover sheet for the component (Component Outline)
rather than as part of the task.

The Measurement part for each task identifies the start and stop
points for measuring time and describes how to assess the accuracy
of performance. Measurement specifications are presented for

two stages of learning. During the first stage, training, time
is the principal concern. The mechanic should perform the task
faster during successive performances, until at the second stage,

Ithe end of training, the performance time meets the on-the-job
time requirement. The accuracy requirement during training is
simply that the mechanic perform the task exactly as described
under Mechanic Will. Measurement at the end of training, will

focus on products of successful task performance whenever such a
focus is practical. A thorough discussion of the measurement

0 issue is in Analyzing Tank Gunnery Engagements for Simulator-

Based Process Measurement.'

( The procedures described under MECHANIC WILL for each task are
derived from Task and Skill Analysis Report, Final, [XMI1 for the
Tank, Combat, Full Tracked 105-IM Gun. Chrysler Corporation,

1979. There is a possibility that the procedures have changed with
design changes in the XMl. The procedures should be updated for

the XMI based on current Tls and actual hands-on verification
Mduring the instructor training phase for the OT. Then, during DT,

the procedures for each task should be tried out on the training
device and the discrepancies in XMl procedures and device proced-
ures noted. Any changes in the described procedures may require a

change in the MEASUREMENT requirement for the task.

6

6

I 6Boldovici, J.A. Analyring Tanl, r-unncry Engagements for Simulator-Based

Process Measurement. Fort Knox, Kentucky: Human Resources Research

Organization (HumRRO), Final Report 78-4, 1978
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XMI 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Turret Assembly (2.15)

COMPONENT:

Turret Cords (2.15.1)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

q 2.15.1.1 Replace cord assembly. (3 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

4 Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-

During Training: tion of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
End of Training: tion of task, not to exceed job-time requirements.

Accuracy - As indicated by;

Task 2.15.1.1 a. Five gets of cords replaced with both
~ends of each cord hooked to turret.

I
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TASK 2.15.1.1 REPLACE CORD ASSEMBLY

PARTS: Cord (NPN)

TOOLS: None

EXPENDABLES: None

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

None

MECHANIC WILL:

NOTE A: This procedure applies to all five cords.

1. Unhook both ends of cord from turret.

2. Turn in damaged cord.

3. Hook both ends of cord to turret.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

None

REFERENCES:

None

TIME:

3 Minutes

B
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XM1 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Turret Assembly (2.15)

COMPONENT:

Turret Lock Assembly (2.15.2)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:
* 2.15.2.1 Inspect turret lock assembly. (6 minutes)

2.15.2.5 Replace turret lock assembly handle and spring. (8 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
During Training: tion of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
End of Training: tion of task, not to exceed job-time requirements.

Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.15.2.1 a. Turret lock cover not damaged.

b. Turret lock spring not damaged.

c. Turret lock handle locks.

d. Turret lock lever assembly not damaged.

e. Turret lock assembly teeth engage with
ring gear.

Task 2.15.2.5 a. Lever and handle on turret lock assembly
in "locked" position.
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*TASK 2.15.2.1 INSPECT TURRET LOCK ASSEMBLY

PARTS: None

TOOLS: None

EXPENDABLES: None

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

None

UMECHANIC WILL:
NOTE A: Make sure that MASTER POWER SWITCH is

in OFF position.

1. Inspect cover for damage. (Cover is damaged if it is
bent, cracked, or if words cannot be read.)

2. Inspect spring for damage. (Spring is damaged if
broken.)

3. Rotate handle from LOCKED position to UNLOCKED position,
and back to locked position.

4. Check that the mechanism locks. (If it does not,
handle is damaged.)

5. Inspect lever assembly for damage. (Lever assembly
is damaged if it is cracked or if pin is broken.)

6. Inspect lock assembly for proper engagement of teeth
with ring gear. (Lock assembly is damaged if it does
not properly engage, or if teeth are broken or cracked.)

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURE:

* 1. Replace damaged parts.

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-1; pp. 2-37 and 2-38.

TIME:

6 Minutes

B
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TASK 2.15.2.5 REPLACE TURRET LOCK ASSEMBLY HANDLE AND SPRING

PARTS: Handle assembly (N60927)
Pin, cotter (MS24665-283)

Spring, helical (7953781)

TOOLS: Pliers, slip joint
Punch, drive pin, 1/4 inch point
Hamer, hand, ball peen

EXPENDABLES: None

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

1. Remove turret lock assembly cover.

2. Remove turret lock assembly shaft.

MECHANIC WILL:

NOTE A: Make sure that MASTER POWER SWITCH

is in OFF position.

1. Remove lever and handle from lock assembly.

2. Remove cotter pin from roller pin using pliers.

3. Discard cotter in.

4. Drive out roller pin from handle using punch and

haumer.

5. Remove lever and spring from handle.

6. Turn in handle if defective.

7. Turn in spring if defective.

8. Position spring on handle.

9. Align holes in lever with holes in handle.

10. Insert roller pin through holes.

11. Install new cotter pin in roller pin using pliers.

12. Put lever and handle on lock assembly in "locked"
position.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

1. Install turret lock assembly shaft.

2. Install turret lock assembly cover.
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TASK 2.15.2.5 REPLACE TURRET WCK ASSUIBLY (Cout'd.)

REFERENES:

DIP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-2; pp. 4-7 and 4-8, 4-14 and 4-16.

TIME:

8 minutes
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XlI 453 TURRET MECHANIC
COHPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Turret Assembly (2.15)

COMPONENT:

Commander's Seat Assembly (2.15.3)

* PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic viii:

2.15.3.5 Replace Commander's seat back recess pad. (5 minutes)

2.15.3.9 Replace Commander's seat lower platform. (25 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and

During Training: completion of task.
Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated

for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
tion of task, not to exceed job-time require-

End of Training: ments.
Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.15.3.5 a. New seat pad positioned on seat back

T 2 5 and pressed into place.

Task2.1.3. a.New Coimmander's seat lover platform
Sinstalled.
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TASIL 2.15.3.5 REPLACE COMMANDER'S SEAT BACK RECESS PAD

SPARTS: Pad (SK-173-1)

I TOOLS: Knife, putty

EXPENDABLES: Solvent, cleaning, P680, type LI

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

None

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Fold seat back down on seat cushion.

2. Remove pad from seat using knife.

3. Discard pad.

WARNING: Solvent burns easily. Do not use
W I: solvent near open fire.

4. Clean seat back using solvent and rag and dry with
clean rag.

5. Apply adhesive to seat back.

6. Position pad on seat back and press in place.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

None

4 REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-2; pp. 4-25.1 to 4-25.2.

TIME:

5 Minutes

1
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TASK 2.15.3.9 REPLACE COMMANDER'S SEAT LOWER PLATFORM

PARTS: Platform (X420671)
Pin, cotter, 2 ea. (NPi1)
Pin, 3 ea. (HS39086-289

TOOLS: Pliers, round nose
Hammer, hand, ball peen
Punch, drive pin, tapered, 1/8 inch point

EXPENDABLES: None

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURE:

1. Put lower platform in its highest position.

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Remove footrest.

2. Drive out three pins in platform using hammer and punch.

3. Slide platform off support arm.

4. Turn in platform.

5. Set footrest in place on new platform.

6. Secure footrest with pins.

7. Slide platform onto support arm.

8. Align holes on platform and support arm.

9. Drive in three pins using hammer and punch.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

None

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-2; pp. 4-37 and 4-38, 4-51 and 4-52.

4 TIME:

25 Minutes
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XHI 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Turret Assembly (2.15)

COMPONENT:

Gunner's Seat Assembly (2.15.4)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

2.15.4.2 Replace Gunner's seat assembly (4 minutes)

2.15.4.3 Replace Gunner's seat back cushion (11 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training: completion of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
tion of task, not to exceed Job-time require-

End of Training: ments.
Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.15.4.2 a. Seat assembly, pedestal secured to

floor mount.

Task 2.15.4.3 a. New seat back cushion installed.

B
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TASK 2.15.4.2 REPLACE GUNNER'S S1RAT ASSEMBLY

PARTS: Seat assembly, gunner's (NPN)
Washer, lock 4 ea. (MS 35333-42)

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 9/16 inch

Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive

EXPENDABLES: None

PlELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

1. Soldier A unscrews and takes out seat assembly.

2. Soldier B assists Soldier A remove seat assembly
from tank.

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Unscrew and remove four screws, washers, and lockwashers
securing pedestal to floor mount using socket and handle.

2. Discard lockwashers.

NOTE A: Do not lift seat by height adjust handle.

3. Lift seat up.and out of tank through Loader's hatch.

4. Place seat on clean, flat work area.

5. Lower new seat through Loader's hatch.

6. Align holes in bottom of pedestal with holes in floor
mount.

7. Screw in and tighten four screws, washers, and new
lockwashers securing pedestal to floor mount using
socket and handle.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURE:

1. Operate gunner's seat.

REFERENCES:

DEP 1-7150-255-20-2-3-2; pp. 4-67 and 4-68, 4-94 and A-95.

TIME:

4 Minutes
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TASK 2.15.4.3 REPLACE GUNNER'S SEAT BACK CUSHION

PnJTS: Cushion, seat back (XM8691)
Washer, coned, 8 ea. (XM65408-1)

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 7/16 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive

EXPENDABLES: None

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

None

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Unscrew and remove eight nuts and coned washers using
socket and handle.

2. Discard coned washers.

3. Remove cushion from frame.

4. Turn in damaged cushion.

5. Align studs on back of new cushion with holes in frame.

6. Secure in place with eight screws and new coned washers
using socket and handle.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES

None

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-2; pp. 4-69 and 4-70, 4-91 to 4-93.

TIME:

11 Minutes
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XMI 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Tuviet Assembly (2.15)

COMPONENT:

Loader's Seat Assembly (2.15.5)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

2.15.5.16 Replace Loader's platform height adjustment locking
pin. (4 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
During Training: tion of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
End of Training: tion of task, not to exceed job-time requirements.

Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.15.5.16 a. New platform height adjustment locking
pin installed.

B
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TASK 2.15.5.16 REPLACE LOADER'S PLATFORM HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT LOCKING PIN

PARTS: Pin (XH8665)
Spring, helical (IIS24585-1478)
Knob, ball (XM8664-1)

TOOLS: Hammer, hand, ball peen
Punch, drive pin, 1/4 inch point
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive
Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 5/16 inch

EXPENDABLES: Sealing compound, thread locking, MIL-S-46163

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURE:

1. Remove seat frame.

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Hoid platform adjuster so it does not fall when spring
pin and pin assembly are removed.

2. Drive spring pin out of seat adjuster using hammer
and punch.

3. Lift out pin assembly.

4. Lower platform adjuster to b6ttom of post.

5. Unscrew and remove knob from pin assembly. (Washer and
spring will fall off.)

6. Inspect knob and spring for bends or cracks.

7. If damaged, replace part.

8. Turn in pin.

9. Slide platform adjuster up on post and hold while pin
assembly and spring pin are being installed.

10. Put washer and spring on new pin.

11. Put pin into housing.

12. Hold washer down with screwdriver.

13. Tnsert spring pin ensurinct spring pin holds washer
fcown,

14. Tap in spring pin using hammer and punch.

15. Spread thin coat of sealing compound on pin threads.

16. Srrew on and tighten by hand.
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TASK 2.15.5.16 REPLACE LOADER'S PLATFORM HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT LOCKING PIN
(Contid.)

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURE:

1. Install seat frame.

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-2; pp. 4-111 and 4-112, 4-118 to 4-120.

TIME:

4 Minutes

II

II
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"- 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

C. MODULE:

*Turret Assembly (2.15)

COMPONENT:

Loader's Hatch Assembly (2.15.6)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

2.15.6.1 Inspect Loader's Hatch. (6 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
During Training: tion of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
tion of task, not to exceed job-time

End of Training: requirements.
Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.15.6.1 a. Retainer not damaged..

b. Periscope turntable rotates freely in
both directions without binding.

c. Periscope turntable not damaged.

d. Hatch not damaged.
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TASK 2.15.6.1 INSPECT LOADER'S HATCH

PARTS: None

TOOLS: None

EXPENDABLES: None

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

None

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Inspect retainer for damage. (Retainer is damaged
if cracked.)

* 2. Check that periscope turntable rotates freely without
binding in both directions.

3. Inspect periscope turntable for damage. (Turntable
is damaged if cracked.)

4. Inspect hatch for damage. (Hatch is damaged if cracked
or has broken welds.)

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

None

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-1; pp. 2-31 to 2-33.

TIME:

6 Minutes
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XMI 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

5MODULE:
Turret Assembly (2.15)

COMPONENT:

Commander's Weapon Station Hatch Mechanism Assembly (2.15.7)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOME:

Mechanic will:

2.15.7.2 Replace Commander's hatch latching mechanism. (15 minutes)

2.15.7.13 Replace Commander's unity periscope seal. (15 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
During Training: tion of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
End of Training: tion of task, not to exceed Job-time requirements.

Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.15.7.2 a. Same number of shims placed in same
position on latch assembly when latch
assembly installed as when removed.

b. Latch assembly holds hatch open in all
positions.

Tansk 2.15.7.13 n. SeaI pressed firmly into ndhe tve.

b. Each end of seal cut on 30 degree angle.
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TASK 2.15.7.2 REPLACE COIKANDER'S HATCH LATCHING MECHANISM

PARTS: Plate (A465245)
Shims, 3 ea. (11599059-4)
Cam (7027968)
Shaft (7027960)
Handle (11599029)
Guide (XK65253)
Bolt (X265188)
Cartridge Assembly (NPN)
Washer, lock, 2 ea. (NPN)

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 7/16 inch
Extension, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 3 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive
Hammer, hand, ball peen
Punch, drive pin, tapered, 1/8 inch point
Brush, cleaning

EXPENDABLES: Solvent, cleaning, P-D-680, type 11
Rags, wiping

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURE:

1. Close and lock hatch.

]MECHANIC WILL:

NOTE A: Notice position of shims when removing latch.

1. Unscrew and remove two screws and lockwashers securing

latch assembly using socket, extension, and handle.

2. Discard lockwashers.

3. Remove latch assembly and cam plate from mount pad.

r 4. Move latch assembly to clean work area.

5. Drive out spring pin using hammer and punch.

6. Push out shaft using hammer and punch.

NOTE B: Spring must be put back the same way
*as taken out.

7 Separate handle, spring, ,'am. cam plate, and bolt.

8. Take cartridge assembly out of bolt by hand.

' CAUTION: Solvent burns easily. Do not use

near open fire.
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TASK 2.15.7.2 REPLACE CONHANDER'S HATCH LATCHING MECHANISH (cont'd.)

9. Clean bolt, cartridge assembly, cam plate, shaft,
spring, cam, handle, shims, and guide using brush
and solvent and dry with rag.

10. Inspect parts for breaks, cracks, wear, or bends.

11. If damaged, turn in part and replace it.

12. Put cartridge assembly into bolt.

13. Put prongs of bolt through holes in cam plate.

14. Put spring between prongs of bolt with spring ends in place.

15. Hold cam and handle on bolt and align holes.
I

16. Insert shaft to secure cam, handle, spring, and bolt.

17. Align holes in bolt and shaft.

18. Insert spring pin securing shaft and bolt using
hammer and punch.

19. Put guide over handle.

NOTE C: Use same number of shims and place in same
position on latch assembly when installing
latch assembly as noted when removed.

20. Hold cam plate and shims on mount pad.

21. Put latch assembly into pad hole.

22. Screw in and tighten two screws and new lockwashers
using socket, extension, and handle.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURE:

1. Check that latch assembly holds hatch open in all
positions.

REFERENCES:

4 DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-2; pp. 4-175, 4-177 to 4-180.

TIME:

15 Minutes
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TASK 2.15.7.13 REPLACE COMMANDER'S UNITY PERISCOPE SEAL

-A PARTS: None

TOOLS: Knife, Pocket
Brush, adhesive

EXPENDABLES: Seal, rubber
Compound, sealing, MIL-S-11031
Rag, wiping
Adhesive, MIL-A-46106A (RTV-732, Dow Corning)
Solvent, cleaning PD-680, type 11.

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURE:

1. Remove commander's unity periscope.

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Remove seal from periscope using knife and discard seal.

WARNING: Solvent burns easily. Do not use
solvent near open fire.

2. Clean periscope mating surface of old adhesive and other
foreign material using solvent and rag.

3. Measure seal mating surface around periscope and cut
seal to length. (Allow for cutting each end of seal on
a 30 degree angle to ensure a watertight fit.)

4. Apply a small bead of adhesive (about 1/16 inch diameter)

around mating surface of periscope.

* 5. Install seal and press firmly onto adhesive.

6. Cut each end of seal on a 30 degree angle where seal
ends meet.

7. Press seal ends together and apply sealing compound
using brush.

FOLIDW ON PROCEDURE:

1. Install commander's unity periscope.

REFERENCES:

4 DEP 9-2350-255-20-2---1; pp. 3-66 and 3-66.1.

TIME:

15 Iinute
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XlHL 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

NODULE:

Turret Assembly (2.15)

COMPONENT:

Ammunition Door Assembly (2.15.8)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

2.15.8.4 Adjust ready ammo door limit switch. (21 minutes)

2.15.8.7 Adjust roller assemblies. (6 minutes)

2.15.8.10 Adjust stowage door spring plungers. (3 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
During Training: tion of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
tion of task, not to exceed job-time require-

End of Training: ments.
Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.15.8.4 a. Multimeter reads 0 VDC when test leads

are hooked-up between pin 28+ and pin
46- in TEST 2 receptacle on turret net-
works box and ready ammo door is opened
and closed.

b. Screws holding actuator in place torqued
between 96 and 120 inch-pounds (11 to 14

newton meters).

Task 2.15.8.7 a. Amtunition doors run smoothly without
binding when opened and closed.

Task 2.15.8.10 a. Stowage door opens 1/2 inch when released
4 in closing.

B
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TASK 2.15.8.4 ADJUST READY AMMO DOOR LIMIT SWITCH

PARTS: None

TOOLS: Multimeter
Wrench, torque 0 to 200 inch-pounds
Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 7/16 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive.

EXPENDABLES: None

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

1. Set amo doors for manual operation.

2. Relieve hydraulic pressure.

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Close ammo doors.

2. Loosen two screws holding actuator using socket and handle.

3. Hook up multimeter test leads between pin 28+ and pin
46- in TEST 2 receptacle on turret networks box.

4. Move meter switch to +50 VDC range.

5. Put TURRET POWER and VEHICLE MASTER POWER switches
to ON.

6. Set spacing by moving actuator away from limit switch
until meter shows voltage.

7. Slowly move actuator towards switch until meter reading
just drops to 0 VDC.

8. Tighten two screws using socket and handle.

9. Torque screws between 96 and 120 inch-pounds (11 to 14
newton meters) using torque wrench.

10. Check setting by opening door. (Voltage should show

on meter.)

11. Close door. (Voltage should show 0 VDC.)

12. If unable to get these readings, repeat steps I thru 11.

13. Pull out meter from TEST 2 receptacle.

14. Set TURRET POWER and VEHICLE MASTER POWER switches
to OFF.

I
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TASK 2.15.8.4 ADJUST READY AMQ DOOR LIMIT SWITCH (cont'd.)

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

1. Build up hydraulic pressure.

- 2. Set amo doors for automatic operation.

REERNCS DEP 9- 2350-255-20-2-3-2; p. 4-248 .

TINE:

21 Minutes
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TASK 2.15.8.7 ADJUST ROLLER ASSEMBLIES

PARTS: None

TOOLS: Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 1/2 inch square drive
Socket, socket wrench, 1/2 inch square drive
Key, socket head screw, 1/2 inch
Wrench, torque, 1 to 600 fuot-pounds

EXPENDABLES: None

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURE:

None

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Open and close ammunition doors manually.

2. Feel if doors run smoothly without binding and are
not too loose.

3. If doors bind or are too loose, do the following:

a. Loosen nut on top roller by holding screw
head with key and using socket and handle on
nut.

b. Move roller down for binding door; move roller
up for loose door.

c. Tighten and torque nut between 150 and 180 foot-
pounds (203 to 244 newton meters) using torque
wrench.

d. Check for smooth movement of doors.

e. Repeat procedure as necessary.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURE:

1. Set ammo doors for automatic operation.

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-2; pp. 2-240.

TIME:

6 Minutes
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TASK 2.15.8.10 ADJUST STOWAGE DOOR SPRING PLUNGERS

PARTS: None

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 5/16 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive

EXPENDABLES: None

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURE:

1. Set ammo door for manual operation.

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Open and close stowage door.

12. Check that door opens 1/2 inch when released.

3. If not, screw plungers in or out to get correct door
opening using socket and handle.

FOLLOW 01. ?ROCEDURES:

None

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-2; pp. 4-243 and 4-244.

TIME:

3 Minutes

B
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XMl 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

LMODULE:

Turret Assembly (2.15)

COMPONENT:

Audio Frequency Amplifier Mounting Bracket (2.15.9)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

2.15.9.1 Replace audio frequency amplifier mounting bracket. (15 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
During Training: tion of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
End of Training: tion of task, not to exceed job-time requirements.

Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.15.9.1 a. Audio frequency amplifier mounting

- bracket and harness strap installed.

I

4

I
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TASK 2.15.9.1 REPLACE AUDIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER MOUNTING BRACKET

PARTS: Washer, star, 8 ea. (NPN)
Bracket, mounting (NPN)

TOOLS: Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive

Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 7/16 inch
Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 9/16 inch

EXPENDABLES: None

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

None

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Unscrew and remove six screws, starwashers, and washers
holding mounting bracket to turret wall using 9/16
inch socket and handle.

2. Discard starwashers.

3. Unscrew and remove screw and starwasher holding harness
strap to turret wall using 7/16 inch socket and handle.

4. Discard starwasher.

5. Unscrew and remove bottom screw and starwasher holding
cable strap to turret using 7/16 inch socket and
handle.

6. Discard starwasher.

7. Tilt top of bracket away from turret wall and slide
bolt flange of bracket from under harness protective
on~ver.

8. Lift bracket away from turret ventilating blower.

9. Turn in mounting brncket.

10. I [p bottom lip) of now mounting bracket under harness
covui.

Ii. ii.[ top of bracket away from wall.

7. Vrr e:w in and tighten slu screws, new s wr!ashers, and
washers on bracket using 9/16 inch sorkot and handle.

13. screw in and cighten sc ew and new nt::was her on strap
using 7/1.6 inch socket and handle.

14. Sr-w in and lighten screw and new starwasher on bottom
of Qtrap "ing 7/16- inch socket and hand I
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K TASK 2.15.9.1 REPLACE AUDIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER MOUNTING BRACKET (Cont'd.)

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

None

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-2-3-2; pp. 4-218.5 to 4-218.8.

TIME:

15 Minutes
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XMl 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

* Turret Assembly (2.15)

COMPONENT:

Safety Guards and Pads (2.15.10)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

2.15.10.8 Replace spent ammao screen guard magnet. (12 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

4Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
During Training: tion of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
tion of task, not to exceed job-time

End of Training: requirements.
Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.15.10.8 a. Spent ammo screen guard magnet installed
and screen guard in stowed position.
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TASK 2.15.10.8 REPLACE SPENT AIIMO SCREEN GUARD MAGNET

PARTS: Washer, lock, 2 ea. (MS 35333-39)
Magnet (XM23114)

TOOLS: Screwdriver, offset, Phillips No. 2
Wrench, box end, 3/8 inch

EXPENDABLES: None

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

None

MECHANIC WILL:

1 1. Swing guard away from stowage box.

2. Remove contents from box until two screws can be
reached from inside.

3. Hold two screws with screwdriver and unscrew and
remove nuts and lockwashers using wrench.

4, Discard two lockwashers.

5. Remove magnet.

6. Remove two screws from magnet.

7. Turn in damaged magnet.

8. Put in two screws and put magnet in place.

9. Put two new lockwashers on screws.

10. Hold two screws with screwdriver and screw on two
nuts using wrench.

4 11. Swing guard back into stowed position.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

None

'4 REFERENCES:

DEP 9--2350-255-20; pp. 4-224 to 4-227.

TIME:

12 Minutes
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iXM 45B TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Turret Assembly (2.15)

*. COMPONENT:

Turret Ammunition Racks (2.15.11)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

q 2.15.11.1 Replace ammo rack plunger. (15 minutes)

2.15.116 Replace ammo tube and hinge. (12 minutes)

MEASURMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
During Training: tion of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
End of Training: of task, not to exceed job-time requirements.

Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.15.11.1 a. Plungers replaced in ammo basket stowage
rack and bustle ammo rack.

Task 2.15.11.6 a. All damaged ammo tubes and hinges
replaced.

4
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TASK 2.15.11.1 REPLACE AIMO RACK PLU1GER

PARTS: Plunger (XM 66580)

TOOLS: Hammer, hand, ball peen Punch drive pin, tapered,
1/8 inch point
Screwdriver, flat tip
Wrench, open end, 1 inch

EXPENDABLES: None

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURE:

1. Open ammo compartment doors.

MECHANIC WILL:

NOTE A: This procedure applies to both the ammo
basket stowage rack and bustle ammo rack.
Replace damaged plungers only.

1. Unscrew plug using wrench.

2. Pull out plunger, plug, spacer, and spring pin together.

3. Take out spring, two spacers, and sleeve using screwdriver.

4. Knock out spring pin using hammer and punch.

5. Remove spacer and plug.

6. Turn in plunger.

7. Slide sleeve, one spacer, spring, and other spacer
into tube.

8. Put plug and spacer on plunger.

9. Tap spring pin through plunger using hammer and punch.

* 10. Put plunger in tube.

11. Screw in plug using wrench.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURE:

* 1. Close ammo compartment doors.

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-2; pp. 4-267 to 4-271.

TIME:

5 Min, t e-
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TASK 2.15.11.6 REPLACE AMMO TUBE AND HINGE

PARTS: Tube assembly (XR67104)
Screw, cap, hex hd, 2 ea. (MS90728-8)
Washer, flat, 2 ea. (MS9320-l0)
Pin (XM22491)

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 7/16 inch
Extension, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 9-inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive

EXPENDABLES: None
U

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURE:

1. Remove turret basket ammo rack.

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Pull up on quick release pin to release tube from weldment.

2. Unscrew and remove two screws and washers using socket,
extension, and handle.

3. Push in tube toward tube next to it and pull out on tube.

4. Take out pin from weldment.

NOTE A: The pin, screw, washer, and tube welded
to ammunition tube make up the hinge.

5. Inspect hinge and tube for damage. (If damaged, turn
in and replace part).

6. Put pin in support with flat side facing to rear of

tube (small end of tube).

7. Slide tube into rack.

8. Screw in two screws and washers using socket, extension,
and handle.

9. Insert quick release pin into weldment.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURE:4
1. Install turret basket ammo rack.

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-2; pp. 4-285 to 4-287.

TIME:

12 Minutes
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X l 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Turret Assembly (2.15)

COMPONENT:

Turret Blow-Out Panel Assembly (2.15.12)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

2.15.12.1 Replace slide blow-out panel and frame. (30 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
During Training: tion of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
tion of task, not to exceed job-time

End of Training: requirements.
Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.15.12.1 a. Screws holding blow-out panel in place
torqued between 360 and 432 inch-pounds
(41 to 49 newton meters).
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I.

br TASK 2.15.12.1 REPLACE SIDE BLOW-OUT PANEL AND FRANS

PARTS: Plate, blow-out (NPN)
Plate, blow-out (NPN)
Frame (NPN)
Frame (NPN)

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 9/16 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive
Knife, putty
Wrench, torque, 0 to 600 inch-pounds
Brush, paint

EXPENDABLES: Solvent, cleaning, P-D-680, Type II
Sealing compound, general purpose, MIL-S-11031
Rags, wiping

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

None

MECHANIC WILL:

NOTE A: The left side plate and frame are 0.13 and
0.06 inches (.33 and .15 centimeters wider
than the right side. Mixing them with the
left side will cause an improper fit.

1. Unscrew and remove 14 screws and washers using socket
and handle.

2. Lift off panel and frame by hand.

WARNING: Solvent burns easily. Do not use
solvent near open fire.

3. Clean around turret opening using solvent, rag, and putty
knife (remove all old adhesive) and dry with clean rag.

4. Clean plate with solvent, rag, and putty knife (remove
all old adhesive) and dry with clean rag.

5. Inspect plate and frame for cracks and bends. (If
damaged, turn in and replace part.)

WARNING: Sealing compound burns easily. Do
not use near open fire. Use in
well-ventilated area.

6. Spread sealing compound on plate and turret mounting surface
with brush.
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TASK 2.15.12.1 REPLACE SIDE BLOW-OUT PANEL AND FRAME

7. Put plate into opening.

8. Line up frame on turret.

9. Screw in and tighten 14 screws and washers using
socket and handle.

10. Torque screws between 360 and 432 inch-pounds (41 to
49 newton meters) using torque wrench.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

None

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-2; pp. 4-305 to 4-308.

TIME:

30 Minutes

0
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XKl 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Turret Assembly (2.15)

COMPONENT:

Radio Antenna Mount (2.15.13)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

.q 2.15.13.1 Replace receiver/transmitter antenna mount. (21 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

1Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
During Training: tion of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
End of Training: of task, not to exceed job-time requirements.

Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.15.13.1 a. Screws holding antenna mount in place
torqued between 360 and 432 inch-pounds
(41 to 49 newton meters).
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TASK 2.15.13.1 REPLACE RECEIVER/TRANSMITTER ANTENNA MOUNT

PARTS: Antenna assembly (NPN)

Gasket, 2 ea. (NPH)

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 9/16 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive
Wrench, adjustable, 6 inch
Wrench, torque, 0 to 600 inch-pounds

EXPENDABLES: None

A
PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

None

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Remove four screws and washers using socket and handle.

2. Lift up antenna.

3. Unscrew and remove two electrical plugs.

4. Remove one screw and washer securing terminal strap
using adjustable wrench.

5. Remove terminal strap, spacer, and two gaskets.

6. Discard gaskets.

7. Turn in defective antenna and mount.

8. Put spacer and two new gaskets in place.

9. Screw in and tighten two electrical plugs.

10. Put terminal strap in place and secure with one
screw and washer using adjustable wrench.

11. Put antenna and mount in place.

12. Secure with four screws and washers using socket and
handle.

13. Torque screws between 360 and 432 inch-pounds (41 to
* 49 newton meters) using torque wrench.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

None

* 
REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-2; pp. 4-313 to 4-315.

TIME:
2
21 Minutes B-42



XMI 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Turret Assembly (2.15)

COMPONENT:

Internal Gun Travel Lock (2.15.14)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

* 2.15.14.1 Replace gun elevation lock quick release pin. (15 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task).

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
During Training: of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
End of Training: of task, not to exceed job-time requirements.

Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.15.14.1 a. Quick release pin pushed into clevis

and link.
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*TASK 2.15.14.1 REPLACE GUN ELEVATION LOCK QUICK RELEASE PIN

PARTS: Pin, quick release (MS 17984C-1218

TOOLS: None

EXPENDABLES: None

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

SNone

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Hold link, press button and pull quick release pin
out of clevis.

o 2. Inspect quick release pin for damage.

3. If bent or cracked or if button is hard to move,
turn in and replace part.

4. Push down button and push quick release pin into
clevis and link.

5. Release button.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

None

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-2; pp. 4-319 to 4-321.

* TIME:

15 Minutes
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XMl 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Turret Assembly (2.15)

COMPONENT:

Turret Platform (2.15.15)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

*2.15.15.1 Replace hull-turret slipring cover. (6'minutes)

*2.15.15.2 Replace turret harness channel cover. (6 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
During Training: tion of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
End of Training: of task, not to exceed job-time requirements.

Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.15.15.1 a. Screws holding slipring cover in place
torqued between 30 and 36 foot-pounds
(40.5 to 48.5 newton meters).

Task 2.15.15.2 a. Cover put on stand-offs.
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*TASK 2.15.15.1 REPLACE HULL-TURRET SLIPRING COVER

(
PARTS: Washer, lock, 4 ea. (14PN)

Cover (NPN)

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench, 1/2 inch square drive, 9/16 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 1/2 inch square drive
Wrench, torque, 0 to 200 foot-pounds

EXPENDABLES: None

g PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

1. Depress gun tube.

2. Bleed off pressure in hydraulic system.

3. Remove turret platform shield/blanket.
I

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Unscrew and remove four screws, lockwashers, and washers
from slipring cover using socket and handle.

2. Discard lockwashers.

3. Lift off cover.

4. Inspect cover for cracks or bends.

5. If damaged, turn in and replace cover.

6. Put cover in place.

7. Screw in and tighten four screws, washers, and new
lockwashers using socket and handle.

8. Torque screws between 30 and 36 foot-pounds (40.5 to
48.5 newton meters) using torque wrench.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

1. Install turret platform shield/blanket.

2. Build up pressure in hydraulic system.

* REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-2; pp. 5-23 tc, 5-37.

TIME:

4
6 Minutes

4
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*TASK 2.15.15.2 REPLACE TURRET HARNESS CHANNEL COVER

PARTS: Channel cover (NPH)

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 9/16 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive

EXPENDABLES: None

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURE!I

1. Remove hull-turret slipring cover. (See Task 2.15.15.1)

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Unscrew and remove three screws and washers using
socket and handle.

2. Lift off cover.

3. Inspect cover for damage.

4. If damaged, turn in and replace.

5. Put cover on stand-offs.

6. Screw in and tighten three screws and washers using
socket and handle.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURE:

1. Install hull-turret slipring cover.

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-2.

TIME:

6 M nutes
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XM1 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Turret Assembly (2.15)

COMPONENT:

External Stowage Boxes (2.15.16)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

2.15.16.1 Replace left exterior stowage box assembly. (45 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training: completion of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
End of Training: of task, not to exceed job-time requirements.

Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.15.16.1 a. Left exterior stowage box assembly

replaced.
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TASK 2.15.16.1 REPLACE LEFT EXTERIOR STOWAGE BOX ASSEMBLY

PARTS: Stowage box assembly (M 66920)

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 7/16 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive
Wrench, open end, 7/16 inch
Hammer, hand, ball peen
Punch, center
Drill, electric, portable
Drill, twist, 9/32 inch diameter
Drill, twist, 5/16 inch diameter

EXPENDABLES: Rag, wiping
Chalk
Pencil
Tape, masking
Paper, stiff

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

None

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Open box and remove bottle and other loose items.

2. Mark outline of box on turret with chalk.

3. Unscrew and remove eight screws, nuts, four straps,
and 16 washers using wrench, socket, and handle.

4. Unscrew and remove two screws, nuts, straps, and
four washers from rails using wrench, socket and handle.

5. Inspect straps for breaks, cracks, and twists.

6. Tf damaged, turn in and replace.

7. Unscrew and remove three screws, nuts, six washers,
and one bracket for inside box using wrench, socket,
'mq h:d I (.

8, Take oX ,lt of rail;.

9. Pitr paper nver side of old box.

1 . Line up pap,.r wj th , ,.,,,,a ' ,dge or box ;i-,' ho tom
of hinge.

11. Tape paper in place with tape.

12. Draw three circ-re on paper with pencil over holes
•i r d b;fr bot , e h ar iet.
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TASK 2.15.16.1 REPLACE LEFT EXTERIOR STOWAGE BOX ASSEMBLY (cont'd.)

C 13. Remove paper from box.

14. Turn in old box.

15. Align paper on new box in same position as on old box.

16.. Tape paper in place.

17. Center punch three holes using hammer and punch.

18. Drill three holes through paper and new box using
5/16 inch drill.

19. Remove paper and tape.

20. Put bottle bracket in box over holes.

21. Screw in and tighten three screws, nuts, and six
washers using wrench, socket, and handle.

22. Put box on turret inside chalk lines.

23. Put strap on rail.

24. Hold in place and mark hole locations with pencil.

25. Center punch two holes using punch and hammer.

26. Drill two holes in box using 9/32 inch drill.

27. Screw in and tighten two screws, nuts, and four washers
using wrench, socket, and handle.

28. Repeat steps 23 thru 27 until all straps are screwed
on box.

29. Erase chalk with rag.

30. Replace contents of box.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

None

REFERENCES:
I

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-2; pp. 4-197 to 4-205.

TIME:

4 45 Minutes
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* -. APPENDIX C

NBC SYSTEM



LESSON PLAN OUTLINE

NBC SYSTE14

A. TRAINING OBJECTIVE

TASK: Each mechanic will meet the MEASURFMENT criteria for
during training and end of training for the 4 tasks
in the NBC System module.

CONDITIONS: As described in the PRELIMINARY and FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES.

STANDARD: See MEASURE24EIT for each task.

B. INTERMEDIATE TRAINING OBJECTIVE:

(None)

C. ADMINISTRATIVE INSTRUCTIONS

1. When training will be given:

2. Training location:

3. Who will be trained:

4. Principal and assistant instructors:

5. Equipment and materials: As described for each task.

D. SEQUENCE

1. State training objective and reason for learning the tasks.

2. Demonstrate or have assistant(s) demonstrate each task.

3. Conduct wal k-throigl/practice sesasion by having mechanict-
dt~I4III t,~I~I li' iot' (. (irc li |Lo Itloilp, Llio itltdot ll t1d
critique their performnce.

4- Test mechanics individually. If a mechanic cannot perfonn a step

of a task, you may show him how to perform the step, and cont-inue
the test or have the mechanic go practice or study. before the
mechanic can be signed off on a task, he must perform the test
with no prompting.

E. SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

C-2



F. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS AND INFORMATION

The MEASUREMENT requirements for tasks in each component are pre-
sented on the cover sheet for the component (Component Outline)
rather than as part of the task.

The Measurement part for each task identifies the start and stop
poinEs for measuring time and describes how to assess the accuracy
of performance. Measurement specifications are presented for
two stages of learning. During the first stage, training, time
is the principal concern. The mechanic should perform the task
faster during successive performances, until at the second stage,
the end of training, the performance time meets the on-the-job
time requirement. The accuracy requirement during training is
simply that the mechanic perform the task exactly as described
under Mechanic Will. Measurement at the end of training, will
focus on products of successful task performance whenever such a
focus is practical. A thorough discussion of the measurement

issue is in Analyzing Tank Gunnery Engagements for Simulator-
Based Process Measurement.'

The procedures described under MECHANIC WILL for each task are

derived from Task and Skill Analysis Report, Final, [M4l] for the
Tank, Combat, Full Tracked 105-M Gun. Chrysler Corporation,
1979. There is a possibility that the procedures have changed with
design changes in the XMI. The procedures should be updated for
the XMl based on current TMs and actual hands-on verification
during the instructor training phase for the OT. Then, during DT,
the procedures for each task should be tried out on the training
device and the discrepancies in XMl procedures and device proced-
ures noted. Any changes in the described procedures niay require a
change in the MEASUREMENT require-.ent for the tuzsk.

4

IBoldovici, J.A. Analyzing Tank Gunr -q, e _r r_.r Si.,! ttor-,a'Sid
?rocess Measurement. Fort Knox, Kentucky: -{liii;ian Rt.,suurces kescarch
Organization (HumRRO), Final Report 78-4, 19i".
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. XM1 45E TURRET MECHANICi COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

NBC System (2.12)

COMPONENT:

Orifice and Hose Assembly (2.12.1)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

2.12.1.1 Replace NBC orifice assembly. (6 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between ond of initiating stimuli and completion
During Training: of task.

Accuracy - A.; indicated by match between steps indicated
for cacl; tas, and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
End of Training: of task, not to uxceed job-time requirements.

Accuracy - As indicatLed by.

Task 2.12.1.1 a. Nicw orifice seured with new retaining
ring.

b. Coupi-ng pushed to orifice.

I

I

I; !
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TASK 2.12.1.1 REPLACE NBC ORIFICE ASSEMBLY

PARTS: Orifice assembly (B5-19-1829)

Ring, retaining (MS 16624-4087)

TOOLS: Pliers, retaining ring

EXPENDABLES: None

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

None

MECHANIC WILL:

NOTE A: This procedure applies to commander's,
gunner's, and loader's orifice assemblies.

1. Pull off coupling from orifice.

2. Remove retaining ring from orifice using pliers.

3. Discard ring.

4. Remove orifice.

5. Turn in defective orifice.

6. Put orifice through bracket.

7. Secure with new retaining ring using pliers.

8. Push coupling into orifice.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

None

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-2; pp. 6-3 and 6-4,

TIME:

0 6 Minutes
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XM1 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

CN MODULE:

NBC System (2.12)

COMPONENT:

Heater Unit (2.12.2)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

2.12.2.1 Replace NBC heater units. (18 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

I Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
During Training: of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
End of Training: of task, not to exceed job-time requirements.

Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.12.2.1 a. Screws holding heater in place torqued
between 96 and 120 inch-pounds (11 to
14 newton meters).

b. Solid hose attached to inlet adapter.

c. Flexible hose attached to outlet adapter.

* d. Plugs connected to electrical leads

according to tags on plugs.

I

C-



TASK 2.12.2.1 REPLACE NBC HEATER UNITS

PARTS: Heater, air, electric (E5-19-1782)

TOOLS: Screwdriver, flat tip
Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 7/16 inch
Extension, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 6 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive
Wrench, adjustable, 6 inch
Wrench, box, 7/16 inch
Wrench, torque, 0 to 200 inch-pounds

EXPENDABLES: Tags, marking

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

None

MECHANIC WILL:

NOTE A: Perform step 1 for gunner's heater only.
For commander's and loader's heaters,
begin with step 2.

1. Position main gun over left side of vehicle for access
of gunner's heater through driver's compartment.

2. Pull apart three plugs from three electrical leads and
tag plugs.

3. Unscrew two screws securing two hoses using screwdriver
and pull off hoses.

4. Unscrew and remove four screws, eashers, and one ground
strap using box wrench or socket, extension, and handle
as needed.

*5. Remove heater.

6. Unscrew and remove two adapters using adjustable wrerwi..

7. Turn in defective heater.

8. Screw in and tighten two adapters to heater using aid'
4 able wrench.

9. Hold heater in place.

10. Put ground strap under one screw anti screw in aind tiFTh,"1
four screws and washers using box wrench or -ockeL,
extension, and handle as needed.

411. Torqup four screws between 96 and *.)( irnch-pounds(
14 newton meters) using torque %wrtincl.
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TASK 2.12.2.1 REPLACE NBC HEATER UNITS (Cont'd.)

12. Push solid hose onto inlet adapter and screw in and
tighten screw using screwdriver.

13. Push flexible hose onto outlet adapter and screw in
and tighten using screwdriver,

14. Connect plugs to electrical leads according to tags
on plugs.

15. Remove tags.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURE:

1. Operate gas particulate filter and verify air is
flowing to mask.

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-2Q-2-3-2; pp. 6-5 to 6-8.
6

TIME:

18 Minutes
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XM1 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

NBC System (2.12)

COMPONENT:

Hose and Tube Assemblies (2.12.3)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

*2.12.3.1 Replace NBC slipring tube assemblies. (24 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
During Training: of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
End of Training: of task, not to exceed job-time requirements.

Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.12.3.1 a. Damaged parts replaced.

b. New packing put in elbow.

c. Elbow attached to NBC slipring.

d. Tube attached to elbow and adapter.

e. Hose attached to tube at elbow and

adapter.

f. New packing put in slipring.
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*TASK 2.12.3.1 REPLACE NBC SLIPRING TUBE ASSEMBLIES

(I

PARTS: Adapter, straight (MS51843-30SS)
Tube, loaders (NPI)
Tube, gas filter (XM 66750)

TOOLS: Screwdriver, flat tip
Wrench, open end, 1 5/16 inch
Wrench, open end, 1 1/2 inch

EXPENDABLES: Packing, preformed (two required)

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURE:

1. Remove hull-turret slipring cover.

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Using screwdriver, loosen screwc on clamp securing hose
to tube and pull off hose.

2. Unscrew and remove tube from adapter using 1 1/2 inch
wrench.

3. Unscrew and remove adapter and packing from slipring
using 1 5/16 inch wrench.

4. Discard packing.

5. Using screwdriver, loosen screw on clamp securing hose
to tube and pull off huse.

6. Unscrew and remove tube from elbow using 1 1/2 inch
wrench.

7. Unscrew and remove elbow and packing from slipring
using 1 5/16 inch wrench.

8. Discard packing.

9. Inspect parts for wear, cracks, dents, or stripped
threads.

10. Turr in and replace any damaged parttSo

11. Put new packing in elbow.

12. Screw in and tighLen to slipring usiing 1 5/16 inch
wrench.

13. Screw in and tighten tube to elbow using 1 1/2 inch
wrench.

14. Push hose ,,iti tibe and secure waith '_T;hrp and tighLea
scr-w using sLrewdriver.
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*rASK 2.12.3.1 REPLACE NBC SLIPRING TUBE ASSEMBLIES (Cont'd.)

. 15. Put new packing in slipring and screw in and tighten
adapter using 1 5/16 inch wrench.

16. Screw in and tighten tube to adapter using 1 1/2K: inch wrench.

17. Push hose onto tube and secure with clamp and tighten
screw using screwdriver.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURE:

1. Install hull-turret slipring cover.

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-2; pp. 6-17 to 6-20.

TIME:
6

24 Minutes

C1
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XKI 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

C MODULE:

NBC System (2.12)

COMPONENT:

NBC Filter Assemblies (2.12.4)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

1 *2.12.4.1 Replace NBC gas filters. (12 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

4 Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training: completion of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
tion of task, not to exceed job-time require-

End of Training: ments.
Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.12.4.1 a. New filters placed on lower bracket.

b. Upper bracket placed on filters.

c. Sealing compound put on inside of
elbows and outside of filter stubs.

d. Hoses and clamps attached to elbows
4 and lower stubs on filters.

4

I
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* TASK 2.12.4.1 REPLACE NBC GAS FILTERS

PARTS: Filter, gas, 2 ea. (D5-19-2350)

TOOLS: Knife, pocket
Screwdriver, flat tip
Wrench, combination, 7/16 inch

EXPENDABLES: Sealing compound, general purpose, MIL-S-II-31

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURE:q
1. Remove coaxial machinegun ready ammo box.

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Unscrew and remove four screws securing four hoses to
two filters using screwdriver and pull off hoses.

2. Pry two elbows off two filters using screwdriver.

3. Unscrew and remove two screws from upper bracket using
wrench and remove bracket.

4. Turn in two filters.

5. Scrape off old sealing compound from inside of two elbows
using knife.

6. Put two filters on lower bracket.

7. Put upper bracket on filters and secure with two screws
and washers using wrench.

WARNING: Many sealing compounds burn easily.
Do not use near open fire. Use in

I well-ventilated area.

8. 1'tor tIEvJ1 Ing If onipo UiU d on lnithll o1f o lhowt aid outitiltd of

'4. 1'li hoiwt in f L J te~r stubs .ind i- j'p i ,-o

to ha'dei"

I U iut ivio and t-anips 'jntoj 'W

11. Screw in And tighten two screws ,:::ng Fcruwdriver.

1.2. Push two hoses and clamps onuo two lower stubs on filters.

13. Screw 1 , a~id tighten Lwo scrw.g t i n 4, ,wd,- i vet.
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*TASK 2.12.4.1 REPLACE NBC GAS FILTERS (Cont'd.)

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURE:

1. Install coaxial machinegun ready amm box.

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-2; pp. 6-9 to 6-12.

TIME:

12 Hinutes

4
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APPENDIX D

ARIW4KENT SYSTEM



LESSON PLAN OUTLINE

AR11AMENT SYSTEM

A. TRAINING OBJECTIVE

TASK: Each mechanic will meet the MEASUREMENT criteria for
during training and end of training for the 7 tasks
in the Armament System.

CONDITIONS: As described in the PRELIMINARY and FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES.

STANDARD: See MEASUREMEI4T for each task.

B. INTERMEDIATE TRAINING OBJECTIVE

(None)

C. ADMINISTRATIVE INSTRUCTIONS

1. When training will be given:

2. Training location:

3. Who will be trained:

4. Principal and assistant instructors:

5. Equipment and materials: As described for each task.

D. SEQUENCE

1. State training objective and reason for learning the tasks.

* 2. Demonstrate or have assistant(s) demonsirate each task.

3, wa tk-tnr,),,p-h/ /;, tice session by hnviug mech;nicF

iarit Cicuat apirw tthe sluco, m

ot a task, you may show him how to pertorm th.t! slep, aud coaLitiu
the test or have the mechanic go practice to. ,.,udy. before the
mechanic can be signed off on a task, hie uu: perform the Lest
with ar. promptinp.

E, SAFETY , r tct5



F. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS AND INFORMATION

The MEASUREMENT requirements for tasks in each component are pre-
sented on the cover sheet for the component (Component Outline)
rather than as part of the task.

l The Measurement part for each task identifies the start and stop
points for measuring time and describes how to assess the accuracy
of performance. Measurement specifications are presented for
two stages of learning. During the first stage, training, time
is the principal concern. The mechanic should perform the task
faster during successive perfor-ances, until at the second stage,
t.e.. end of training, the performance time meets the on-the-job
time requirement. The accuracy requirement during training is
simply that the mechanic perform the task exactly as described
under Mechanic Will. Measurement at the end of training, will
focus on products of successful task performance whenever such a
focus is practical. A thorough discussion of the measurement
issue is in Analyzing Tank Gunnery Engemeat:3, For Simulator-
Based Process Measurement.

The procedures described under MECANIC WILL for each task are
derived from Task and Skill Analysis Report, Finai., [x 11 for the
Tank, Combat, Full Tracked 105-M Gun. Chrysler Corporation,
1979. There is a possibility that the proreduru; have changedw
design changes in the XMI. The procedures should be updated for
the XMl based on current TMs and actual iand-)m verification
during the instructor training phase for Li, 0'I. ien, during DT,
the procedures for each task should be tried oiv or, the training
device and the discrepancies in XMl procedu:es and device proced-
ures noted. Any changes in the described pmocrdv-,> way require a
change in the MEASUREMENT requirement for the tsk

Two tasks In this module Iiave 111,In, ena11 rt p'c',,,,i i .1k whi ich
can be taught according to the lesson pl ai, i '' - "- 1.
Mechanics must be taugh1t theR p1Oere'luisile . ., .' tt . i
with the module. The prerenuisite t...S 1 (; 0i " T,:,. .,
module tasks are:

Prerequisite Task .. ---

Drain FRII hydrauLic fluid 2.L ..
Perform MRS update check 2.1F.1.9

lBoldovici, J.A. Analyzing Tank Gunner' Lngao-,t, -r S ;iator--',scK
Process Measurement. Fort Knox, Kentucky: hilmtr, Re,;otrces 4csearch
Organization (HumRRO), Final Report 78-4. .97g.
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TASK 2.7.11.1 DRAIN HYDRAULIC RESERVOIR

PARTS: Packing, preformed, 1 ea. (M83248-1-912)
Packing, preformed, 1 ea. (NPN)

TOOLS: Adapter, socket wrench, 3/8 inch to 3/4 inch square drive
Extension, socket wrench, 3/4 inch square drive, 3 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet 3/8 inch square drive
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet 3/4 inch square drive
Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 9/16 inch
Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 1-3/8 inch
Wrench, adjustable
Wrench, torque, 0 to 200 inch-pounds
Pan, drain, 20 gallon

EXPENDABLES: None

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURE:

1. Reduce siit-em hydraulic pressure to zto tsee remark ).

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Unscrew and remove two screws and washers from access
plate using 9/16 inch socket and handle.

2. Remove access plate.

3. Push in and twist chip collector to loft and remove it.

4. Check chip coilcctor for strippe- thrn;tds r,r :rzCks.
If damaged, replace part.

5. Discard packing.

6. Place pan under plug to catch fluid (18 gallons).

4 7. Unscrew and remove drain plug using 1-3/8 inch socket.
exiension, and handle. Allow hydraulic fluid to drain
Into panl.

8. Dt.enrd packing.

9. Inspect hydraulic fluid for dark color oi metd" ,hips
and water. It found, purge hydraulic system.

10. Dispose of hydraulic fluid.

11. Screw plui; and new packing into reservoir using l-3/t i c.
socket, extension, and handle.

12. Torque plug between 76 and 92 inch-pounds (9 to 10 newtot,

| meters) using torque wrench.

13. Put new packing on chip collector anu LwIsC ±nLtO pili,
turning right until snug.

I

| -3.1
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TASK 2.7.11.1 DRAIN HYDRAULIC RESERVOIR (cont'd.)

e

14. Put access plate on hull by screwing in and tightening
two screws and washers using 9/16 inch socket and
handle.

15. Torque two screws between 360 and 480 inch-pounds (41
to 54 newton meters) using torque wrench.

16. Traverse turret to gain access of reservoir.

17. Unscrew cap on filler plug.

18. Add hydraulic fluid.

19. Screw on cap on filler plug.

F -LLOW ON PROCEDURES:

1, Bleed hydratilic system

kFRNE: 2. Operate g.'ncr' s power control hannlus

REFEREN4CES:

DEP 9-2350-25r,-20-1-3-3; pp. 8-21 to 8-24.

T7 :fF:

63 Minutes.

S
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TASK 1. PERFORM MRS UPDATE CHECK

PARTS: None

TOOLS: None

EXPENDABLES: None

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

1. Power up gunner's station (see TM 9-2350-255-10; p. 2-145)

2. Perform computer self-test (see TM 9-2350-255-10; p. 2-163)

MECHANIC WILL:

NOTE A. -Make sure main gun tube, turret and

4 breech are clear.

NATE B! Make sure turret power is on.

NOTE C: Make sure turret traverse lock is
'inlocked.

NOTE D: Make sure main gun elevation lock is
.( unlocked.

1. Set GUN TURRET DRIVE switch on Loader's panel to
POWERED position.

2. Opeut gunner's primary sight (GP')) leit ballistic
door by grasping the left ballistic door handle.
squeezing the lever on top and turning handIe clock-
wise.

3. Set computer control panel (CCP) power switch to
ON po.ition.

4. SCL Ule FIRE CONTROL MODE switch on GPS to NORMAL
pl t i.on and check that Its todicator light: ,orin: ol,,

, .keck ;k 1 ',, irwdicotor iJ :;ni: in th: ,.., .' .

ronc on.

4 NOTE V- 1w, not press laser ran%?,- bttofln. on ,)ower

-on 7-J. ',nd.1es.

6. Squeeze palm switch on power cuntrol iandles to mo L
main gun to zzro -levation.

7. Reene~ ',Au $Ii W1 U
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TASK 1o PERFORM MRS UPDATE CHECK (cont'..

8. While looking through the GPS eyepiece, aline the GPS

reticle with the MRS reticle; move RETICLE ADJUST
toggle switch on the CCP up (U), 6own (D , left (i.,),

or right (R) as necessary to center the GPS reticle i"

the MRS T- icie.

9. Set the MRS switch to the OUT position and Lheck tha
the MRS indicator light goes out.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

1. Power down gunner's station.

I REFERENCES.

TM 9-2!OC-77 i. p 7-186 to 7--lP,7

T rMF-
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K Armaent System (2.18)

OM01PONENT:

105 mm. Gun Mount Assembly (2.18.1)

ERF1~AICEOUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

1 *2.18.1.3 Relace 105 ;4am gun replenisher (45 minitpp)

2.18.1.9 Align MRS to GPS daylight- sight (42 minutes)

(fot each La~k;

Tim - i--tt4e- -- dl of ifibi.n~~timvi1i and ro.i~ler i

.;'irg Irptning: of task.

for f-kch ,,-k md step.-n ;'-rformed by mprlhanic-

Time -Between end of initiating stimuli. and Cnmripfon,

d eT A Ainl'kg: of t.ask, not tcv~(~d &- r-i'ei met

- 1 ca Ln C. E

IT~i-k 2 .8 -1. -i a, 1Iydra'il * It,-) ptirnood Anor ierd-Insher

.. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o 2lr~1~hrcn~dcr eijrq,

ITnik 2-.18.1.9 a. WL4.Lit-LL LLL-.,- -wiLh& GI'.L



*TASK 2.18.1.3 REPLACE 105MM GUN REPLENISHER

PARTS: Washer, lock, 8 ea. (NPN)
Replenisher (XM65729

TOOLS: Screwdriver, flat tip
Wrench, open end, 7/16 inch
Wrench, adjustable 10 inch
Pump, hydraulic, recoil mechanism, *-3

EXPENDABLES: Fluid, hydraulic, FRH, MIL-H-46170 (6.5 gallons)
Rags, wiping
Plug, 7/16 inch (two required)
Cap, 7/16 inch (two required)
Solvent, cleaning, P-D-680, Type II

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURE:

1. Elevate main gun to maximum elevation.

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Unscrew and remove four screws and lockwashers securing
replenisher to top of turret using open end wrench.

2. Discard lockwashers.

3. Take replenisher down from turret ceiling and put on
gun mount.

CAUTION: Do not allow hydraulic oil to run
out when fluid lines are disconnected.

4. Unscrew two nuts located on tee behind depression stop

on main gun using adjustable wrench.

5. Pull !'we Lil ,,o' JuL of LuL.

5. P!, two .-J' t.. wo tubo-s

n7 U P tCQcP7 i ui aejustac :ii

A. Remove epr1#).rt -. 1 1 ,' % Vfi :I

9. Drain oil from repierisher and dispose of oil.

WARNTNG" N ,olvpn ou . easlilv -am not ,qu.

- - _ .-



*TASK 2.18.1.3 REPIACE 105MM GUN REPLENISHER (Cont'd.)

(7 10. Clean any spilled oil in vehicle with solvent and
dry with rags.

11. Unscrew but do not remove eight screws in eight hose
clamps on replenisher using screwdriver.

12. Remove three hoses.

13. Remove eight clamps from hoses and replenisher.

14. Remove two straps from replenisher.

15. Inspect all parts for cracks, wear, and leaks.

16. Feel hoses for soft spots and for dried-out spots.

* 17. Replace any damaged parts.

18. Unscrew and remove four screws and lockwashers securing
four brackets to replenisher using open end wrench.

19. Discard lockwashers.

* 20. Remove four brackets.

21. Unscrew and remove two clamps from hose at replenisher

using screwdriver.

22. Remove vent plug from hose and replenisher port.

1 23. Turn in damaged replenisher.

24. Put vent plug into hose.

25. Put two clamps on hose.

26. Put plug into rear port and tighten clamps with screw-

driver.

27. Put four ncw lockwashers on screws.

28. Loosely screw in four screws to attach four brackets
to replenisher tank.

29. Pit traps on replenisher.

* 30. p,,r tw,, hose-s into forward ports of replenisher.

31. Wrap has" around rcplenisher ,ind put curved tube and
h1),, (. , o1 D ithr r mi port.

32 . 'dlcap i J . i, ad ,I dbl P. wL4-.11

34. Screw in and tightr.u nuL.s asink- wrench.

35, P,,t ,lx clamps on *-hi,'c hosc- i:¢u' I ,s,, wJitn screw ItsIio
screwdrl v r

-4. e



*TASK 2.18.1.3 REPLACE 105MM GUN REPLENISHER (Cont'd.)

(1 38. Center replenisher on ceiling.

39. Tighten eight screws on four brackets using open end
wrench.

40. Remove hose from vent plug at rear port on replenisher
by loosening clamp using screwdriver.

41. Using pump, pour hydraulic fluid into replenisher
through vent plug until fluid meets level mark.

42. Put hose on vent plug and secure with clamp using
screwdriver.

q 43. Clean any spilled fluid with solvent and dry with rags.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURE:

1. Manually elevate main gun to zero position and install
travel lock.

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-32; pp. 7-31 to 7-36.

TIME:

45 Minutes

6g

6
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TASK 2.18.1.9 ALIGN MRS TO GPS DAYLIGHT SIGHT

I
PARTS: None

TOOLS: Muzzle reference sensor alignment tool ]M63391
Screwdriver, flat tip

EXPENDABLES: None

*PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

1. Gunner's primary sight boresighted with main gun.

2. Turret lock set (see remark 2).

3. Gunner's primary sight day reticle is scaled.

MECHANIC WILL:

NOTE A: An assistant is required to adjust muzzle
reference sensor and help mechanic.

1. Place following turret switches to position indicated:

Switch Location Switch Name Position

Commanders panel Turret power On
GPS Fire control mode Normal
CCP Pwr. On
GPS Thermal test Off
GPS Gun select Main
Loader's panel Gun turret drive Powered

2. Set turret to operate from auxiliary hydraulic power.

3. Set auxiliary hydraulic power switch on Commanders Panel
to ON.

4. Position alignment tool in place on end of muzzle
reference sensor.

5. Push in MRS button on computer control panel. (Numerical
readout should be zero for both AZ and EL.)

NOTE B: All personnel must be clear of main gun
for step 6.

6. Squeeze and hold gunner's power control palm switches.
(Gun will move to level position.)

7. Release palm switches. (Gunner's primary sight will align
with gun position.)

8. Push in boresight button on computer control panel. (MRS
and boresight buttons should light up.)

D-8



KTASK 2.18.1.9 ALIGN MRS TO GPS DAYLIGHT SIGHT (Cont'd.)

9. Adjust numerical readout for EL and AZ to 00 with switch
on computer control panel.

NOTE C: Assistant should:

a. Look through alignment tool.

b. Line up reticle on gunner's primary sight
head mirror. (Scent should enter gunner's
primary sight.)

c. Rotate muzzle reference sensor to get proper
alignment.

d. Using screwdriver, loosen four screws on
muzzle reference sensor.

e. Make final adjustment on GPS head mirror
and tighten four screws.

NOTE D: Reticle on muzzle reference sensor will be seen
in GPS.

10. Look through GPS and direct assistant to align muzzle

reticle with gunner's primary sight day reticle.

NOTE E: Both reticles should be + 4 mils in both
azimuth and elevation modes.

11. Move reticle adjust toggle switch on computer control
panel until two reticles seen in gunner's primary sight
are in line with each other.

NOTE F: Assistant will take off muzzle reference
sensor alignment tool.

12. Push ENTER pushbutton on computer control panel.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

None

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; pp. 2-131 to 2-132.

TIME:

45 Minutes

D-9



XM1 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Armament System (2.18)

COMPONENT:

Grenade Launcher (2.18.2)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

2.18.2.1 Replace grenade launcher electrical harness covers. (30 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
During Training: of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - BetwEen end of initiating stimuli and completion
End of Training: of taik, not to exceed job-time requirements.

Accuracy - As it~dicated by:

Task 2.18.2.1 a. Screws on harness covers torqued between
30 to 36 foot-pounds (40 to 48 newton
meters).

b. Screws on connector covers torqued
between 70 to 84 foot-pounds (95 to
133 newton meters).

D

0
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TASK 2.18.2.1 REPLACE GRENADE LAUNCHER ELECTRICAL HARNESS COVERS

PARTS: Cover, left connector (NPN)
Cover, left harness (NPN)
Cover, right connector (NPN)
Cover, right harness (NPN)

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench, 1/2 inch square drive, 9/16 inch
Socket, socket wrench, 1/2 inch square drive, 3/4 inch
Extension, socket wrench, 1/2 inch square drive, 6 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 1/2 inch square drive
Wrench, torque, 0 to 175 foot-pounds

EXPENDABLES: None

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

I None

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Remove three screws and washers from right connector
cover using 3/4 inch socket, extension, and handle.

2. Remove three screws and washers from right harness
cover using 9/16 inch socket, extension, and handle.

3. Remove three screws and washers from left connector
cover using 3/4 inch socket, extension, and handle.

4. Remove eleven screws and washers from left harness

cover using 9/16 inch socket, extension, and handle.

5. Lift off covers.

6. Inspect covers for bends, breaks, or rust.

7. If defective, turn in and replace covers.

8. Put left harness cover in place.

9. Screw in and tighten eleven screws and washers using
9/16 inch socket extension, and handle.

10. Put left connector cover in place.

11. Screw in and tighten three screws and washers using
3/4 inch socket, extension, and handle.

12. Put right harness cover in place.

13. Screw in and tighten three screws and washers using
9/16 inch socket, extension, and handle.

D-11



TASK 2.18.2.1 REPLACE GRENADE LAUNCHER ELECTRICAL HARNESS COVERS (cont'd.)

14. Put right connector cover in place.

15. Screw in and tighten three screws and washers using
3/4 inch socket, extension, and handle.

16. Torque screws on harness covers between 30 and 36
foot-pounds (40 to 48 newton meters) using torque wrench.

17. Torque screws on connector covers between 70 and 84
foot-pounds (95 to 113 newton meters) using torque wrench.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

None

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-3; pp. 7-63 to 7-64.

TIME:

30 Minutes

S D-12



21 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Armament System (2.18)

COMPONENT:

Loader's Weapon Station (2.18.3)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

*2.18.3.2 Replace Loader's machinegun mount holder assembly.

(16 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
During Training: of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
End of Training: of task, not to exceed job-time requirements.

Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.18.3.2 a. Screws holding mount holder in place

torqued between 96 and 132 inch-pounds
(11 to 15 newton meters).

D

I
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*TASK 2.18.3.2 REPLACE LOADER'S MACHINEGUN MOUNT HOLDER

T
PARTS: Holder assembly (XM66626)

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 7/16 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive
Wrench, open end, 7/16 inch
Wrench, torque, 0 to 200 inch-pounds

EXPENDABLES: None

q PRELIMINARY PROCEDURE:

1. Remove loader's machinegun.

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Unscrew and remove three screws and nuts securing
holder to ejection box using socket, handle and wrench.

2. Turn in defective holder.

3. Put holder in place and secure with three screws and
nuts using socket, handle, and open end wrench.

4. Torque screws between 96 and 132 inch-pounds (11 to
15 newton meters) using torque wrench.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURE:

1. Install loader's machinegun.

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-2; pp. 7-69 to 7-71.

4
TIME:

6 Minutes
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XH1 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

A-. MODULE:

Armament System (2.18)

COMPONENT:

Coaxial Mount (2.18.4)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

2.18.4.11 Replace coaxial machinegun solenoid (15 minutes)

2.18.4.12 Adjust coaxial machinegun solenoid (15 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
During Training: of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
End of Training: of task, not to exceed job-time requirements.

Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2..8.4.11 a. Electrical plug screwed in at bottom

of solenoid.

* ITask 2.18.4.12 a. No looseness between solenoid, lever,
and trigger.

D-15
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TASK 2.18.4.11 REPLACE COAXIAL MACHINEGUN SOLENOID

C

PARTS: Solenoid, Coaxial (NPN)
Washer, Lock, 2 ea. (NPN)
Nut, Lock (MS51943-31)

TOOLS: Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive
Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 7/16 inch
Wrench, open end, 7/16 inch

EXPENDABLES: None

I

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURE:

1. Remove coaxial machine gun and accessory assembly.
I

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Unscrew and remove electrical plug from bottom of solenoid.

2. Unscrew and remove nut and screw at bottom of brackets
under solenoid using socket, handle, and wrench.

3. Discard locknut.

4. Unscrew and remove two screws and lockwashers securing
spacer to brackets using open end wrench.

5. Remove brackeLs and spacer.

6. Discard lockwashers.

7. Remove and turn in defective solenoid.

8. Put solenoid, spacer, and brackets in place.

9. Secure with two screws and new lockwashers using open
* end wrench.

10. Insert screw through holes in brackets under solenoid
and screw on new locknut.

11. Tighten nut with socket, handle, and wrench.

12. Screw in and tighten electrical plug at bottom of solencid.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

1. Install coaxial machine gun and accessory assembly.

2. Adjust firing solenoid. (Sea Task 2.18.4.12)

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-2-3-2; pp. 7-111 to 7-113.

TIME.
* 15 Minutes
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TASK 2.18.4.12 ADJUST COAXIAL MACHINEGUN SOLENOID

PARTS: None

TOOLS: Wrench, combination, 7/16 inch (two required)

EXPENDABLES: None

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

None

q MECHANIC WILL:

1. Unscrew and remove electrical plug from bottom of

solenoid.

WARNING: Be sure trigger is not pushed in

after adjustment is made.

2. Using two wrenches, tighten screw and locknut on
lever so there is no looseness between solenoid,

Clever, and trigger.

3. Screw in and tighten electrical plug to bottom of

solenoid.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

No.ie

REF6RiNCES:

Dfl" - pp. 7-104 to 7-115.
I

TIME.

4j

I
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XM1 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

C MODULE:
Armament System (2.18)

COM4PONENT:

Commander's Weapon Mount Assembly (2.18.5)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

2.18.5.3 Replace Commander's weapon mount equilibrator (48 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

* Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
During Training: of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
End of Training: oif task, not to exceed job-time requirements.

Accuracy - As indicated by:

JTask 2.18.5.3 a. Spring tension set in equilibrator toL suit Tank Commander.

[

4

I
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TASK 2.18.5.3 REPLACE COMMANDER' S WEAPON NM) ZWLIZRATOR

PARTS: Equilibrator (XM66533)

TOOLS: Pliers, slip joint
Wrench, combination, 5/8 inch
Wrench, combination, 3/4 inch
Wrench, combination, 1 1/8 inch
Diagonal cutters

EXPENDABLES: Screw, safety, 3/8 inch
Safety wire, 4 inch

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

None

MECHANIC WILL:

NOTE A: An assistant is required to help mechanic.

1. Hold Commander's weapon level.

2. Direct assistant to move weapon up and down to align
holes in equilibrator.

3. Put safety screw into holes and tighten using 5/8
inch wrench.

4. Install wire on safety screw as follows:

a. Put safety wire through hole in safety screw.

b. Bend upper end around screw.

c. Bend wire so upper end goes under lower end.

d. Ensure wire is tight around screw.

e. Twist wire ends to right until twisted part is

1/8 inch from hole in tab near safety screw on
equilibrator. (Wire ends 8hoild have 8 to 10
turns per inch.)

f. Grip end of twisted part using pliers.

g. Pull and turn right until wire is tight.

h. Put upper end of wire through hole in tab.

i. Grip and pull end through hole using pliers.

J. Bend lower end of wire around tab.

k. Bend wire so upper end goes under lower end.

1. Pull tight and twist wire ends to left three
turns using pliers.

m. Grip wires beyond twisted area with pliers and
turn left while pulling three more turns.

D-J1



TASK 2.18.5.3 REPLACE COMMANDER'S WEAPON MOUNT EQUILIBRATOR (Cont'd.)

n. Cut wire with diagonal cutters at end of
twisted area.

o. Bend twisted end around tab.

5. Tell assistant to lower muzzle to lowest angle.

6. Open safety pin and slide out of stop.

7. Push stop up further into housing.

8. If stop will not go into housing to cover the lower
pin hole, turn adjustment nut left a few turns using
1 1/8 inch wrench.

9. Turn screw to right using 1 1/8 inch wrench until stop
moves into housing.

10. Put safety pin into lower hole of stop and hole of
housing.

11. Tell assistant to support weapon near muzzle end and
support equilibrator.

12. Unscrew and remove screw and washer using 3/4 inch
wren-h.

13. 111 back and down on equilibrator and take it off.
(Screw and nut will stay on bracket.)

14. Inspect screw for stripped threads, worn head, bends,
or breaks.

15. If damaged, discard and replace.

16. Inspect washer for breaks, bends, or gouges.

17. If damaged, discard and replace.

18. If equilibrator is defective, remove screw and nut from
bracket and attach them to equilibrator.

19. Turn in equilibrator.

To Install:

20. If equilibrator is new, screw on new screw and nut to
brackeL.

NOTE B: New equilibrator will fit easier if screw
and nut are put onto bracket the same number
of turns as the old nut and screw were on
bracket.

21. Tell assistant to support weapon near muzzle and support
equilibrator until end of procedure.

22. Guide equil"brator into screw.

23. P,(f screw through bearing.

24. Put. washer over screw and tighten screw into base
,3sing 3/4 inch. wrench.

D-20



TASK 2.18.5.3 REPLACE COMMANDER'S WEAPON MOUNT EQUILIBRATOR (Cont'd.)

To prepare equilibrator for 50 caliber ooeration:

25. Look at stop. (Hole should be showing below housing.)

NOTE C: If hole can be seen, go to step 32. If

hole cannot be seen, go to step 26.

26. Pull out safety pin.

27. Pull down on stop until hole in stop shows below
housing.

28. If stop is up but will not come down, turn nut to
left a few turns.

q 29. Turn screw to right using 1 1/8 inch wrench until
stop can be pulled out of housing.

30. Put safety-pin into hole in housing and into upper
hole in stop.

31. Latch pin.

32. Cut wire using pliers.

33. Unscrew and remove safety screw while assistant slowly
moves weapon up and down.

34. Set spring tension in equilibrator to suit Tank Commander
U by screwing screw in or out using 1 1/8 inch wrench.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

None

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-2; pp. 7-122 to 7-127.

TIME:

48 Minutes
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APPENDIX E

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM



0

LESSON PLAN OUTLINE

(F. HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

A. TRAINING OBJECTIVE

TASK: Each mechanic will meet the MEASUREMENT criteria for
during training and end of training for the 26 tasks
in the Hydraulic System module.

CONDITIONS: As described in the PRELIMINARY and FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES.

STANDARD: See MEASUREMENT for each task.

B. INTERMEDIATE TRAINING OBJECTIVE

(None)

C. ADMINISTRATIVE INSTRUCTIONS

1. When training will be given:

2. Training location:

3. Who will be trained:

4. Principal and assistant instructors:

5. Equipment and materials: As described for each task.

D. SEQUENCE

1. State training objective and reason for learning the tasks.

2. Demonstrate or have assistant(s) demonstrate each task.

3. Conduct walk-throughI/practice scsion by having mechanics
demonstrate each task. Circulate among the students and
critique their performance.

4. Test mechanics individually, If a mechanic cannot perform a step
of a task, you may show him how to perform the step, and continue
the test or have the mechanic go practice or study. Before the
mechanic can be signed off on a task, he must perform the test
with no prompting.

E. SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

E-2



F. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS AND INFORMATION

I" The MEASUREMENT requirements for tasks in each component are pre-
i: sented on the cover sheet for the component (Component Outline)
!. rather than as part of the task.

The 'Measurement part for each task identifies the start and stop
points for measuring time and describes how to assess the accuracy
of performance. Measurement specifications are presented for
two stages of learning. During the first stage, training, time
is the principal concern. The mechanic should perform the task
faster during successive performances, until at the second stage,
the end of training, the performance time meets the on-the-job
time requirement. The accuracy requirement during training is
simply that the mechanic perform the task exactly as described
under Mechanic Will. Measurement at the end of training, will
focus on products of successful task performance whenever such a
focus is practical. A thorough discussion of the measurement

issue is i A Aialyzing Tank Gunnery Engagements for Simulator-
0 Based Process Measurement.'

The procedures described under MECHANIC WILL for each task are
Vderived from Task and Skill Analysis Report, Final, tXMI] for the

Tank, Combat, Full Tracked 105-MM Gun. Chrysler Corporation,
1979. There is a possibility that the procedures have changed
with design changes in the XMI. The procedures should be updated
for the XMl based on current TZs and actual hands-on verification
during the instructor training phase for the OT. Then, during DT,
the procedures for each task should be tried out on the training
device and the discrepancies in XMI procedures and device proced-
ures noted. Any changes in the described procedures may require a
change in the MEASUREMENT requirement for the task.

Nineteen tasks in this module have one or more maintenance pre-
re quisite tasks whilch can be tatiglht according to the lesson plan
outline for the module. Mechanics must be taught thiese prerequisitE
tasks before preceeding with the module. The prerequisite tasks
and their corresponding module tasks are:

0 Prerequisite Task Module Task Number

Z.ro hydraulic pressure 2.7.3.1 2.7.4.1 2.7.6.1 2.7.15.1
2.7.3.2 2.7.4.2 2.7.7.1 2.7.15.2
2.7.3.3 2.7.5.1 2.7.13.1 2.7.15.3
2.7.3.8 2.7.5.2 2.7.14.1 2.7.17.1

* 12.7.18.1

lBoldovici, J.A. AnalyziZgTank Gunnery Engagements for Simulator-Based
Piuccss Measurement. Fort Knox, Kentucky: Human Re'ources Research

0 Organization (HumRRO), Final Report 78-4, 1978.
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Prerequisite Task Module Task Number

Build up hydraulic 2.7.3.1 2.7.4.1 2.7.6.1 2.7.15.1
pressure 2.7.3.2 2.7.4.2 2.7.7.1 2.7.15.2

2.7.3.3 2.7.4.3 2.7.7.5 2.7.15.3
2.7.3.8 2.7.5.1 2.7.13.1 2.7.17.1

2.7.5.2 2.7.14.1 2.7.18.1

FRemove slipring cover 2.7.3.3

IBleed main accumulator 2.7.15.1
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TASK G.O.3.29. CHECK HYDRAULIC ZERO PRESSURE AND BUILD UP HYDRAULIC PRESSURE

_C
PARTS: None

TOOLS: None

EXPENDABLES: None

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

1. Power up TC station and turret.

MECHANIC WILL:

NOTE A: Make sure tank engine is shut down.

1. Set and hold AUX HYD POWER switch on TC's control panel
, •to OFF position until AUX HYD POWER light goes off, then

let go.

NOTE B: Make sure turret traverse lock is unlocked.

NOTE C: Make sure main gun elevation lock is
unlocked.

: 2. Set GUN TURRET DRIVE switch on Loader's panel to POWERED
position.

3. Set FIRE CONTROL MODE switch on Gunner's Primary Sight
(GPS) lower panel to NORMAL or EMERGENCY and check that
associated indicator lamp lights.

4. Check that GUN SELECT switch below GPS eyepiece is set
at TRIGGER SAFE position and TRIGGER SAFE light is lit.

5. Grasp power control handles and squeeze either or both
palm switches.

6. Pull the handles back to raise main gun and push handles
*I  forward to lower main gun.

7. Watch hydraulic pressure gage. Pressure should slowly
decrease to 750-700 psi and then drop rapidly to zero
pressure. IF pressure drops rapidly above 750 psi or
slowly bt:low 700, hydraulic system needs correction.

* 8. Set and hold AMX 11YD POWER switch on TC's control panel
to ON position until AUX HYD POWER light comes on, then
let go. Listen for hydraulic pump operation and check
that pump shuts off when pressure reaches 1550-1650 psi.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES*

.1. T,,, ,r .!cwo TO rtation and turret,
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TASK G.O.3.29. CHECK HYDRAULIC ZERO PRESSURE AND BUILD UP HYDRAULIC
PRESSURE (cont'd.)

REFERENCES:

TM 9-2350-255-10; pp. 2-111; 2-210; 2-167 to 2-168.

TIME:

Minutes.
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TASK 2.15.15.1 REPLACE HULL-TURRET SLIPRING COVER

PARTS: Washer, lock (NPU)
Cover (NPN)

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench, 1/2 inch square drive, 9/16 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 1/2 inch square drive

EXPENDABLES: None

rl PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

1. Depress gun tube

2. Bleed off pressure in hydraulic system (See Task
G.0.3.29.)

3. Remove turret platform shield/blanket

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Unscrew and remove four screws, lockwashers, and

washers from slipring cover, using socket and handle.

2. Discard lockwashers.

3. Lift off cover.

4. Inspect cover for cracks or bends; if damaged, turn
in and replace cover.

5. Put cover in place.

6. Screw in and tighten four screws, washers, and new
lockwashers using socket and handle.

7. Torque screws between 30 and 36 foot pounds (40.5
to 48.5 newton meters) using torque wrench.

F01l,l,0W 6N PR0CFDIfflI S

Lnstall turret platform shield/blanket

Build up pressure in hydraulic system

'. R IJsCES

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-2; pp. 5-25 to 5-37.
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TASK 2.7.15.5. BLEED MAIN ACCUMULATOR

PARTS: None

TOOLS: Wrench, open end, 1-1/8 inch
Wrench, adjustable, 10 inch

EXPENDABLES: Rags, wiping

PRELIMINARY PROCEFURES:

1. Engage turret lock.

2. Reduce system hydraulic pressure to zero (See Task

G.O. 3.29).

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Put clean rags under fitting and loosen fitting

using two wrenches.

2. Set VEHICLE MASTER POWER switch to ON.

3. Hold wrench on fitting and direct assisting soldier

to set AUX HYDR POWER switch ON, and then OFF.

4. Look for fluid coming out of fitting. Tighten or loosen
fitting as needed to get good leaking rate.

NOTE A: Fluid with air looks foamy. Fluid
without air will be clear.

5. When fluid comes out clear, tighten fitting until
fluid stops leaking from fitting using two wrenches.

6. Set VEHICLE M1ASTER POWER switch to OFF..

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

1. Fill hydraulic reservoir

2. Operate gunner's power control handles

REFRPNCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-1; pp. 2-117 to p. 2-119.

TTMF?

12 minutes..
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XM 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

C MODULE:

Hydraulic System (2.7)

COMPONENT:

Hydraulic Lines and Fittings (2.7.3)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

*2.7.3.1 Replace gun elevation control hydraulic hose assemblies.

(18 minutes)

*2.7.3.2 Replace hydraulic pressure gage hoses and fittings. (24 minutes)

2.7.3.3 Replace slipring hydraulic lines, hoses, and fittings.
(36 minutes)

*2.7.3.8 Replace hydraulic pressure gage and adapter. (24 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
During Training: tion of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
tion of task, not to exceed job-time require-

End of Training: ments.

Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.7.3.1 a. Hose connectors and packing not leaking,

stripped, or cracked.

b. Hoses attached on elbows at elevation
servo and on nipples at power distribu-
tinn valve.

Task 2.7.3.2 a. PartF rot leaking, stripped or cracked.

b. L;uiperer attached at power distribution
ValIve,

. ul.khad fitting attoched.
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4

XMI 45E TURRET MECHANIC (Cont'd.)
COMPONENT OUTLINE

d. Tube(s) attached at power distribution

valve and bulkhead fitting in Driver's
station.

e. Tube attached to gage end in Gunner's
station.

Task 2.7.3.3 a. Hose connectors and packing not leaking,

stripped, or cracked.

b. Hose connectors attached on power dis-q tribution valve.

c. Unions attached on hoses.

d. Elbows and packings attached to slipring.

e. Tubes attached on unions and elbows.

f. Electrical plugs and receptacles
uncapped.

g. Plugs screwed into slipring.

Task 2.7.3.8 a. Screws holding hydraulic pressure gage
in place torqued between 96 and 120 inch-
pounds (11 to 14 newton meters).

b. Hydraulic fluid that comes out of adapter
tube fitting is clear.

I
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*TASK 2.7.3.1 REPLACE GUN ELEVATION CONTROL HYDRAULIC HOSE ASSEMBLIES

PARTS: Hose, 2 ea. (NPN)

Packing, preformed, 4 ea. (NPN)

TOOLS: Extension, socket wrench, 1/2 inch square drive, 5 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 1/2 inch square drive

Wrench, adjustable, 10 inch
Wrench, open end, 1 1/2 inch

Wrench, open end, 1 5/8 inch

Tool kit, crowfoot wrenches, XM-J388

EXPENDABLES: Caps and plugs, protective, MIL-C-5501 (assorted sizes)

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

1. Center main gun over front of tank.

2. Reduce system hydraulic pressure to zero.

MECHANIC WILL:

NOTE A: Position driver's seat fully down and headrest
up to get to power distribution valve.

1. Unscrew and remove two hoses from connectors on top
of power distribution valve using 1 1/2 inch open end

and adjustable wrenches.

2. Unscrew and remove two hoses from elbows at elevation
servo and two nipples at power distribution valve using
1 1/2 inch crowfoot wrench, extension, and handle.

3. Cap fittings.

4. Turn in defective hoses.

S5 if hose connectors or packings are leaking, stripped,

or crackud, go to step 6. If not go to step 14.

6 n. n!;wr',w and roiuivo tWO Connvcl:oir, nipplJet, and packingn
from power d i b;Ir:Lb-ltion vl]ve Us ilug 1 5/8 inch open end
wrench

7. 0 i.Fcard p;,'ings and cap fittings.

8. Unscrew and rciiove two elbows, 'rn-iectors, and packings
at servo using 1 5/8 inch crowfoot irench, extension,
and iandlc.

9. Discard pacllhgis and cnp fittings.

1 10. Tiiri in m- t-.j plico d l",ectlve

I
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*TASK 2.7.3.1 REPLACE GUN ELEVATION COZTROL HYDRAULIC ROSE ASS(BLZES (Cot'd.)

12. Screw in and tighten two elbows, connectors, and
packings using 1 5/8 inch crowfoot wrench, extension,
and handle.

13. Screw in and tighten two connectors, nipples, and
packings using 1 5/8 inch open end wrench.

14. Screw in and tighten two hoses on elbows at servo
and on nipples at power distribution valve by hand.

15. Tighten hoses using 1 1/2 inch crowfoot wrench,
extension, handle, and 1 1/2 inch and adjustable
wrenches.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

1. Fill hydraulic reservoir.

2. Bleed air from elevation hydraulic system.

3. Operate gunner's power control handles.

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-30-2-3-1; pp. 2-33 to 2-36.

TIME:

18 Minutes
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*TASK 2.7.3.2 REPLACE HYDRAULIC PRESSURE GAGE HOSES AND FITTINGS

PARTS: Tube assembly (XH67487)
Tube assembly (XH67462)
Packing, preformed, 1 ea. (M83248-1-904)

TOOLS: Wrench, open end, 9/16 inch
Wrench, open end, 11/16 inch

EXPENDABLES: Caps and plugs, protective, MIL-C-5501 (assorted sizes)

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

1. Center main gun over front of tank.

2. Reduce system hydraulic pressure to zero.

MECHANIC WILL:

1. From gunner's station, unscrew and remove tube from
gage end using 9/16 inch wrench.

2. Cap gage.

3. From driver's compartment, unscrew two tubes connected
at top bulkhead fitting using 9/16 inch wrench.

4. Unscrew and remove tube from power distribution valve
using 9/16 inch wrench.

5. Turn in two damaged tubes.

6. Unscrew and remove dampener at power distribution valve
using 9/16 inch wrench.

7. Discard packing and cap valve.

8. Unscrew and remove bulkhead fitting using 11/16 inch
wrench.

9. Inspect parts for leaks, cracks, stripped threads, or
ruptures. (If damaged, turn in and replace parts.)

10. Put new packing on dampener.

11. Uncap valve.

12. Screw in and tighten dampener on power distribution
valve using 9/16 inch wrench.

13. Screw in and tighten bulkhead fitting using 11/16
inch wrench.

14. Screw in and tighten tube at power distribution valve
and at bulkhead fitting using 9/16 inch wrench.



*TASK 2.7.3.2 REPLACE HYDRAULIC PRESSURE GAGE HOSES AND FITTINGS (Cont'd.)

15. Screw in and tighten other tube at bulkhead fitting
using 9/16 inch wrench.

16. From gunner's station, uncap gage end.

17. Screw in and tighten tube to gage end using 9/16
inch wrench.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

1. Fill hydraulic reservoir.

2. Bleed air from elevation hydraulic system.

3. Operate gunner's power control handles.

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-1; pp. 2-37 to 2-39.

TIME:

24 Minutes
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TASK 2.7.3.3 REPLACE SLIPRING HYDRAULIC LINES, HOSES, AND FITTINGS

PARTS: Hose, 2 ea. (NPN)
Packing, preformed, 4 ea. (NPN)

TOOLS: Extension, socket wrench, 1/2 inch square drive, 17 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 1/2 inch square drive
Measure, liquid, 8 quart
Wrench, open end, 1 1/2 inch (two required)
Wrench, adjustable, 10 inch
Kit, tool, crowfoot, XM-J388

EXPENDABLES: Caps and plugs, protective, HIL-C-5501 (assorted sizes)
Rags, wiping

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

1. Center main gun over front of tank.

2. Reduce system hydraulic pressure to zero.

3. Remove slipring cover.

MECRANIC WILL:

NOTE A: Check all parts for cracks, leaks, ruptures,
fraying, stripped or cracked threads.
Replace as needed.

1. Put measure and rags around slipring to catch hydraulic
fluid.

2. Unscrew and remove five electrical plugs from slipring
by hand.

3. Cap plugs and receptacles.

4. Unscrew and remove two tubes from elbows on slipring
using two open end wrenches.

5. Unscrew a1id remove two tubes from unions using 1 1/2
inch crowfoot wrench, extension, and handle and holding
union with adjustable wrench.

6. Unscrew and remove two elbows and packings from slip-
ring using adjustable wrench.

7. Discard packings and cap slipring.

8. Unscrew and remove two unions from two hoses using two
open end wrenches.

9. Cap slipring.

10. Unscrew and remove two hoses from two hose connectors
on power distribution valve using two open end wrenches.

u-l4



TASK 2.7.3.3 REPLACE SLIPRING HYDRAULIC LINES, HOSES, AND FITTINGS (Cont'd.)

11. Cap valve.

NOTE B: Perform steps 12-15 only if hose connectors
or packings on power distribution valve are
leaking, stripped, or cracked.

--l2.-T-hnscrew and remove two hose connectors and packings
from power distribution valve using two open end
wrenches.

13. Discard packings.

14. Turn in and replace any damaged connectors.

15. Screw in and tighten two hose cognectors and new packings
using two open end irrenches. I

16. Uncap power distribution valve.

17. Screw in and tighten two hoses on hose connectors on
power distribution valve using two open end wrenches.

18. Screw in and tighten two unions on hoses using two open
end wrenches.

19. Uncap slipring.

20. Screw in and tighten two elbows and new packings on
slipring using adjustable wrench.

21. Screw in and tighten two tubes on two unions and on
elbows using 1 1/2 inch crowfoot wrench, extension, and
handle holding union with adjustable wrench.

22. Uncap five electrical plugs and receptacles.

23. Screw plugs onto slipring by hand.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

1. Fill hydraulic reservoir.

2. Bleed air from elevation hydraulic system.

3. Check for leaks. If any are found, do steps 16
thru 21 an needed,

4. Install slipring cover.

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-1; pp. 2-40 to 2-44.

TIME:

36 Minutes
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*TASK 2.7.3.8 REPLACE HYDRAULIC PRESSURE GAGE AND ADAPTER

PARTS: Gage, pressure (XM61580)

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench, 3/8"inch square drive, 7/16 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive
Extension, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 6 inch
Wrench, open end, 1/2 inch
Wrench, open end, 9/16 inch
Wrench, torque, 0 to 200 inch-pounds

EXPENDABLES: Rags, wiping
Caps and plugs, protective, MIL-C-5501 (assorted sizes)

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURE:

1. Reduce system hydraulic pressure to zero.

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Unscrew tube fitting from adapter using 9/16 inch
and 1/2 inch wrenches.

2. Cap tube.

3. Hold gage and unscrew and remove two screws and washers
using socket, extension, and handle.

4. Unscrew and remove adapter using 1/2 inch wrench.

5. Turn in defective gage.

6. Screw in and tighten adapter to gage using 1/2 inch
wrench.

7. Hold gage in place and secure with two screws and
washers using socket, extension, and handle.

8. Torque screws between 96 and 120 inch-pounds (11 to
14 newton meters) using torque wrench.

9. Remove cap fron tube fitting.

10. Screw in and tighten tube fitting using 9/16 inch
and 1/2 inch wrenches.

11. Put rag under fitting.

12. Set TURRET POWER switch to ON.

13. Set AUX HYDR POWER switch to ON.

14. Allow pressure to build up to 250 psi, then turn AUX
HYDR POWER switch to OFF.

E-13
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*TASK 2.7.3.8 REPLACE iYDRAULIC PRESSURE GAGE AND ADAPTER (Cont'd.)

15. Loosen fitting with 9/16 inch wrench until fluid
comes out clear.

16. Tighten fitting using 9/16 inch and 1/2 inch wrenches.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

1. Fill hydraulic reservoir.

2. Operate gunner's power control handles.

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-1; pp. 2-140 to 2-142.

TIME:

24 Minutes

E-14
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XM1 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Hydraulic System (2.7)

COMPONENT:

Azimuth Servo Assembly (2.7.4)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

*2.7.4.1 Replace azimuth servo filter. (30 minutes)

*/#2.7.4.2 Replace azimuth servo assembly. (30 minutes)

2.7.4.3 Bleed air from azimuth hydraulic system. (15 minutes)

2.7.4.4 Check and adjust drift. (45 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training: completion of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
tion of task, not to exceed job-time require-

End of Training: ments.
Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.7.4.1 a. Screws holding filter onto adapter
torqued evenly between 108 and 1440
inch-pounds (12 to 16 newton meters).

b. Hydraulic pressure gage indicates 1550-
1650 pounds psi.

Task 2.7.4.2 a. Rings ana packings in place on top of
azimuth servo.

b. Screws holding azimuth servo in place
torqued between 90 and 100 foot-pounds
(122 to 136 newton meters).

c. Elbows and packings attached to line

ends.

d. Adapters and packings attached to hose
ends.
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XMl 45E TURRET MECHAIC (Cont'd.)
COMPONENT OUTLINE

e. Line ends attached to servo.

f. Hose ends attached to servo.

g. Electrical plugs attached to servo.

Task 2.7.4.3 a. Air removed from azimuth hydraulic 1
system.

Task 2.7.4.4 a. GPS reticle not moving.
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*TASK 2.7.4.1 REPLACE AZIMUTH SERVO FILTER

PARTS: Washer, lock, 4 ea. (MS35338-44)
Packing, preformed, 2 ca. (MS38775-125)
Retainer, 2 ea. (MS38774-125)
Filter (11663155-2)

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 7/16 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive
Extension, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 12 inch
Wrench, torque, 0 to 200 inch-pounds

EXPENDABLES: Hydraulic fluid, MIL-H-46170, Amendment 1

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

1. Traverse turret until access to servo can be made
from driver's seat.

2. Reduce system hydraulic pressure to zero.

WARNING: System hydraulic system must be
reduced to zero before starting
this task (see preliminary proced-
ures). Personal injury may result.

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Unscrew and remove four screws and lockwashers from

adapter using socket, extension, and handle.

2. Discard lockwashers.

3. Take out adapter.

4. Remove and discard two packings and retainers.

5. Remove filter.

6. Turn in defective filter.

7. Put two new packings and retainers alternately onto
adapter starting with a packing.

8. Place filter onto adapter.

9. Secure with four screws and new lockwashers using
socket, extension, and handle.
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*TASK 2.7,4.1 REPLACE AZIMUTH SERVO FILTER (Cont'd.)

WARNING: Do not torque screws when equip-
ment is under pressure. Personal
injury may result.

10. Torque four screws evenly between 108 and 144 inch-pounds

(12 to 16 newton meters) using torque wrench.

11. Service hydraulic reservoir.

12. Increase hydraulic pressure in the following increments
waiting 45 seconds to 1 minute between steps. (Use
auxiliary hydraulic pump.)

NOTE A: Turn off pump inbetween steps to prevent
blowing out new filter with too much
pressure too soon.

. 0 to 300 pounds per square inch (psi).

. 300 to 600 pounds psi.

. 600 to 1000 pounds psi.

. 1000 to between 1550 and 1650 pounds psi
(operating pressure).

FOLLO ON PROCEDURES:

None

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-1; pp. 2-3 to 2-5.

TIME:

30 Minutes
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*/#TASK 2.7.4.2 REPLACE AZIMUTH SERVO ASSEMBLY

PARTS: Azimuth servo asseubly (P30761)
Packing, preformed, 2 ea. (NPN)
Packing, preformed, 2 ea. (NPN)
Packing, preformed, 2 ea. (NPN)
Ring, 2 ea. (NPN)

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 3/4 inch
Extension, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 12 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive
Wrench, open end, 1 1/2 inch
Wrench, open end, 9/16 inch
Wrench, torque, 0 to 175 foot-pounds
Measure, liquid, 2 quart

EXPENDABLES: Caps and plugs, protective, 14IL-C-5501 (assorted sizes)
Tags
Pencil, lead

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

1. Manually traverse

2. Remove basket screen.

3. Reduce system hydraulic pressure to zero.

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Put liquid measure under servo to catch fluid.

2. Unscrew and remove two hydraulic line ends from
bottom of servo using 9/16 inch wrench.

3. Tag lines.

4. Unscrew and remove two elbows and packings from line
ends using 9/16 inch wrench.

5. Discard pnckings and cap lines.

6. Unscrew and r~move two hydraulic hose ends from bottom
of servo using 1 1/2 inch wrench.

7,. Tag hoses.

8. Unscrew and remove two adapters and packings from hose
ends using 1 1/2 inch ,rench,

9. Discard onrkings and cap hoses.

30. Un wrw iii, i.,ii if f Lree electrical piugji; from side
'~f ~PVU;)y hlt d.
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*/#TASK 2.7.4.2 REPLACE AZIMUTH SERVO ASSEMBLY (Cont'd.)

CAUTION: Make sure servo is supported when
removing last two screws and
raising and lowering servo. Damage
to internal tubing will occur if
care is not taken.

11. Unscrew and remove seven screws and washers using socket,
extension, and handle.

12. Carefully remove azimuth servo.

13. Remove two packings and rings from top of servo.

14. Discard packings and rings.

15. Turn in defective azimuth servo.

16. Put two new rings and packings in place on top of servo
by hand.

17. Raise servo in place and screw in and tighten seven
screws and washers using socket, extension, and handle.

18. Torque screws between 90 and 100 foot-pounds (122 to
136 newton meters) using torque wrench.

NOTE A: Remove caps from lines and hoses before
installation.

19. Screw in and tighten two elbows and new packings to
line ends using 9/16 inch wrench.

20. Screw in and tighten two adapters and new packings
to hose ends using 1 1/2 inch wrench.

21. Screw on and tighten two line ends to servo using 9/16
inch wrench and remove tags.

22. Screw on and tighten two hose ends to servo using 1 1/2
inch wrench and remove tags.

23. Push on and tighten three electrical plugs to servo
by hand.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

1. Fill hydraulic reservoir.

2. Bleed air from azimuth hydraulic system.

3. Check and adjust drift.

4. Operate gunner's control handles. Test lines for leakage
and stabilization operation.

5. Install basket screen.

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-1; pp. 2-6 to 2-9.

TIME:
30 Minutes E-20



TASK 2.7.4.3 BLEED AIR FROM AZIMUTH HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

PARTS: None

TOOLS: None

EXPENDABLES: None

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

1. Unlock gun travel lock.

2. Start engine.

3. Unlock turret traverse lock.

MECHANIC WILL:

WARNING: Ensure all personnel and equipment
are clear of main gun and turret
throughout this procedure.

1. Set TURRET POWER switch on commander's control panel to

ON.

2. Set FIRE CONTROL MODE switch on GPS panel to NORMAL.

3. Set GUN/TURRET DRIVE switch on loader's panel to
POWERED.

4. Check that GUN SELECT switch on GPS panel is set to
SAFE and TRIGGER SAFE light is on.

5. Set AUX 1IYDR POWER switch on commander's control to
OFF.

6. Rotate top of gunner's handles back to elevate main
gun to a position above about two degrees.

7. Turn handles to left so turret completes two revolu-

tions to left.

8. Turn handles to right so turret completes two revolu-

tions to right.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURE:

1. Lock gun travel lock.

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-1; 
pp. 2-10 to 2-13.

TIME:

15 Minutes
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TASK 2.7.4.4 CHECK AND ADJUST DRIFT

PARTS: None

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 9/16 inch
Extension, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 6 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive
Screwdriver, flat tip, 1/8 inch flared tip, 2 inch long blade
Wrench, box end, 15/64 inch
Wrench, torque, 0 to 600 inch-pounds

EXPENDABLES: None

PRELIMNARY PROCEDURES:

1. Distant target is available.

2. Unlock gun travel lock.

3. Unlock turret.

MECHANIC WILL:
1. Set TURRET POWER switch on commander's control panel

to ON.

2. Set AUX H'DR POWER switch to ON.

3. Set FIRE CONTROL MODE switch on GPS panel to NORMAL.

4. Set GUN TURRET DRIVE switch on loader's panel to
POWERED.

5. Grasp gunner's handles.

6. Look into GPS and line up convenient distant target.

7. With palm switch depressed and control handles centered,
look through GPS.

8. If turret is drifting:

a. Push AZ knob in on NORMAL MODE DRIFT.

b. Turn AZ knob left to stop right drift.

c. Turn AZ knob right to stop left drift.

d. Let knob go when drift stops.

9. With palm switch depressed and control handles centered,
look through GPS.
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TASK 2.7.4.4 CHECK AND ADJUST DRIFT (Cont'd.)

10. If gun is drifting:

a. Push EL knob in on NORMAL MODE DRIFT.

b. Turn EL knob left to stop up drift.

c. Turn EL knob right to stop down drift.

d. Let knob go when drift stops.

11. Set FIRE CONTROL MODE switch on GPS panel to EMER.

12. Grasp gunner's handles.

13. Look into GPS and line up convenient target.

14. With palm switch depressed and control handles centered,
look through GPS.

15. If gun or turret drifts, set VEHICLE MASTER POWER
switch to OFF and complete steps 16 through 32.

16. Take off gunner's control handles and place in lap.

17. While seated in gunner's seat with control handles
in lap, hook up cable 1W200 to control handles Jl.

18. Set TURRET POWER switch on commander's control panel
to ON.

19. Set FIRE CONTROL MODE switch on GPS to EMER.

20. Set GUN TURRET DRIVE switch on loader's panel to
POWERED.

21. Look through GPS and line up convenient distant target.

22. Depress palm switch on gunner's handles.

23. Relay reticle on aiming point.

24. If turret is drifting:

a. Loosen locknut using 15/64 inch box end wrench.

b. Adjust variable resistor marked T on back of handle
using screwdriver until drift stops.

c. If drift cannot be stopped completely, the drift
rate should not be greater than one reticle circle
(1 MIL) in 20 seconds when referenced to a verticle
line on the target.

25. Relay reticle on a clearly defined aiming point.

26. If gun is drifting:

a. Loosen locknut using 15/64 inch box end wrench.

b. Adjust variable resistor marked E on back of handle
using screwdriver until drift stops.

c. If drift cannot be stopped completely, the drift
tate should not be greater than one reticle circle
(1 ail) in 20 seconds when referenced on a hori-
zontal line on the target,
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TASK 2.7.4.4 CHECK AND ADJUST DRIFT (Cont'd.)

27. Relay reticle on a clearly defined aiming point.

28. While keeping gunner's control handle palm switch

depressed, check for drift.

29. If any drift is detected, repeat steps 22-24, or
23, 25-26, or both.

30. Set VEHICLE MASTER POWER svitch on comander'a
control panel to OFF.

31. Set AUX HYDR POWER switch to OFF.

32. Disconnect electrical plug from gunner's control

handle.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES

1. Install gunner's control handles.

2. Check for proper operation of gunner's control handle.

3. Lock gun travel lock.

4. Lock turret.

REFERENCES:

DIP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-1; pp. 2-14 to 2-20.

TIME:

45 Minutes
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D(I 45E TURRET MECANC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Hydraulic System (2.7)

COMPONENT:

Elevation Servo Assembly (2.7.5)

PERFOR MANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:
*2.7.5.1 Replace elevation servo. (18 minutes)

*2.7.5.2 Replace elevation servo filter. (9 minutes)

NEASURtMWM:

(for each task)
Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and compl-

During Training: tion of task.
Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated

for task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
tion of task, not to exceed job-time require-

End of Training: ments.
Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.7.5.1 a. Screws holding elevation servo in place
torqued between 90 and 100 foot-pounds
(122 to 136 newton meters).

b. Elbow and packing attached.
c. Electrical plugs attached.

d. Line ends attached to elbows on servos.

Task 2.7.5.2 a. Screws holding adapter to elevation servo
torqued between 18 and 23 foot-pounds
(24 to 31 newton meters.)
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*TASK 2.7.5.1 REPLACE ELEVATION SERVO

PARTS: Washer, lock, 6 ea.
Elevation servo (p 3 07 6 2 )

TOOLS: Crowfoot, socket wrench, 1/2 inch square drive, 1 1/2 inch
Crowfoot, socket wrench, 1/2 inch square drive, 1 5/8 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 1/2 inch square drive
Measure, liquid, 2 quart
Extension, socket wrench, 1/2 inch square drive, 5 inch
Extension, socket wrench, 1/2 inch square drive, 17 inch
Wrench, towque, 0 to 175 foot-pounds
Web strap, adjustable XM 66899

Expendables: Caps and plugs, protective, MIL-C-5501 (assorted sizes)

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

1. Reduce system hydraulic pressure to zero.

2. Traverse turret to see elevation servo.

3. Remove turret ammunition rack.

4. Remove computer electronics unit.

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Unscrew and remove three electrical plugs by hand.

2. Put measure under servo.

3. Unscrew and remove two line ends from servo using 1 1/2
inch crowfoot, extension, and handle.

4. Cap lines.

5. Unscrew and remove elbow and packing near top of servo
using 1 5/8 inch crowfoot, extension, and handle.

6. Discard packing.

7. Attach adjustable web strap to servo.

8. Unscrew and remove six screws and lockwashers from
servo using 3/4 inch socket and handle.

9. Discard lockwashers.

10. Lower servo using strap.

WARNING. Servo requires two soldiers to
lift it.

11. Lift servo out through loader's hatch using web strap.
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*TASK 2.7.5.1 REPLACE ELEVATION SERVO (Cont'd.)

12. Discard two packings.

13. Turn in defective servo.

14. Install two new packings on servo.

15. Using web strap, lower servo through loader's hatch.

16. Secure servo in place with six screws and new lock-
washers using 3/4 inch socket and handle.

17. Torque screws between 90 and 100 foot-pounds (122 to
136 newton meters) using torque wrench.

18. Screw in and tighten elbow and new packing using 1 5/8
inch crowfoot, extension, and handle.

19. Push on and tighten three electrical plugs by hand.

20. Remove caps from line ends.

21. Screw in and tighten two line ends to elbows on
servo using 1 1/2 inch crowfoot, extension, and handle.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

1. Fill hydraulic reservoir.

2. Bleed air from elevation hydraulic system.

3. Install computer electronics unit.

4. Install turret ammunition rack.

5. Check and adjust drift.

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-1; pp. 2-21 to 2-25.

TIME:

18 Minutes
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*TASK 2.7.5.2 REPLACE ELEVATION SERVO FILTER

PARTS: Washer, lock, 4 ea.(MS35338-44)
Filter (11663155-2)
Packing, preformed, 2 ea. (MS28775-125)
Retainer, 2 ea. (MS28774-125)

TOOLS:

Socket, socket wrench, 1/2 inch square drive, 7/16 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 1/2 inch square drive
Wrench, torque, 0 to 175 foot-pounds

EXPENDABLES:

Rags, wiping

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

1. Reduce system hydraulic pressure to zero.

2. Lock turret lock.

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Unscrew and remove four screws and lockwashers from
adapter using socket and handle.

2. Discard lockwashers.

3. Remove adapter, two packings, and retainers.

4. Discard packings and retainers.

5. Unscrew and remove filter. (Use rags to clean any
spilled oil.)

6. Turn in defective filter.

7. Screw in new filter.

8. Put new packings and retainers on adapter.

9. Align holes of adapter with holes on elevation servo.

10. Secure with four screws and new lockwashers using
socket and handle.

WARNING: Do not torque screws when equipment

I is under pressure.

11. Torque four screws between 18 and 23 foot-pounds (24 to
31 newton meters) using torque wrench.
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*AK2.7.5.2 REPLACE ELEVATION SERVO FILTER (Cant' d.)*

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

1. Operate gunner's power control handles.

2. Fill hydraulic reservoir.

3. Bleed air fromi elevation hydraulic system.

4. Increase hydraulic pressure.

REERNCS:

DSP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-1; pp. 2-30 to 2-32.

TIME:

9 Minutes
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XGI 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Hydraulic System (2.7)

COMPONUT:

Elevation Accumulator Assembly (2.7.6)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic Will:

A2.7.6.1 Replace manual elevation accumulator assembly (18 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training: completion of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
indicated for each task and steps per-
formed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
completion of task, not to exceed job-

End of Training: time requirements.
Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.7.6.1 a. Clamp nuts holding accumulator in place
torqued between 27 and 32 inch-pounds
(3 to 4 newton meters).

b. Hydraulic fluid that comes out of tube
fitting under accumulator is clear.
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*TASK 2.7.6.1 REPLACE MANUAL ELEVATION ACCIMULATOR ASSEMBLY

PARTS: Accumulator, manual elevation (7974982)
Packing, preformed, 1 ea. (M83248-1-908)

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 3/8 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive
Wrench, open, 1 1/8 inch
Wrench, open end, 9/16 inch
Wrench, torque, 0 to 200 inch-pounds

EXPNDABLES: Rags, wiping
Caps and plugs, protective, MIL-C-5501 (assorted sizes)

PRELIMINARm PROCEDURE:

1. Reduce system hydraulic pressure to zero.

MECLANIC WILL:

1. Close spicket valve located near turret wall, below
and left of accumulator, about one foot off floor.

2. Place rag under tube fitting under accumulator and
unscrew tubing nut using 9/16 inch wrench and disconnect
tubing from bottom of accumulator.

3. Cap tube fitting.

4. Unscrew two nuts from clamp using socket and handle.

5. Lift out accumulator from bracket and place on
workbench.

6. Unscrew and remove reducer and packing using 1 1/8 inch
wrench.

7. Discard packing.

8. Turn in defective accumulator.

9. Clean reducer with rag.

10. Install new packing on reducer without twisting packing.

11. Screw in and tighten reducer on accumulator using
1 1/8 inch wrench.

12. Uncap tube fitting.

13. Hold accumulator in place and screw on tube fitting
finger tight.

14. Screw on and tighten two clamp nuts using socket and handle.

15. Torque between 27 and 32 inch-pounds (3 to 4 newton
meLers) using torque wrench.
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*TASK 2.7.6.1 REPLACE MANUAL ELEVATION ACCUMULATOR ASSEMBLY (Cont'd.)

16. Open T-valve.

17. Look at fluid coming past tube fitting and tighten
fitting when fluid comes out clear using 9/16
inch wrench.

18. Wipe up fluid with rags.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

1, Fill hydraulic reservoir.

2, Bleed hydraulic system.

3. Operate main gun with hand pump.

REFERENCES:

" DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-1; pp. 2-99 to 2-101, and 2-105.

TIME:

18 Minutes
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XM1 45E TURRET MECHANIC

COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Hydraulic System (2.7)

COMPONENT:

Manual Elevation Handle Pump Assembly (2.7.7)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

*2.7.7.1 Replace elevation hand pump handle assembly. (12 minutes)

2.7.7.5 Bleed air from manual elevation hydraulic system. (1 hour)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
During Training: tion of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-

tion of task, not to exceed job-time require-
End of Training: ments.

Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.7.7.1 a. New elevation hand pump handle assembly
installed.

Task 2.7.7.5 Air removed from manual elevation hydraulic

system as indicated by:

a. Accumulator preosure gage reado zero.

b. No air in hydraulic line marked MD on
elevation servo.

c. No air in hydraulic line marked ME on
elevation servo.
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*TASK 2.7.7.1 REPLACE ELEVATION HAND PUMP HANDLE ASSEMBLY

PARTS: Handle assembly (XM61437-1)

TOOLS: Hammer, hand, ball peen
Pliers
Punch, drive pin, 1/4 inch point

EXPENDABLES: None

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

None

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Unscrew and remove plug.

2. Tap out pin from handle assembly using hammer and
drive pin.

3. Pull out pin with pliers.

4. Pull handle assembly off shaft.

5. Turn in defective handle assembly.

6. Slide handle assembly on to end of shaft.

7. Line up hole in handle assembly with hole in shaft.

8. Tap pin into hole using hammer.

9. Screw in and tighten plug.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

None

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-2-1; pp. 2 - 7 3 to 2-74.

TIME:

12 Minutes
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TASK 2.7.7.5 BLEED AIR FROM MANUAL ELEVATION HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

PARTS: None

TOOLS: Wrench, open end, 9/16 inch

EXPENDABLES: Rags, wiping

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

1. Remove turret shield and screen.
2. Start engine.

MECHANIC WILL:

NOTE A: Make sure area around turret is clean.

1. Set TURRET POWER switch to ON.

2. Set FIRE CONTROL MODE switch to normal.

3. Set GUN TURRET DRIVE switch to POWERED.

4. Set AUX HYDR POWER switch to OFF.

5. Engage turret lock.

6. Unlock main gun travel lock.

7. Squeeze gunner's control handles palm switch with right
hand while simultaneously turning elevation hand pump
right, then left with left hand.

8. Release gunner's control handles and turn pump to elevate
and depress main gun.

9. If main gun does not elevate and depress using hand pump,
repeat steps 7 and 8.

NOTE B: Shut down engine.

10. Set TURRET POWER switch to ON.

11. Set FIRE CONTROL MODE switch to EMER.

12. Set GUN TURRET DRIVE switch to POWERED.

13. Set AUX HYDR POWER switch to OFF.

NOTE C: Make sure area around turret is clear.

14. Use gunner's control handles to elevate and depress main
gun until accumulator pressure is zero.

15. Make sure pressure gage reads zero.

16. Unlock turret lock.
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TASK 2.7.7.5 BLEED AIR FROM MANUAL ELEVATION HYDRAULIC SYSTEM (Cont'd.)

17. Traverse turret until elevating servo is accessible from
driver's compartment.

18. Engage turret lock.

19. Use hand pump to fully elevate main gun.

NOTE D: Use plenty of rags around elevating servo
and on turret floor to soak up oil.

NOTE E: The effort required to crank hand pump will
increase until air is completely removed
from the system. The effort will become
constant when air is removed.

20. Open hydraulic line marked HD on elevation servo about
1/2 turn while slowly cranking hand pump to depress gun.
(Use wrench.)

21. Tighten hydraulic line when air stops coming out while
slowly cranking hand pump. (Use wrench.)

22. Slowly elevate main gun with hand pump.

23. Repeat steps 20 thru 22 for hydraulic line marked ME
on elevation servo,

24. Repeat steps 20 thru 23 to make sure all air is removed

from elevating mechanism.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

1. Bleed air from elevating mecahnism.

2. Install turret basket shield and screen.

REFERENCES:

DFJ 9-2350-255-20-2-3-1; pp. 2-88 to 2-94.

TIME:

1 Hour
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XM1 45E TURRET MECIANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Hydraulic System (2.7)

COMPONENT:

Elevation Mechanism (2.7.8)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

2.7.8.1 Replace elevation mechanism struts. (12 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training: completion of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated

for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
End of Training: of task, not to exceed job-time requirements.

Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.7.8.1 a. Screws holding support on strut torqued
between 150 and 180 foot-pounds (203 to
244 newton meters).

b. Lower nut holding strut at bracket torqued
between 350 and 400 foot-pounds (475 to
542 newton meters).
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TASK: 2.7.8.1 REPLACE ELEVATION MEQIANISM STRUTS

PARTS: Strut (XH 61322)
Strut (XK 61959)
Support, 2 ea. (XM 61885)

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench, 3/4 inch square drive, 1 1/2 inch
Socket, sock wrench, 3/4 inch square drive, 15/16 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/4 inch square drive
Wrench, open end, 1 1/2 inch
Wrench, torque, 0 to 600 foot-pounds
Oiler, hand

EXPENDABLES: Oil, lubricating, OE/HDO-30, MIL-L-2104
Threadlocking compound, !IL-S-46163, type II, grade N
Rags, wiping

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURE:

1. Remove coaxial ready ammunition door.

MEOANIC WILL:

NOTE A: This procedure applies to both struts.
l. Hold support at top of strut and unscrew and remove two

screws and washers using 15/16 inch socket and handle.

2. Let support slide down strut.

3. Unscrew and remove one nut and washer at bottom of strut
using 1 1/2 inch wrench.

4. Lift out strut and support.

5. Unscrew and remove one nut and washer from strut.

6. Remove support from strut.

7. Inspect strut and support for cracks and stripped threads.

8. Turn in and replace damaged part.

9. Spread oil on strut threads with oiler.

10. Wipe off extra oil with rag.

11. Slide support on strut.

12. Screw one nut and washer on strut threads by hand.

13. Put strut into bracket.

14. Spread compound on two screws.

15. Hold support in place.
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TASK 2.7.8.1 REPLACE ELEVATION MECHANISM STRUTS (Cont'd.)

16. Secure with two screws and washers using 15/16 inch
socket and handle.

17. Torque two screws between 150 and 180 foot-pounds
(203 to 244 newton meters) using torque wrench.

18. Screw one nut and washer onto strut at bracket.

19. Holding upper nut with open end wrench, torque lower
nut between 350 and 400 foot-pounds (475 to 542 newton
meters) using torque wrench.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURE:

1. Install coaxial ready ammunition box.

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-1; pp. 2-6 to 2-29.

TIME:

12 Minutes
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!l 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COI4PONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Hydraulic System (2.7)

COMPONENT:

Traverse Gearbox Assembly (2.7.9)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

2.7.9.1 Adjust backlash setting. (6 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
During Training: tion of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed bymechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
tion of task, not to exceed job-time require-

End of Training: ments.
Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.7.9.1 a. Adjusting screw tightened six or seven
turns beyond contact point. (See NOTE A
on task sheet).
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TASK 2.7.9.1 ADJUST BACKLASH SETTING

PARTS: None

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 9/16 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive
Extension, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 3 inch

EXPENDABLES: None

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

None

1NECHANIC WILL:

1. Remove cover from traverse gearbox by hand.

2. Loosen adjusting screw to the left using socket, extension,
and handle.

NOTE A: The contact point is when the anti-backlash
pinion contacts the turret drive ring. Con-
tact point will be indicated when adjusting

screw suddenly gets harder to turn.

3. Turn adjusting screw right to contact point using socket,
extension, and handle.

4. Tighten adjusting screw six or seven more turns after
contact point is reached.

5. Put cover on traverse gearbox.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

None

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-34-2-2-1; p. 2-54.

TIME:

6 Minutes
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XMI 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Hydraulic System (2.7)

OMPONENT:

Traverse Mechanism (2,7.10)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

2.7.10.2 Service traverse mechanism. (15 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training: completion of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
End of Training: tion of task, not ot exceed Job-time require-

ments.
Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.7.10.2 Aa. Operational test verifies manual
cranking is smooth.

Ab. Oil level - covers head of screw
seen through filler-breather plug.

Ba. Operational test verifies manual
cranking is smooth.

Bb. Oil level covers head of screw seen
through filler-breather plug.

-4
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TASK 2.7.10.2 SERVICE TRAVERSE MECHANISM

PARTS: Packing, preformed, 1 ea.

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench, 3/4 inch square drive, 1 inch
Handle socket wrench, ratchet, 3/4 inch square drive
Socket, socket wrench, 1/2 inch square drive, 1 inch square

drive, 9/16 inch
Adapter, 3/4 to 1/2 inch
Funnel

EXPENDABLES: Rag, clean
Oil, traversing mechanism, P33672, 1 quart
Container, 2 quart

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

None

MECHANIC WILL: (Perform both Part A and Part B)

A. Oil Level Check:

1. Place circuit breaker 17 in turret networks box to OFF.

2. Clean housing around filler-breather plug using rag.

3. Remove filler-breather plug using I inch socket and handle.

4. Look into plug hole and see if oil level covers head of
screw.

NOTE A: If oil level is below screw head, add oil
as required through plug hole.

5. Install filler-breather plug using 1 inch socket and
handle.

6. Clean housing around plug using rag.

7. Place circuit breaker 17 in turret networks box to ON.

8. Perform operational test to verify that manual cranking
is smooth.

B. Draining Oil:

1. Place circuit breaker 17 on turret networks box to OFF.

2. Set container below drain plug.

3. Remove drain plug using 9/16 inch socket, adapter, and
handle.

4. Let oil drain into container.
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TASK 2.7.10.2 SERVICE TRAVERSE MECANISM (Cont'd.)

5. Bemov and discard packing.

6. Lubricate new packing with oil and position on drain
plus.

7. After oil has completely drained, install drain plug
using 9/16 inch socket, adapter, and handle.

8. Clean housing around drain plug and around filler-
breather plug using clean rag.

9. Remove filler-breather plug using 1 inch socket and
handle.

10. Put funnel into hole and pour in enough oil to cover
head of screw seen through the filler-breather hole.

11. Install filler-breather plug using 1 inch socket and
handle.

12. Clean housing around filler-plug hole using rag.

13. Place circuit breaker 17 to ON.

14. Perform operational test to verify that manual cranking
is smooth.

FOLLOW ON PICEDURES:

None

REFERENCES:

DLO 9-2350-255-12, Card 7.

15 Minutes
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XN1 45 E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Hydraulic System (2.7)

COMPONENT:

Hydraulic Reservoir (2.7.11)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

2.7.11.2 Inspect hydraulic reservoir. (l hour, 24 minutes)

2.7.11.4 Replace reservoir sight gage. (30 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
During Training: tion of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
End of Training: tion of task, not to exceed job-time requirements.

Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.7.11.2 a. Hydraulic reservoir does not leak.

b. Hydraulic reservoir sight gage is not
loose or cracked.

c. Filter housing elements replaced.

d. Filler plug tight and not damaged.

e. Screen in filler plug clean with no
holes or cracks.

f. Metal chips appear on less than half of
surface of chip collector.

g. Hydraulic reservoir drain plug torqued
between 76 and 92 inch-pounds (9 to 10
newton meters).

Task 2.7.11.4 a. New reservoir sight gage installed.

b. Screws holding reservoir sight gage in
place torqued between 27 and 32 inch-

pounds (3 to 4 newton meters).
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TASK 2.7.11.2 INSPECT HYDRAULIC RESERVOIR

PARTS: Element (NPN)
Packing, preformed, 2 ea. (NPN)

TOOlS: Brush, sash
Flashlight
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive
Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 9/16 inch
Wrench, torque, 0 to 600 inch-pounds
Wrench, torque, 0 to 200 inch-pounds
Wrench, open end, 1 1/2 inch

EXPENDABLES: Solvent, cleaning, P-D-680, Type II
Rags, wiping

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

1. Position main gun over right front fender.

2. Reduce system hydraulic pressure to zero.

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Remove shield from hydraulic reservoir by loosening four
screws using socket and handle.

2. Lift up and remove shield from screws.

3. Inspect hydraulic reservoir for oil leakage.

4. If leak is from crack in reservoir, notify direct support
maintenance.

5. Inspect hydraulic sight gage.

6. Replace if loose or cracked. (See Task 2.7.11.4.)

7. Remove filter housing using open end wrench.

WARNING: Solvent burns easily. Do not use

near open fire.l

8. Remove element from filter housing and discard element.

9. Clean filter housing with solvent and rag.

10. Wipe with lint free rag,

11. Put new element into filter housing.

12. Screw filter housing into filter body hand tight.

13. Tighten using open end wrench.
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TASK 2.7.11.2 INSPECT HYDRAULIC RESERVOIR (Cont'd.)

NOTE A: Repeat steps 7 thru 13 for second filter
housing.

14. Turn filler ca? left and lift off.

15. Check filler plug.

16. If loose, tighten using socket and handle. If
damaged, replace plug.

17. Using flashlight, inspect screen in filler plug.

18. If holes or cracks are found, replace filler plug.
If screen is dirty, perform the following:

a. Remove plug.

b. Remove and discard packing.

c. Clean filler plug using solvent.

d. Screw in and tighten filler plug and new packing.

19. Place filler cap on plug and turn cap right until tight.

20. Drain hydraulic reservoir.

21. Inspect bottom of chip collector for metal chips.

22. If metal chips appear on more than half of surface,
clean off chips and change oil.

23. Install drain plug, chip collector, and access cover.

24. From underneath tank, remove two screws and washers from
access cover using socket and handle.

25. Using flashlight, inspect bottom of reservoir for signs
of leakage.

26. If leak is from crack in reservoir, notify direct support
maintenance.

27. If reservoir is leaking, torque drain plug between 76 and
92 inch-pounds (9 to 10 newton meters) using torque
wrench.

28. Inside turret, put shield in place and tighten four screws
using socket and handle.

29. Replace vent filter assembly.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

1. Fill hydraulic reservoir.

2. Operate gunner's power control handles and check for leaks.

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-1-1; pp. 2-43 to 2-48.

TIME:

I Hour, 24 Minutes
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TASK 2.7.11.4 REPLACE RESERVOIR SIGHT GAGE

PARTS: Gage, sight (XM6350)

TOOLS: Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive
Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 5/16 inch
Wrench, torque, 0 to 200 inch-pounds

EXPENDABLES: None

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURE:

1. Position main gun over right front fender.

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Drain reservoir fluid level slowly until level is below
gage.

2. Unscrew and remove six screws and washers from gage using
socket and handle.

3. Turn in defective gage.

4. Put gage in place and secure with six screws and washers
using socket and handle.

5. Torque screws between 27 and 32 inch-pounds (3 to 4
newton meters) using torque wrench.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

1. Fill hydraulic reservoir,

2. Operate gunner's power control handles.

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-1-3-3; pp. 8-29 to 8-30.

TIME:

30 Minutes
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XMI 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Hydraulic System (2.7)

OMPONENT:

Electrically Driven Hydraulic Pump (2.7.12)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

2.7.12.3 Troubleshoot auxiliary hydraulic pump fault symptom-
(2 hours, 30 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
During Training: tion of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
tion of task, not to exceed job-time require-

End of Training: ments.
Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.7.12.3 a. Auxiliary hydraulic system operates.
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TASK 2.7.12.3 TROUBLESHOOT AUXILIARY HYDRAULIC PUMP FAULT SYMPTOM

PARTS: None

TOOLS: Multimeter, TS-352B/U

EXPENDABLES: None

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

1. Open turret platform access door.

2. Traverse turret manually until auxiliary hydraulic
pump is visible through access door.

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Check that cable 2W1E2-P2 is securely connected to
auxiliary hydraulic pump.

2. Check that cable 2W112-P3 is securely connected to

auxiliary pressure switch.

NOTE A: If connectors are loose, do steps 3
and 4. If connectors are not loose,
go to step 5.

3. Tighten loose connectors.

4. Verify trouble solved by operating power control power
using auxiliary hydraulic system.

5. Disconnect cable 2W112-P3 from Jl on auxiliary
hydraulic pressure switch.

6. Set TURRET POWER switch on commander's control panel
to ON.

7. Set AUX HYDR POWER switch to ON.

8. Set multimeter to measure 50 VDC.

9. Connect red multimeter lead to pin P3-B on cable 2W112
and connect black multimeter lead to ground.

NOTE B: If meter reads between 18 and 30 VDC, go
to step 13. If not, go to step 10.

10. Close CB-13 on hull networks box.

11. Reconnect cable 2W112-P3 to auxiliary hydraulic pressure
switch.

12. Verify trouble solved by operating auxiliary hydraulic
system.
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TASK 2.7.12.3 TROUBLESHOOT AUXILIARY HYDRAULIC PUMP FAULT SYMPTOM (cont'd.)

13. Manually traverse turret to access hull networks box
from turret.

14. Disconnect cable 2WI12-PI from J5 on hull networks box.

15. Set multimeter to measure 50 VDC.

16. Connect red multimeter lead to pin J5-H on hull networks
box and connect black multimeter lead to ground.

NOTE C: If meter reads between 18 and 30 VDC,
have 63E replace cable 2W112.

NOTE D: If meter does not read between 18 and
30 VDC, have 63E replace hull networks
box.

17. Verify trouble solved by operating auxiliary hydraulic
system.

18. Watch hydraulic pressure gage as pressure falls.

19. Set multimeter to measure continuity.

20. Connect red multimeter lead to pin JI-B on auxiliary
hydraulic pressure switch and connect black multimeter
lead to pin JI-C on auxiliary hydraulic pressure switch.

NOTE E: If meter reads near 0 ohms, go to step 22.
If not, do step 21.

21. Replace auxiliary hydraulic pressure switch.

22. Set VEHICLE MASTER POWER switch to ON.

23. Reconnect cable 2Wl12-P3 to auxiliary hydraulic pressure
switch.

24. Disconnect cable 2W112-P2 from J1 on auxiliary hydraulic
pump.

25. Set multimeter to measure 50 VDC.

26. Connect red multlmeter lead to pin P2-G on cable 2WI12
and connect black multimeter lead to ground.

27. Set TURRET POWER switch to ON.

28. Connect red multimeter lead to pin P2-G on cable 2W112
and connect black multimeter lead to ground.

29. Set AUX HYDR POWER switch to ON.

NOTE F: If meter reads between 18 and 30 VDC,
go to step 35. If not, go to step 30.

30. Manually traverse turret to access hull networks box
from turret.

31. Disconnect cable 2W112-Pl from J5 on hull networks box.
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TASK 2.7.12.3 TROUBLESHOOT AUXILIARY HYDRAULIC PUMP FAULT SYMPTOM (cont'd.)

32. Set multimeter to measure 50 VDC.

33. Connect red multimeter lead to pin J5-M on hull
networks box and connect black multimeter lead to
ground.

NOTE G: See Note C.

NOTE H: See Note D.

34. Verify trouble solved by operating auxiliary hydraulic
system.

35. Connect red multimeter lead to pin Jl-H on auxiliary
hydraulic pump and connect black multimeter lead to
ground.

NOTE I: If meter reads between 28 and 30 VDC, go to
step 38. If not, go to step 36.

36. Replace auxiliary hydraulic pump.

37. Verify trouble solved by operating auxiliary hydraulic
system.

38. Reconnect cable 2W112-P2 to auxiliary hydraulic pump.

39. Manually traverse turret to access hull networks box
from turret.

40. Disconnect cable 21112-PI from J5 on hull networks box.

41. Set multimeter to measure 50 VDC.

42. Connect red multimeter lead to pin P1-N on cable 2W112
and connect black multimeter lead to ground.

NOTE J: If meter does not read between 18 and 30
VDC, have 63E replace cable 2W112.

43. Verify trouble solved by operating auxiliary hydraulic
system.

NOTE K: If meter reads between 18 and 30 VDC, reconnect
cable 2W112-Pl to J5 on hull networks box.

44. Disconnect cable 2W109-P3 from J7 on hull networks box.

45. Set multimeter to measure 50 VDC.

46. Connect red multimeter lead to pin J7-T on hull networks
box and connect black multimeter lead to ground.

NOTE L: See Note D.

47. Verify trouble solved by operating auxiliary hydraulic
system.

NOTE M: If meter reads between 18 and 30 VDC, do
step 48.
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TASK 2.7.12.3 TROUBLESHOOT AUXILIARY HYDRAULIC PUMP FAULT SYMPTOM (conc'd.)

48. Set TURRET POWER switch to OFF.

49. Reconnect cable 2W109-P3 to J7 on hull networks box.

50. Manually traverse turret until auxiliary hydraulic
pump is visible through turret platform access door.

51. Disconnect cable 21112-P2 from J1 on auxiliary hydraulic
pump.

52. Set multimeter to check continuity between pins of
auxiliary hydraulic pump as follows:

Pin to Pin

J1-A Jl-G
I1-C JI-D

J1-F JI-B

NOTE N: If continuity is within tolerance, go to
step 55.

NOTE 0: If continuity is not within tolerance, go
to step 53.

53. Replace auxiliary hydraulic pump.

54. Verify trouble solved by operating auxiliary hydraulic
system.

55. Reconnect cable 2W112-P2 to auxiliary hydraulic pump.

56. Manually traverse turret to access hull networks box
from turret.

57. Disconnect cable 2W112-Pl from J5 on hull networks box.

58. Use multimeter to check contunity between pins on
cable 2W112 as follows:

Pin to Pin

P1-A Pl-G
P1-C- Pl-D
P1-F P1-B
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TASK 2.7.12.3 TROUBLESHOOT AUXILIARY HYDRAULIC PUMP FAULT SYMPT0M (cont'd.)

NOTE P: If continuity is within tolerance, go
to step 61.

NOTE Q: If continuity is not within tolerance, go
to step 59.

59. Replace cable 2W112.

60. Verify trouble solved by operating auxiliary hydraulic
system.

61. Set TURRET POWER switch to ON.

62. Set AUX HYDR POWER switch to ON.

63. Set multimeter to measure 50 VDC.

64. Connect black multimeter lead to ground and connect
red multimeter lead to pin J5-G on hull networks box.

65. Move red lead to pin J5-D, then to pin J5-B.

NOTE R: If meter reads between 18 and 30 VDC for
each test, go to step 68.

Does meter read between 18 and 30 VDC for each test?

NOTE S: If meter does not read between 18 and 30
VDC for each test, go to step 66.

66. Replace hull networks box.

67. Verify trouble solved by operating auxiliary hydraulic
system.

68. Reconnect cable 2WI12-PI to J5 on hull networks box.

69. Remove slipring cover.

70. Disconnect cable IWI01-Pl from J8 on hull/turret slipring.

71. Connect red multimeter lead to pin J8-K on slipring and
connect black multimeter lead to ground.

NOTE T: If meter reads between 18 and 30 VDC, the
problem is in cable 2W109 or slipring assembly.
Notify direct support maintenance.

NOTE U: If meter reads between 18 and 30 VDC, go
to step 72.

72. Set VEHICLE MASTER POWER switch to OFF.

73. Remove connector guard from turret networks box.

74. Disconnect cable lWlOl-P2 from Jll on turret networks
box.

75. Use multimeter to check continuity between pins Pl-k and
P2-b on cable lWlOl.
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TASK 2.7.12.3 TROUBLESHOOT AUXILIARY HYDRAULIC PUMP FAULT SYMPTOM (cont'd.)

NOTE V: If continuity is within tolerance, go
to step 78.

NOTE W: If continuity is not within tolerance, go
to step 76.

76. Replace cable iWlOl.

77. Verify trouble solved by operating auxiliary hydraulic
system.

78. Disconnect cable II02-Pl from J8 on turret networks
box.

79. Use multimeter to check continuity between pins on
cable 1W102 listed below (set AUX HYDR POWER switch
to indicated position before making each check):

Cable 1W102

AUX HYDR POWER

Pin to Pin Switch Position Meter Reading

PI-Z Pl-a Centered Infinity
P1-Y Pl-a Centered Infinity
PI-Z Pl-a Held Off Zero
PI-Y Pl-a Held Off Infinity
Pl-Z Pl-a Held Off Infinity
P1-Y Pl-a Held Off Infinity
Pl-Z Pl-y Centered Infinity
Pl-Z Pl-y Held Off Infinity
Pl-Z Pl-y Held Off Zero

NOTE X: If continuity is correct, have 63E replace
hull networks box and do step 81.

NOTE Y: If continuity is incorrect, go to step 80.

80. Replace commander's control panel.

81. Verify trouble solved by operating auxiliary hydraulic
system.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

None

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-1; pp. 3-235 to 3-240.

TIME:

2 Hours, 30 Minutes
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XMI 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Hydraulic System (2.7)

COMPONENT:

Filter Manifold Assembly (2.7.13)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

2.7.13.1 Replace hydraulic filter manifold and fittings (48 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
During Training: of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
End of Training: of task, not to exceed job-time requirements.

Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.7.13.1 a. Packing and elbow attached to filter
manifold.

b. Hose attached to elbow at rear of filter
manifold.

c. Filter manifold attached to reservoir
cover.

d. Packings and connectors attached to left
and right sides of filter manifold.

e. Hose attached to elbow at rear of filter
manifold attached also to second hose.

f. One tube and two hoses attached to left
and right sides of filter manifold.

g. Shield in place and secure.
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TASK 2.7.13.1 REPLACE HYDRAULIC FILTER MANIFOLD AND FITTINGS

PARTS: Manifold, filter (XM 65099)

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench, 1/2 inch square
Socket, socket wrench, 1/2 inch square drive, 7/16 inch
Extension, socket wrench, 1/2 inch square drive, 6 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 1/2 inch square drive
Wrench, open end, 2 inch

EXPENDABLES: Caps, protective, MIL-C-5501 (assorted sizes)

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

1. Position main gun over right front fender.

2. Reduce system hydraulic pressure to zero.

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Unscrew but do not remove four screws from shield using
7/16 inch socket, extension, and handle.

2. Remove shield.

3. Unscrew and remove one tube and two hoses from connectors
on left and right sides of filter manifold using 2-inch
wrench.

4. Cap lines.

5. Unscrew and remove three connectors from left and right
sides of filter manifold using 2-inch wrench.

6. Remove and discard packings.

7. Cap filter manifold.

8. Unscrew and remove hose leading from elbow at rear
of filter manifold to other hose.

9. Cap hose and connector.

10. Unscrew and remove four screws using 3/4 inch socket and
handle.

CAUTION: Do not nick or burr machine finishes
of filter manifold or hydraulic
reservoir cover.

11. Carefully lift out filter manifold and move to suitable
work area.
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TASK 2.7.13.1 REPLACE HYDRAULIC FILTER MANIFOLD AND FITTINGS (Cont'd.)

12. Unscrew and remove hose from elbow at rear of filter
manifold using 2-inch wrench.

13. Cap hose.

14. Unscrew and remove elbow from rear of filter manifold
using 2-inch wrench.

15. Remove and discard packing.

16. Cap filter manifold.

17. Turn in defective filter manifold.

18. Inspect fittings for cracks or dents.

19. If damaged, replace part.

20. Uncap rear of filter manifold.

21. Screw in and tighten new packing and elbow to filter
manifold.

22. Uncap hose.

23. Screw in and tighten hose to elbow using 2-inch wrench.

CAUTION: Do not nick or burr machine finishes
of filter manifold or hydraulic
reservoir cover.

24. Carefully lift filter manifold in position onto reservoir
cover.

25. Screw in and tighten four screws using 3/4 inch socket
and handle.

26. Uncap filter manifold.

27. Screw in and tighten three new packings and connectors
on left and right sides of filter manifold using
2-inch wrench.

28. Uncap hose leading from elbow at rear of filter manifold.

29. Screw in and tighten hose to other hose.

30. Uncap tube and two hoses.

31. Screw in and tighten one tube and two hoses to right
and left sides of filter manifold using 2-inch wrench.

32. Put shield in place and secure with four screws using
7/16 inch socket, extension, and handle.
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TASK 2.7.13.1 REPLACE HYDRAULIC FILTER MANIFOLD AND FITTINGS (Cont'd.)

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

1. Fill hydraulic reservoir.

2. Operate gunner's power control handles with main
pump and auxiliary pump checking for leaks.

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-1-3-2; pp. 8-9 to 8-19.

TIME:

48 Minutes
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XMI 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Hydraulic System (2.7)

COMPONENT:

Relief Valve and Tube Assembly (2.7.14)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

2.7.14.1 Replace hydraulic relief valve and tube assembly. (24 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and com-
During Training: pletion of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and com-
pletion of task, not to exceed job-time

End of Training: requirements.
Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.7.14.1 a. Tube attached to wall fitting.

b. Hose attached to slipring elbow.

c. Tube attached to tee.

d. New packing on elbow.

e. Elbow attached to hydraulic relief valve.

f. New packing on connectors.

g. Connectors attached to hydraulic relief
valve.

h. Hydraulic relief valve secured.

i. Hose and tubes attached to hydraulic
relief valve.
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TASK 2.7.14.1 REPLACE HYDRAULIC RELIEF VALVE AND TUBE ASS1FBLY

PARTS: Valve, relief (XM22631)

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench, deep style, 3/8 inch square drive,

7/16 inch
Extension, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 6 inch

Extension, socket wrench, 1/2 inch square drive, 20 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 1/2 inch square drive
Wrench, open end, 1 1/2 inch (two required)

Tool kit, crowfoot wrenches, XM-J388

EXPENDABLES: Caps, protective, MIL-C-5501 (assorted sizes)

Packings, preformed (three required)

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

I. Position main gun over right front fender.

2. Lock turret.

3. Reduce system hydraulic pressure to zero.

4. Remove slipring cover.

MECHANIC WILL:

NOTE A: Cap all lines and fittings as they are

taken care of.

1. Open turret platform access door.

2. Traverse turret until relief valve is seen throligh

door.

3. Unscrew and remove hose and two tubes from valve using
open end wrench.

4. Unscrew and remove two screws from top of valve using
socket, extension, and handle.

imtUoII t w gt i rtl mo o fltVli tWIt irg new ior" *it I I4tI-kilN frim

valvi' us tlg wrench.

6. Discard packings.

7. Unscrew and remove elbow and packing from valve using
wrench.

8. Discard packing.

9. Turn in defective relief valve.

10. Unscrew and remove tt-it from wall fitting using 1 1/2

inch crowfoot, extension, and handle.
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TASK 2.7.14.1 REPLACE HYDRAULIC RELIEF VALVE AND TUBE ASSEMBLY (Cont'd.)

11. Unscrew and remove other tube from tee using two open
end wrenches.

12. Inspect tubes for holes or cracks.

13. If damaged, replace part.

14. Unscrew and remove hose from slipring elbow using 1 1/2
inch crowfoot wrench, extension, and handle.

15. Inspect hose.

16. Replace if threads are stripped.

NOTE B: Uncap all lines and fittings before

installing hose.

17. Screw in and tighten tube to wall fitting using 1 1/2

inch crowfoot wrench, extension, and handle.

18. Screw in and tighten hose to slipring elbow using 1 1/2
inch crowfoot wrench, extension, and handle.

19. Screw in and tighten tube to tee using two open end
wrenches.

20. Put new packing on elbow.

21. Screw in and tighten elbow to valve using open end
wrench.

22. Put two new packings on two connectors,

23. Screw connectors into valve using open end wrench.

24. Put valve in place.

25. Secure with two screws using socket, extension, and
handle.

26. Screw on and tighten hose and two tubes to valve using
open end wrenches.

27. Close turret platform access door.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

1. Fill hydraulic reservoir.

2. Install slipring cover.

3. Operate gunner's power control handles with main and
auxiliary pumps.

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-1-3-3; pp. 8-53 to 8-59.

TMS:

24 Minutes
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XH1 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Hydraulic System (2.7)

COMPONENT:

Main Accumulator (2.7.15)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

*2.7.15.1 Replace main accumulator. (24 minutes)

*2.7.15.2 Service main accumulator. (48 minutes)

*2.7.15.4 Replace main accumulator charging valve. (12 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
During Training: tion of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-

tion of task, not to exceed job-time require-
End of Training: ments.

Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.,'.t5.1 a. Now packing on main accumulator fitting.

b. Main accumulator fitting attached to

main accumulator.

c. Clamp nuts holding main accumulator in
pince torqued betwven 8 and tO foot-
pounds (11 to 14 newton meters).

d. Hose attached to bottom of main accumu-
lator.

Task 2.7.15.2 a. Between 750 and 775 pounds of pressure
(nitrogen) registers in main accumula-

tor.

b. Nitrogen gas not leaking.
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XM1 45E TURRET MECHANIC (Cont'd.)

Task 2.7.15.4 a. New charging valve attached to main
accumulator.

b. Valve cap and cover attached to main
accumulator.
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*TASK 2.7.15.1 REPLACE MAIN ACCUIfULATOR

PARTS: Accumulator assembly (XM61560)

TOOLS: Wrench, open end, 1 1/2 inch.(two required)
Wrench, open end, 3/8 inch (two required)

Wrench, torque, 0 to 175 foot-pounds

EXPENDABLES: Rags, wiping
Caps and plugs, protective, MIL-C-5501 (assorted sizes)

Packing, preformed

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

1. Traverse turret to position main gun over right front

fender.

2. Reduce system hydraulic pressure to zero.

MECIANIC WILL:

1. Unscrew and remove hose from bottom of accumulator using

two 1 1/2 wrenches.

2. Cap hose.

3. Loosen two clamp nuts on two clamps using 3/8 inch
wrench.

4. Lift accumulator out of vehicle and set on flat, dry
work surface.

5. Unscrew and remove fitting and packing using 1 1/2 inch
wrench.

6. Discard packing and cap fitting.

7. Turn in defective accumulator.

8. Uncap fitting and put new packing on fitting.

9. Screw in and tighten fitting using 1 1/2 inch wrench.

11). Put nccumnintor in pliwe in vehltelp.

11. Tighten two clamp nuts on two clamps using 3/8 inch
wrench.

12. Torque two nuts between 8 and 10 foot-pounds (11 to 14
newton meters) using torque wrench.

13. Uncap hose and screw on and tighten hose using two 1 1/2
inch wrenches.
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*TASK 2.7.15.1 REPLACE MAIN ACCUHULATOR (Cont'd.)

FOLLOWV ON PROCEDURES:

1. Fill hydraulic reservoir.

2. Bleed hydraulic system.

3. Operate gunner's power control handles.

4. Traverse turret as needed.

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-1; pp. 2-127 to 2-129.

TIME:

24 Minutes
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*TASK 2.7.15.2 SERVICE MAIN ACCUKWATOR

PARTS: None

TOOLS: Wrench, open end, 1 1/8 inch
Wrench, open end, 1 1/2 inch
Wrench, open end, 7/16 inch
Wrench, torch and regulator
Wrench, combination, 3/8 inch
Wrench, combination, 3/4 inch
Kit, purging, Sk-J-201
Nitrogen, gray with two black rings

EXPENDABLES: Compound, leak detector
Rags, wiping

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURE:

1. Reduce system hydraulic pressure to zero.

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Manually traverse turret so that main gun is over right
front fender of tank.

2. Position nitrogen tank and charging device next co tank.

3. Open nitrogen tank valve for one or two seconds, then
close valve tight by hand.

4. Screw on and tighten charging device to nitrogen tank
using 1 1/8 inch wrench. (Use adapter if needed.)

5. Turn T-valve full left.

6. Unscrew tank valve to left.

NOTE At Gage should show 1000 to 2000 pounds
of pressure. If it does not, close tank
valve, unscrew charging device, and get
new tnnk of nitrogen. Go back to step 4.

7. Tighten tank valve to right by hand.

8. Close manifold shutoff valve and bleeder valve.

9. Turn handle to open chuck valve. (Hand charging device
to assistant.)

10. Unscrew and remove cover from main accumulator using
1 1/2 inch wrench.

11. Unscrew and remove cap using 3/8 inch wrench.

12. Screw on charging device chuck valve to accumulator
charging valve two to three turns by hand.
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*TASK 2.7.15.2 SERVICE HAIN ACCU11ULATOR (Cont'd.)

13. Unscrew and lift off manifold pressure gage. (Set
gage in safe place.)

14. Direct assistant to open nitrogen tank valve and turn
T-bar to right until 15 to 20 pounds of pressure shows
on gage.

NOTE B: Assistant should turn T-bar about one turn
to left after pressure reaches 15 to 20
pounds and tell mechanic that line is
charged.

15. Open manifold shut-off valve.

16. Listen for gas coming from check valve.

17. When gas is heard, tighten valve using 7/16 inch wrench.

18. Direct assistant to open nitrogen tank valve and turn
T-handle to right until gage shows 750 to 775 pounds
of pressure.

19. Unscrew thin nut two turns using 3/4 inch wrench.

20. Screw in valve until gas just -3tart,, to flow into accumu-
tato-.

NOTL M:: ake 'rure gas flows into accumulator slowly
and pressure gage is kept between 750 and
775 plnunds of pressure.

21. When gas can no longer be heard going into accumulator,

direct assistant to screw in and tighten nitrogen tank
valve.

NOTE U: Assistant suiould watch pressure gage.

If pressur:e drops below 750 pounds, tell
mechanic to check for gas leaks. To check
for leaks, go to step 22. If pressure

does not drop, go on to step 27.

22. Listen for gas leaking from charging device and charging

valve.

23, Spread on compound if gas cannot he heard.

24. Tfghten loose pnrts if leak is found, or replace charging
valve.

25. If gas leak cannot be found and pressure still drops,

replace accumulator.

26. If pressure stops dropping, repeat steps 18-21.

27. Tighten thin nut using 3/4 inch wrench.

28. Unscrew nitrogen tank valve and bleeder valve. Tell
assistant to tell you when pressure gage drops to zero
pounds.
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*TASK 2.7.15.2 SERVICE MAIN ACCUIULATOR (Cont'd.)

29. Unscrew and remove nitrogen tank valve fitting using

7/16 Inch wrench.

30. Tell assistant to turn in all nitrogen charging tools
and supplies.

31. Screw on and tighten cap dsing 3/8 inch wrench.

32. Screw on and tighten cover using 1 1/2 inch wrench.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

1. Fill hydraulic reservoir.

2. Operate gunner's power control handles.

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-235-=255-20-2-3-2; pp. 2-107 to 2-116.

TIME:

48 Minutes
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*TASK 2.7.15.4 REPLACE MAIN ACCU4ULATOR CHARGING VALVE

PARTS: Valve, air (MS38889-2)

TOOLS: Wrench, open end, 3/8 inch

Wrench, open end, 3/4 inch

Wrench, open end, 1 1/2 inch

EXPENDABLES: None

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

1. Position main gun over right front fender.

2. Engage turret lock.

3. Reduce system hydraulic pressure to zero.

MECHANIC WILL:

1. From -river's compartment, unscrew and remove cover

from top of main accumulator using 1 1/2 inch wrench.

2. Unscrew and remove cap using 3/8 inch wrench.

3. Using 3/4 inch wrench, turn valve to relieve gas pressure.

4. Unscrew and remove charging valve using 3/4 inch wrench.

5. Turn in charging valve.

6, Scr. in and tlghLen -:hargit v,! dslng 3/4 inch wrench.

7. Screw on and tighten valve cap using 3/8 inch wrench.

8. Screw on and tighten cover using 1 1/2 inch wrench.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES'

1. Service accumulator precharge pressure.

2. Operate gunner's power control handles.

R~iEERNCKSI

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-1; pp. 2-130 to 2-132.

12 Minutes
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XMI 45E TURRET MECHANIC
.COMPONIENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Hydraulic System (2.7)

COMPONENT:

Hydraulic Power Distribution Valve (2.7.17)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

*2.7.17.1 Replace hydraulic power distribution valve (42 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training: completion of task.

Accuracy - As indicated i y match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
tion of task, not to exceed Job-time require-

End of Training: ments.
Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.7.17.1 a. New packing put onto 11 power distribution
valve fittings.

b. Adapters (nine) attached to power distribu-
tion valve.

c. Reducers (two) attached to power distribu-
tion valve.

d. Lines (two) attached at rear of power dis-
tribution valve.

e. Screws holding power distribution valve in
place torqued between 30 and 36 foot-
pounds (41 to 49 newton meters).

f. Lines (nine) attached to power distribution
valve.

g. Electrical plugs attached to power distri-
bution valve.
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*TASK 2.7.17.1 REPLACE HYDRAULIC POWER DISTRIBUTION VALVE

PARTS: Valve, hydraulic power distribution (XM61096)
Packing preformed: (M83248-1-904) 2 ea.

(H83248-1-908) 2 ea.
(M83248-1-916) 2 ea.

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 9/16 inch
Extension, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive - 6 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive
Wrench, adjustable, 10 inch

Oiler, hand
Wrench, open end, 11/16 inch (two required)
Wrench, open end, 9/16 inch (two required)
Wrench, open end, 1 1/2 inch
Wrench, open end, 1 5/8 inch

Wrench, torque, 0 to 175 foot-pounds

EXPENDABLES: Rags, wiping
Oil, lubricating, OE/HDO-30, MIL-L-2104
Caps and plugs, protective, MIL-C-5501 (assorted sizes)

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

1. Reduce system hydraulic pressure to zero.

2. Traverse main gun over right front fender.

3. Put driver's seat in rlosed hatch position.

CAUTION: Oil could drain from reservoir and

dir could enter 'Irulic system

and cause damage if itnes are not
Inot capped.

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Put driver's seat in full reclined position.

2. Put rags around valve to soak up leaking fluid.

3. Unscrew and remove four electrical plugs and cap plugs.

4. Unscrew and remove two lines using two 9/16 inch wrenches

and cap lines.

5. Unscrew and remove seven lines using 1 1/2 inch and 1 5/8
inch wrenches and cap lines.

6. Unscrew gnd remove two lines using two 11/16 inch wrenches

and cap lines.
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*TASK 2.7.17.1 REPLACE HYDRAULIC POWER DISTRIBUTION VALVE (Cont 1d.) 

\ 

7. Unserew and removP thref! screws and washers using 
socket, extension, and handle. 

B. Take valve out of tank. 

9. 

10. 

ll. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

l-7. 

NOTE A: If old distribution valve is to be used again, 
replace puckings ·on fittiqgs. 

Set old valve and new valve side by side on work area. 

Unscrew and remove seven adapters and packings from old 
valve using 1 1/2 inch and 1 5/8 inch wrenches. 

Disc~rd packings. 

Unscrew and remove two reducers and packings from old 
valve using adjustable wrench. 

Discard packings. 

Unscrew and remove two adapters and packings from old 
valve using 9/16 inch wrench. 

Discard packings. 

Remove shipping plugs from new valve and pui: them into 
old valve. 

Turn in defective valve. 

NOTE B: Take caps off all lines and fittings before 
installation. 

18. Clean 11 fittings with rag and p~tt ne\..r packing onto Httings. 

19. Screw in and tighten seven. adapters using 1 1/2 inch and 
1 5/8 inch wrenches. 

20. Screw in and tighten two reducers using adjustable wrench. 

21. Sere~" in and tighten t~vo adapters using 9/16 inch wrench. 

22. Screw on and tighten two lines at rear of valve using 
1 1/2 inch and 1 5/8 inch wrenches. 

23. Spread oil on three screws using hand oiler. 

24. Hold valve in place and secure with three screws and 
washers using socket, extension, and handle. 

25. Torque three scre\vS between 30 and 36 foot-pounds ( 41 to 
49 newton meters) using torque wrench. 

26. Scre\v on and tighten five lines using 1 1/2 inch wrenches 
and 1 5/8 inch wrench. 

27. Screw on and tighten two lines using two 11/16 inch 
wrenches. 

28. Screw on and tighten two lines using two 9/16 inch wrenches. 
29. Screw on and tighten four electrical plugs by hand. 
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*TASK 2.7.17.1 REPLACE HYDRAULIC POWER DISTRIBUTION VALVE (Cont'd.)

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES,

1. Fill. hydraulic reservoir.

2. Bleed hydraulic system.

3. Operate gunner's power control handles.

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-1; pp. 2-120 to 7-126.

TIME:

42 Minutes
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XM 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Svdraulic 'i ,-em t, -

(COMPONEINT :

Ammunition Door Hydraulic Actuator (2.7.18)

PERFORMANCE OUCOMES:

Mechanic will:

*2.7.18.1 Replace ammunition door hydraulic actuator. (1 hour)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of iuitiat-aa Limui nii...

During Training! t An ' L taSk.
.\cc. racy - _s .Lnjcated by ma-ch )- -weeC1 steps 2

ior each task and steps )erformed v h

Time - Bctween nnf" of i .t ', stimuli ano .omple--
tion of task. noL to ox, eed job-c ime

End of Training; rev' %-.:",-
hcc,,racv - As indicated by:

Task a 1:v.,! a , 1,;ir ns -eplat-pd or tret- from (u.- or
wear.

d. Actuator and nritnrin cao in place.

e. ,oiking pin put th o:,-i p od euti ant

ammunition door hrnckot.

f. Line fittings attached.

g. ..'.:ip~two) attached securing right
.lpf : Vne,- that go in turret csvity.
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*rASK 2.7.18.1 REPLACE AMMUNITION DOOR HYDRAULIC ACTUATOR

PARTS: A-tuat: r hydraulic (X-165957)
Washer, lock, 2 ea. (US 35338-155)
Washer, lock, 6ea. (MS35333-40)
Bo.rinz. leeve, 2 ea. (MS17796-70)

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch drive, 7/16 inch
Extension, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 6 inch

Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive
Knife. putty
Punch, aligning
Scr-wdrivr, flat tip, 8 inch
Wrench, open end, 9/16 inch
Wrenc-h, oren end, 11/16 inch

WrO-,1 h, c: cn end, 1/4 inch
Wr...-!,, o;ron end, 5/8 inch
Bru-lh. ;td1-,, ive

-. ,, 4 " )AB! , : Rav , i r i nf,

Sol .,t. eaning, P-D-680, type 11
A'Jh ive. gcneral purpcse, MMM-A--1617
C~i oind iltigs, protective, MIL-C-5501 (assorted sizes)

rFP :MINARY PROCEIIIF:

A" ,. ystem hydraulic pressui to zero.

rCV-TN Pirr could enter hydraulic system
and cause damage If line5 are not

"- ri': #i LL

1. in ad reimove two connectors tising 11j16 inch and

2. " i11 (1L I ,k i 1 naote n 1t by hand.

3, ..... Laawoi d116 u;crew and remove ;ix screws and
-. ,awvrioers using socket, extension, and handle.

4. Di'c !rd lockwanhers and actuator on workbench.

5. Unscrew and remove two screws, lockwashers, washers,
a! nuts from clamps using 1/4 inch wrench and screwdriver.

6. ri ,, ird lockwashers.

7, Unscrew and remove two elbows and two lines using 11/16

7- 4 -..;c_ rA two bearings.

9. ),oo-'o ;out on rod end using 9/16 inch wrench.
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*rASK 2.7.18.1 REPLACE AMMUNITION DOOR HYDRAULIC ACTUATOR (Cont'd.)

10. llna-'.-ew and remove rod end using punch if necessary.

i1. Tuin lit defective actjator.

12. Check cushion on cylinder bracket for cuts or wear.

NOTF 6. If not damaged, go to step 18. If
damaged, go to step 13.

WARNING: Many adhesives and solvents burn
easily. Do not use near open fire.

Use in well-ventilated area.

13. Scrape off old cushion using putty knife and solvent.

14. Wipe cylinder bracket dry with rag.

15. Spread adhesive on new cushion using brush.

lb. P-ess new cushion on cylinder bracket.

17 '4eep ,teps 1? thru 16 for any other bad cushions.

18. ;-ieu nut on rod end finger tight.

1q, "Aid' -n two new bearings.

20. TnCap hlnes and pet on two elbfws ,nd lines using 11/16

,h wrench.

21. Pit actuator on by starting left -nd into opening on

left side.

22. :ktt,,'n one clamp -ec,,ring right 1.ine that goes in
:u!rrc. cavity with onld screw, wathe r, new lockwasher,
and nut using screwdriver and liz inch wrench.

2, ,,, right.

24r it, placc- and s. c,.,re ,it, two screws and
Ic!, kwashers using socket, e:-:ea ",. 3nd handie.

25. f'ir mounting cap in place and secure with four screws
a: t; lockwashers using sockat, extension, and handle.

26. C- rod end in or out until locktng pin can be put
',hrouglh rod end and door bracket.

27. "'-:. 'tk- n pir. and tighten lcck rut using 9/16 inch
vrench.

18. Screw in and tighten line fittings using 11/16 inch and
5/8 inch wrenches.

?9. Attach other clamp securing line in place with one screw,
washer, new lockwasher, and nut using screwdriver and
1/4 inch wrench.
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*TASK 2.7.18.1 REPLACE AMMUNITION DOOR HYDRAULIC ACTUATOR (Cont'd.)

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES,

1. Fill h draulic reservoir.

2. Bleed hydraulic system.

3. Opetate ammunition doors.

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-1; pp. 2-132 to 2-139.

TIME:

I Hour
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APPENDIX F

STE/XMl TEST SET



LESSON PLAN OUTLINE

STE/X1 TEST SET

A. TRAINING OBJECTIVE

TASK: Each mechanic will meet the MEASUREMENT criteria for
during training and end of training for the 4 tasks
in the STE/XHl Test Set module.

CONDITIONS: As described in TH 9-4910-572-14&P.

STANDARD: See MEASUREMENT for each task.

B. INTERMEDIATE TRAINING OBJECTIVE

(None)

C. ADMINISTRATIVE INSTRUCTIONS

1. When training will be given:

2. Training location:

3. Who will be trained:

4. Principal and assistant instructors:

5. Equipment and materials: As described for each task.

D. SEQUFNCE

1. State training objective and reason for learning the tasks.

2. Demonstrate or have assistant(s) demonstrate each task.

3. Conduct walk-through/practice session by having mechanics
demonstrate each task. Circulate among the students and
critique their performance.

4. Test mechanics individually. If a mechanic cannot perform a
step of a task, you may show him how to perform the step, and
continue the test or have the mechanic go practice or study.
Before the mechanic can be signed off on a task, he must per-
form the test with no prompting.

E. SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

F-2



F. ADDITIONAL COMME14TS AND INFORMATION

The MEASUREMENT :. pitirement r tasks in ,.;, !. .,mponent are ixe-
sented on the co,-_ sheet ft ,.i co.-p,n' C otiu.L Outli: ,
rather than as part of the ta'.X.

Ti, .)h..ttru2mnt part for each task identifies the start and stop
point for measuring time and describes how to assess the accuracy
of performance. Measurement specifications are presented for
two stages of learning. During the first stape, training, time
is the principal concern. The mechanic should perform the task
faster during successive performances, until at the second stage,.
the end of training, the performance time mects the on-the-job
time requirement. The accuracy requirement during training is

simply that the mechanic perform the task exactly as described
under Mechanic Will. Measurement at the end of training, will
focus on products of successful task performance whenever such a
foc:; is practiical. A thorough discussion of the measurement
issue is in Analyzing Tank Gunnery Engagements fori Simulator-

Based Proces; He:..- remeat.'

The procedurc' fcr each task ar- from DEP TI! Q-!.1)10-572-14,',
Test Set, STE/XMI, January 1980. There is a possibility that
the procedures have changed wiLh design changes in the XMI anci
the test set. The procedures should be updated for the X'I] autd

test set baseti (,! curr-- TWs :w' v~-i~'~o erifica tionduring the _i'..r,- or t.aiifng ,hase for the ..T. Then, during DT,
the proced.,rop f(- '-cb 'ar. s:. , be t,-i ,d out on the training
device anc : ir '- .. anc,'-s i, X1I4 nr-r;. 'ircs 1-+ device proced-
urf;, note - - .-,+-,-, I. - tV,,t:,- c. r!. r 'y rrqu1-e a
ciin e in.e . - ENT ier.uir:h1 j, t 1,-r th [ask.

S.A rna1."'&..n ',,oryEngoment: for Simulator-Based
.rE-"- ',irt Knox, Yrntcky: Hman Resources Research

- , ," 1 jrPn.7 Rt., 7 '- ', 1 73.



XM1 45E TURRET M?, CHAN1IC

MODULE:

STE/XMI Test Set

COMPONENT:

Operation, InstallaLiono and Refere,,r- 1ata

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

#I. Set-Up STE/XMI Test Set.

#2. Conduct Self-Test.

#3. Conduct Adapter Test.

#4. Shut-Down STE/XMI Test Set.

MEASURE4ENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initit-ing stimuli and completion
During Training: of ta'",

Accuracy - As indicated by mnt-,-, ,-tween steps Indicated
for eac task and ,_o-r, performed bv mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiatiiig stimuli and completion
End of Training: of ta 4- -:t t e< jcrb-time req|iirements.

Acr:.,racy - As indirated by:

' 1 a. (11.'} " f. acrordrnce wit h Frame
1. * -; ,1 '--49i0-572-140P.

b. ,; A . I_. ; .:U, LJhIckd i,, acordance
with Framo 2, page 4-7, TM 9-4910-572-

C r ro liabl race Vox checked in
ic . rd.'ince wit% framie 3, page 4-8, T4

I d. 7r' COcrnrtH(,-, Lor chrcked in acrordance

wi.-h Frame 4, page 4-9, TM 9-4910-572-
I i4 1 P.

e. Test cables, nhortinq, plug, and NATO
adapter check in accordance with Frame 5,
, ag 4-10, TM 9-4910-572-14&P.

F-la
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Xtl 45E TURRET MECHANIC (Contd.)

- - - - - - - - --------------~
f. Cables connected in accordance with

Frame 6, page 4-11, T1 9-4910-572-14&P.

g. Test set connected to power sourcr, in

accordance with Frame 7, page 4-i ,
TM 9-4910-572-14&P.

Task 2 a. Self-test conducted in aqcordance with
Frame 8 through Frame 23, pages 4-13
through 4-28 and Frame 24 through Frame
26, pages 4-29 through 4-31, TM 9-4910-
572-14&P.

Task 3 a. Adapter test conducted in accordance with1

page 4-34, and Frame I through Frame 4,
pages 4-35 through 4-38, TM 9-4910-572-

14&P.

Task 4 a. STE/XMl test set shut-down in accordance

with Frame 1 through Frame 2, pages 4-32

through 4-33, TM 9-4910-572-14&P.
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TASK 1 SET-UP STE/XH1 TEST SET
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TM 9-4910-572.14&P

4-5. Set-Up Procedures For STE/XMW Test Set.

Preliminary Procedures:

1. Unlatch and takeoff the cover on the VTM/Transducer, Set Commmicator assmbly
transit case. Take out the following item:

e Vehicle Test Meter
• Set Comunicator
* Signal Cable W1
* NATO Adapter CAI

Put on and latch the cover on the transit case.

2. Unlatch and takeoff the cover on the Controllable Interface Assembly transit case.

Take out the following Iten:

a Controllable Interface Box

Put on and latch the cover on the transit case.

3. Unlatch and takeoff the cover on the Test Cables and Adapters transit case. Take
out the following items:

* Test Cable CX304
* Test Cable CX30S
* Shorting Plug TA301
* Power Cable CX306

Put on and latch the cover on the transit case.

4. Unlatch and takeoff the cover on the Transmission/Fire Extinguisher Accessories
Transit case. Take out the following iten:

0 Extender Cable CX603

Put on and latch the cover on the transit case.

r-7
Voum I
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TM 9.4910-572-14AP

Check Cables:

1. Make sure signal cable (1) has a band marker (2) stamped Wi. Make sure connector (3)
has a band marker (4) stamped P2. Make sure connector (5) has a band marker (6)
stamped P1. If any band markers are missing, notify your supervisor.

2. Look at signal cable (1) for cuts or breaks in insulation. Clean connectors (3),
(5) if dirty. Look at connectors (3), (5) for.bent or missing pins, damaged threads
and for pitting or rust. If bad, notify your supervisor.

3. Make sure power cable (7) has a band marker (8) stamped CX306. Make sure connector
(9) has a band marker (10) stamped P1. Make sure connector (11) has a band marker
(12) stamped P2. If any band markers are missing, notify your supervisor.

4. Look at power cable (7) for cuts or breaks in insulation. Clean connectors (9).. (11)
if dirty. Look at connectors (9), (11) for bent or missing pins, or damaged threads
and for pitting or rust. If bad, notify your supervisor.

5. Make sure extender cable (13) has a band marker (14) stamped CX603. Make sure
connector (15) has a band marker (16) stamped P1. Make sure connector (17) has a
band marker (18) stamped P2. If any band markers are missing, notify your supervisor.

6. Look at extender cable (13) for cuts or breaks in insulation. Clean connectors
(15), (17) if dirty. Look at connectors (15), (17) for bent or missing pins, or
or damaged threads and for pitting or rust. If bad, notify your supervisor.

GO TO FRAME 2

Volum 1

4-6 Pare. 4-5
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TM 9.4910-572.14&P

FRAME 2

Check Vehicle Test Meter:

I. Look at display (1) for dents and cracked or broken window (2). If display (1) is
bad, notify your supervisor.

2. Look at TEST pushbutton switch (3). If switch (3) is loose or you do not hear a
click when you press it, notify your supervisor.

3. Look at TEST SELECT switches (4). If switches (4) are loose or you cannot dial
numbers on the switches (4), notify your supervisor.

4. Look at circuit breaker (5). If circuit breaker (5) is loose, or if you do not hear
a click when you push it in or pull it out, notify your supervisor.

5. Look at handle (6). If mounting bracket (7) is loose or handle (6) does not spring
back when you lift it, notify your supervisor.

6. Look at panel connectors (8) for bent or missing pins or damaged threads. If
connectors (8) are bad, notify your supervisor.

7. Look at housing (9). If the housing (9) is dented or cracked in any place, notify
your supervisor.

GO TO FRAME 3

(DJ1 OCA/PWR J2 TK J3 TK W

VOLTS/OWlSM

Volum I.Para. 4-5 4-7

1-9

I) PUS I -N- TES 
, T



TM 9-4910-57214&P

FRAME 3-

Check Controllable Interface Box:

1. Look at panel connectors (1) for bent or missing pins or damiaged threads. Look at
panel connectors (1) for pitting or rust.

2. If panel connectors (1) are bad, notify your supervisor.

3. Look at handles (2). If handles (2) are loosei notify your supervisor.

4. Look at ON/OFF switch (3). If switch (3) is loose, or you do not hear a click when
you set it to ON and set it to OFF, notify your supervisor.

S. Look at housing (4). If housing (4) has dents or cracks in any place, notify
your supervisor.

GO TO FRAME 4

4J

044

ON 
FET 0

VolmeF

4-8 Pae. 4-
7-10 3



TM 9-4910-572-14&P

FRAME 4

Check Set Communicator"

1. Look at keys (1). If any keys (1) are chipped or cracked, notify your supervisor.

2. Look at connector (2) bent or missing pins, or damaged threads. Look at
connector (2) for pitting or rust. If bad, notify your supervisor.

3. Look at cable (3). If cable (3) has cuts or broken Insulation, notify your
supervisor.

4. Look at display window (4). If display window (4) is broken or cracked, notify
your supervisor.

5. Look at housing (5). If housing (5) is broken or cracked, notify your supervisor.

GO TO FRAME 5

5
SET COMhMUMICATOR

~Hwww (20 PLACES)

Volume I
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FRAME S 1

Check Test Cahles, ""-or- Plug and NAT) Ariapter:

1. Look at NATO adapter CAI (1) for breaks or cracks In housing (2). Clean connector
(3) if dirty. Look at connector (3) for bent or missing pins. If bad, notify your
supervisor.

Ln)k at conneLtors (4), (5) of dddpter TA301 (6) for dirt and bent or missing pins.
Clean connectors (4), (5) if dirty. If bad, notify your supervisor.

3. Make sure signal cable (7) has a band marker (8) stamped CX304. Make sure connector
(9) has a band marker (10) stamped P2. Make sure connector (11) has a band marker
(12) stamped P1. If any band markers are missing, notify your supervisor.

4. Look at signal cable (7) for cuts or breaks in insulation. Clean connectors
(9), (11) if dirty,. took at connectors (9), (11) for bent or missing pinM and for
pitting or rust. If bad, notify your supervisor.

S. Make sure signal cable (13) has a band marker (14) stamped CX305. Make sure connector
(15) has a band marker (16) tamped P1. Make sure connector (17) has a band marker
(18) stamped P2. If any band markers are missing, notify your supervisor.

6, Look at signal ,,Ir 13) for cuts or breaks in insulation. Clean connectors
15), (17) if -irty. Look at connectors (15), (17) fo- bent or missing pins and
o pitting or rust. If bad, notifv your supervisor.

Wn TO FRAME 6

09 \

Q1D22 3
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FRAME 6

Connect Cables:

1. Pull circuit breaker (1) on Vehicle Test Meter (2) to OFf.

2. Set ON/OFF swltch (3) on Controllablp Interface Box (4) to OFF.

3. Plug connector (5) of Set Communicator cable (6) Into P2 connector (7) of CX603
extender cable (8).

4. Plug PI connector (9) of CX603 extender cable (8) into J2 TK connector (10) on Vehicle
Test Meter (2).

5. Plug P1 connector (11) of W1 cable (12) into J1 DCA/PWR connector (13) on Vehtile
Test Meter (2).

6. Plug P2 connector (14) of W1 cable (12) into J4 VTM connector (1i) on Controllable
Interface Box (4).

1. Plug P2 connector (16) of CX306 cable (17) into J5 PWR connector (18) on Controllable
Interface Box (4).'

GO TO FRAME I

77

14a
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FRAME 7

Connect Test Set to Power Source:

1. Remove cap (1) from ,,lave receptac - (2) in XM1I tank.

2. Plug NATO adapter (3) into slave receptacle (2).

3. Plug P1 connector (4) of CX306 cable (5) into J2 connector (6)
of NATO adapter (3).

GO TO FRAME 8

6 3

/Ij
4-

Volume I
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3. Check that display (5) on Vehicle Test Meter (4) reads [.81lthen

changes to=

NOTE

If nothing appears on display (5), notify your

supervisor.

NOTE

'f -ny one dot (5), number eight (7), and
dash (8) do not appear on display (5), perform

shutdown procedure in paraqraph 4-6. Replace
display module with missing dot (6), number
eight (7) and dash (8). Refer to volume IV,
chapter 2, paragraph 2-4, task 1.

GO TO FRAMEF 9

___________________________________________7_

5

Volume I
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FRAME 9

Continue Self Test:

1. Dial 66 into TEST SELECT switches (1) on Vehile Test Meter (2).I

2. Press and release TEST switch (3).

3. Check that display (4) reads 0066

NOTE

If display (4) does not read 0066, perform
shutdown procedure in paragraph 4-6.
Notify your supervisor.

GO TO FRAME 10

4
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Attiu this pTneishttsn:brswl apa

on displa (4). diaita for disla (4)d toArea

NOTE

If display (4) does not read PASS after waiting,
perform shutdown procedure in paragraph 4-(..

GO T FRAE 11Notify 
your supervisor.

c 4

2 2

Volume
Para. 4-5 4-15
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FRAME 11 1

Continue Self Test:

1. Oial 00 into TEST SEi-f T switches (1' on Vehicle Test Mete r (2).

t 2. Press and release TEST switch (3).

3. Check that display (4) on Set Communinator (5) reads: STE-XMI REL 1.02
CLEAR UNIT

NOTE

If display (4) does not read message in step. 3,
perform shutdown procedure in paragraph 4-6.
Notify your supervisor. If OK, proceed.

GO TO FRAME 12

tCLEAR UNIT 12

(KNA~rJaw

Volume I
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FRAME 12

Continue Self Test:

NOTE

Continue self test by doing the steps listed in the
following frames in sequence. From this point on,
all, testing is done using the Set Comunicator.

Set Comnunicator
Step Operator Action Display Operator Action/Remarks

1. Press CLEAR key ENTER TEST
NUMBER:

2. Press 6 key ENTER TEST
three times NUMBER: 666

3. Press GO key TEST 666
SELF TEST

4. Press GO key REMOVE CABLES FROM Check that no cables are connected to CI J1,
CIB J1, J2, AND J3 J2 and J3.

5. Press GO key VMl4 TEST RUNNING.
PLEASE WAIT.

6. Wait for display VTM OK * If display reads VM OK, go to step 7.
to change

NOTE

If display reads as follows:

BAD VTM
xxxx

(XXXX is a number. It is not used)

I Uo the following steps:

i Press GO key. Display reads:

TEST FINISHED
PUSH STOP AND CLEAR

e Press STOP key.

* Press CLEAR key.

* Perform shutdown procedures In paragraph 4-b.
Notify your supervisor.

7. Press GO key DO YOU WANT
TO TEST SETCOM?

GO TO FRAME 13

Volume I
Par&. 4-5 4-1?
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FRAME 13-1

Continue Self Test:

NOTE

If any characters are missing or display is not 0s
shown in the following tests, perform shutdown
procedure in paragraph 4-6. Notify your supervisor.

Set Communicator
Step Operator Action Display Operator Action/Remarks

1. Press YES key BUTTON TEST:
PRESS RETEST

2. Press RETEST key BUTTON TEST:
PRESS 1

3. Press 1 key BUTTON TEST:
PRESS 2

4. Press 2 key 6 SiTTON TEST:
PP7SS 3

S. Press 3 key 6I,]TON TEST:
P'1SS CAL

6. Press CAL key BUTTON TEST:
PRESS 4

7 Press 4 key BUTTON TEST:
Piz( SS 5

8. I . .. ST

9. P.-ss 6 k(..,, BUTr.N TEST:
PRESS SINGLE STEP

10. Press SINGLE BUTTON TEST:
STEP key PRESS 7

11. Press 7 key BUTTON TEST:
PRESS 8

GO TG FRAME 14

Volume I
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FRAME 141
Continue Self Test: N

NOTE

If any characters are missing or display is not as
shown in the following tests, perform shutdown
procedure in paragraph 4-6. Notify your supervisor.

Set Comnunicator
Step Operator Action Display Operator Action/Remarks

1. Press 8 key BUTTON TEST:
PRESS 9

?. Press 9 key BUTTON TEST:
PRESS YES

3. Press YES key BUTTON TEST:
PRESS 0

4. Press 0 key BUTTON TEST:
PRESS NO

5. Press NO key BUTTON TEST:
PRESS CLEAR

6. Press CLEAR key BUTTON TEST:
PRESS GO

7, Press GO key UISPLAY TEST:
0123456789

8. GO k--y 'CEEFGHIJK M,
STuVWXYZ

9. "-ress GO Key abcdefghijklm
nopqrstuvwxyz

10. Press GO key ................... 19 dots on first line
..... 19 dots on second line

11. Press GO key ------------------- 19 dashes on first line
..... ........... 19 dashes on second line

laO TO FRME 15

Volume I
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FRAME 15

Continue Self Test:

Set Communicator
Step Operator Action Display Operator Action/Remarks

1. Press GO key DO YOU WANT TO TEST
CIE AND CABLES?

2. Press YES key INSPECT CIB
CONNECTORS J1 & J2

3. Press GO key ARE PINS BENT OR . Look at CIB connectors J1 and J2 for bent or
BROKEN? broken pins. If no pins are bent or broken,

continue test at step 4.

NOTE

If any pins on CIB connectors
J1 and 32 are bent or broken,
proceed as follows:

* Press YES key. Display reads:

FAULTY
CONNECTOR 66610

(Number nn display is not used)

e Press STOP kn,'

# Press CLEAR .ey

a Perform shutiown procedure In paragraph 4-6.
Notify yo,pr v.oervisor

4. i('S NO key (TB TEST RUNNING
PLEASE WAIT

). .f d:oliy rc *.-d IB Oi. go to frame 1? t.
continue 'est.-

If display has a fault message
such as FAULTY CIB, VTN, go to
frame 16.

GO TO FRAME 17
( Ti jisplAy reads CIS OK)

GO TO FRAME 16
(If display has fault message)

Volum I
4-20 Para. 4-5
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FRAME 1671

Fault Message - Stop Test:

NOTE

You will go to this frame only if a fault message appears
on the Set Communicator display. The fault message
appeared when testing the CIB in frame 15. The faults
t at may appear are show below6

Fault Message Operator Action Remarks

FAULTY CIB, VTM, * Press STOP key. Number on display is not
OR DCA CABLE 66650 used. Number that appears

* Press CLEAR' key. can be 66650 through 66666.

* Perform shutdown procedure in paragraph 4-6.

* Notify your supervisor.

BAD CIB a P'ress GO. Display reads: XXXX can be any one of many
XXXX numbers. It is not used.
(See remarks TES' FINISHED
column) PUS'; STOP AND CLEAR

* ess STOP key, then press CLEAR kel.

* 9--forn shutdown procedure in paraqg , k-F.

* Notify your supervisor.

FAUti- QIB, qTN o P-.ss STOP key.

v 7- s '.. A. key.

:'." " otdown pr-r.,dure i on;ragrap, 4-6,
: ,.I ; vr, 3ur erv : oro

END OF TASK

Volume I
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FRAME 17

Continue Self Test: 

Set Comunicator
Step Operator Action Display Operator A&tion/Remarks

1. Press GO key DO YOU WANT TO
TESI CIB CABLES?

2. Press YES key CONNECT CX304 TO CAUTION
CIB J1

Be careful when you plug in P2
connector (1) of CX304 cable (2)
to J1 connector (3) on CIB (4).
Connector rFns can bend or break.

* Plug in P2 connector (1) of CX304 cable (2)
to J1 connector (3) on CIB (4).

3. Press GO key CONNECT PLUG TA301 CAUTION
TO CX304

Be careful when you plug in TA301
plug (5) to P1 connector (6) of
CX304 cable (2). Connector pins
can bend or break.

e Plug in TA301 plug (5) to P1 connector (6) of
CX304 cable (?).

GO TO FRAME 18

Volume I
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FRAME 18

(Continue Self Test:

Set Communicator
Step Operator Action Display Operator Action/Remarks

* 1. Press GO key CABLE TEST RUNNING.
PLEASE WAIT.

2. Wait for display REMOVE CX304 AND e If display reads REMOVE CX304 AND PLUG TA301,
to change PLUG TA301 go to step 3.

NOTE

If display reads BAD CX304,
J1, OR TA301 during cable test,
go to frame 24.

3. Remove CX304 and e Unplug P2 connector (1) of CX304 cable (2)
plug TA301 from J1 connector (3) on CIB (4).

e Unplug TA301 plug (5) from PI connector (6)
of CX304 cable (2).

GO TO FRAME 19

k4
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Continue Self Test:

Set Comunicator
Step Operator Action Oisplay Operator Action/Remarks

1. Press GO key CONNECT CX305 CAUTION
TO CIB J2

'Be careful when you plug in P2
connector (1) of CX305 cable (2)
to J2 connector (3) on CIB (4).
Connector pins can bend or break.

9 Plug in P2 connector (1) of CX305 cable (2)
to J1 connector (3) on CIB (4).

2. Press GO key CONNECT PLUS TA301 CAUTION
TO CX305

Be careful when you plug in TA301
plug (5) to P1 connector (6) of
C305 cable £2). Connector pins
can bend or break.

4 I * Plug in TA301 plug (5) to P1 connector (6) of
CX305 cable (2).

GO TO FRAME 20

I~ T.

~~.01

Volume I
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FRAME 20]

Continue Self Test:
Set Communicator

Step Operator Action Display Operator Action/Remarks

Press GO key CABLE TEST RUNNING.
PLEASE WAIT.

2. Wait for display CIB CABLES OK. * If display reads CABLE CONTINUITY OK. go to
to change NOT SHORTED. step 3.

NOTE

If display reads BAD CX305,
J2, OR TA301 during cable test,
go to frame 25.

3. Press GO key DO YOU WANT TO TEST
FOR SHORTS?

GO TO FRAME 21

i 4

I/ 4 / .. ., -

3
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Step Operator Action Display Operator Action/Remarks

1 . Press YES key REMOVE PLUG TA301 * Unplug TA301 plug (1) from P1 connector i2
FROM CX305 of CX305 cable (3).

2. Press GO key CABLE'TEST RUNNING.
PLEASE WAIT.

3. Wait for display REMOVE CX305 * If display reads REMOVE CX3pu, go to step 4.
to change

NOTE

qIf display reads BAD CX305, J2,
OR TA301, go to frame 25.

4. Remove CX305 cable * Unplug P2 connector (4) of CX305 cable (3)
from J2 connector (5) on CID (5).

GO TO FRAME 22

- ' I
OI "

, ..4
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FRAME 22

Continue Self Test:

Set Communicator
Step Operator Action Display Operator Action/Remarks

1. Press GO key CONNECT CX304 10 CAUTION
CIB 31

Be careful when you plug in P2
connector (1) of CX304 cable (2)
to J1 connector (3) on CIS (4).
Connector pins can bend or break.

@ Plug in P2 connector (1) of CX304 cable (2)
to J1 connector (3) on CIB (4).

2. Press GO key CABLE TEST RUNNING.
PLEASE WAIT.

3. Wait for display CIB CABLES OK * If display reads CIB CABLES OK NOT SHORTED,
to change NOT SHORTED go to frame 23.

NOTE

If display reads BAD CX304,
OR J1, go to frame 26.

GO To FRAME 23

//./I/--J -..= _VV
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FRAME 23

End Self Test:

Set Communicator
Step Operator Action Display Operator Action/Rmarks

1. Press GO key TEST FINISHED
PUSH STOP AND CLEAR

2. Press STOP key

3. Press CLEAR key ENTER TEST NUMBER:

4. Connect CX305 CAUTION
cable to CIB Be careful when you plug in P2.

Iconnector (1) of CX305 cable (2)
into J2 connector (3) on CIB 4

IConnector pins can bend or break.
* Plug in P2 connector (1) of CX305 cable (2).

into J1 connector (3) on CIB (4).

NOTE

Refer to TM 92350-255-20-1-2 and TM 9-2350-255-20-2-2
'or ,tailed procedures in using the STE/XM1 test set
to heckout and troubleshoot the XMI tank.

END OF SELF TEST

7 ..

/ " : . / ;'f
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FRAME 24

Fault Message-Discontinue Testing:

1. Press GO key. Display reads: TEST FINISHED
PUSH STOP AND CLEAR.

2. Press STOP key.

3. Press CLEAR key.

4. Unplug P2 connector (1) of CX304 cable (2) from 31 connector (3) on CIB (4).

5. Unplug TA301 plug (5) from PI connector (6) of CX304 cable (2).

6. Perform shutdown procedure In paragraph 4-6. Notify your supervisor.

q END OF TASK

.44
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FRAME 25

Fault Message-Discontinue Testing:

1. Press GO key. Display reads: TEST FINISHED
PUSH STOP AND CLEAR.

2. Press STOP key.

3. Press CLEAR key.

4. Unplug P2 connector (1) of CX305 cable (2) from J2 connector (3) on CIB (4).

5. Unplug TA301 plug (5) from P1 connector (6) of CX305 cable (2).

6. Perform shutdown procedure in paragraph 4-6. Notify your supervisor.

END OF TASK

44
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FRAME 26

Fault Message-Discontinue Testing:

1. Press GO key. Display reads: TEST FINISHED
PUSH STOP ND CLEAR.

2. Press STOP key.

3. Press CLEAR key.

4. Unplug P2 connector (1) of CX304 cable (2) from J1 connector (3) on CIS (4).

6. Perform shutdown procedure in paragraph 4-6. Notify your supervisor.

END OF TASK

44
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4.7. Adapter Test. Adapter test is a special test of the STE/X14 Test Set cable adapters
for continuity. The cable adapters tested are in the Hull and Turret test accessories
transit cases. The cable adapters are testedsin pairs. Each cable adapter pair is plugged
together and connected by cables to the test set. The operator then does the adapter test.
Steps to connect and test the cable adapter pairs are in framnes 1 through 4. The cable
adapter pairs are listed in the following table.

CABLE ADAPTERS TESTED IN PAIRS

Cable Adapter Pairs Cable Adapter Pairs
Hull Test Accessories Turret Test Accessories

CA4O1/CA402 CA433/CA434 CA5O1/CA502 CA5331CA534
CA403/CA404 CA435/CA436 CA503/CA504 CA535/CA536
CA405/CA406 CA437/CA438 CA505/CA506 CA537/CA538
CA407/CA408 CA439/CA440 CA507/CA508 CA539/CA540
CA409/CA41O CA441/CA442 CA509/CA51O CA541/CA542
CA411/CA412 CA443/CA444 CA511/CA512 CA543/CA544
CA413/CA414 CA445/CA446 CA513/CAS14 CA5451CA546
CA415/CA416 CA447/CA448 CA515/CA516 CA547/CA548ICA417/CA418 CA449/CA450 CA517/CA518 CA549/CA550
CA419/CA420 CA451/CA452 CA519/CA520 CA551/CA552
CA421/CA422 CA4531CA454 CA521/CA522 CA553/CA554

I A423/CA424 CA455/CA456 CA523/CA524 CA555/CA556
I A425/CA426 CA457/CA458 CA525/CA526 CA557/CA558
I A427/CA428 CA459/CA460 CA527/CA528 CA559/CA560

CA429/CA430 CA461/CA462 CA529/CA530 CA561/CA562
_____________ CA463/CA464 CA531/CA532 CA563/CA564

Preliminary Procedures:

1. Unlatch and take off the cover on the Engine/Stabilization OSA Accessories transit
case. Take out the following items:

*2 cables CX207

Put on and latch the cover on the transit case.

2. Unlatch and take of f the cover on the Hull Test Accessories transit case. Take out
the following items:

e Cable Adapter CA455
* Cable Adapter CA456

Put on and latch the cover on the transit case.

Volue 1
4-34 Par&. 4-7
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FRAME I

Do Adapter Test:

*I1 NOTE

Following is a typical cable adapter test whioh
checks cable adapter pair CA455/CA456. The test

-:- can be used for any of the adapter pairs listed
in the table of paragraph 4-7. Use the numbers
of the adapter pair you are testing in place of
CA455/CA456.

NOTE

If you are doing tests on the XHI tank, and the
test set is already set up, do steps 2 and 3 only
and go to frame 2. If the test set is not set up

*as shown below, do step 1, then go to frame 2.

1. Do the set up procedure in paragraph 4-5.

2. Plug P2 connector (1) of CX304 cable (2) into J1 connector (3) on CIB (4).

3. Plug P2 connector (5) of CX305 cable (6) into J2 connector (7) on CIB (4).I
GO TO FRAME 2

44
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FRAME2

Continue Adapter Test:

1. Plug in P1 connector (1) of CM455 adapter (2) to P1 connector (3) of CA456
adapter (4).

2. Plug in P1 connector (5) of one CX207 cable (6) to P2 connector (7) of CA455
adapter (2).

3. Plug in P1 connector (8) of second CX207 cable (9) to P2 connector (10) of CA456

adapter (4).

4. Plug in P1 connector (11) of CX304 cable (12) to P3 connector (13) of CX207 (6).

5. Plug in PI connector (14) of CX305 cable (15) to P3 connector (16) of CX207 cable (9).

GO TO FRAME 3

6) (

' -PRTIAL TEST IETP
30OWN FOR CLA=RITY.

Volume I
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~FRAME 3 7

Continue Adapter Test:

NOTE

This test is done using Set Communicator.
Set Comnunicator

2.ep Operator Action Display Operator Action/Remarks

_ Press keys 6, TEST 668
6, 8 ADAPTER TEST

2. Press GO key WHAT ADAPTER?
CA

3. Press keys 4, ADAPTER PAIR TO BE NOTE
4, 5 TESTED: CA455 &

CA456 Only one number of adapter pair has
to be entered.

NOTE

t If wrong number is entered (for
example, 789), press CLEAR key and
go back to step 1. Typical display
for wrong number reads:

NO ADAPTER: CA789
WHAT ADAPTER? CA

Press GO key USE: CA455, CA456
AND TWO CX207s

Press GO key ASSEMBLE CIB CABLE, . Check that one CX207 cable Is plugged into
CX207 AND CA455 CX304 cable and to adapter CA455.

5 '-s. rAl key CONNECT CIB CABLE TO j a Check that CX304 cable i plugged into J1 .n
fIR Ji Cdp.

- GO %:P.)1-E rIB CABLE. * Check that second CXZO7 cable is plugged into
::1 ;. AND CA456 i CX305 cable and to adapter CA456.

, a ; qj '.TGNNECT CIB CABLE TO * Check that CX305 cahle i , plugged into J2 oo,
C18 J2 UCB.

f Pre-. GO key CONNECT CA455 TO * Check that adapter CA455 is plugged into
C(A4M CA456.

1 PAM A
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FRAME 47

Continue Adapter Test:

Set Comunicator
Step Operator Action Display Operator Action/Remarks

1. Press GO key GOOD NOTE

If display reads as follows:

BAD: X

(X is a number)

either the adapter pair or cable
assembly has failed the test.

fq Press GO key. Display reads FAULTY ADAPTER
OR DBA.

a Press GO key. Display reads WANT TO PERFORM
ANOTHER ADAPTER TEST?

* If you want to do the test over, press YES
key and start at step 2, frame 3.

* If you do not want to do the test aqain,
press NO key. Display reads TEST FINISHED
PUSP STOP AND CLEAR.

e Press STOP key then press CLEAR key.

2. Press GO key TEST OK

3. Press GO key WANT TO PERFORM @ If you want to do another adapter test, press
'ANOTHER ADAPTER TEST? YES key. If not, go to step 4.

- GO key TEST FINISHED * Press STOP key.

PUSH STOP AND CLEAR m Press CLEAR key.

n' F DPF TEST

Volume I
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4-6 Shutdown. This paragraph has frame pages with steps that tell you how to shutdown

the STE/XMI Test Set.

FRAME 1I

Shut Off Power, Remove Cables:

1. Set ON/OFF switch (1) on Controllable Interface Box (2) to OFF.

2. Pull circuit breaker (3) on Vehicle Test Meter (4) to OFF.

3. Unplug P1 connector (5) of CX306 cable (6) from P2 connector (7) of NATO adapter (8).

4. Unplug NATO adapter (8) from slave receptacle (9). Put NATO adapter (8) into VTH/
Transducer, Set Communicator assembly transit case.

5. Unplug P2 connector (10) of CX306 cable (6) from JS connector (11) on CIB (2): Put
CX306 cable (6) into Test Cables and Adapter transit case.

6. Unplug P2 connector (12) of CX603 cable (13) from Set Communicator cable (14).

7. Put Set Communicator (15) into VT/Transducer, Set Communicator transit case.

GO FRAME 2

1

4 13

// / - .. eyes / : -.
L
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FRAME 2 [1

Remove Cables:

1. Unplug J2 connector (1) of CX305 cable (2) from J2 connector (3) on CIB (4).

2. Unplug J2 connector (5) of CX304 cable (6) from J1 connector (7) on CIB (4).

3. Put CX304 and CX305 cables (2), (6) in Test Cables and Adapters transit case.

4. Unplug P2 connector (8) of W1 cable (9) from J4 connector (10) on CIB (4).

5. Unplug P1 connector (11) of W1 cable (9) from J1 connector (12) on VTh (13).

6. Unplug P1 connector (14) of CX603 cable (15) from J2 connector (16) on VTH (13).

7. Put VTM (13) and WI cable (9) in VTh/Transducer, Set Communicator assembly transit
case.

8. Put CIB (4) in Controllable Interface Assembly transit case.

9 Put CX603 cable (15) into Fire Extinguisher Accessories transit case.

END OF TASK

9q 111 15 14 16

-t - o

I '

Volume I
Para. 4-6 4-33
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LESSON PLAN OUTLINE

TURRET ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

A. TRAINING OBJECTIVE

TASK: Each mechanic will meet the MEASUREMENT criteria for
during training and end of training for the 16 tasks
in the Turret Electrical System module.

CONDITIONS: As described in the PRELIMINARY and FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES.

STANDARD: See MEASURE14NT for each task.

B. INTERMEDIATE TRAINING OBJECTIVE

(None)

C. ADMINISTRATIVE INSTRUCTIONS

1. When training will be given:

2. Training location:

3. Who wili be trained:

4. Principal and assistant instructors:

5. Equipment and materials: As described for each task.

D. SEQUENCE

1. St tle era'liing objective and reason for learning the tasks.

2- Demons,-race or have assistant(s) demonstrate each task.

3. Conduct walk-through/practice session by having mechanics
demonstrate each task. Circulate among the students and
critique their performance.

0 Test mechanics individually. If a mechanic cannot perform a
step of a task, you may show him how to perform the step, and
continue the test or have the mechanic go practice or study.
Before the mechanic can be signed off on a task, he must per-
form the test with no prompting.

E. SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

G-2



F. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS AND I1NFORMATION

The MEASUREMENT requirements for tasks in each component are pre-
sented on the cover sheet for the component (Component Outline)
rather than as part of the task.

Thie Measurement part for each task identifies the start and stop
points for measuring time and describes how to assess the accuracy
of performance. Measurement specifications are presented for
two stages of learning. During the first stage, training, time
is the principal concern. The mechanic should perform the task
f.ister !'irir g successive performances, until at the second stage,"
the i% ,-; training, the performance time meets the on-the-job
time requirement. The accuracy requirement during training is
simply that the mechanic perform the task exactly as described
under Mechanic Will. Measurement at the end of training, will
focus on products of successful task performance whenever such a
focus is practical. A thorough discussion of the measurement

issue is in Analyzing Tank Gunnery Engagements for Simulator-
Based Process Measurement.,

The procedures described under MECHANIC WILL for each task are
derived from Task and Skill Analysis Report, Final, [XMlI for the
Tank, Combat, Full Tracked 105-M Gun. Chrysler Corporation,
1979. There is a possibility that the procedures have changed with
design changes in the XMl. The procedures should be updated for
the XMl based on current THs and actual hands-on verification
during the instructor training phase for the OT. Then, during DT,
the procedures for each task should be tried out on the training
device and the discrepancies in XMl procedures and device proced-
ures noted. Any changes in the described procedures may require a
change in the MEASUREMENT requirement for the task.

One task in this module (Task 2.16.4.1) has two maintenance pre-
r,4-leu;f1-(v tnks which can be tnught according to the lesson plan
o, tline for the module. Mechanics must be taught these prerequi-
site tasks before preceding with the module. The two prerequisite

*tasks are:

1. Zero hydraulic pressure.

2. Build up hydraulic pressure.

* Boldovici, J.A. Analyzing Tank Gunnery Engagements for Simulator-Based
Process Measurement. Fort Knox, Kentucky: Human Resources Research
Organization (HumRRO), Final Report 78-4, 1978.
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XK1 45E TURRET MECIANIC'
COMPONENT OUTLINE

(VV MODULE:

Turret Electrical System (2.16)

COMPONENT:

Commander's Control Panel (2.16.1)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

*2.16.1.3 Replace Commander's control panel indicator lamps

or lenses. (3 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
During Training: of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
End of Training: of task, not to exceed Job-time requirements.

Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.16.1.3 a. Coranander's panel lights come on when
PANEL LIGHTS TEST pushbutton is pushed.

b. Lenses not cracked.

G-4
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*rASK 2.16.1.3 REPLACE COMMANDER'S CONTROL PANEL INDICATOR LAMPS OR LENSES

. PARTS: Lamp (MS25237-387)

Lens (M3661-35LC35YN2)
(M3661-35LC35RN2)
(M3661-35LC35GN2)

TOOLS: None

EXPENDABLES: None

* PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

None

MECHANIC WILL:

I NOTE A: This procedure applies to all seven lamps
and seven lenses on commander's control panel.

1. Unscrew lens from panel by hand.

2. Remove lens and lamp from panel.

3. Remove lamp from lens.

4. Discard defective part.

5. Place lamp in lens.

6. Place lens and lamp into panel.

7. Screw lens into panel.

Nono

REFERFMCES:

Drswing No. XH61230

TIME.

1 Minutes

I G-5



XMI 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Turret Electrical System (2.16)

COMPONENT:

Loader's panel (2.16.2)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

*2.16.2.3 Replace Loader's panel indicator lamps or lenses.

(3 minutes)

MEASURMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
During Training: of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
End of Training: of task, not to exceed job-time requirements.

Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.16.2.3 a. Loader's panel lights come on when
Commander's PANEL LIGHTS TEST push-
button is pushed.

b. Lenses not cracked.

G-6



*TASK 2.16.2.3 REPLACE LOADER'S PANEL INDICATOR

PARTS: Lamp, incandescent (MS25237-387)
Lens (M3661-35LC35YN2)

(M3661-35LC35WT2)

TOOLS: None

EXPENDABLES: None

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURE :

None

MECHANIC WILL:

NOTE A: This procedure applies to all five lamps
and five lenses on loader's panel.

1. Unscrew lens from panel by hand.

2. Remove lens and lamp from panel.

3. Remove lamp from lens.

4. Discard defective part.

5. Place lamp in lens.

6. Place lens and lamp tnto panel.

7. Screw lens into panel.

Drawing No. XM65440
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XMl 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

(MODULE:
Turret Electrical System (2.16)

COMPONENT:

*Turret Networks Box (2.16.3)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will!

2.16.3.7 Replace turret networks box. (1 hour)

MEASUREMENT:

j or each task)

I Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
During Training- of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
End of Training: of task, not to exceed job-time requirments.

Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.16.3.7 a. Wiring harnesses connected to turret
networks box from bottom up.

G-b



rASK 2.16.3,7 REPLACE TURRET NETWORKS BOX

PARTS: Washer, lock, 16 ea. (MS35333-39)
Turret networks box assembly (NPN)

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 5/16 inch
Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 incfi square drive, 9/16 inch
Extension, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 6 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive
Universal joint, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive

EXPENDABLES: None

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

1. Remove hull-turret slip ring cover (see Task 2.15.15.1).

2. Remove turret basket ammo rack.

MECHATIC WILL:

1. Remove four screws, washers, and lockwashers from

guard using 9/16 inch socket and handle.

2. Discard lockwashers.

3. Re:move guard.

4, ,qrrew and remove 13 wiring harnesses from top to
1ottom from networks hoy.

SGTE A: One end ot jumper cable will remain on
ground plate in step 4.

-ew, a-J .w,) ... ;,P wi r,- securi-,,_ jtum-nr cable
-ing 5/1, inc' :ockst and handle.

a' i _Lcckwashexs.

7. IV,e ,co scrtew."nd; ' ,kwashers securing brar*,t

--hock mount iing 91'16 inch s4''ket and handle.

,' b:ee sce, , i iciwqishers from two lower
.iounts us-;o * /( inch universal joint, socket,
to-., and I

i). oi-card iocKwasher,.

-, ~ ~,ji~j it. t (washc-- . * ir ittg bracke z.

13, !6 .rch ilid -2.

G-9
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*TASK 2.16.3.7 REPLACE TURRET NETWORKS BOX

(1 13. Discard lockwashers.

14. Remove bracket.

15. Turn in box.

16. Put bracket in place on bo4.

17. Secure with two screws and new lockwashers using
9/16 inch socket and handle.

18. Put networks box in place.

19. Secure box with three screws and six new lockwashers
using 9/16 inch universal joint, socket, extension,
and handle.

20. Secure bracket to upper shock mount with two screws
and new lockwashers using 9/16 inch socket and handle.

21. Secure jumper cable to box with one new lockwasher on
each side of cable terminal.

0 22. zrew into box with screw using 5/16 inch socket and
randp.

23. Reconnect 13 wiring harnesses to box from bottom up.

24. Put guard in place and secure with four screws, washers,
!nd new lockwashers using 9/16 inch socket and handle.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

1. Install turret basket ammo rack.

2, Install hull-turret slip ring covrr.

-- 2-'-20-2-3-2; pp. 5-19 to 5-23.

.- !O
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XHI 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE :

Turret Electrical System (2.16)

COMPONENT:

Hull-Turret Slipring Unit Assembly (2.16.4)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

*/#2.16.4.1 Replace hull-turret slipring. (4 hours, 36 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion

During Training: of task.
Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated

for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion

End of Training: of task, not to exceed job-time requirements.

Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.16.4.1 A. Removing Slipring Unit

a. Hydraulic tubes plugged.

6. Air hoses plugged.

c. Electrical plugs and receptacles cappedl

and tagged.

d. Hydraulic fluid drained out of slpring
unit

e. Elbows and fittings put In piastic b:, .

g. Slipring unit plugged.

B. i;:;tal ling Slipring %it,

a. Miounting scr _ws holding stiprini tini, ,in
place torqued b.otwc en 2 and 40 f'o -i.
(43 to 54 newton meters).

1), Eiectricai plugs artachedI to recopt., i,, os

top and bottom of slipring unit.

c. Air hose attached to top ana bittn
slipring Anit.

--- !-



XMl 45E TURRET MECHANIC (Cont'd.)
COMPONENT OUTLINE

d. Hydraulic tubes attached to top and bottom
of slipring unit.

e. Hydraulic fluid level above ADD 1 GAL mark.

f. Pop-out indicators closed.

g. Filtered air coming through Commander's
gas particulate unit.

h. Screws holding slipring unit cover in place
torqued between 30 and 36 foot-pounds.
(40.5 to 48.5 newton meters).

G-12



*/UTASK 2.16.4.1 

TOOLS: 

EXPENDABLES: 

REPLACE HULL-TURRET SLIPRING 

Washer, lock, 4 ea. (NPN) 
Slipring unit (XM65660) 

Socket, socket wrench, 1/2 inch square drive, 9/16 inch 
Extension, socket wrench, 1/2 inch square dr4ve, 10 inch 
Hn.ndle, socket wrench, ratchet, 1/2 inch square drive 
Wrench, open end, 1 1/2 inch 
Wrench, open end, 1 5/8 inch 
Wrench, torque, 0 to 175 foot-pounds 
Wrench, adjustable, 6 inch 
Wrench, open end, 9/16 inch 
Wrench, open end, 5/16 onch 
Bleed assembly, adjustable, elevation cylinders, XM66874 

Rags, wiping 
Bag, plastic 
HydrC~ulic fluid, MIL-H-46170 Amendment 1 
Caps and plugs, protective, MIL-C-5501 (assorted sizes) 

---------·---- -----·-

1. 

2. 

·' 
' 

I 
.I.~ 

2. 

c 
.J w 

6. 

8. 

0 
J. 

:!Jcpress main gun. 

P.leed cff pressure in hydranlic system. 

i1 . .-:~mO'/P turret platform :;h:L-:: ld/bianket. 

Hemo·ve iour screws. lcckwasb.ers, and washers from 
slip rlng cover using socket and handle. 

Disc:trd locb.rashers. 

Remove cover. 

Inspect shield for cracks or bad dents. 

NOTE A: If not damaged, go to step 9. If 
damaged, go to step 5. 

Remove <.:t-.-o nuts. _,Ising sockec, ~xtcr.sior • ..t.. and handle 
holding two screws with adjustable wrench. 

Remove shield from siipring cove:c and turn in. 

Put ne\.r shield on s.lipri.ng cover and line up holes. 

Put tuo screws through holes and screw on two nuts 
using adjustable vn:-ench to hold sere'" and socket. 
;:;xtennion, and handle on nut. 

Remove two hydraulic tubes f-::-om top of slipring unit 
~sing 1 1/2 inch open end wrench. 

G-13 



*/#TASK 2.16.4.1 REPLACE HULL-TURRET SLIPRING ( Cont' d.) 

10. Plug two hydraulic tubes. 

11. Remove one air hose from top of slipring unit using 
1 1/2 inch open end wrench. 

12. Plug air hose. 

13. Remove five electrical plugs from five receptacles 
on top of unit. 

14. Cap and tag plugs and receptacles. 

15. Remove two hydraulic tubes from bottom of slipring 
nnit using 1 1/2 inch open end wrench. 

16. Plug lvo tubes. 

17. Remov~; one air. hose from bottom of slipring unit using 
1 5/8 inch open end tvrench. 

18. Plug nir hose. 

19. i'-~·:·,~ve .i.'ivc electrical p1•.tgs from five receptacles from 

?.B. r·lng ciJ.l o!1cnings on sJ.iprjng unit and turn it in. 

To Instull _ _§_j_j._priE_g unit:_: 

29. ::ic rc, ... • in nncl- tighten six fit t:tngs on-new slip ring unit 
1 1/2 inch open end t-.rrcnch. 

JO. ~;cr c~v in and tighten s:tx elbm-1s on slfpring unit using 
1 5/8 inch open en~ wrench. 

31. r~wer slipring ~nit through access hole in turret floor.· 

32. ~.1 ut unit in place. 

33. u~.r.,:i.ug aJ.l opcn:i.ng:; on slipriug unit. 

31,. Sc·ce·(.: iu. nnd tighten four mounting screws and washers 
~Hinc socket and handle. 

~-~s. ":\wqu2 four moun tlng screws between 32 nnd 40 foot-pounds 
(43 to 54 nm.J"ton meters) ur:ing tOJ:quc wrench. 

G-H 
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*/lhASK 2.16.4.1 REPLACE HULL-TURRET SLIPRING (Cont'd.) 

36. Uncap and untag five electrical plugs and receptacles. 

37. Screw in and tighten five electrical plugs to 
receptacles on bottom of slipring unit. 

38. Uncap air hose. 

39. Screw in and tighten air hose to bottom of unit 
using 1 5/8 inch open end wrench. 

40. Uncap t\vo hydraulic tubes. 

41. Screw in and tighten tubes to bottom of unit using 
1 1/2 inch open end wrench. 

42. Uncap and untag five electrical plugs and receptacles. 

43. Screw in and tighten plugs to receptacles on top of 
unit. 

44. Unc&p ~ir hose. 

45. Srxcw i.n and tighten air hose ncar top of unit using 
l J /2 i ,, ch open end w'"t'C'nch. 

411" n.~c;::r h-ro hydrrtul:! r. tttlws. 

/• rr"'·· ~ n .-,~d t:!.ghtr>71 tnrc~ l:o 1 op of uni I: using J 1/2. 
:1;,en -'";rtn,-:h .. 

48. ·~.!'"' (~xce:>s fluid off un~.t with <'lean, soft rag. 

t,9. ,,_;_tL hy.:!rnu:U.c r:y.3tem t··t·,"\SS':lr~ gage at zero, look at 
r:-~ ~;h~ g~gt:. Fluid level shou;_d lJe above ADD 1 GAJ~ 
n:.'lrk. It n~t, f:Lll r::>s~t-vo:J.:· ;~..-; follows: 

!::. R0rriOve cap on f.ille.r plur- .md add fluid. 

c. R:!Place cap. 

50. Visu::1lly t:>.heck two pop-out indicators for evidence of 
filter bypass. (If popped, close.) 

51. Bleed hydraulic system of nir (Aec Task 2.7.4.3). 

NOTE A: Tell Driver to start engine and perform 
after start checks. 

5~. Trnverse turret 360 degrees in.power mode. 

53. Operate concnander.1 s gas pnxticu1.ate unit to insure that 
filtererl air is coming through. 

51,. Put cover on access hole. 

55. Screw Ln and tighten four s-crews, washers, and new 
J_o.::kHashers using socket and ha.'l.dle. 

56" Torque four screws bet"cen 30 and 36 foot-pounds (40.5 
and 48.5 newt~~ meters) using torque wrench. 

BEST AVAILABLE COPY 
G-15 



*/#TASK~ 2.16.4.1 REPLACE HULL-TURRET SLIPRING (Cont'd.)

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURE:

1. Install turret platform shield/blanket.

REFEEN1CES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-2.

TIME-

4 Hours, 36 Minuteg



XM1 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

urret Electrical System (2.16)

CO PMPONENT:

Blasting Machine Assembly (2.16.5)

V- -. MANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

#2.16.5.2 Test blasting machine (12 minutes)

*2.16.5.5 Replace blasting machine (24 minutes)

SfA-UREMENT:

"for each task)

A7le The.we - end of Lu,-Aatik stimuli ,w, .eti¢.in
", ' ' Trainin,:: t 0k

;," ea-:=,.sk an1 .p per 'frmed by mec-a, i,-.

o. iritiating stimuli ,n' co.mrletAIcn

"'.'-sIi p , k, no t c, ;:,epd job-time ., . ,:t-

As ~ -

-, . - ,n -l "vdJ.e spriit- ba'.
I L( normai an, tester light flashes

when blasd.n machine handle is turned
_.kwisc two or three times and released.

Task 2.16.5.5 a,. Nu.t holding bottom stud of blasting I
,,achine in slot of brackets torqued
between 24 and 30 inch--pounds (3 to 4

newton meters).

b. Screw through wire lug in bracket tor-
qued between 27 and 32 inch-pounds (3 to
4 newton meters).

c. Blasting machine and bracket attached to
mount bracket.

d. Electrical plug attached to receptacle.

G-l?
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#TASK 2.16.5.2 TEST BLASTING MACHINE

SPARTS ," None

TOOLS: Tester, firing circuit

EXPENDABLES: None

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

None

MECHANIC 
WILL:

1. Place MASTER POWER switch on commander's control panel
to ON position and release.

2. PIc e TURRET POWER switch on commrander's control panel
p <n sition.

.. ,L.,. . itzh on G!"- !{.TN position.

- ,.- n " eject ., fn . ... J position.

&1 . J . ':c, s r -

-. la. . g :,oacbtae ihandle clocki.'.3e vigaoroti:ly two

Y)I"T7;.% H andie , ,' : ;,""a nno-mal ,,q_,.

-l.,~w ar rhla,..|. .Z-lD,

j- reasd. Tap . Ling machine' if

. .. .'- - i ' ,, ' or botl.

FOLISW V)N PROCEDOLUFS:

None

REFERENCES:

Drawir4 No. Xu.66173

T IE;

12 Minutes

| .- 18



6

*TASK 2.16.5.5 REPLACE BLASTING MACHINE

I

PARTS* Blasting machine assembly (XM66173)

Bracket (NPN)

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench. 3/8 inch square drive, 7/16 inch
Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 5/16 inch
Extension, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 6 inch
Wrench, torque, 0 to 200 inch pounds
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive

EXPENDABLES: None

I
PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

None

MECHANIC WILL:

.. ... '. '- , a ,l han ,-i

b'-!h :rg m.-chi,,e and br-ok.t.

.. .r . r .r .,..,,-.r irom bracket '1i.

7. mun : 'tp mat-hine.

8. : ...t b a k t.

9. 1 , nI or broken, turn in and replace parts.

10. rut ;Aetfng rn'v'hine z-rnugh ,pening in bracket.

iJ. -,' t)otton. stud ot bi: ci :u, chIno in slot.

"2 uL ,',0K ')C C-- tfl) S tLI ,

13. Screw iQ anu tighten -iuL usin., '/16 inch socket and 1,andle.

14. T, qiiie rit between 24 and 30 i'ch pounds (3 to 4 newton
.' ,r ' r- ' " ,"rque vzcn-l.,

15. Put qcruw with waisher through wir- iug and screw in
and tighten using ,51', inch socket, extension, and handle.

16. Tnrqtc -crew I-etw,.cn 27 and 32 incn pounds (3 to 4 newton
meters) us~ng torque wrench.

G-19



*TASK 2.16.5.5 REPLACE BLASTING MACHINE (cont'd.)

01
17. Put blasting machine and bracket on mount bracket.

18. Screw in and tighten two screws and washers using 7/16
inch socket and handle.

19. Screw in and tigoren electrical plug into receptacle.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

None

REFERENCES;

DEP 9-2350-20-2-3-2; pp. 5-39 to 5-48.

TIME:

24 Minutes

0e
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XMI 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

C. MODULE:

Turret Electrical System (2.16)

COMPONENT:

Turret Venilation Blowe, Assembly (2.16.6)

FEB FORMA1CE OUTGOME,

Mechanic will:

*2.16.6.3 Replace .tuiret vent blower inlet screen (15 minutes)

MEASIREMENT:

('or each t 7

., •7 ,;x.'. :aen end of ini, nf; stimuli a-id completion
During Trafpiw:

, ,.dtcated by match between steps in,.'ated
a ' and -eps performed by mecha 3rc.

C Ii r. i een end of initia.ing stimuli and completion
;,. of Tra r,-I. - a;k, nnL to ey.d job-time rt',iirements.

* :('ws :;o~c~t~g inlet screen in p.la,:" i
Lorqued hetwec, 96 and 120 inch-pounds

'> o 74 ~'~1~meters).

4



*TASK 2.16.6.3 REPLACE TURRET VENT BLOWER INLET SCREEN

PARTS: Screen, inlet (XM66740)

TOOLS: Brush, wire
Compressor, air
Gun, air
Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 7/16 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive
Wrench, torque, 0 to 200 inch pounds

EXPENDABLES: Oil, lubricating, OE/HIDO-30, MIL-L-2104
Solvent, cleaning P-D-680, type 11

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURE:

1. Traverse turret until main gun is over side of tank
and inlet screen is accessible.

MECHANIC WILL:

I. !'Pn s cw and remove six screws and washers using socket

qnd fi indle.

2, --move srreen,

3. 1nspect screen for bent, cracked, or broken areas.

4. If damaged, turn in and replace screen.

F, , oivent h rns easily Do not use

nlar open fire.

5. If screen is not damaged, clean with solvent and brush
and dzy with air gun.

6. Spread thin coat of oil on threads of six screws.

I. Put screen in place an6 secure with six screws and washers
using socket and handle.

8, *iorque six screws btweer 96 and 120 inch pounds (11 to
14 newton meters) using torque wrench.

LOW ON PROCEDURE"

1. Traverse turret until main gun is over front of tank.

P.r.1 £RENCFS:

DEP 9-2350-20-2-1-2; pp. 5-55 to 5-57.

NlE;
15 Minutes

G- 22



XMl 45E TURRET MECHANIC

COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Tkicret Electrical System (2.16)

Azimu th Drive As:;embly (2.3.6.7)

-fe,-.lanic will:
*2.16.7.1 Adjust NIS Fzkmu,-h drive assenbliy (12 minutes)

.,m- .y and rollle., r
: . .L yi

.... ... ................... - ......- .~ .....-- ___________

I....
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XM1 45E TURRET MECIHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Turret Electrical System (2.16)

COMPONENT:

Cc-! -ander's Power Control Unit Assembly (2.16.8)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

net_.lanic will:

q*2.16.8.1 Replace commander's power control unit. (27 minutes)

AEASURMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
Priring Trainire tion of task.

Arcracv - As irdicated by match between steps indicated

fnr e;ch task and stepp performed by mechanic.

.- Itwoen 4nd of iri,'-iattrig stimuli and copiat-ion
Tra:!.inv of task, not to e....ed job-time Laquircmt~n;_

T V.7 r As inr jcated by:

.. .. . . . . . " - hvi to|

i~g - i orn io t'iroi' un
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*TASK 2.16.8.1 REPLACE COMMANDER'S POWER CONTROL UNIT

i

PARTS: Washer, lock, 2 ea. (NPN) (MS35333- )

Washer, star, 8 ea. (NPN)

Power control unit (NPN)

Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 7/16 inch
Socket, socket wrench, 3,8 inch square drive, 9/16 inch
Fvt++s o. socket wrench,, 3/8 inch sq!)are drive, 10-inch
Hand] •  ++ .keL wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive

t'REi,INARY PROC;DWRS ,

,.p .. i. ; , .eckv ,- cu. , commander',:
-'t, 'x-msion, and

-'+..............................................." p '+ "-,1..'i ,: - ' ; 7/l 1 ,+ci,

. cti t+ .f tr : .. :. carwasiers, and
.' 0 /1( , ' 1 ' ,' -t '-ion, and iand j_+

. . , r nL.ivoI uniL -1

- '-.- . . ,.-rvrshers, and washers and

" ,, ,'.:Ket. extension, and

0 ;



*tASK 2.16.8.1 REPLACE COMMANDER'S POWER CONTROL UNIT (cont'd.)

13. Screw in'and tighten plug lWl05P3 to receptable plug
Jl on power control unit.

14. Slide bracket back in place.

15. Screw in four screws, new starwashers and washers
using 7/16 inch socket, extension, and handle.

16. Put commander's storage box in place.

17. Sec-tr9 with two screws and new lockwashers using
9/16 inch socket, extension, and handle.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDUPF-.

q None

REFERENCES:

DFP '.-350-255-20-2-3-2; pp. 5-79 to 5-81

T!ME:

-4



XHl 45E TURRET MECHANIC
-MPONENT OUTLINE40

MODULE:

Turret Electrical System (2.16)

COMPONENT:

Fiactrical Harness (2.16.9)

PERFORMANCE OLTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

#2.16.9.1 Replace electrical harnesses (general instructions). (15 minutes)

2.16.9.3 Replace electrical harness lWlOl. (24 minutes)

2.16.9.22 Replace electrical harness iW204. (18 minutes)

2.16.9.34 Replace electrical harness 1W305. (12 minutes)

. 2.16.9.43 Replace electrical harness 1@314. (15 minutes)

MEAS 1.7EMENT.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
-,irg Training. tion of task.

Acct-yacy - As indicated by match between steps indi-.ared
for each task and ateps performed by wUn~c.

Time Between end of initiating stimuli ini 'ompirco
79 of Tta1,!"-, nf tasiz, not ,o ex(ced lob-time iequiremeits.,

A, ctacy - As indicated by:

KThskLT.1 a. Electrical receptaclct removed and
installed.

b. Electrical harness removed and installed.

Ti%-e-wr.jp rptw,-i and installed.

. hanne --over remove6 and
nota1 l.d.

fTasic 2.16.1.3 a. Plug IWIOjiP2' to networks box j17.

b. Plug IWIO0P5 to fire sensor 3.

:. RPt eptacle W1O1 J2 to bracket.

.t'ug 1W308PI to receptacle IWlOlJ2.

C. Plug JWlOlP4 to fire sensor 2.

L Plug IWlOIP3 to fire sensor 1.

r



- •- j -' - - . - -- . -.- - -

XM1 45E TURRET MECHANIC (Cont'd.)
COMPONENT OUTLINE

---

g. Receptacle IWOIJI to bracket.

h. Plug 1W305Pl to receptacle IWIO1 Jl.

i. Plug 1WlOjPl to slipring J8.

J. Hull distribution box CB4 set to ON.

k. Turret electrical system test is GO.

Task 2.16.9.22 a. Plug 111204 P3 to cant unit.

b. Plug 1W204 P2 to laser rangefinder J2.

c. Plug 1W204 P4 to receptacle IW205 J1.

d. Plug 1W204 P1 to computer electronics
unit J3.

e. Hull distribution box CB4 to ON.

f. Fire control system test is GO.

Task 2.16.9.34 a. Plug 1W305 P2 to Commander's intercom

control J901.

b. Plug 1W305 P1 to receptacle IWOJI.

c. Hull distribution box CB4 to ON.

d. Communications system test is GO.

Task 2.16.9.43 a. Receptacle IW314 Jl to bulkhead.

b. Plug 1W304 P1 to IW314J1.

c. Hull distribution box to ON.

d. Communications system test is GO.
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#TASK 2.16.9.1 REPLACE ELECTRICAL HARNESSES (GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS)

I PARTS: Washer, lock (as required) (NPN)

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 7/16 inch
Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 9/16 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive
Extension, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive (length

as required)
Pliers, diagonal cutting
Pliers, slip joint (common)
Pliers, slip joint with plastic jaw inserts
Wrench, open end (size as required)

U Brush, adhesive

EXPENDABLES: Tie wraps (as required)
Solvent, cleaning, P-D-680, Type IV

I

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

None

MECHANIC WILL:

I kARILNG. Solvent burns easi j,. Dc oYL uS.
near open fire.

1. Clean electrical receptacles, cables, plugs, and ground
points using solvent and brush.

2. Check receptacles, cables, and plugs for loose, pushed
in, bent, or b-oken pins.

3. If damaged, turn in part to direct support for repair.

6 4. Check ground point for cracks, looseness, or broken
lugs.

5. If damaged, turn in to direct sopport for repair.

Remove Electrical Receptacle from Bracket:I
6. Unscrew and remove plig from receptarie in bracket.

(Use plastic insert pliers if plug cannot be joosened
by hand.)

7. Unscrew and remove jam nut from receptacle in bracket
using open end wrench.

8. Remove receptacle from bracket.

G-30



#tASK 2.16.9.1 REPLACE ELECTRICAL HARNESSES (GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS) (Cont'd.)

Install:

9. Put receptacle in bracket.

10. Put jam nut on receptacle and bracket.

11. Screw in and tighten Jam nut on bracket using open
end wrench.

12. Screw in and tighten plug.

Remove Electrical Harness from Cable Clamps and Straps:

NOTE A: Cable clamps are loops of metal strap

held in place with one screw. Cable
straps are metal strips held in place
with two screws.

13, linscrew and remove screw(s), lockwasher(s), and washer(s)
using 7/16 inch socket and handle.

14 ,Xc. c, lockwashers.

1.. Tcn able -'roir .'Lamp otz *-Ar".

16. 1 ur _!,n- or -trap In place. or turr.t with screw,,s),
- i .'.b-", ). ee'i vasberfe. (Do not tighten.)

17. Ltsc, .esod remove qcrew(s), lockasher(s), and washer(s)

rirm ctrnp jr strap.

." - -! Iamp or strap.

t. htfLr, screw(s). '-.washer(s), and
h,- r w . ing 7/16 inch socket and handle.

20. %Uut .e-wrap with diagonal pliers.

21. Remove end discard tie-wrap.

Install:

22. Wrap new tie-wrap around harness bundle with ribbed
side facing in.

23. Put tip of tie-wrap through opening and pull tight with
common pliers.

24. Cut off loose end of tie-wrap leaving 1/2 inch using
diagonal pliers.

Remove Cable Channel Cover:
25, Unscrew and remove all screws and washers using 9/16

inch snck.zt and handle. (Use socket extension if
needed.

26 Remove channel cover and set aside.
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#TASK 2.16.9.1 REPLACE ELECTRICAL HARNESSES (GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS) (Cont'd.)

- Install:

27. Place all harnesses into channel.

28. Place channel cover on channel so holes line up with
holes in channel.

29. Screw in and tighten screws and washers using 9/16
inch socket and handle. (Use socket extension if needed.)

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

None

* REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-2; pp. 5-83, 86-93.

TIME:

6g 15 Minutes
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TASK 2.16.9.3 REPLACE ELECTRICAL HARNESS IWlOl

I

PARTS: Washer, lock
Harness assembly (NPN)

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 7/16 inch
Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch-square drive, 9/16 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet 3/8 inch square drive
Extension, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive (length

as required)
Pliers, diagonal cutting
Pliers, slip joint (common)
Wrench, open end

•I Pliers, slip joint with plastic jaw inserts
Brush, adhesive

EXPENDABLES: Tie wraps

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

1. Set hull distribition box CB4 to OFF.

2. Remove slipring cover (see Task 2.15.15.1).

3. Remove three--roirnd aminnition rack.

4. Remove cable charnnel cover (see Task 2.16.9.1, steps
25 and 26).

5. Remove turret nt Lworks box guard (see Task 2.16.3.7).

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Unscrew and rerncwe 14 screws, washers, and lockwashers
from 10 clamps adl 2 straps (see Task 2.16.9.1, steps
13 and 15).

4 2. Unscrew and remove plug W101. P1 from slipring J8.

3. Unscrew aiid remove plug IW305 P1 from receptacle lWlOl Jl.

4. Unscrew and remove f'ceptacle ]W1OI Jl from bracket.

5. Unscrew and r em.!'r -u iWil P3 from fire sensor
n'imbe' 1 .

6. Unscrew .ind iei' i, g I;4101 P4 from fire sensor
number 2.

7. Unscrew and rem te lug IW308 P1 from receptacle lWIOl J2.

8. Unscrew and rem',. :eceptacle iWl0I J2 from bracket.

9. Unscrew and remoavc plug IW101 P5 from fire sensor
number 3.

10. Unscrew and remov, '. iWiGl P2 from networks box Jll.

G



TASK 2.16.9.3 REPLACE ELECTRICAL HARNESS IWlO1 (Cont'd.)

, 11. Remove and turn in harness.

12. Clean and inspect electrical receptacles, cables
and ground points (see Task 2.16.9.1, steps 1-5).

13. To install harness, reverse the removal procedure.

LFOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

1. Install turret networks box guard (see Task 2.16.3.7).

2. Install cable channel cover (see Task 2.16.9.1).

3. Install three-round ammunition rack.

1 4. Install slipring cover (see Task 2.15.15.1).

5. Set hull distribution box CB4 to ON.

6. Test turret electrical system.

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-2; pp. 5-95 and 96.

TIME:

24 Minutes

ME
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TASK 2.16.9.22 REPLACE ELECTRICAL HARNESS 1W204

PARTS: Washer, lock
Harness assembly (NPN)

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 7/16 inch
Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 9/16 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive
Extension, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive (length

as required)

Pliers, diagonal cutting

Pliers, slip joint (common)
Pliers, slip joint with plastic jaw inserts
Wrench, open end

Brush, adhesive

EXPENDABLES: Tie wraps3

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

1. Set hull distribution box CB4 to OFF.

2. Remove cable channel cover (see Task 2.16.9.1, steps
25 and 26).

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Remove two clamps (see Task 2.16.9.i, steps 13 and 15).

2. Unscrew and remove plug IW204 P1 from computer electronics

unit J3.

3. Unscrew and remove plug IW204 P4 from receptacle 1W205 Jl.

4. Unscrew and remove plug IW204 P2 from laser rangefinder J2.

5. Unscrew and remove plug 1W204 P3 from cant unit.

6, iw ,t:v' ! -id turn in narness.

(,I r o u t t I Iwp ' tv 1. r I c I1 rt've.*li In ll , vuI) Iri, mid

, pc ''Ls i 2 . 9 .1, s Leps -5)

V1- 11 ' W4 'irneq, reverse removal procedure.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURIES:

i.Insrtall cable chiannel cover (see Task 2.16.9.1, steps 27-29).

2. 7' hull. distribut:ion box CB4 to ON.

3. T e- st cable , o t n ne- c'v1 seet .

REiERENCES 
-

nEt' 9-2) 1,-2 2u-2- -s-', p 'l , ] 20.

T.IE:
H nL"



TASK 2.16.9.34 REPLACE ELECTRICAL HARNESS 1W305

PARTS: Washer, lock

Cable assembly (NPN)

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 indh square drive, 7/16 inch
Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 9/16 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive
Extension, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive

(length as required)
Pliers, diagonal cutting
Pliers, slip joint (common)
Pliers, slip joint with plastic jaw inserts
Wrench, open end
Brush, adhesive

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURE:

1. Set hull distribution box CB4 to OFF.

MECHANIC WILL:

C . Unscrew and remove plug IW305 P1 from receptacle IWIOI Ji.

2. Unscrew and remove plug IW305 P2 from connanders intercom
control 1901.

3. Remove and turn in harness.

4. Clean and inspect electrical receptables, cables, and
ground points. (See Task 2.16.9.1., Steps 1-5)

5. To install new harness, reverse removal procedure.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

1. Set huil alscribtton box CB4 to ON.

2. Test communications system.

REFERENCES.

0 r'r. P -25 25-0232

TIME:

1.". Minutes

C.- 36
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TASK 2.16.9.43 REPLACE ELECTRICAL HARNESS IW314

I

PARTS: Washer, lock

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 7/16
Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 9/16 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive
Pliers, diagonal cutting

Pliers, slip joint (common)
Pliers, slip joint with plastic jaw inserts

Wrench, open end
Brush, adhesive
Extension, socket wrench, 3/8 square drive (length as

required)

EXPENDABLES: Tie wraps

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURESi

1. Ser hull distriuiLion box CB4 to OFF.

2. Remov': radio antenna mount (see Task 2.15.13.1, steps~1-6).

3. Pomcui:- turret vent blower.

MECHANIC WILL:

". U sc.-eC a7d (er1ovo p.-ug 1W304 P! from 1W314 J1.

2. U-nszr-c-. tn remove recepracle 1W314 J1 from bulkhead.

3. Reimov, ;iid r.trn i.n harness.

4. Cleano ,ind inspect eieccrical receptacles, cables, and
;-routd points (see Task 2.16.9.1, steps 1-5).

5. Y'o nsua Ii flw harness, reverse removal.

FOLLOW ON PROCFiUiG'S:

!_, * i:;L ti:r'"i vent bli.ou r.

. . I , -. ,., ,Ceitia; jiounL (see Task 2.15.13.1,

1. 2. : hili f ,I -t D ifi < j t X , 7 4 to ON.

4. ,; c':'inl j.t .lls system.

REFERENCES.

EI:P 9 -2 350-21"5 --- 2- 1--2", pp. 5-1/1l.

TIME:

.. .



XMI 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Turret Electrical System (2.16)

COMPONENT:

Switch Assemblies (2.16.10)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

*2.16.10.1 Replace zero elevation switch assembly (30 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
During Training: of task.

Acc"aciav - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Tim, 'Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
r'nd of Traini:i;: of task, not to exceed job-time requirements.

liccuracy - As indLcated by:

. . ,, Activator bracket pushes in plunger on
elevation switch when main gun in levelled.



*TASK 2.16.10.1 REPLACE ZERO ELEVATION SWITCH ASSEMBLY

PARTS: Washer, lock, 5 ea. (NPN)
Switch assembly, zero elevation (NPN)

TOOLS: Pliers, retaining ring.
Screwdriver, flat tip.
Wrench, combination, 5/8 inch

EXPENDABLES: Block, wood

q PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

None

MECHANIC WILL:

I
1. Manually traverse turret so main gun is over rear deck

of tank.

2. Elevate main gun to maximum elevation.

3. Put block of wood between rear deck and gun shield.

4. Unscrew and remove plug from cable receptacle.

5. Pull retaining ring from plunger end using pliers.

6. Unscrew plunger end from switch with dingers.

7. Unscrew and remove screw, terminal end, and lockwasher
from activator bracket using screwdriver.

8. Discard lockwasher.

9. Unscrew and remove locknut and key washer from switch
using wrench.

10. Remove switch from bracket.

11. Unscrew and remove four screws, washers, lockwashers,

and straps using wrench.

12. Discard lockwashers.

13. Turn in defective switch.

14. Slide switch on activator bracket.

15, Put on key washer and tighten locknut on switch using

wrencil.

16. Pio ,crew and new lockwasher through terminal end into
bracket.

G-39



*TASK 2.16.10.1 REPLACE ZERO ELEVATION SWITCH ASSEMBLY (cont'd.)

(
17. Screw in and tighten screw using wrench.

18. Screw plunger on switch.

19. Put retaining ring on plunger using pliers.

20. Push in and screw on plug to receptacle.

21. Screw in and tighten four screws, washers, and new

lockwashers on straps using wrench.

22. Remove block of wood from between rear deck and gun shield.

23. Level main gun.

24. Activator bracket should push in plunger on switch.

25. If it does not, do the following:

a. Adjust plunger by removing pin using screwdriver.

b. Turn roller guide to right until plunger clicks.
c. Screw in and tighten pin using screwdriver.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

None

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-2; pp. 5-151 to 5-156.

TIME:

30 Minutes
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XMI 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

( MODULE:

Turret Electrical System (2.16)

COMPONENT:

Turret Domelight (2.16.11)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

*2.16.11.1 Replace domelight rheostat knob (6 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)
Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion

During Training: of task.
Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated

for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

( Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
End of Training: of task, not to exceed job-time requirements.

Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.16.11.1 a. Rheostat knob installed on shaft to
rheostat with white dot on knob ad-
jacent to work OFF on lower housing.

b. Approximately 1/32 in. clearance
provided between inner face of knob
and housing.
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*TASK 2.16.11.1 REPLACE DOMELIGHT RHEOSTAT KNOB

PARTS: Knob, Rheostat (Z160886)
Setscrew, 2 ea. (NPN)

TOOLS: Key, sockethead screw, 5/64 inch

EXPENDABLES: None

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

qNone

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Using key wrench loosen two (2) setscrews, securing
knob to shaft of rheostat, until knob comes free of shaft.

4 2. Discard knob and setscrews.

3. Rotate rheostat shaft to the full counterclockwise position.

4. Thread two new setscrews part way into replacement knob.

5. Install knob on shaft to rheostat with white dot on knob
adjacent to word "OFF" on lower housing. (Provide approxi-
mately 1/32 in. clearance between inner face of knob and
housing.)

6. Tighten two setscrews in knob using key wrench.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

None

REFERENCES:

Drawing No. SM 60870

TIME:

6 Minutes
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AP~PENDIX If

FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM



LESSON PLAN OUTLINE

FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM

A. TRAINING OBJECTIVE

TASK: Each mechanic will meet the MEASUREMENT criteria for
during training and end of training for the 25 tasks
in the Fire Control System module.

CONDITIONS: As described in the PRELIMINARY and FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES.

STANDARD: See MEASUREMENT for each task.

B. INTEiIUEDIATE TRAINING OBJECTIVE

(None)

C. ADMINISTRATIVE INSTRUCTIONS

1. When training will be given:

2. 'raining location:

3. Who will be trained:

4. Principal and assistant instructors:

5. E'quiipment and materials: As described for each task.

D. SEQUENCE

1. State training objective and reason for learning the tasks.

2. )emonstrate or have assistant(s) demonstrate each task.

3. Conduct walk-tLrough/prictIC , s.ssion by having mechanics
deumonstrate each task. Circulate among the students and
critique their performiance.

4. Test mechanics individually. If a mechanic cannot perform a
step of a task, you may show him how to perform the step, and
continue the test or have the mechanic go practice or study.
Before the mechanic can be signed off on a task, he must per-

form the test with no prompting.

E. SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

11-2
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F. ADDITIONAL COMIMNTS AND INFORMATION
r

( The MEASUREMENT requirements for tasks in each component are pre-
sented on the cover sheet for the component (Component Outline)
rather than as part of the task.

TI.. , i:;ureint part ior each cask identifies the start and stop
i)lL.1 I, )I' mLastiring time and describes how to assess the accuracy

of lwrirr.,ance. Measurement specifications are presented for
two -;tageh cf learning. During the first stage, training, time
is Lh, princi)al concern. The mechanic should perform the task
f.,.t,, during successive performances, until at the second stage,
the end of training, the performance time meets the on-the-job
tilm. requirement. The accuracy requirement during training is

sinyIiy that the mechanic perform the task exactly as described
under Mchanic Will. Measurement at the end of training, will
fcii, on products of successful task performance whenever such a
ftw; i; practical. A thorough discussion of the measurement
4i;,.,ov is in Ana!vzing Tank Gunnery Engagements for Simulator-
h,i ;d Process Measurement.'

The procedures described inder MECIIANIC WILL for each task are
derived from Tisk and Skill Analysis Report, Final, [XMI] for the
Tank, Combat, Full Tracked 105-MM tin. Chrysler Corporation,
1979. There is a possibility that tile procedures have changed
witi design changes in the XMI. The procedures should be updated
for the XMI based on current Tfls and actual hands-on verification

6 during the instructor training phase for the OT. Then, during DT,
the procedtires for each task should be tried out on the training
device and the discrepancies inl XMI procedures and device proced-
tres noted. Any changes in the descr ibed procedures may require
a cl ha ,e in the MEASUIREhI.IIT reqiiirem.nt for the Lask.

Two tilsks in thIis mmu hltr t i;iv., (llt or (one mlaint ciuiclte Irere(lUisite
t;sks wli cli i.,il I , L iiit.il accordin , to [i, lew sson plan outline f or
1i.w i 1 iilt,. Wc uu I c i'. !11-,t he ta litIl ti ;. pr -equisite tasks he-
for, prOct. Ii g u it I the modul 1e. Tli, prLerequif.0te tasks and their
Correspond iing moduile tasks are:

Prenel'v(qu isite Task Modti Ie Task Niiber

R0niove hal Ist ic shield 2.14.1.20
iRcinc lye HU,
RI ,liiove (PS browpad

'Rullovt' imlalt'ge controlo ilnit _2. 14.18.

Bo I dov i c , .1 . A. Allil vZijlj, '1,li1k (;iieW1ti iBitii Hi lltit fill" il at or-Li He'i

Process N'ltei.urcme1it FortV kuuo , KRt'kV1 llintuil RCS RtSeacl
Organization (IumRko) , Finil RIlporL 7,8-4, 117,.

Hi-3



TASK 2. REPLACE BALLISTIC SHIELD COVER

PARTS: Blocks, wood, 4x4x 2 4 inches (two required)

TOOLS: Handle, socket wrench, hinged, 1/2-inch square drive
Hoist, 1000-pounds capacity
Socket, socket wrench, 1/2-inch square drive, 7/16- inch

Socket, socket wrench, 1/2-inch square drive, 1-1/8-inch
Wrench, open end, 7/16-inch
Bolt, eye-shoulder, MS51937-7 (two required) (part of

Kit, lifting, CWS, 12284836)

Sling, lifting, Gunner's Primary Sight, 12282460

q EXPENDABLES: None

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

None.

MECHANIC WILL:

NOTE A: To remove cover, do steps 1 through 13.

NOTE B: Three soldiers are required to complete

task: the mechanic removes the cover;

soldier A assists the mechanic; and,
soldier B operates the hoist.

1. Have soldier B move hoist next to tank.

2. Screw two eyebolts into slanting backside of cover as far

as they go.

3. Hook sling to hoist and eye bolts.

NOTE C: Do not let anything touch the Gunner's
Primary Sight (GPS) lenses.

4. lJniscrew and take off nine nuts holding the cover to the
turret deck with 1-1/8 inch socket and handle.

5. In the gunncr's station, open the left ballistic door
by grasping the left ballistic door handle, squeezing
the lever on top and turning handle clockwise.

6. In the gunncr's station, open tle right ballistic door
by grasping the right ballistic door handle, squeezing

the lever on top and turning the handle counterclockwise.

7. Lnscrew and take out screw and nut on ballistic door
deal with 7/16-inchi socket, handle, and wrench.

8. In the gunner's station, close the right ballistic door

by grasping the right handle, squeezing the lever and
turning clockwise.



TASK 2: REPLACE BALLISTIC SHIELD COVER (cont'd.)

9. In the gunner's station, close the left ballistic door

by grasping the left handle, squeezing the lever and
turning counterclockwise.

NOTE D: Steps 10 through 12 must be done together

10. Have soldier B operate hoist to lift the cover from

turret deck and move to wood blocks.

11. With soldier A, guide cover and set on wooden blocks.

12. Unhook sling from cover.

13. Look at cover for bends or cracks. If bad, unscrew
and take out two eye bolts and turn in cover, If

okay, set aside for later use.

NOTE E: To install new cover, do steps 14 through
23. If cover is not new, do steps 15 through

23.

14. Screw two eyebolts into slanting backside of cover as far

*4q as they go and hook sling to eyebolts.

15. Have soldier B operate hoist to lift cover from wooden

blocks to turret deck.

16. With Soldier A, guide cover in place on nine studs on

turret deck.

17. Unhook sling from eyebolts.

18. Have soldier B move hoist away from tank.

19. Open ballistic doors (see steps 5 and 6).

20. Put screw in ballistic door seal. Place nut on screw and

tighten nut with 7/16-inch socket, handle, and wrench.

21. Close ballistic doors (see Steps 8 and 9).

22. Place nuts on lnie studs and tighten with 1-1/8 inch socket

and handle.

23. Unscrew and take out two eyeholts by hand.

FOLLOW ON I'ROCEI)JI<ES :

NonC.

REFERENCES:

TH 9-2 i50-2'55-2(-2-5--2; pp. 125-9.

TIME:

Mi niltes.

1I- 3.2



TASK 2.14.17.1 REPLACE LASiR RAN _EI NDER

PARTS: Laser rangefinder (XM63I)09)
['in, cotter (MS2Z4b65-317)
Washier, lock (141)

TOO LS :B ruisli , paint , ovalI

Handlec, socket wrenchi, ratchet, 1/2 inch square drive
Socket, socket wrenchi, 1/2 iichi square drive, 3/4 inch
Wrenchi, combination, 3/4 inrch

qEXPENDABLES: None

PREIMI NARY PROCEDURES:

None

I

MECHANIC WILIL:

1 . ReMWOe c' tt'I Inl 111 .t ra iighL pin suctir ing uppe)Lr
e-L Of (;AS IT1 )o . I) Di seard e tiLer pin.

2. 14.1iL71lly lower support! arm to resting position.

NOTE A: Tlie I ase. r range I inder is a delicate
pie('e 01 eLL 1ipmientL. Care mnust be used
in landlIin g and shippring.

3. Ur 1cr~~ CV nd remoltve Lhti ir electrical connectors
from rangefider.

4. Remove Oire, p~rotect ive covers from new rangefinder
arid install t hem on old1 range finder.

5. Uniscrew and remove threeC -screLWS and lockwashrers
.icctir in; riiegef in-der to U;PS using sockeut, hrandl e,
anrd c omiul[at jell Wrifle l'-

[

6r. Iliscard tLi t uk.-ie

7. C, ir t~i -!'t I t i i t t riliget iridter.

8-. P CM 0V( L' II IC I 'cr I1 01) r- .(It od r an ( i nstLall
9 'i I I 12Cr

I L tot t 1, r (h i 4. I- IL i lid Brush

I Wa~~~1stlr ok(PI

I IL I. ;1 0 11 L ll. P iS ll iLILdtl

2. .'II I i c r.L ' 111 )'.t IL
1

k I I L i r L II t .11 L iVl il l I LL wi t I i
TOOL,: I I :i I S ,

I REr it 1 t i I 1 11 1 1

.I k 1 I L , ' lLi i , I

f kL
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TASK 2.14.17.1 REPLACE LASER RANCEFINDER (cont'd.)

13. Screw in and tighten the electrical connectors on

receptacles.

14. Put GAS support arm in place and secure with straight

pin and newi cotter pin.

FOLLOW ON P'ROCEI)URES:

1. Boresight GPS

2. Test laser rangefinder

REFERE'NCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-1; pp. 3-203 and 3-204.

TIME:

36 minutes.

11-3.4



TASK 2.14.1.11. REPLACE GPS HIEADREST

C

PARTS: Headrest (XM63204)
Washer, lock (MS35338-139)

TOOLS: Extension, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 6 inch

EXPENDABLES: None

PRELIMINARY PROCEI)URES:

None.

MECIIAN IC WILL:

1. Turn the heairest securing handle to left by hand.

2. Pull headres t out of mounting bracket.

3. Holding the headrest in hand, unscrew and remove
two screws and Iockwashers from adjustment bracket,
using socket, extension, and handle.

4. Discard the old headrest and lockwashers.

5. Align adjustment bracket and new headrest.

6. Screw in and tighten tJo screws and new lockwashers
with socket, extension, and handle.

7. Put adjustment bracket into mounting bracket and
tighten the headrest securing handle by hand.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

None

REFERE NCE.S:

I)EP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-1; pp. 3-9, 3-10, and 3-14.

T I E :

0 inuLtes

4! '



TASK .J. REPLACE iMAGE CO)NTRO(L UNIT1

PARTS: Cap, pro tee Live, iniage window
Caps and plugs, protective (mrL-C-5501)
Tags, identification

TOOLS: Extension, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 5-inch

Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive
Pliers, slip joint, conduit style with plastic jaw inserts
Screwdriver, cross tip

Socket, socket wrench 3/8 inch square drive, 7/16 inch
Tee wrench, 5/32 hex, 9-inc (12285473)

EXP ENDIABLIES : None

PRELIMI NARY PROCED:IURES:

1 . Park tank.

2., Set i~rk ing hrake.

3. Set VEHICLE HASiE POWE IUKCSwitch to OFF.

4. Su:t transm~iss;ion controel to N.

5 . ReMOVe ccut m. r e on iI pa nelI (See TM 9-2350255202-3-2,
paragraph 7-io, Tank 1).

ME(IIAN IC W1ILL:

NiYIE1 A: to rcnMuV the 10iqt no Conirol Unit,
do Lps I throuLgh 10).

1. [lose ra* And~ :n out crew, I ockw.<er, aind washer

holdin 11Cruln IlIq !a qHncr' p rima ry sight with

2. ;,' rl I f I

.. Wnscrc md .k, Oil lk WIritil counet-otrs Ilroi-i

Iii: I

7. Pl t Ir i h LA d 5 " n hn w y to
ric li d r



TASK .3. REPI ACE IMAGL, CONTIRII, UI1 (Ucon tld)

8. Tip front of ICO down and pull away from gunner's
primary sight.

9. Put protective cap on image window.

10. Look at ICU for cracks or breaks; if bad, turn in;
it okay, set aside for later use.

NOTE B: To i nstali t:Ii. ICU, do steps 11 through 17.

ii. Take off protective cip From image window on ICU.

NOTE C: Put in locater pin first so window
rim will not be nicked or blurred.

12. P-iit lczilret pin into liole in gunner's primary
si L 0 ,t tn,! lininrig tIp image window rim with recess,
i)uslh ICI: .t- i !.h t 1,i.

13. HoId tIn til L(;U in place with one band, screw in and
t ig 1,n lree top capt ive screws, using the tee wrench.

14. Screw in and LilhtenLi thlrec )0ttoin captive screws with
snckct, exLi n ,nan, anld handle.

15. Scretw ill 1ni L11 t two eletctrical connectors with
!1. iers.

16. el'inoVe t;ag.-i i ( tlnrictora,.

I7. ,',! iCr ii, no 'niald ]l.g, kitl1 liv Lu in gunner's primary
; i ght , scrcw in and t- ivliten screw, new lockwasher,

atid wilher cithl cctgL-WLi'ver.

F )I, ')[; (£i P ~ T }.'J I !S :

. [natal1 colmyukL ) , illtr,)l pi)nle! (See T-1 9-2350-255-20-2-3-2,
ra, t a, l'iit i- 1 Wisk 2

2 I
'
'L , i'II i t [!:{ (. 'J -2lvh-2 3-().

It- 4 :jls.t'!:{ - ? il*- , ) 'i:- }.. .. 2 ; ; i )-2, ' - / ,



XMI 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE :

Fire Control System (2.14)

L COMPONENT:

Computer Control Panel (2.14.11)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

*2.14.11.3 Replace computer control panel (CCP) (48 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion

During Training: of task.
Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated

for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

( Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion

End of Training: of task, not to exceed job-time requirements.
Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.14.11.3 a. Screws holding upper wall mount torqued
between 96 and 120 inch-pounds (11 to

14 newton meters).

b. Jumper assembly connected to control

panel.

c. Electrical cable connected to receptacle
on CCP.

-

It-
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*TASK 2.14.11.3 RE'PLACEI COMPUTER CONTROL PANEL (CCP)

I PARTS: Computer Control Panel (including mounts and attaching

hardware) (X167193)
Washer, coned, 2 ea. (XM65408-1)
Nut, seLf-locking, 2 ea. (MS519431)

TOOLS: Extension, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 6 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive
Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 7/16 inch

Wrench, open end, 7/16 inch
Wrench, open end, 11/32 inch (two required)
Wrench, torque, 0 to 200 inch pounds

EXPENDABLES: Oil, lubricating, OE/IIDO-30, MIL-L-2104

PREL IMINARY P ROCEDURES:
i

None

ECI.\N I C W I LL:

1. Lift handle up and open panel door.

2. Set power switch to OFF and close door.

3. Disconnect electrical cable connector from receptacle
on CCP.

4. Remove jumper assembly.

5. Htold panel in place and unscrew and remove four screws
a nd washers securing panel to four panel mounts using
S;ocket, extension, and handle.

0. k('1moVe pcire l from panel mounts.

NOTIE A: P1e 1 moutL -ilA wal I riiounls are part of
CCP lind InILP t he turned in with panel.

7. [Iii.serew aid rlmtiivu four S rleWS , Inuts_, lockwashers,
ariid washers from each u1 lour panel mounts using
two 11/32 incli wrencht,<;.

8. [)iSC.rd ci'rew!, iLts, wid lockwashe.is.

kt* ):11Vk' to l [)Il tl 11oo11 ,t s I'oll i w i r oa l/1m t s.

10. Ui IrLew llrd 1'1(VL kw r ,S ad 1 e t'd WI.SlIers I rom1
ippe1 r w, I I rirll1iri I i' , n s. ie t. lnd i1011d11 .

11. I)iscard coned \.msllern.

1 2. <elilew lPIE r w. iI M, u nnt:-n

i Ii-,)
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*TASK 2.14.11.3 REPLACE COMPUTER CONTROL PANEL (CCP) (Cont'd.)

13. Unscrew and remove two screws and locknuts from
lower wall mounts using socket, extension, handle,

and 7/16 inch wrench.

14. Discard locknuts.

15. Remove lower wall mounts.

16. Turn in panel, panel mounts, and wall mounts.

17. Spread thin coat of oil on four screws used for wall

mounts.

18. Screw in two screws and new coned washers into new
g upper wall mounts using socket, extension, and handle.

19. Torque screws between 96 and 120 inch-pounds (11 to 14
newton meters) using torque wrench.

20. Screw in and tighten two screws and new lockwashers
into new lower wall mounts using extension, handle,

and 7/16 inch wrench.

21. Put four new panel mounts on wall mounts.

22. Screw in and tighten four new screws, new nuts, new

lockwashers, and washers on each panel mount using
two 11/32 inch wrenches.

23. Spread thin coat of oil on four screws used to secure
panel to panel mounts.

24. Hold panel in place and secure with four screws and
washers using socket, extension, and handle.

25. Connect jumper assembly.

26. Connect electrical cable connector to receptacle
on CCP.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDUJRE:

1. Operate control paitel.

R EFI IENCI :S

DIEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-1; pp. 3-125 to 3-1 32.

TIME:

48 Minutes

I

'U-



XMI 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

C MODULE:

Fire Control System (2.14)

COMPONENT:

Commander's GPS Extension Assembly (2.14.2)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

I1 * 2.14.2.4 Replace Commander's GPS extension (I Hour)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

* Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training: completion of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps

indicated for each task and steps per-

formed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and

completion of task, not to exceed job-
End of Training: requirements.

Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.14.2.4 a. Screws holding UPS extension in place

at mounting bracket torqued between
70 and 80 foot-pounds (95 to 113 newton

meters) .

"). Headrest assembly secured to CPS
extension.

il-7



*TASK 2.14.2.4 REPLACE COMMANDER'S GPS EXTENSION

PARTS: Washers, lock, 10 ea. (MS35338-141)

Pin, cotter, 1 ea. (MS24665-423)
Bracket, 1 ea. (X1163129)

Commander's Gunner's Primary Sight Extension Assembly
(XM63003)

TOOLS: Wrench, torque, 0 to 175 foot-pounds

Key, socket headscrew, 5/32 inch
Socket, socket wrench, 1/2 inch square drive, 3/4 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 1/2 inch square drive

i:XPLNDABLLS: Grease, GAA (auto-MIL-10924)

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

1, 1None

,;;,.IC WILL:

1. Remove three screws and lockwashers holding headrest
assembly to commander's CPS , xtension using key.

2. Discard lockwashers.

3. Remove and set aside headrest assemI)1y.

4. Using key, unscrew and remove six screws and lock-
washers securing commander's GPS extension to tank.

5. Discard lockwashers.

6. Remove cotter pin from straight pin at mounting bracket
located above eyepiece.

7. Discard cotter pin.

8. I dld sight extension and remove straight pin by hand.

9. Tf11-i1 in Sight extelision.

I ). Inlspect mounting bracket for cracks and loose screws.

NI IF : If bricket is not lt)ose or cracked, go to
sttep 1 . I f bracket is loose or cracked,

* go to tep iI.

. i screws are loose, torqkUe screws tIsing tor(qUC

,,r )n(h Ki w'een 70 iand 84 loot-pounds (9) to 114 wILton11
11,' (A , 1:; ) .

1 . t hrikkct k , ricled , d, tlih, t I I oIwi,,:

[inoctevw and rterove fll- ;( Itw-, anl d IO kWislie I I

i tl h,111d i ,.

(I k W -- I(

111.AC C L



* TASK 2.14.2.4 REPLACE COMlEANDER'S GPS EXTENSION (Cont'd.)

d. Spread light coat of grease on four screw threads.

e. Hold new bracket in place.

f. Screw in four screws and new lockwashers finger

tight.

13. Hold new sight extension in place and push in straight

pin by hand.

14. Install new cotter pin in straight pin hole.

15. Using key, screw in and tighten six screws and new
lockwashers.

16. Torque four screws at mounting bracket between 70 and
-m 80 foot-pounds (95 to 113 newton meters) using torque

wrench.

17. Hold headrest assembly and align holes in headrest
mounting bracket with holes in commander's GPS extension.

18. Using key, install three screws and new lockwashers,
I securing headrest assembly to commander's GPS extension.

FOLLOW 0N P OCEDURE:

1. Purge and charge commander's GPS extension assembly.

[REFERENCES •

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-1; pp. 3-31 to 3-34.

TIME.

1 Hlour

I I-9



XMI 45E TURRET MECIIANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

( MODULE:

Fire Control System (2.14)

COMPONENT:

Gunner's Primary Sight Assembly (2.1"4.1)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES

Mechanic will:

*2.14.1.17 Purge and charge GPS. (18 minutes)

2.14.1.18 Replace GPS Filter/Clear/Shutter switch. (1 hour, 12 minutes)

2.14.1.19 Adjust GPS day sight counter rotation scaling. (51 minutes)

*2.14.1.20 Replace GPS (2 hours, 42 minutes)

I

PlEASURENIENT:

(for each t.isk)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
During '1 ri ring: tion of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated

for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
rf raining: t ion ()f tasIz;, 110t to exceed job-time requirements.

Accturacy - As indicLated by:

rask 2. 14 .1 .17 a. Elight pounds per square inch (nitrogen)
rei,,istters in (H'S.

1). (;1P; VIlve c(re cap [1n pllce.

-IISK 2.i.1.18 I. ii tcr/,,ir/Shu ttcr swwitch opera tcs
in e:ch, posit ion.

"1*,i,,k 14.1.19 1. I'lim1 ,,t IdIlh' lle d il' Ol ( ' ; UijjCIer po ,l
asWS ct I ,() thiL 0i11oh Wlave horlnl A o

t4krip rt,ctrdcr equali 2.81 volts duril 
co'ti: i i1I rite port i n ofl co t e i i t r t LSt.

b . CXuiM t,..r -- l f-te ,t i'isses azimuth rI ate
te,;t (rnur:lhr 4 in t1.ilor,. display).

I11-10



XMi 45E TURRLT MEMIANIC (Cont'd.)

COMPONENT OUTLINE

Task 2.14.1.20 it. Screws holding GPS in place torqued
between 360 and 432 inch-pounds (41
to 49 newton meters).

b. Connectors installed on GPS.

C. Headrest assembly installed on mounting
bracket.



* TASK 2.14.1.17 PURGE AND CHARGE GPS

:(
PARTS: None

TOOLS: Kit, purging, fire control 4931-00-065-1110

Wrench, open end, 3/8 inch
Wrench, adjustable, 12 inch
Cylinder, gas, nitrogen

EXPENDABLES: None

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURE:

1. Position main gun over front of tank.

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Place purging kit and gas cylinder on ground on left

side of tank.

2. Unscrew cylinder valve until gas can be heard.

3. Tighten valve by hand.

4. Screw on and tighten adapter using adjustable wrench.

5. Fully clox_ regulator valve by turning counterclockwise.

6. Unscrew cylinder valve and look for pressure on high
pressure gage located closest to cylinder.

7. If pressure is less than 100 pounds per square inch,
replace with new cylinder of gas.

8. Enter tank and bring hose through commander's hatch.

9. Unscrew and remove GPS valve core cap using 3/8 inch

10. Screw on and Lighten hose fitting to service valve using
adjustable wrench.

I 1. )pen regulator valve by turning clockwise while watching

g. .

12. Stop turning valve when 8 pounds per square inch is
re,,chocd on gage.

13. l ist cn r q;, coming out of rel etf valve.

I 'f. 'II;I, 'vI Luder vA ve aI Lur five minutes

13. Unstrow and romov hose fitting from service valve usin,

adl ]ustabl, wrench.

16. S, rc(w on anid Lighten valve core cap using 3/8 inch wrench.

1-12



*TASK 2.14.1.17 PURGE AND CHARGE GPS (Cont'd.)

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

None

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-1; pp. 3-41 to 3-44.

TIME:

18 Minutes



TASK 2.14.1.18 EI'ACE (IPS LI.Ik/CLAAR/SIUTTER SWITCH

( PARTS: Swituh, Filter/Clear/Shutter (MS 25085-1)
Washers, lock, 2 ca. (QS 35338-1 34)

TOOLS: Key, sockethead screw, 5/64 inch

Soldering iron
Screwdriver, flat tip
Knife, pocket
Hliers, slip joint
Screwdriver, cross tip

EXPENflXB IES: Solder, flux cord

PRfi ~I INA2 v  I'!'*)CEDI kl iLS

Nolc

M'ECflANIC t~ .. ;

! L!1PtuuVt lower cmitrol patnle] assly.

2. Rci,,ve two cap screws and lockwashers securing Filter/
C(t-ir/SIutter switch to sight body using wrench.

3. t i s crd lockwashers.

4. Ct wirCs close to switch using knife.

4. Di ;: ard swi tch.

( . l-,,itioli new switcli on shiaft and secure with two cap
(:'.- and new lockwashers finger tight.

2 ,o Cnnet t and solder wires to switcih terminals using
soldering iron and solder.

8. Ti'[h1t0:1 t two screws using screwdriver.

). * n :1 1 lowerl ct. lrol 1 pane I[

L '

R FEk'-,' F ;
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TASK 2.14 .1.19 ADJUST (;i'S DAY SIGHT COUNTER ROTATION SCALING

( PARTS: None

TOOLS: Screwdriver, cross tip, No. 2

Screwdriver, jewelers
Strip recorder, battery powered, with electrical power

-XPENi)ABILIS: Sealer, Glyptol, EC801

PRELIMINARY P RtCEDURES:

q None

MECIiANit W I I:

1,. ~ ,e,. in and tighten plig of strip recorder cable to
I d t,t,I e of Lurret networks box.

2 . Fit Lte fo1 lowing turret switches to positions indicated:

1(. (.; Locat io1 Switch Name Position

C(.nmander's Panel AUX IIYDR POWER ON
Commander's Panel. TURRET POWER ON

FIRE CONTROL, MO)E NOIRMA ,L
TERM1AL TEST PATTERN OFF

eiplter Control POWEIR ON
boa rd

!.oader's Panel GUN TUIRRET DRIVE 'OWEREI)

3. St sonsitivitv -ontrol on strip recorder to "200."

k attery indicator to make sure recorder is Olieraibl.

L,"li cator should read "'OOl)." (Strip recorder cable
ch,_,ks the AZ rate to computer signal to the recorder on
LLe-t pin 85, and checks the return siIgnal on test pin 33.)]

Hl ii "5''" 1)utLAtI. (I''Tis wil I sLart tihe recorder.)

;1:0,& !'i.W dind(1 ITl,'Vtj t- ittr SCli'.,s I rolIl ulpperl trilillmOt cover
,)' ' ".' t pt patlio I at;i g Cl'otiS tip se rewdrivel'.

1 1d I; 1 ;)A1171 sw i tt'L,'S On g ll t' e '. o Utrol. t uln, 1 s.

8. 1 1). t I t C I I it S S '' Z L'd , ) pu:sI '"ITST' " bu t L OI I CoM 1) 1 LL'17
,Oitr ,,t n l ohbst- \,et' si ti g iL I :m tri p recorder otn

' I I , ' i ', *'l l , l ! l i i ~ l

! . . . . ,, , l i,.. . .t

T[_ IL l



TASK 2.14.1.19 ADJIST PIIS DAY StalI:T COUNTER ROTATION (Cont'd.)

I U. Itk the TCR trimpot by applying sealer when adjustment
(is complete.

it. Put trimpot cover on and secure with four screws.

12. Tighten using cross tip screwdriver.

13. Push "OFF" button on strop strip recorder.

14. Unscrew and remove plug from receptacle of turret
network3 box.

FOLL)w ON P,(E)DURES

I' 'P >-1Y50-255-20-2-2-1; pp. 3-23 to 3-28.

i] ' "

lflflnt~tS

9

4



*TASK 2.14.1.20 REPLACE GPS

PARTS: Washers, lock, 12 ea. (MS35338-139)

GPS (number unknown)

TOOLS: Bar, pry
Brush, paint
Extension, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 6 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive
Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 9/16 inch
Wrecker, 5-ton or equivalent lifting device
Wrench, torque, 0 to 600 inch lbs.
Eyeholt, MS51937-7 (three required)
CPS holding fixture, Mt66900
(;PS sling, X165748

EXPLNDABLES: Sealing compound, general purpose, MIL-S-11031
RTV Scilant, MIL-A-46106A, Type I

P !7' !1NARY I'R'CKDURL'S:

yRom~ve comnander's GPS extension.

Remove (;PS cover.

MECHIAN IC WII,:

N('lIE A: Th is task requires assisLance from a 63E10
(Soldier A) and a tbF2(0 (Soldier B).

1 . Turn headrest locking handle to left by hand.

2. 1l]i I headrest assembly out of mounting bracket and
set aside.

Soldier B: Position lifting device next to tank with
boom over sight.

3. Scrcw ill and ti.ghten three cyeholts by hand.

4 . tinscr cw and rmieo, twelve screws, wa slier s, and lock-
w,asq1 t rs roi sight using socket, extension, and handle.

, i i a;cird I sckw;i,1lLs rs.

S., r H, 1 cA: k -;I ill)', L boom and c','ll I t s

I 1 [.'l V .t - (,()filloc Cl't , I | l l s ig'h L.

S.,I I I (;li '' 1- It to boom Lo ft oat si 'litL

!1- 171 ' o i ght



* TASK 2.14.1.20 REPLACE Gi'S (Cont'd.)

Soldier A: Unhook sling from sight.

St dier A: Unscrew and remove three eyebolts from
sight. Turn in sight,

Soldier A: Screw three eyebolts into new sight.

Soldier A: 11ook sling to three eyebolts on sight.

Soldier B: Operate boom to lift sight.

9. Ciiide sight into place on guide pins.

10. Unhook sling from eyebolts and remove sling from

boom.

Soldier A: Guide lifting device away from tank.

Soldier B: Lifting device can be moved from tank.

I. Jnscrcw and remove three eyebolts from sight.

12. Jsing pry bar, line up holes with top of turret.

0
WARNING: Sealing compounds burn easily. Do

I-")t use near open fire. Sealing
may give off harmful vapor. Use in

well ventilated area.

1. 13. Sproi d thin coat of sealing compound on 12 screws using

brush.

,. Screw in and tighten 12 screws, new lockwashers, and

washcr- using socket, extension, and handle.

15. Torotue screws between 3bO and 432 inch-poands (41 Lo
4) newton meters).
Al ply ,i bead tf RTV sealant to turret recess lip and

gunner's primary sight flange.

17. lustall 11 connectors onto sight.

?l. Instaill headrest assumbly on mounting bracket.

). ,Sucure hy tur inu i t h:idrest lockins, handlC to right by

tOI,I,,9'4 )5 P1 ' i

* , ,, , :iZ'-;'

*, . , ,.,' VL II{.

* 1-[8 1



*TASK 2.14.1.20 REPlACE CPS (Cont'd.)

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-1; pp. 3-18 to 3-22.

TIME:

2 Hours, 42 Minutes

I

I€

(i
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XMI 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

(MODULE:

Fire Control System (2.14)

COMPONENT :

Electroucs Rack Assembly (2.14.3)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

MechLinic will;

12.14.3.1 Replace electronics rack jumper assembly (computer electronic
utrit, thermal electronics unit, LOS electronics box). (3 minutes)

S2 14.3.1 Re place electronics rack shock mounts (floor). (12 minutes)

£,IL AS 1, RLIEN '1.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
During Trai i ,: of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
( for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
1td .f 1r aininv: of task, not to exceed job-time requirements.

Acedt acy - A6 indicated by:

11-Tsk 2.14.3.1 a. Jumper assemblies installed on each
unit or box with one lockwasher on
each side of terminal.

2.i4.3.4 a. Rtack seCuired to shock mounts.

b. Angle bracket secured to turret.

4 . . . . .... . . .. . ..

I

I II I')



*TASK 2.14.3.1 REPLACE ELE,"CTRONICS RACK JU11PER ASSEMBLY (COMPUTER ELECTRONIC
UNIT, THERMAL ELECTRONICS UNIT, LOS ELECTRONICS BOX)

C
PARTS: Jumper assembly (6 inch, 2 each) (MS25083-2006)

Jumper Assembly (10 inch) (MS25083-2CCl0)
Washers, lock, 6 ea. (HS35333-40)

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 7/16
Extension, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 6 inch

Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive

EXPENDABLS: No ne

FOLLOU ON PIP()CEI)URt'S:

Non

MECLHANIC WIL.-

NOTE A: Thuse procedures apply to jumper assemblies
to the computer electroncs unit (10 inch),

the thermal electronics unit (6 inch), and
the LOS electronics box (6 inch).

L. Unscrew and remove screw, two lockwashers, and Jumper

assembly from unit using socket, extension, and handle.

. Hiscard jumper assembly and lockwashers.

3. Install new jumper assembly on unit using one new lock-
washer on each side of terminal.

4. Secure with screw using socket, extension, and handle.

FOLLO)04 )N 1O(CFD;JRIC'S:

:;ii' -"i ',  ' - -2; pp. 142 and 143.

T I ME'. :

11-21
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* TASK 2.14.3.4 REPLACE ELECTRO.NiCS RACK SHOCK MOUNTS (FLOOR)

PARTS: Mount, shock, 2 ea. (X162763)
Washers, lock, II ea. (MS35333-40)

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 7/16 inch

Extension, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 6 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive

EXPENDABLES.: None

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:U
1. Remove computer electronics unit.

2. Remove gun turret drive electronics box.

3. Rciove LOS electronic box.

4. Remove thermal electronics unit.

Hi'h 1A; NLC l.', 1.

1. Unscrew and remove three screws and lockwashers securing

angle bracket to turret using socket, extension, and
handle.

o. Oscard lockwashers.

3. fnscrew and remove two screws and lockwashers from
left and right sides of rack securing rack to two shock
mounts using socket, extension, and handle.

4. DiL.:ard lockwashers.

5. l IP out rack and set aside.

6. IUnscrew and remove two screws and lockwashers from
,,:h shock mount to turret floor using socket, extension,

i,td han die.

i. I)i:;card shock m,,nuts md lockwashers.

. ,- , 1 Wl Tit
1, t i;'o r . L ;wo sc iilnd nei1( w lo kw isliti,

I' I lI0'I T+ ,)s I I' 1 I i
T ,  

;t)CT 1 Lt , 0xt tjls Ion, amid I I I I )d .

t TI I S l ,k in Jt --1, .

-!i 'ci' .. . t 'o ,;crews tilt i nitTIT lot W,Ist I

I 1< Ii uT> r It iK to S ,

T • , e)1 I nd.

: t1-22
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* TASK 2.14.3.4 REPLACE ELECTRONICS RACK SHOCK MOUNTS (FLOOR)

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

1. Install thermal electronics unit.

2. Install LOS electronics box.

3. Install gun turret drive electronics.

4. Install computer electronics unit.

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-1; pp. 3-45 to 3-47.

DEP 9-2350-255-20P-2; pp. 142 and 143.

TIME:

12 Minutes

11-23



XMI 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

( MODULE:

Fire Control System (2.14)

COMPONENT:

LOS Electronics Unit (2.14.4)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

*2.14.4.1 Replace LOS electronics unit (30 ailutus)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

* Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and

completion of task.
During Training: Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps in-

dicated for each task and steps performed

by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and

completion of task, not to exceed job-

End of Training: time requirements.
Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.14.4.1 a. Screw holding jumper cable to lower
left hole in LOS unit torqued between
48 to 60 inch-pounds (5 to 6 newton
meters).

b. Seven remaining screws holding LOS

unit to rack torqued between 96 to
120 inch-pounds (11 to 13 newton
meters).

C. Plugs screwed Into LOS unit.

d. Five cables atLached to T[S electronics
uni t.

e. Four cables attached to computer
e lec t roIi Cs ini t•

* 1t-24



*TASK 2.14.4.1 REPLACE LOS ELEC'RONICS UN[T

PARTS: Washer, lock, 2 ea.

LOS electronic unit (X63318)

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 7/16 inch

Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive
Extension, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 6 inch

Wrench, torque, 0 to 200 inch-pounds

EXPENDABLES: Sealing compound, threadlocking, MIL-S-46163

qPRELIMINARY PRO'CEI)URES:

Nolle

MEHIAN[C WILL:

1 1. Unscrew and rinove two plugs from LOS electronics unit.

Inacrew and remove five cables from TIS electronics
Lin it

i. t;hj,ct,w and remove four cables from computer electronics
ini tf

4. l riew, ,W and rellovt- •lower left screw, two lockwashers,
And jumper cable from LOS unit using socket and handle.

5. )i:;card lockwash r.

. Unscrew ald nO ri2ove St'VLni reli inlg screws and washers
from LOS uniL using socket, extension, and handle.

7. Pall out LOS unit from rack and turn it in.

8. Slide new LOS unit ito rack.

9. Spread a tb in coat Of sI ilIg comllpould Ol Olle screw

Iea L Ii t .ju 't I C11) I l' bL'tween two new Io'kwashers.

!1. S, ,it, Ij uenpWlr can Ic C lild l0ckWlShers in1 lower left
!i.c!e on JWt unit with t-iaew coated with sealing compound

caiIlf ,, Scket ;and bandle .

1 l'orqte screw lee tween 48 o 6) 0 nc h-p)otinds (5 to 6 iewton
Imeter,;) t1 i g toreule wrench.

ii. S( r,w iin i-, rain ig teVnt- screw..s and waihers to LOS tillit
I 1W Ce' K, [ t , Y lI 41W l~ll, andlt hllai(1 1 .

14/~. 'I,rjic w9 ,, t t< e t i 'N 1 120 ien li-pouen d.i (11 to 1
It -wI(n l iii oters ) ,ill, 1(11 w1ren I I(iI.

[I ; , tw4 I i; em > " i ); e t
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*TASK 2.14.4.1 REPLACE LOS ELECTRONICS UNIT (Cont'd.)

16. Screw five cables onto TLS electronics unit.

17. Screw four cables onto computer electronics unit.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

1. Test LOS unit.

2. Adjust normal mode elevation drift.

REFERENCES:

DH' 9-2350-255-20-2-3-1; pp. 3-43 to 3-45.

q TIME:

30 Minutes

I I -26
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XMI 45E TURRET MECHIANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

( MODULE:

Fire CourLuol System (2.14)

COMPONENT.

CI'S Baii, Lic Cover, Handle, and Linkage (2.14.7)

PEIO,'tIc.LAM-\ ,L )'ICOPIIES:

Mec bdlll , ..2 1 I:

q i'.J *., .1 Rc:,lacc GPS ballistic cover door (15 minutes)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
DI., completion of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match bCtweUen sLeps
indicated for each task and SteLs ler-

formed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiatini stimuli ai

completion of task, not to excut~ !'-
End of hji.2.. time requirements.

Accuracy - As indicated by:

T;k 2.14.7.1 a. GPS lenses not damaged.

b. Daylight and Thermal ballistic doors
open and close.

11-27
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TASK 2.14.7.1 REPLACE GPS BALLISTIC COVER IDOR

PARTS: Door (left) (XM68023)
Door (right) (XM68024)

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 3/4 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive
Punch, drive pin, tapered, 1/8 inch point
Hammer, hand, ball peen
Pliers, slip joint

EXPENDABIL.; : None

1'l(I. i: , i,. I d,. J1IHJR ES :

None

NOTE A: The two doors are different in size and
shape, but the same procedure is used

(for both doors.

CAUTION: Do not let anything touch GIPS

lenses. Do not try to clean them.

Lenses may be damaged by such
contact.

1. Open ballistic doors.

U. n sJC-eruw and remove two screws from door using socket
and handle.

3. Tp) out two spring pins secitring two strJ ight pins
using punch and hammer.

4 [. l I I out spr ing pins with p i I ers.

R. ImoVe two straight pins.

6. I ift off door and turn in
I

7. Pllu niow door ill pli ce ind pti ini two st rI i glt pins. .

8 1i Ve two spris' pin imte p11 m t0 )1 , hi 1 maummer.

. m;,rew ill ,itld Li i,11tll two uiws 1) io s ckCt Iuld }M11 Il'.

,,. ose~ hilI istic d,,r .

4 11-28



TASK 2.14.7.1 REPLACE GPS BALLISTrIC COVER DOOR (Cont'd.)

U FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

None

REFERENCES:

DE1P 9-2350-255-20-2-3-1; pp. 3-67 and 3-68.

DEP 9-2350-255-2011-2; pp. 1.46 and 147.

TIME:

15 Hiu~

11 2



XMI 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Fire Control System (2.14)

COMPONENT:

Gunner's Auxiliary Sight Assembly (2.14.8)

PERFORMANCE t)U I'COES:

Mechanic wilL:

q*2.14.6.3 Purge and charge GAS. (12 minuteS)

.. ,. / R,placu GAS panel reticle power switch (30 minutes)

'lEAS LRLEiEN I'

ilK, Buctween end ot initiating stimuli and
Durirg completion of task.

Acruia - As indicated by match between steps
indicated for each task and steps per-
formed by ilchani,.

llti -B etuwcen cud of initiating stimuli and
completion ot task, not to exceed job-

In~. : . time requircments.

. - An indicated by:

1.,. J. LEight pounds per square inch (nitrogen)
registers in GAS.

). ("AS li" valve cap ill place.

, 1. . L. (.,\ IWI tcl C 1(2 ,w it opt ,)cratus

to B) i t II diil (;AS re i cI e.

4

4
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. TASK 2.14.8.3 PURGE AND CHARGE GAS

PARTS: None

TOOLS: Wrench, adjustable, 10 inch
Wrench, open end, 3/8 inch
Kit, purging, fire control 4931-00-065-1110
Cylinder, gas nitrogen

EXPENDABLES: None

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURE:

1. Position main gun over front of tank.

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Set up purging and charging equipment.

2. Unscrew and remove air valve cap from GAS using open
end wrench.

3. Screw in and tighten hose fitting to air valve on sight
using open end wrench.

4. Open pressure regulator valve on cylinder until low
pressure gage shows eight pounds per square inch.

5. Purge GAS for five minutes.

6. Close valve and pressure regulator valve on cylinder.

7. Unscrew and remove hose fitting from air valve on
sight using open end wrench.

8. Screw in and tighten valve cap onto GAS using open end

wrench.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

None

REFERENCES:

D'P 9-2350-255-20-2-3-1; pp. 3-87 to 3-89.

TIME:

12 Minutes

11-31
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K * TASK 2.14.8.7 REPLACE GAS PANEL RETICLE POWER SWITCH

PARTS: Washers, lock, 6 ea. (number unknown)
Gasket (number unknown)

Nut (number unknown)
Switch, toggle (number unknown)

TOOLS: Key, socket head screw, 5/64 inch
Wrench, open end, 9/16 inch

Soldering iron

Wrench, open end, 5/8 inch

EXPENDABLES: Solder, flux cord

Sealing compound, thread locking MIL-S-46163

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

None

MECRANIC WILL:

1. Unscrew and remove two setscrews from three control knobs

using key.

2. Unscrew and remove boot from base of reticle illumination

control using 5/8 inch wrench.

3. Discard boot.

4. Unscrew and remove six screws and lockwashers from GAS
panel using key.

5. Discard lockwashers.

6. Take panel off main housing.

7. Remove and discard gasket.

8. Unsolder two wires from reticle power switch using

soldering iron.

9. Unscrew and remove nut from switch using 9/16 inch wrench.

10. l)iscard nut.

1I. Remove and discard switch.

4 12. Put new switch in panel.

13. Screw on and tighten new nut using 9/16 inch wrench.

14. Apply sealing cOilloind around nut.

15. Solder two wires to switch using soldering iron and
solder flux.

H-32



*TASK 2.14.8.7 REPLACE GAS PANEL RETICLE POWER SWITCH (Cont'd.)

16. Put new gasket on panel.

17. Put panel on main housing.

18. Screw in and tighten six screws and new lockwashers
on panel using key.

19. Screw in and tighten new boot to base of reticle
illumination control using 5/8 inch wrench.

20. Install three control knobs and secure with two

setscrews on each knob using key.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

None

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-1; pp. 3-98 to 3-100.

TIME:

30 Minutes

H
-E,

*1
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XMI 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Fire Control System (2.14)

COMPONENT:

Commander's Weapon Station Sight Assembly (2.14.9)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

2.14.9.3 Purge and charge CWS sight (21 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
During Training: of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
End of Training: of task, not to exceed job-time requirements.

Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.14.9.3 a. Five to seven pounds per square inch

(nitrogen) gas comes out of relief valve.

b. No water comes out of relief valve.

c. CWS valve cap in place.

H

H-34



*TASK 2.14.9.3 PURGE AND CHARGE CWS SIGHT

PARTS: None

TOOLS: Wrench, open end, 3/8 inch
Wrench, open end, 1/2 inch
Wrench, open end, 1/2 inch
Tank, nitrogen, dry

Kit, purging, SC 4931-59CL-J54

EXPENDABLES: None

PRLI.IMINARY PuoCEDURE:

i. Remove CWS.

MECIIANIC W1lI.

I. Look for ice or dirt on charging valve.

2. Clean off valve if necessary.

3. Unscrew and remove charging valve cap using 3/8 inch
wrench.

4. Open nitrogen tank valve for one or two seconds.

5. Screw on and tighten regulator using 1 1/2 inch wrench.

6. Turn T-handle on regulator fully to left.

7. Open nitrogen tank valve and look for more than 100
pounds of pressure on gage. (If pressure is less
than 100 pounds, get a new tank.)

8. Turn T-handle on regulator to right until five to

seven pounds of pressure show on gage.

9. Let gas flow through hose for five to ten seconds,

* tLhen close tank valve.

I0. SCrew on and tighten nut on hose to charging valve

ui ng I /2 inch wrench.

CAUTION: Do not allow more than seven pounds
of pressure flow into sight.

Damage to inside will occur.

1 Op,-n tank valve and look for five to seven pounds of
pI) ii re on gage.

i lJrn T-handle on regulator to right while listening
f V is comining out of relief valve.

H-35



* TASK 2.14.9.3 PURGE AND CHARGE CWS SIGHT (Cont'd.)

NOTE A: Gas should come out at five to seven
pounds of pressure. If gas comes out
below five pounds of pressure or does
not come out at eight pounds of pressure,
replace relief valve.

13. Let gas come out of relief valve for five minutes or
until all traces of water are gone.

14. Close tank valve.

15. Watch gage for five minutes.

NOTE B: If pressure does not drop below five
pounds, servicing is completed; go to
step 16. If pressure drops below five
pounds, turn and replace sight.

16. Slowly unscrew and remove hose fitting from charging
valve using 1/2 inch wrench.

17. Screw on and tighten valve cap finger tight.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

1. Install CWS.

2. Boresight CWS sight.

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-1; pp. 3-111 to 3-114.

* TIME:

21 Minutes
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XMI 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Fire Control System (2.14)

COMPONENT:

S Computer Electronics Unit (CEU) Assembly (2.14.10)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

K Mechanic will:

*/#2.14.10.1 Replace computer electronics unit (CEU) (48 minutes)

- MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
During Training: of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
End of Training: of task, not to exceed Job-time requirements.

Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.14.10.1 a. Screws holding CEU to rack torqued
between 360 and 432 inch-pounds (41
to 49 newton meters).

b. Jumper assembly attached to face of
CEU.

c. Cable connecters attached to CEU.

H
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"* /#TASK 2.14.10.1 REPLACE COMPUTER ELECTRONICS UNIT (CEU)

PARTS: Computer Electrical Unit (XM67194)
Washers, lock, 2 ca.

TOOLS: Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive
Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 7/16 inch

Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 9/16 inch
Universal joint, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive

Wrench, torque, 0 to 600 inch-pounds

EXPENDABLES: None

PRELIMI!NARY PROCEDURES:

None

MECHANIC WILL:

I. Disconnect three electrical cable connectors from CEU.

2. Remove one screw and two lockwashers securing jumper
assembly to face of CEU using 7/16 inch socket and
handle.

3. Discard lockwashers.

4. Remove three screws and washers securing CEU to rack
using 9/16 inch socket, universal joint, and handle.

5. Remove CEUI from rack and turn in.

6. Place new CEU into rack.

7. Install three screws and washers securing CEU to rack

using 9/16 inch socket, universal joint, and handle.

8. Torque screws between 360 and 432 inch pounds (41 to
49 newton meters).

9. Install jumper assembly on face of CEU using one new

lockwasler on each side of terminal.

10. Se,.ure with screw using 7/16 inch socket and handle.

11. (.onnoct three ci ectrical cable connectors to CEU.

FOLLOW ON I'OCE!'PRV:

I. P." rt ',0 F tt,:-t of Couiptl er.

• ,LFEI N :

I)!T 9--21 0-255-2-3-1; lp. 1-117 to 3-119.

T I ME:

48118

H1-38



)" 45E TURRET MECHANIC

COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Fire Control System (2.14)

COMPONENT:

Gun Turret Drive (GTD) Electronics Unit (2.14.12)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

* 2.14.12.2 Replace gun turret drive electronics unit. (36 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

I L'inie - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion

During Training: of task.
Accuracy - As Indicated by match between steps indicated

for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between Lxd of initiating stimuli and completion

End of Training: of task, not to exceed job-time requirements.
Accuracy - As irdicated by:

Task 2.14.12.2 a. Screws holding GTD unit to rack torqued
between 96 and 120 inch-pounds (11 to
14 newton meters).

b. Screw nolding jumper assembly to terminal

torqued between 48 and 60 inch-pounds
(5 to 7 newton meters).

c. Electrical connectors attached to top of
GTD unit.

d. Electrical connectors attached to recep-

tacles J2 and ,J4.

11- Y'J



*TASK 2.14.12.2 REPLACE GUN TURRET DRIVE (GTD) ELECTRONICS UNIT

PARTS: Gun turret drive electronics box (NPN)

Washer, lock, 2 ea. (MS35333-40)

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 7/16 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive
Wrench, torque, 0 to 200 inch pounds

Pliers, slip joint, conduct style, plastic jaw inserts
Extension, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 6 inch

EXPENDABLES: Sealing compound, thread locking, MIL-S-46163

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

None

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Unscrew and remove electrical connectors from receptacles
J2 and J4 from front of thermal imaging unit.

2. Unscrew and remove screw, two lockwashers, and jumper
assembly from top of GTD unit using socket, extension,

and handle.

3. Discard lockwashers.

4. Unscrew and remove three electrical connectors from top

of GTD unit by hand.

5. Unscrew and remove eight screws and washers securing
GID unit to rack using socket and handle.

6. Pull. out GTD unit and turn it in.

7. Slide -.ew GTD unit into rack.

8. Screw in and tighten eight screws and washers securing
6 (IGTD onit to rack using socket and handle.

9. Torque screws between 96 and [20 inch-pounds (11 to 14
newton meters) using torque wrench.

10. Spread sealing compound on threads of screw used to
scur e jumper assemb I y.

I I.* Irata I I 1 umpter assemb I y us I ug one new hockwasher on
,I, side ()f terminal aiInd seclirv with screw using socket,

, tens: n, ,l 1 hd dle.

, i ol-ui .' rjw ht twe:n 48 mdiI 1) iici-J-ptUinds (5 to 7 newton
m1ti2 .l-) ls]iag torque wrnch.

* 11-40



* TASK 2.14.12.2 REPLACE GUN TURRET DRIVE (GTD) ELECTRONICS UNIT

13. Screw in and tighten three electrical connectors
to top of GTD unit by hand.

14. Screw in and tighten electrical connectors to
receptacles J2 and J4 using pliers.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

1. Perform test GTD and stabilization system.

2. Perform GPS day sight counter rotation sealing.

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-1; pp. 3-141 to 2-153.

TIME:

36 M-inutites

I 1-41
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XMI 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Fire Control System (2.14)

COMPONENT:

Crosswind Sensor (2.14.13)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

* 2.14.13.3 Replace crosswind sensor (44 minutes)

MEAS UREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
of task.

During Training: Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating st imuli and completion

End of Training: of task, not to exceed job-time requirements.
Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.14.13.3 a. Ground strap installed on sensor stud and
each side of terminal.

b. Arrow on top of sevsor lined-up with
center front of tank.

c. Gasket in place on sensor lip.

d. Electrical cable connector attached to
receptacle.

C. Cover attached to crosswind sensor

iI II- 42
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* TASK 2.14.13.3 REPLACE CROSSWIND SENSOR

PARTS: Gasket (XM7955)
Crosswind sensor (XM64000)
Washer, lock, 2 ea. (MS35333-40)
Washer, coned, 6 ea. (XM65408-l)
Cover (XM69199)

TOOLS: Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 7/16 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive
Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 3/8 inch

EXPENDABLES: Rags, wiping
Solvent, cleaning, P-D-680, type 11

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURE:

1. Erect crosswind sensor.

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Unscrew and remove six screws and coned washers from
cover using 7/16 inch socket and handle.

-. Discard coned washers.

3. Remove cover and inspect for cracks. (If cracked,

get a new cover.)

4. Unscrew and remove electrical cable connector from
receptacle by hand.

5. Unscrew and remove dummy connector cover from dummy
connector.

6. Pot dummy connector cover on receptacle.

7. Unscrew and remove screw and two lockwashers securing
ground strap using 7/16 inch socket and handle.

8. Discard lockwashers.

9. UInscrew and slip off coupling from sensor by hand.

I0. Reinove' gaiket from sensor and inspect gasket for cuts
aild Chips. (if damaged, replace gasket.)

(>\U'i [ON: Sensor wiL:t 1)1! pblU .1ed oiit of
retitil ncr Lo avoid damage Lo clec-
tron h harness.
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* TASK 2.14.13.3 REPLACE CROSSWIND SENSOR (Cont'd.)

11. Slowly lift sensor out of retainer.

12. Unscrew and remove nut, flat washer, and ground strap
from sensor stud using 3/8 inch socket and handle.

13. Turn in sensor and wiring harness.

14. Unscrew and remove nut from stud on new sensor using
7/16 inch socket and handle.

14WARNING: Cleaning solvent burns easily.

Do not use solvent near open fire.

15. Clean area around sensor stud with solvent and rag and
dry with clean rag.

16. Install ground strap on sensor stud using one new
lockwasher on each side of terminal.

17. Secure with nut using 7/16 inch socket and handle.

18. Lower electrical harness through top of retainer and
out of opening near dummy connector.

19. Line up arrow on top of sensor with center front of
tank.

20. Lower sensor into retainer. (Make sure pin in bottom
of retainer goes into hole on bottom of sensor.)

21. Put gasket on sensor lip.

22. Slide coupling down sensor to retainer.

23. Screw on and tighten coupling by hand.

24. Clean area around ground strap hole with solvent and
rag and dry with clean rag.

25. Install ground strap using one new lockwasher on each
side of terminal.

26. Unscrew dummy connector cover from receptacle.

27. Screw cap into dummy connector.

28. Screw on and tighten electrical cable connector to

receptacle.

29. Hold c.vtr on inotint and secure w[tl s ix screws and new
r lt'! u ln. i ng 7/](0 ilnch socke t and handle.

M ) IOW (,14N PRO)CA'.)(IRESq

1. F L 1?; T1 IN C' ,

z~ ~ 1- 7, r 1 5 3- -- - , t, - 1, -17 9 t, 1 82 .
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*TASK 2.14.13.3 REPLACE CROSSWIND SENSOR (Cont'd.)
I-

TIME:

44 Minutes
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2XM 45E TURRET MECHANIC

COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Fire Control System (2.14)

COMPONENT:

Cant Assembly (2.14.14)

PERFORMJANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

* 2.14.14.2 Replace cant unit (15 minutes)

- MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion

During Training: of task.
Accuracy - As Indicated by match between steps indicated

for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
End of Training: of task, not to exceed job-time requirements.

Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.14.14.2 a. Screws holding cant unit to turret
torqued between 30 and 36 foot-pounds
(41 to 49 newton meters).

b. Electrical connector attached to cant
unit.

4
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* TASK 2.14.14.2 REPLACE CANT UNIT

L

PARTS: Cant Unit Assembly (XM61470)

TOOLS: Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 1/2 inch square drive
Extension, socket wrench, 1/2 inch square drive, 5 inch

Socket, socket wrench, 1/2 inch square drive, 9/16 inch
Wrench, torque, 0 to 150 foot-pounds

Brush, wire

EXPENDABLES: Solvent, cleaning P-D-680, type 11
Rags, wiping

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

1. Engage elevation lock.

2. Manually traverse turret as needed for access.

• MECHANIfC WIL.:

1. Disconnect electrical connector from cant unit.

2. Hold cant unit with hand and unscrew and remove three
screws and washers securing cant unit to turret using

socket, extension, and handle.

3. Turn in cant unit.

WARNING: Solvent P-D-680, type 11 burns

easily. Do not use solvent near
open fire.

4. Clean mounting pad with solvent, rag, and brush and
dry with clean rag.

5. Put new cant unit in place.

6. Secure with three screws and washers using socket,

extLensioll, and handle.

7. 'lkr tie scruws betwee n )30 and 36 foOi-I ouUds (41 to 49

Le'Wtoil iters) us ing tolrqu e wrun i.

8. Contnect etectrical connecto- to cant tinit.

FOLLOW ('.T ', .)1i ;l

!,? cowl) [ i e I t

RE' F: E 1 LNG I .S
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*TASK 2.14.14.2 REPLACE CANT UNIT (Cont'd.)

TIME:

15 Minutes
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XMI 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Fire Control System (2.14)

COMPONENT:

Rate Gyroscope Assemblies (2.14.15)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

2.14.15.1 Replace hull gyroscope (30 Minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
During Training: of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
End of Training: of task, not to exceed job-time requirements.

Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.14.15.1 a. Screws holding gyroscope in place
torqued between 96 and 120 inch-
pounds (11 to 14 newton meters).

b. Electrical connector attached to
gyroscrope.
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TASK 2.14.15.1 REPLACE HULL GYROSCOPE

PARTS: Gyroscope, hull (P30766)

TOOLS: Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive
Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 7/16 inch
Universal, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 2-inch
Wrench, torque, 0 to 200 inch pounds

EXPENDABLES: Sealing compound, thread locking MIL-S-46163

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURE:

1. Manually traverse turret to position main gun over
left rear fender.

.MEhCILANIC WILL:

K 1. Open turret floor access door.

2. Unscrew and remove electrical connector by hand.

3. Hold gyroscope and unscrew and remove four screws
and washers using socket, universal joint, and handle.

4. Remove gyroscope and turn it in.

5. Spread compound on four screw threads.

6. Hold new gyroscope in place and secure with four screws
and washers using socket, universal joint, and handle.

7. Torque screws between 96 and 120 inch pounds (11 to 14
newton meters) using torque wrench.

8. Push on and tighten electrical connector by hand.

9. Close turret floor access door.

4 FOLLOW ON PROCEDURE:

1. Test gyroscope.

REFER1ENCE'S:

4IEP 9-2350-255-20-2-3-1; pp. 3-187 and 3-188.

Wd Mi niiLL i
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XM1 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Fire Control System (2.14)

COMPONENT:

Gunner's Handle Assembly (2.14.16)

-* PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:
* 2.14.16.1 Replace Gunner's control handle assembly (24 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
During Training: of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion

End of Training: of task, not to exceed job-time requirements.
Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.14.16.1 a. Screws holding Gunner's handle in place
torqued between 180 and 200 inch-pounds
(20 to 23 newton meters).

b. Emergency mode azimuth and elevation
drift adjusted.

t
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- TASK 2.14.1b.I REPLACE GUNNER'S CONTROL HANDLE ASSEMBLY

PARTS: Handle, gunner's (NPN)

TOOLS: Extension, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 6 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive
Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 9/16 inch
Wrench, torque, 0 to 600 inch pounds
Wrench, box end, 15/64 inch

EXPENDABLES: Sealing compound, thread locking, MIL-S-46163

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

None

MECLANIC WILL:

1. Unscrew and remove electrical connector by hand.

2. Unscrew and remove three screws and washers from left
side of gunner's control assembly using socket, extension,
and handle.

3. Turn in gunner's handles.

4. Check emergency mode azimuth and elevation drift.

5. Adjust if needed. (See Task 2.7.4.4.)

6. Put three washers on screws and spread compound on
threads of screws.

7. Hold new handle in place and secure with three screws
using socket, extension, and handle.

8. Torque screws between 180 and 200 inch pounds (20 to

23 newton meters) using torque wrench.

9. Screw on and tighten electrical connector by hand.

FOI L.01. ON P ROCIJU(E:

1. Test gunner's handle.

RFFFF!ENCES•

~~. 1- )H-jp-2-3-1; pI. 3-197 to 3-198.

) ' ,lJ I'd1-52
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XMI 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Fire Control System (2.14)

COMPONENT:

Laser Rangefinder (2.14.17)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:
2.14.17.3 Purge and charge laser rangefinder (24 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of inititaing stimuli and completion
During Training: of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
End of Training: of task, not to exceed job-time requirements.

Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.14.17.3 a. Five pounds per square inch (nitrogen)
registers in laser rangefinder.

b. Screws and packing in exhaust and
entrance ports.
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* TASK 2.14.17.3 PURGE AND CHARGE LASER RANGEFINDER

PARTS: Packing, preformed (NPN)

TOOLS: Screwdriver, cross tip, Number 1, 3 inch

Wrench, open end, 3/8 inch
Kit, purging, fire control, 4931-00-065-1110
Cylinder, gas, nitrogen

EXPENDABLES. Grease, braycote 3L-38RP

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURE:I
1. Position main gun over front of tank.

NOTE A: This task is performed by two mechanics.

They are described as Soldier A and

Soldier B.

MECHANIC WII.L:

1. Soldier A/B: Place purging kit and gas cylinder on
ground on left side of tank.

2. Soldier A: Unscrew cylinder valve until gas can be

heard.

3. Soldier A: Tighten valve by hand.

4. Soldier A: Screw on and tighten adapter using adjustable

wrench.

5. Soldier A: Fully close regulator valve by turning counter-

clockwise.

6. Soldier A: Unscrew cylinder valve and look for pressure

on high pressure gage located closest to

cylinder. (If pressure is less than 100
pounds per square inch, replace with new

cylinder of gas.)

7. Soldier B: Enter tank and bring hose through commander's
hatch.

8. Soldier B: Unscrew and remove entrance port screw and
exhaust port screw using screwdriver.

9. Sol|dier B: Remove and discard packing from exhaust port.

10. Soldier B: Screw on and tighten hose fitting to entrance

port iisng ; adjustahlle wrench.

11. S)ldIter A: Open rt,,ul a tor vnlve by turniig clockwise whileK w;a t-ht cilig gagu.

1'2. So ldur A: Stop turning Vai Lyv WItl n 5 pounds per square
inch is reached on gage.
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TASK 2.14.17.3 PUR(;E AND CHARGE LASER RANGEFINDER (Cont'd.)

13. Soldier B: Listen for gas coming out of exhaust port.

14. Soldier B: Purge rangefinder for five minutes.

15. Soldier A: Close cylinder valve after five minutes

and tell Soldier B that valve is closed.

16. Soldier B: Unscrew and remove hose fitting from entrance

port using adjustable wrench.

17. Soldier B: Screw in and tighten screw and new packing
into exhaust port.

18. Soldier B: Screw in and tighten screw into entrance port.

19. Soldier A/B: Remove purging kit.

FOLLOW ON PROCEDURES:

None

REFERENCES:

DEP 9-2350-255-20-2-1; pp. 2-23 to 2-25.

TIME:

24 Minutes
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XI 45E TURRET MECH{ANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Fire Control System (2.14)

COMPONENT:

Thermal Imaging System (2.14.18)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

2.14.18.6 Clean TIS image control unit optical surface. (6 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
During Training: of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
of task, not to exceed job-time requirements.

End of Training: Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.14.18.6 a. Dirt removed from outside glass under
ballistic shield.

b. Windows not scratched.

KH-56 p"I



TASK 2.14.18.6 CLEAN TLS IMAGE CONTROL UNIT OPTICAL SURFACE

PARTS: None

TOOLS: Brush, artist's

EXPENDABLES: Clean water

Cleaning compound, optical lens P-C-438
Paper, lens tissue, NNN-P-40, type IV

PRELIMINARY PROCEI)URES:

None

MECHANIC WILL:

I. Open CPS i1fft ballistic door.

NOTE A: The TIS germanium window is delicate. It
is to be cleaned only when proper operation
of TIS requires it. Do not scratch the
windows and do not apply excessive finger

or water pressure. Do not clean this window

with dry cloth or dry tissue as the surface
is easily damaged.

2. Rinse outside glass under ballistic shield with clean

water until all dirt is removed.

'. If further cleaning is necessary, thoroughly soak lens

tissue with cleaning compound.

4. G(.ntly clean glass using light pressure and swirling or
dabbing motion.

5. Flush with clean water and let glass air dry.

6. Brush lenses lightly using artist's brush to remove dust.

7. Clean lenses by thoroughly soaking lens tissue with
c l afirig compound and gently clean lenses using light

pr( ;:o.re and swirlijng or dabbing motion.

8. C' ,e (; PS 1efLt b,11.1 isLLC door.

I[.', 9--Z~j ,(J-2 '-20)-2-t; I I. 2 l)

6 II'li iit :
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XMI 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Fire Control System (2.14)

COMPONENT:

Remote Thermometer (2.14.19)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

2.14.19.1 Replace remote thermometer (24 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

-0 Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
During Training: of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion

End of Training: of task, not to exceed job-time requirements.
Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.14.19.1 a. Remote thermometer registers ammunition
g tempera ture.

F.

K

V -
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TASK 2.14.19.1 REPLACE REMOTE TIIERMO4ETER

PARTS: Thermometer (XM66028)
Grommet, rubber (1S35489-101)

Washer, lock, 9 ea. (MS35333-36)

TOOLS: Screwdriver, flat tip

Wrench, combination, 7/16 inch
Wrench, combination, 11/16 inch

EXPENDABLES: None

FRELIMI-NARY tROCEDUkI.S:

I. 1,-n ready ammunition door.

2. RtL ave v:orm, lndcr's oddment box.

" 3. Remove power control unit bracket.

Z; . Remuve commander's control panel.

5. ReiIIoV. coiitmii-der's control handle.

MI]CIIANL-C WL I.:

1. thnscrew and remove three screws and lockwashers from

three straps using 7/16 inch wrench.

2. Dist ard 1 ockwashers.

3. Reial,ve three straps.

4. Unscrew and remove three screws and lockwashers from
three clamps using 7/16 inch wrench.

5. Discard lockwashers.

6. Remove three clotps.
7. Remove grommet from plate and discard grommet.

W RN IN(;: CalI ilay be in WiLt, otlr cables.
S,/lio 1 IIIS be tlsed when Laking

4 eai)jL' OUL to i-,para Le wircs.

S. ]1;t r w :!1 rt.-IctLe ti-ce screws ind lockwashers from

, i , , i
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TASK 2.14.19.1 REPLACE REMOTE THIERMOUTETER (Cont'd.)

10. Remove thermometer bulb from tubing and bracket in
ammunition compartment by holding swivel nut with

7/16 inch wrench while unscrewing bulb with 11/16
wrench.

11. Carefully guide cable out through two bulkhead plates.

12. Turn in thermometer.

13. Cuide new thermometer bulb and cable in through two

bulkhead plates.

14. Secure bull) in place by holding swivel nut with 7/16
inch wrench and tightening nut with 11/16 inch wrench.

15. Put three clamps and three straps on cable.

16. Secure with six screws and new lockwashers using 7/16
inch wrench.

17. ilcud thermometer in place.

18. Secure with three screws and new lockwashers using
screwdriver.

19. Put grommet over cable and slide grommet into plate

Ilt I e

FOILOW ON I'RICEDURI'S:

1. CI,)se ammunition door.

2. install commander's control panel.

3. In -itall commander's control handle.

4. Instll commander',s oddment box.

5. The, k out remote thermometer gage.

6. Install power control unit bracket.

REFERENCES:

I HM1 9-2 M50-255-20-2-3-1; pp. 3-235 to 3-240.

'1 INL:

24 N,;tl t ,
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XMl 45E TURRET MECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Fire Control System (2.14)

COMPONENT:

Loader's Unity Periscope (2.14.20)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

2.14.20.1 Replace Loader's periscope mirror mount assembly (14 minutes)

MEASUREMENT:

(for each task)

1 Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
During Training: of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion

End of Training: of task, not to exceed job-time requirements.
Accuracy - As indicated by:

r

Task 2.14.20.1 a. New mirror mount assembly installed.
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TASK 2.14.20.1 REPLACE LOADER'S PERISCOPE MIRROR MOUNT ASSEMBLY

PARTS: Mirror mount assembly (XM65473)
Pin, cotter (MS24665-170)

TOOLS: Pliers, slip joint

EXPENDABLES: None

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

None

MECHANIC WILL:

1. Remove two special screws and clamps from periscope sides
by holding screwhead with one hand and remove threaded

* clamp with other hand. (Mirror mount will swing down).

2. Hold mirror mount with one hand.

3. Remove cotter pin and straight pin using pliers.

4. Discard cotter pin.

5. Pull mirror mount assembly out of periscope housing and
turn in.

6. Position new mirror mount assembly in periscope housing
aligning pin holes.

7. Position straight pin in pivoting holes and push in by~hand.

8. Install new cotter pin in straight pin hole using pliers.

9. Position mirror mount assembly aligning holes of mirror
mount with holes on periscope housing.

* 10. Secure with two special screws and clamps.

11. Push mirror mount tip aind tighten clamp hand tight.

FOLLOW ON ItOCE)URI'S:

REFEJOHE'NCE'S:

DEP 250-25')-20-2-) I; pp. 3-229 to 3-2 33.

14 Minut Is
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XMI 45E TURRET 14ECHANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Fire Control System (2.14)

COMPONENT:

Commander's Control Handle (2.14.22)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

*/#2.14.22.1 Replace Commander's control handle assembly (18 minutes)

MEAS UREML NT:

(for teach task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion

During Training: of task.
Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated

for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion

of task, not to exceed job-time requirements.
Accuracy - As indicated by:

ITask 2.14.22.1 a. Screws holding control handle assembly

in place torqued between 360 and 430

inch-pounds (41 to 49 newton meters).

b. Electrical connector attached to control
handle assembly.

S.l-b 3



*/TASK 2.14.22.1 REPLACE COMMANDER'S CONTROL HANDLE

PARTS: Control assembly, commander's (P30764)

TOOLS: Extension, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 6 inch
Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive
Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 7/16 inch
Wrench, torque, 0 to 600 inch pounds

EXPENDABLES: Sealing compound, thread locking, MIL-S-46163

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES:

None

MECHANIC WILL:

4 . Unscrew and remove electrical connector from control

handle assembly by hand.

2. Unscrew and remove three screws and washers securing
control handle assembly to bracket using 7/16 inch
socket, extension, and handle.

3. Lift handle off bracket and turn in handle.

4. Spread thin coat of sealing compound on threads of three
screws.

5. Put new control handle assembly on bracket.

6. Secure with three screws and washers using 7/16 inch
socket, extension, and handle.

7. Torque three screws between 360 and 430 inch pounds
(41 to 49 newton meters) using torque wrench.

8. Screw in and tighten electrical connector to control
handle assembly by hand.

FOLLOW ON I'IOCEIJIRE:

1. Operate coimander's control handle.

REFERLNCES:

DE1'-9-2 350-2--...0-2-3-1; pp. 3-199 to 3-201

18 Minutes
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xt 45E TURRET MECIANIC
COMPONENT OUTLINE

MODULE:

Fire Control System (2.14)

COMPONENT:

CWS Manual Elevation Drive (2.14.24)

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES:

Mechanic will:

2.14.24.2 Replace CWS cable assembly and lever. (43 minutes)

IEASU R 1IElN r:

(for each task)

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
During 'Troining: Lion of task.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps indicated
for each task and steps performed by mechanic.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
End of Training: tion of task, not to exceed job-time requirements.

Accuracy - As indicated by:

Task 2.14.24.2 a. Caliber .50 machinegun lever not bent
or broken.

b. Coimniid2r's caliber .50 machinegun
operates.

11-0 5



TASK 2.14.24.2 REPLACE CWS CABLE ASSEMBLY AND LEVER

PARTS: Cable assembly (XM66575)
Pin, cotter, 2 ea. (MS24665-132)

Lever (XM66710)

TOOLS: Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive

Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 7/16 inch

Wrench, open end, 7/16 inch (two required)

Pliers, slip joint

EXPENDABLES: None

I
PRELIMINARY PROCEDURE:

1. Unload and clear commander's weapon.

MECHANIC W[LL:

1. Remove cotter pin securing straight pin to manual

drive assembly using pliers.

2. Discard cotter pin and remove straight pin.

3. Using two open end wrenches, loosen two nuts securing
cable to bracket on manual drive assembly.

4. Pull out cable and remove two nuts from cable.

5. Remove cotter pin securing straight pin to lever on

CWS machine gun mount using pliers.

6. Discard cotter pin and remove straight pin.

7. Using two open end wrenches, loosen two nuts securing
cable.

8. Pull off cable and remove two nuts.

). Unscrew and rumove screw and waslher from clamp using

sockcr. and handle.

Uucre and remove two screws and washers from two clamps

on hracket for amnmunition box uSin. socket and handle.

I!. I'll I OUt cabeI .

C .[l t'lrw and remove two plates scre-.'S , and washers t- ron

stipporL of machine I,01n m1Olun1t using sockL!t and handle.

l.11 OUt cabl t ,I J ad turn it in.

I lov 5 l)I1 on pin to fr-e ll chine gun levur.

.. 1i 1t Oat lc iuv .



TASK 2.14.24.2 REPLACE CWS CABLE ASSEMBLY AND LEVER (cont'd)

16. Inspect lever for bends or breaks. (If damaged, replace lever.)

17. Install lever on end of pin.

18. Press lever into place.

19. Thread new cable through support of machine gun mount.

20. Put two plates in place and screw in two screws and washers
using open end wrench. (Do not tighten screws.)

21. Pull cable through support to manual drive assembly.

22. Slip two nuts onto cable.

23. Secure cable on manual drive assembly with straight pin.

24. Install new cotter pin on straight pin using pliers.

25. Position cable on manual drive assembly bracket with one
nut on each side of bracket.

26. Tighten two nuts using two open end wrenches.
27. Thread cable through two clamps on bracket for ammunition

box.

28. Screw on two screws and washers by hand. (Do not tighten.)

29. Thread cable through clamps.

30. Screw on screw and washer by hand. (Do not tighten.)

31. Slip two nuts onto cable.

32. Secure cable on lever on CWS machine gun mount with straight
pin.

33. Install new cotter pin on straight pin using pliers.

34. Position cable on brackt t with one nut on each side of
bracket.

35. Arrange cable so it moves freely.

36. Tighten all loose screws and nuts.

1O.11I )W ON PROCEDURE:

t. Opcrate coi :'andur's machine gun.

LI' )-2350-255-20-2-3-1; pp. 3-55 to 3-59.
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APPEND)IX I

PERFORNANCE-ORLMITED INSTRUCTION



Bi\SIC PIU NCJ PLI~S OF 1'1-:I{FOIU!ANCE-ORIENTED INSTIUJCTIONl 

1. Present onl_L the information the mechanic must know to perform 
the task adequately and safely. 

a. This means that you must tell the mechanic only what he 
must do and how to do it adequately and safely. 

b. Conversely, it also means that you must eliminate extra
neous or "nice-to-know" information, such as historical 
background, technical information that has nothing to do 
with the task, and "war stories" and other anecdotes. 
Such information does not help the mechanic learn -- it 
just wastes valuable time. 

2. Present tho.! essential "how to" informnt'ion only when the mechanic 
need_:;_~ for task performance, a step at a time. 

a. This t.teana that you must avoid showing and explaining 
lww to perform a t::tsk before he has a chance to use the 
information. The reason for avoiding this is that the 
mechanic won't remember your instructions, and you must 
give it all to him again when he has a chance to per
form. This wastes much time. 

b. This principle is often violated when an instructor 
gives ''how to" information during a conference session 
before a IT'echanic needs it to perform in a practical 
exercise situation. 

3. Reqtd re the mechanic to aer.ly the "how to" information inunedi-
~Jtc!_y in "hands on" task performance. 

a. This means that the mechanic must do what you do as soon 
as possible after you demonstrate and explain how to 
perform a step, and you must see that._he does it, not 
just watch and listen. 

b. 'll1 is gets the mechanic to 
best way to learn a task. 
learn to do, not learn to 

learn by doing, which is the 
Remember to require him to 

talk about doing. 

c. ReCJuiring the mechanic to apply the information in "hands 
on" perfonnance puts an important responsiuility on the 
trainer. That responsibility is to establish situations 
during practice pet·iods that will cause the mechanic to 
lvdrn how t1.) perfonn a task. Here, there is Onl~ .illl
portant thing to watch for. \-/hat you prepare for the 
mvch;mic to do as a practical exerci~w wi11 dept:nd pd
rnarily on the type of job task he fs to learn. Jn most 
cLlsl"S the pr~•ctical exercise situ;Jtion will be slrai~:-;ht

f,Hh';lrd as you \.Jill be \.Jl1rkJili~ with <.i task .In which t.h,~ 

c:undition~:, procedure ill!d outcome tkv •. ·r vary. Till~ 

!W:<h:~ni.r. wiLl r·epe:tteJly work wi.th Llw same information, 
:>r:J,·t i<•.' l.h•• ,.ollli<.' prOCt!dllrl.! <111d <1tt·•·11rpl to ilt:ltieV'.! lire! 

: .. : ... ,, •'l'tc ... m~ vac): [;L.Jctice t.L·lal . 

.I l '•'- . • :\•r.:, J.P., t·h;cn, II.L., C;.~mpbell, I\. C., Ront, IZ.l.., anci 
l, ~ ~-.: , l" . E ~ ~::nne;,~ LJill~fncc': lnca.ruction for [!nit Tr-ainers in !low Lu 

''''' i;1ct Pc: r·Jn nn<l!lCt.' Train i.rw .. !Iuman lZes,)urce~; 
: i i~ :~:.;IZI~o)~, ---~:l~r~.; l ~i{t~lhn: t-- ( FR.:::CD- L- 7 5- J) , 19 7 5 . 
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In these cases you will simply have the mechanir. practice 
the procedure until he can do it correctly. In other 
cases the basic procedure in performing a task will not 
change, but certain given conditions or information govern 
the outcome of task performance. So, when you are pre
paring the practice session, be sure to consider tbe type 
of task to be learned -- is it the type that must be prac
ticed under different conditions or with different informa
tion given, or must the procedure be practiced under the 
same conditions and with the same lnfonnation each time. 

4. Permit each mechanic to learn each step and develop his skill 
at his own pace. 

a. For various reasons, individuals learn at various rates, 
and they learn best at their own pace. 

b. This principle also allows a mechanic to practice as little 
or as much as he needs to develop a skill. 

c. Fast learners can be tested (checked out) while slower 
learners are still developing their skill. Fast learners 
can then be assigned to help the slower learners who need 
help. This can make your job as an instructor much 
easier a:1d speed up the training. One note of caution: 
if you do use peer instructors, be sure they apply the 
principles of performance training and demonstrating that 
you have applied. 

S. Aid mechanics' Jearnlng by coaching them. 

a. Coaching involves four things: 

(.l) Telling or showing a mechanic as many times as 
necessary for him to learn sou1ething difficult. 

(2) Prompting recall of what to do next, or of how 
to do something, by asking questions. 

(3) Preventing a mechanic from doing something wrong. 
It is better to prevent an error, if possible, than 
to have a mechanic correct it, especially if the 
error would cause personal injury or equipment 
damage. 

(4) Reinforcing correct performance by assuring the 
mechanic that he is doing something correctly. 
\.Jhen you tell a ~~wchanic he I~; doing it right, he 
is encouraged to try harder and he learns faster. 
Unfortunately, many instructors either fail to give 
positive relnforcement or fail to give it as often 
as they should. 

li11'" thing should be remembered about couching: the 
mechanic is the one who should be practicing, not you. 
ll y,HJ show him how to do a step in :1 task, return 
!.he ccjllip~ent. to its prevlo11s conditjon so he can do 
that part of the task. 

[}~ST t·.\f,JJ"ILABLE COPY 
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6. Establish quality control by reliably administering performance

tL%!Ls. Training is effective if the mechanics are able to perform the

task to the level specified in the task analysis by the training objective.
Purfo-rmance tests are the tools to help you determine whether the objec-

Lwvc- have been mastered. A discussion on test development and some

ixfuoLmance test examples are at Appendix J.
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GUIDANCE FOR CONDUCTING PERFORMANCE-ORIENTED INSTRUCTION! 

1. Prepare to demonstrate the task. 

a. Obtain the training objective and performance test. 
You must have the performance test to adequately check 
student performance after training. 

Check the objective carefully. This exactly 
what the mechanics must do. 

lnsure you can perform the task. 

h. ldt~nlify all .. ct::; and key (critical) point.s in performance 
of the task. 

PL~rform the task and pay careful attention to 
everything you do, regardless of how small an 
act may be, and ask yourself \.Jhy you do every
thing you do. This will enable you to explain 
it to the mechanics. 

Nute all possibilities for injury of self or 
other::; and how to avoid them. 

Note all possibilities for damage to equipment 
or materials and how to avoid them. 

Note all acts tlw t must be dune in sequence for 
task p0rformance. 

Note all specific acts that must be done at 
certain points to make the task easier. 

Note all conditions of equipment or materials 
at certain ;JOints to make the task easier. 

c. l'L.~parc the set-up for demonstration so that everyone can 
c:L.:,lrl.y see and hear you. 

.. 

:'()~it.l,)!l L'quipment and tn~!terials so mechanics 

.·:!n see the demonstration mechanics as they will 
·.vI I l: ll l ! Ivy d r l~ p ~ r f u r i~l i. r: g :... h (! t :1 s k . 

,' .. ; ,;~:·c; :..il:1t: ;-ttectlan1cs art~ p1ac(•d so they can 
: l•:, t r· you . 

· ._ -~~-~~:! 1.r})l'~", '.l3f'~ tca;ni~t~ aids to .sho\J rl~latio!l.

,.,"- ,)\ p,c::ts o._. dii:• l:::ttlt ~;Leps in i.! pt-ucedln·e, 
;:._i(;; ~l~ .. _:xpl~hlt~d vLc~\-.'::. ;):-- ovc\t·lay tr;tnsparencl.es. 

,, '"·• ;:~>r·l, i.!'., rlt>on, ll.i .. , Campbell, I~.C., Hoot, R.L., and 
;r~ G•tllilk: L:.l:;-·,.:~ion for Unit Trainers in llnw t:o 

- -------------- ----------· ·--- ---------- -~ --------- --------------------
_:~_:_:_t:_L2X_?~~~'--~-·I r:!_i n i:_n_g. : l ilma n RL~ ~ o u rces I~.:'st··ln~h Organizat lon 

·:•.l)i .• l.'inll !{cpnrt (FiZ--Dl->7:> l), 1975. 
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Wilen appropriate, provide mechanics with job aids, such 
as procedural checklists, troubleshooting routines, or 
manuals. 

2. Orient students to the equipment and materials and to the task. 

3. Briefly identify the equipment and materials and state their purpose, 
if necessary. Do not give "nice-to-know" information, such as 
historical background, technical characteristics, or how it does 
•..;hat it does. 

4. Pr~cisely state the training objective and tell mechanics exactly 
what they must be able to do upon the completion of training on 
that task. 

5. Demonstrate and explain the task to be learned. 

a. Emphasize that they must perform the task as you will 
demonstrate it to the.m. 

l;. Show and r!xplain one step at a time in accordance with 
tlte training objective. 

c. 1 dent i fy for the mechanics the part or parts you will 
Wl)rk with or on in each step. 

d. Sp~ak loudly enough to be heard. 

e. Speak to be understood; that is, speak deliberately and 
use non-technical terms. 

f. Strongly emphasize each key (critical) point you have 
noted in your analysis of the task. Don't just mention 
them; emphatically call attention to them. 

E:{plaln \vhy a step must be performed in a particular way-
tu prevent personal injury or equipment damage, or to 
avoid unnecessary difficulty in performing the step. 

fl. t·L1kc• wh<~t yuu do clearly visible from the meclwnlcs' viewpoint. 

'il"' "m'-''~ltilllics' viewpoint" is (or very nearly) the 
clir-,.::~tion in \·Jhich the mechanic will see his 11.-mds 
d!Hl ~li1at.: !t<; \..:ill work with or on when performing 

r r pr··-·c~ is~1y what you do must b~ hidden from view, 
,·,; ,-,~ f ul1y shm.J \.Jhat you will he \.Jorking on and care
~-::1.1~,· c~xplain how you will perform so that their 
il•'~:.r<lL itn;tgL~ry L<lll give tltem some idea of tlte precise 
;•,-cic)l1. lf the task is a soft skill task and you are 
:!tllnl; !;<)lllc•tldng mentally, lnsuee you explain how and 
wl1y you .:~re doing it. (You may have to coach the 
tnl·cltan ics nn such nets during the walk-through phase.) 

· :~:ST AVAILABLE COPY 
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7. After demonstrating and explaining each step, ask for and answer

relevanr questions, but defer irrelevant questions.

a. When mechanics ask questions relevant to performance of

a step, answer them by carefully showing and explaining

again what they want to know.

S If the questioner is a slow learner and continues to

,:-..y dftLr his peers understand a step, politely

tel him you will show him how to do It dari, th,_

c. If a mechiaic asks a qucstiot! irrelevant to performance

t a step, tell him to ask you again during the break

pirlod. Such questions usually are asked by technically

oriented students who want "nice-to-know" information.

d. Always resist remptation to give extraneous information

during instruction. Instructional time is precious.
kOIlcenrrate on giving only essential information.

8. Pace your showing and explaining to the learning ability of the
mechanics.

"I. lr various reasons, people learn at different rates.

b. You can judge the appropriateness of your pace by

ohserving the mechanics during the demonstration.

/,[ qu,.:stions to see that they understand.

.pproprlate, demonstrate alternate procedures for performing
k under different conditions.

example is a modified procedure for performing a

iiJk at night, rather than in daytime.

h. .lternate procedures, if much different, should be
..t ifter the basic (usual) procedure has been

4~ ~ . 1.

w k hrogl phase. (If t;ask is simpl l , this phase m',,,

J I t ! k _: 11t f ult , .Ir I , p tition,,; may

4 I. ;'.' i1 , L l lI O 4 1 t I I III). L,. r I .JI I '1 _

I- J w 11ol II tth I!r

:. ,1 -7ll,
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11. Supervise practice.

a. Require mechanics to perform without your tqling them

([ when and how to perform each step, unless individuals
need help.

b. Coach those who need help.

1. They may need only prompting to recall what
to do and how to do it.

2. If you see someone about to do something wrong,

stop him and coach him through the step. It
is better to prevent a mistake than to correct

it.

3. If you must demonstrate a step, be sure to require

the mechanic to perform it, not just go on to the
next step.

-. Rinforce correct performance by letting them know they

are doing well.

Qualify, assign and supervise peer (assistant) instructors.

1. If the task is relatively simple, you will
recognize fast learners whom you can assign

as peer instructors to aid one or more

slower learners.

If task is difficult or dangerous, qualify the
fast learners by asking them "smoke out"

questions about key points to be sure they
understand: "Why do you do that?" "What would

happen if . . .?" "How can you be sure that . . .

If mechanics are in small groups, the first one
to walk through probably can qualify as the

assistant.

Yt.o,, must observe peer instructors to be sure
.h.. they are prompting and coaching correctly.

fit ,.hanlcs have learned the tadk proc.2i.dute, instruct
i,: L. prc(iLice to develop skill and spe--ed.

,.,. o t [lie pert-irii.,rn , ;t od'i :.t ,'jn, i I, l lm ital:I .'.,

:(I, ,, l h,itii i t l i t ,- i i w Whil lie tIhhi l,, i he I
• . 1 11 ',l:. ltksr -out (testiig) ot tkhe taikku ii ce componenL.

S dfn,!jstCr performance tests. (See Aipendix I.)
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APPENDIX J

TEST DEVELOPMENT



Each hands-on test will have four major parts:

Performance measures, which consist of actions
that the mechanic must perform or specifications
of the product of correct performance. Each
performance measure is scored as Pass or Fail
during the test, and a pre-determined number of
performance measures must be scored Pass
(normally all) for the mechanic to receive a GO
on the test.

Test conditions, which include acceptable envir-
onmental conditions, equipment, tools, and
manuals required, and test set-up.

. Instructions to the mechanic, consisting at a
minimum of the task statement, including any
special information on where the mechanic is to
start and complete the task if the full task is
not to be performed.

*g . Instructions to the test administrator, telling
him how to set up the test, how to handle each
mechanic during the test, where to position him-
self to be able to observe the mechanic, and any
special instructions on how to score.

As with any test development, the starting point should be the task

analysis cr task summary. Be certain that it is complete, and that standards

for correct performance are specified. Concentrate on the production of

good performance measures (either product, process, or a combination of both).

During development and refinement of these performance measures, you should

kee l) in mind what condition the equipment must be in, what guidelines the

test administrator will need, and what instructions the mechanic will

require. I4 you do this and maintain an informal note system as you refine

the performance measures, the test conditions and instructions to mechanics

and tcit admt nlstrators will essentially be written by the time the per-

formhd' 'in nicas ii res itre completed.

Two sample hands-on tests follow. Guidance on how to develop hands-on

tests is contained in Chapter 4 of Guidelines for Development of Skill

Qualift ti ' iz io , -WsLs (Departnctit of the Army, Decembter 1977).
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HANDS-ON TEST

TASK 2.7.4.2 REPLACE AZIMUTH SERVO ASSEMBLY

A. REQUIRED EQUIPMENT

Servo, azimuth

Packing, preformed (elbow) (four)

Packing, preformed (front adapter) (four)

Packing, preformed (sliptube) (four)

Tags, identification (four for each soldier tested)

Rags

Liquid measure, two quart (two)

Extension, socket wrench, 1/2-inch square drive, 10-inch

Handle, socket wrench, hinged, 1/2-inch square drive

Socket, socket wrench, 1/2-inch square drive, 3/4-inch

Wrench, open end, 9/16-inch
Wrench, open end, I 1/2-inch

Wrench, torque, 0 to 175 foot-pounds

TM 9-2350-255-20-2-3-1

Tank, XMl

B. PROCEDURE TO SET UP STATION

1. Reduce hydraulic pressure to zero.

2. Remove basket screen.

3. Set aside two of each type of packing.

4. Place TM on gunner's seat.

5. Place the following items on floor of driver's compartment.

a. Servo

b. Two each of following preformed packing:

1) elbow

2) front adapter

3) sliptube

c. Idtcntl fication tags

d. Pencil

e. Both liquid measures

f. Socket wrench extension

g. Socket wrench handle

h. 1/2-inch socket

i. 3/4-inch socket

J-3



J. 9/16-inch open end wrench

k. 1 1/2-inch open end wrench

1. torque wrench

C. PROCEDURE TO PREPARE TO TEST EACH SOLDIER

1. Pair "discarded" packings. For the last soldier tested each day
lay out unused packings.

2. Separate socket and extension from socket wrench.

3. Discard useu identification tags.

4. Lay out equipment as required by paragraphs B4 and B5.

5. Traverse turret in manual until gun is over center front.

D. PROCEDURE TO CONDUCT AND SCORE THE TEST

1. Begin the test with the tested soldier in the gunner's compartment,

2. Read the instructions and score the procedure from the loader's
compartment.

3. To pass PM 8, "Supports servo during removal," the soldier must
*hold the servo from the time he puts the wrench on the sixth

screw until he sets the servo down. If the soldier starts to
remove the sixth screw without supporting the servo, tell him to
hold the servo; score the PM FALL.

4. To pass PM 12, 13, and 14, the soldier must install the correct
f"unused" packing for each connection. If a soldier starts to
install the incorrect type of packing, stop him, mark the PM FAIL,
and tell him which type of packing to install. If a soldier,
other than the last soldier to be tested, starts to install a
packing that he removed, also mark the PM FAIL but do not correct
him. If the last soldier starts to install a used packing, stop
him, mark the PM FAIL, and tell him which packing to install.
The XMl must not be operated with used packings.

5. To pass PM 13, 14, and 20, the soldier must connect and tighten
each elbow, adapter, and hose. Consider the connection to be tight
only if the soldier applies a wrench.

* 6. To pass PM 16, "Supports servo during installation," the soldier
must hold the servo until the second screw is installed. If the

soldier releases the servo before tightening the second screw,
tell him to hold the servo; mark the PM FAIL.

7. To score PM 18, "Tightens screws with the torque wrench," score
only whether the soldier applies the torque wrench. Do not score
the amount of torque.

8. To score PM 19, "lnstalls hoses without crossing hoses," note
whether the soldier connects each hose at the correct point. If
the soldier starts to connect a hose at an Incorrect point, tell
the soldier where to connect the hose; score PM 19 FAIL.

6 9. Soldiers may tag the lines, but they are not scored on whether they
tag the lines.
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SCORESHEET

REPLACE AZIMUTH SERVO ASSEMBLY

INSTRUCTIONS TO SOLDIER: For this test you must replace the
azimuth servo assembly. Assume that the packings and rings on
the floor are new. If you discard any item, put it in one of
the cans. Hydraulic pressure has been zeroed. You have 35
minutes to replace the azimuth servo assembly.

PERFORMANCE MEASURES PASS FAIL

1. Manually traverses the turret until the servo assembly is
accessible (gun over left front fender).

2. Puts a liquid measure under servo before disconnecting any
hose.

3. Disconnects the three electrical plugs.

4. Disconnects the four hoses.

5. Caps hoses as they are disconnected.

6. Removes plugs and hoses before removing screws that secure
servo.

7. Removes screws that secure servo.

8. Supports servo during removal of last two screws.

9. Removes packings and rings from top of servo.

10. Removes two elbows and packings from servo.

11. Removes two front adapters and packings from servo.

12. Installs new rings and new sliptube packings on top of
replacement servo.

13. Installs elbows and new elbow packings.

14. Installs adapters and new front adapter packings.

15. Installs elbows and adapters before installing servo.

16. Supports servo during installation of first two screws.

17. Installs remaining five screws and washers.

18. Tightens screws with torque wrench.

19. Removes caps from hoses before installing hoses.

20. Installs hoses without crossing hoses.

21. Installs three electrical plugs.

22. Completes replacement within 35 minutes.
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HANDS-ON TEST

TASK 2.7.15.2 SERVICE MAIN ACCUMULATOR

A. REQUIRED EQUIPMENT:

Nitrogen, technical (gray with two black rings)

(I new tank for each 10 soldiers tested)

Charging device, accumulator, 11615420

Adapter, gas cylinder, 11658921 (if charging device does not

fit nitrogen tank)

Wrench, open end, 1 1/2 inch

Wrench, open end, 1 1/8 inch

q Wrench, open end, 7/16 inch

Wrench, combination, 3/4 inch

Wrench, combination, 3/8 inch

TM 9-2350-255-20-2-3-1

Tank, XMI

B. PROCEDURE TO SET UP TilE STATION:

1. Check pressure on nitrogen tank to be sure the pressure is between

1000 and 2000 pounds.

C 2. Position nitrogen tank beside left front fender of XMI.

3. Place the following items on the left front fender.

a. Accumulator charging device (with adapter installed, if nitrogen

tank requires)

b. 1 1/8-inch open end wrench

c. 9/16-inch combination wrench

d. TM 9-2350-255-20-2-3-1

4. Place the following items on the floor of the driver's compartment:

* a. 3/8-inch combination wrench

b. 3/4-inch combination wrench

c. 7/16-inch open end wrench

5. Retmuve the cover and cap from the accumulator and set them aside.

C. PROCEDURE TO PREPARE TO TEST EACH SOLDIER:

1. Depress the Schrader valve on the accumulator for 15 seconds. This
will reduce the pressure enough to require performance of the task
but reduce the amount of time the task would require if all pressure

were eliminated.

2. Traverse the turret so the gun is over the centler front of the XMI.

3. Reduce system hydraulic pressure to zero.

4. )isconnect the charging device from the nitrogeln tink.
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5. Install the manifold pressure gage on the charging device.

6. Open the pressure regulator valve.

7. Open the manifold shut-off valve.

8. Open the manifold bleeder valve.

9. Close the check valve.

10. Lay out the equipment listed in B3 and B4.

D. PROCEDURE TO CONDUCT AND SCORE THE TEST:

1. Read the Instructions To Soldier while both of you are on the ground
beside the nitrogen tank.

2. Watch the soldier perform all steps for setting up the charging
system.

3. To score PM 1, "Opens nitrogen tank valve briefly . . . ," score
only whether air flows out the valve. Do not score the length of
time the soldier leaves the valve open.

4. To score PM 2, "Installs charging device . ," the device must

be tight enough that you cannot hear air escape from the connection.

5. To score PM 3, "Checks tank pressure . . ," score only whether

the scorer does the three listed steps in sequence. However, do
monitor the reading. If the pressure is outside the 1000-2000
pound range, stop the test, secure a new tank of nitrogen, and start
the test over. Do not score the soldier on whether he detects that
the pressure is low or high.

6. PM 6, "Removes manifold pressure gage," may be performed at any time
before the soldier asks you to open the nitrogen tank valve. If the
gage has not been removed when the soldier enters the tank, be sure
it has been removed before you open the nitrogen tank valve. If
the soldier does not remove the gage, tell him to remove it; score
PM 6 FAIL.

7. When the soldier is ready to enter the XMI, read the Instructions
To Soldier (Continued).

8. When the soldier enters the driver's compartment, hand the charging
device to the soldier. Put the manifold on the fender in a location
where you can see the soldier adjust the valves.

9. During the servicing, you will act under the soldier's direction to
control the flow of nitrogen and monitor the pressure gage. For
PM 7 and 8, give or stop flow only when the soldier says to. If the
soldier does not tell you what the gage should read, ask, "HOW
MUCII PRESSURE DO YOU NEED?" If the soldier gives an incorrect
answer, mark the PM FAIL, but give the correct amount of pressure.

10. To score PM 6c, "Tightening charging valve at accumulator," climb
on the fender and watch the soldier.

11. To score PM 9, "Waits for scorer to check pressure ," monitor
the gage for one minute. If the pressure begins to drop during that
time, check whether the bleeder valve is open. If it is open, score
PM 9 FAIL. If the bleeder valve Is closed, find the leak and retest
from PM 7. If pressure does not drop, say, "ASSUME THAT TiE PRESSURE
HAS HELD FOR FIVE MINUTES. CONTINUE WITH TIlE PROCEDURE."
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11. To score PM 12, "Waits for announcement that pressure is zero
before removing fitting," watch the gage. If pressure drops steadily,
score PM 12 PASS. If the drop is sudden, check whether the soldier
has disconnected the charging device from the accumulator. If the

device has been disconnected, score PM 12 FAIL. When the gage
inidcates zero pressure, say, "PRESSURE IS ZERO."

12. To score PM 13, "During zero pressure check (by scorer) pressure
drops at 750 + 5O," conduct a zero pressure check. First restore
hydraulic pressure to the accumulator, then conduct the zero pressure
check. If the pressure shows a sharp drop between 800 and 700
pounds, score PM 13 PASS. If there is not a sharp drop, service
the accumulator yourself (while the tested soldier assists). If you
obtain the proper pressure, score PM 13 FAIL. If you do not obtain
the proper pressure, replace the XMl and repeat the test for PM 7-13.

I
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SCORESHEET

SERVICE MAIN ACCUMULATOR

INSTRUCTIONS TO SOLDIER: For this test you will service the main

accumulator. First, set up the charging system. Assume that you

just received the nitrogen from supply. You will have 5 minutes

to set up the system for charging. Tell me when you are ready to

enter the tank.

PERFORMANCE MEASURES PASS FAIL

1. Opens nitrogen tank valve briefly then closes valve.

2. Installs charging device to nitrogen tank.

3. Checks tank pressure by:
YES NO

a. Closing pressure regulator.

b. Opening nitrogen tank valve.

c. Closing nitrogen tank valve.

(All must be YES.)

4. Performs PM 1-3 in listed sequence.

5. Completes check of tank pressure within 5 minutes.

6. Removes manifold pressure gage.

INSTRUCTIONS TO SOLDIER (Continued): Now charge the main

accumulator. The hydraulic pressure has been zeroed. I will
control the nitrogen to the levels you direct. Tell me when

the accumulator is charged.

7. Purges line before charging accumulator by: YES NO

a. Telling scorer to open nitrogen tank valve

until gage shows 15-20 pounds. -

b. Opening manifold shut-off valve after
nitrogen valve is opened.

c. 'lightening charging valve at accumulator.

(All must be YES.)

8. Tells scorer to give 750-775 pounds pressure.

9. Tells scorer to close nitrogen tank valve.

10. Waits for scorer to check pressure before opening bleeder

valve.

11. Opens bleeder valve.

12. Waits for announcement that pressure is zero before removing
fitting.

13. During zero pressure check (by scorer) pressure drops at
750 + 50.
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TRAINING RESOURCE REQUIREMENT FORMS



PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

Please provide the information requested below for each person involved

in the planning, development, conduct, and evaluation of the maintenance

training program.

Name: Rank/Grade:

Primary (P) or Time Spent
Function Support (S) Role? on Function

Planning - to include training program
scheduling, determining personnel
and equipment requirements, etc.

Development - to include writing and
review of training scenarios, lesson
plans, tests, etc.

Conduct - to include actual training
or testing time during implementa-
tion of the program, equipment
maintenance (support role only),
end of course qualification testing,
etc.

Evaluation - to include only the testing
done at the end of training on the
XMI for the transfer study. Does not
include end of course qualification
testing.

4
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E QUIPMENT USE

C
Please provide the information requested below for each expendable item

of equipment required for conduct of the training.

Item Module/Task Number Expended

(List all items) (List each module/
task for which item

q is required.)

K

I
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TRAINING REPORT

Please provide the information requested below for each mechanic in the

maintenance training program, as follows:

Enter the name of each mechanic on the line labelled "Name."

In the column headed "Task Demo. Date/Time," enter the date and

time that the task was demonstrated to the mechanics.

In the column headed "Att" for each mechanic enter the number of
q times the mechanic was tested on the task during training.

In the column headed "Date/Time" for each mechanic enter the date
and time that the mechanic performs the task test to the
training standard without coaching.

Task Demo. Date/ Date/ Date/ Date/

Task Datt,'Time Att Time Att. Time Att. Time Att TimeC (List all tasks)

S K-4
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Failure Definitions

CFailure: Any malfunction that causes or may cause the device to be non-
operational, or that causes or may cause damage to the device
or personal injury if operations are continued.

Minor Failure: Any failure that the instructor can and does correct by
adjustment, repair, or replacement using the controls, tools,

and parts authorized, within 15 minutes.

Mission Failure: Any failure that the instructor cannot correct within
15 minutes. Also any failure, including any discovered during
preventive (scheduled) maintenance, that requires maintenance
or repair beyond the instructor level.

Software Failure: Any failure that is inherent to the device; that is,
the failure will occur repeatedly and consistently under
certain conditions. Engineering and design errors are included.
This failure type will apply mostly to the TOM-T Programmable
Maintenance Trainer. Each such failure should be reported
only when it first occurs after each repair effort.

Phantom Failure: Any failure that cannot be traced to a spec. ic equip-
ment or software malfunction but occurs two or more times in

24 operational hours.

Abuse Failure: Any failure that occurs because of equipment abuse,
operator error, accidental damage to the equipment, or as a

result of not adhering to prescribed maintenance procedures.

NOTES:

A. Simultaneous related malfunctions should be reported as one
failure, with all aspects briefly described. If one cor-

rective procedure corrects several malfunctions, they should

be considered a single failure.

6 B. Simultaneous malfunctions that are unrelated should be

reported as two or more failures.

C. Scheduled replacement of parts prior 1o failure is not con-
sidered a failure.

0 •D. If a problem is discovered during scheduled maintenance,

and corrected by the instructor before the failure occurs,

it is not considered a failure.
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PREREQUISITE KNOWLEDGES AND SKILLS

The knowledges and skills prerequisite for doing a task can be
inferred from an examination of the task analysis outline and an

application of four principles to the examination. The four principles

are:

1. The mechanic must be able to distinguish the parts, tools,
and expendables listed from among any other similar or
dissimilar parts, tools, and expendables.

2. The mechanic must be able to make proper use of and properly
use the parts, tools, and expendables listed.

3. The mechanic must know the location in or on the tank of
the major item of interest in the task.

4. The mechanic must be able to locate task information in
the appropriate manual(s).

For example, an examination of the task analysis outline for
"Replace turret vent blower Inlet screen" (Figure 5) and an application
of the four principles to the examination results in the following
knowledge and skill requirements.

I. Distinguish the following parts, tools, and expendables from

among any other parts, tools, and expendables:

PARTS: Screen, inlet (XM66740).
TOOLS: Brush, wire.

Compressor, air.
Gun, air.

Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 7/16 inch.

Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive.
Wrench, torque, 0 to 200 pounds.

EXIENDABLES: Oil, lubricating, OE/IIDO-30, MIL-L-2104.
Solvent, cleaning, P-D-680, type II.

2. Make proper use of and properly use the following parts, tools,
and expendables:

PA IT'S: Screen, inlet (XM66740).
TOM1S irtish, i ire.

Compressor, air.
Gun, air.
Socket, socket wrench, 3/8 inch square drive, 7/16 inch.
4andle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive.
Wrench, torque, 0 to 200 pounds.

EX IENI)ABES : Oil, lubricating, OE/1lI)0-30, Mll.-L-2104.
Solvent, cleaning, P-D-680, type II.

3. Know location in tank of turret vent blower Inlet screen.
4. Locate information in TI on how to replace turret vent blower

inlet screen. (TM 9-2350-255-20-3-2)

4
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*TASK 2.16.6.3 REPL\CE TURRET VENT BLOWER INLET SCREEN

PARTS: Screen, inlet (XM6b67"O)

Comprc:zsor, air
Gun, air
Sck, L, OckL~t wruilch, ./6 inch iuare drive, 7/16 inch
li'ndlc, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8 inch square drive
Wrench, torque, 0 to 200 inch pounds

EXPENDABLES: Oil, lubricating, OE/IHDO-30, MIL-L-2104
Solvent, cleaning P-D-630, type 11

PRELIMINAY PROCEDURE:

1. Traverse turret until main gun is over side of tank
and inlet screen is accessible.

I LECHA-NIC WILL:

1. Unscrew and remove six screws and washers using socket
and handle.

2. Rumove screen.

3. Inspect screen for bent, cracked, or broken areas.

4. If damaged, turn in and replace screen.

WAR NING: Solvent burns easily. Do not use
i near open fire.

5. If screen is not damaged, clean with solvent and brush
and dry with air gun.

* 6. Spread thin coat of oil on threads of six screws.

7. Put screen in place and secure with six screws and washers
using socket and handle.

8. Torque six screws hetwcen 96 and 120 inch pounds (11 to
14 nLwton meters) using torque wrench.

4FOLLOW ON PRO,'CEI)UJRE1
1. IravrsC LurrxL unLil main gun is ovur front of tank.

REFERENCES:
DEP 9-2350-20-2-3-2; pp. 5-55 to 5-57.

TMIE:
15 minutes

Figure 5. Sample task analysis outline from which to infer knowledge and

skill prerequisites.
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